
Histories of Lusternia



Part I

The Cosmogenesis



Chapter 1

Daughters of Yudhe

Before time or space or movement, there was nothing, a void that was neither dark nor
light, neither empty nor full, formless, without thought or mind. In an everlasting state
of no-thing, the impossible moves to improbable and the improbable becomes fact. And
so a spark flickered in the void, and that spark was the spark of consciousness, and that
consciousness was named Yudhe. Around Yudhe folded time and around time folded space,
and thus Yudhe became aware. But Yudhe was all and nothing, and when his thoughts
flared and blossomed, reaching out to touch another, he found only himself. So Yudhe
knew loneliness.

Yearning for companionship yet being alone, Yudhe separated a part of his own conscious-
ness to form a daughter. She called herself Magnora and was much like Yudhe, vast yet
empty. Not satisfied, Yudhe fragmented himself to form a second daughter. She called
herself Dynara, smaller than Magnora yet partaking of Yudhe’s nature. Each daughter
was separate yet a part of Yudhe. Thus Yudhe found family.

From Yudhe, Dynara inherited Yudhe’s desire to create, and so she created many things,
the first of which was Lusternia, also called the First World. Around Lusternia, Dynara
formed countless more worlds and planes of existence and so filled the universe of Yudhe
with an endless stream of things. Her older sister, Magnora, inherited only the emptiness
of void, and her purpose was to consume all that her sister created, bringing it back to
nothing. And for eons, Dynara created and Magnora destroyed, and so the sisters were in
harmony, a cycle of being and not being, of creation and destruction, of life and death.



Chapter 2

Soulless Gods

Upon the worlds and planes that Dynara created, she also created life. Her first attempts
to create life were monstrous abominations without a soul or spirit. Though at first she
considered them to be her greatest triumphs, she came to view them as her greatest failures.
They came to be called the Primal Gods or First Ones, also known as the Soulless Gods.
Disappointed, Dynara sent these Soulless Gods to her sister Magnora for her to consume
back to no-thing. But Magnora, bitter and barren, allowed them to live out of spite. Thus,
the Soulless Gods became the Heralds of Magnora, traveling with her and helping her
destroy and consume that which Dynara had abandoned or forgot.



Chapter 3

Son of Yudhe

Yudhe grew tired, and begot a son, who was a reflection of Yudhe himself, containing
Yudhe’s very spirit. This son was without name and form, limited in omniscience yet
full of potency. The son of Yudhe went first to his sister Dynara, and through him, she
understood how to create life with soul, and so together they created life from shards of
their own consciousness. She and her nameless brother grouped them this way and that
way, and played with them as children play with their toys. Jealous and acting in her own
nature, Magnora and her heralds sought out and devoured that life. But Dynara and the
nameless son saved those life forms that became their favorites, and these became known
as the Elder Gods, and they were many. Thus came to be the Dragon God Dracnoris,
Clangorum of the Mountains, Elfenhoala the Fair, Aslarn the Quick, Meridian the Wise,
Orlachmar the Strong, Trillillial of the Skies, Bollikin the Playful, and many others.

Magnora’s jealousy grew, and she turned and looked upon Yudhe’s only begotten son and
found a desire to consume him. And so she did.

But the nameless son could not go back to nothingness for he was as nothing as Yudhe.
Yet, when Magnora devoured him, he impossibly disappeared from reality. Without his
spirit who was his son, Yudhe roused from his complacent dreaming and thus knew despair.
And so too did Magnora and Dynara despair, for they were much a part of Yudhe.



Chapter 4

The Great Silence

Together the sisters found a purpose, and that purpose was to find the only begotten son of
Yudhe. For eons they searched, their goals united for the first time. Finally, they became
aware of a tear within the fabric of reality through which the nameless son had entered.
But to their sorrow, they learned the Son of Yudhe was destroyed in this alternate reality.
But they discerned that his essence remained, scattered through a race calling themselves
humans. And so Magnora and Dynara schemed and plotted to enter this alternate reality
and unite it with Yudhe, thus bringing progenitor and son back together.

When their schemes reached its apex, the sisters left through the rift in reality, but, alas,
the journey changed their very natures and they were never to return. Yudhe’s children,
however, were more than just offspring; they were Yudhe himself. Without them, Yudhe
moved back to what he was: neither dark nor light, neither empty nor full, formless,
without thought or mind.

A great silence fell across creation.



Part II

Elder Wars



Chapter 5

Book of Dracnoris

I know our ending looms deep within the emptiness of the Void. The question is should I
stir and wake? Should the others know?

I came into being long before the Star Gods (as we used to call the young Elder Gods).
That is how ancient I am, born of Dynara when all forms were wild and unplanned, the
generation known as the Primal Gods, when the cosmos was young and Magnora consumed
us in droves.

I suppose I may have been one of the first souled gods. Though my shape was wild–scaled
red-gold with many claws and wings–I was not given to Magnora to be consumed in the
vast coldness of her hunger. But my siblings were given to Magnora, and they were indeed
consumed. All except one sibling. She who became a Handmaiden of Magnora, one of the
Soulless Gods.

I call her my sister, my sibling, for Dynara brought us into existence together, incubated
within the same upper vibrations of the cosmic song of Yudhe, what some call the higher
planes, others call pockets of reality created by Dynara, which we only knew as our creche.
I was the youngest and weakest of my creche, and I never expected to survive. I am a
Primal God, not one of the star-shaped, the favoured shape, of Dynara. And so I knew
the Dynara when she was crueller than what the Star Gods may remember. I first knew
Dynara before she adopted the star form herself, when she was simply a presence, great
and powerful, as the fountainhead of all life ought to be.

But in my day, she would create without thought or consideration or care, but just for the
sake of creating. Like me, her creations were hideous, unformed, the early grotesqueries
of the cosmos. And she would push us and fight us and make us war against each other.
She would laugh when Magnora found us and consumed us, taking us back into the void
of non-existence. If she tired of us, she’d give us to Magnora herself. And some Magnora



would consume, or some were kept as her Handmaidens, terrible presences that trailed in
her wake, screaming insanities, who grew bloated and terrible in the wake of the detritus
of her neverending hunger.

It wasn’t until the Son of Yudhe manifested that Dynara turned her attention to the
refinement of spirit. The Son of Yudhe was her inspiration, her compatriot, her muse.

But however terrible was Dynara, she kept me with her, forever at her side. My siblings
she gave to Magnora. Myself, I endured and grew old. Even when she began to bring the
Star Gods into being in their own crches, called Star Gods because they were shaped like
five pointed stars: a head, two arms and two legs, still, even then, I was at her side. Still,
she never sent me to Magnora.

I asked her once why I, and those few like me were allowed to exist with the Star Gods.
Why wasn’t I sent to oblivion like most of the other Primal Gods who were born before
the Son of Yudhe. She only laughed at me and said, “Dear Dracnoris, none of your siblings
would ever have wondered and asked me such a question. And do you know why?” I did
not, of course. “Because,” she said, “they had no soul and could not contemplate their
own non-existence!”

Oh, I wasn’t the only Primal God left from the ancient times. There was Keph, She of the
Many Eyes, and Vrandrac the One, a huge amorphous mass. And, of course, there were
the Fates, older even than I, who claimed they came into being when Dynara begat her
first creation, but who were never themselves created. They were a mystery, I think, even
to Dynara. The three sisters often claimed that they existed in every reality where the
ripples of creation fanned outwards. Back then, they were as formless as Dynara, simple
thoughts that trailed behind her like echoes. They didn’t take form until the Star Gods
came into being, and they settled into their shapes now known the Three Sisters of Fate:
Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos. They were easy to forget, these Fates, and Dynara rarely
paid them any mind.

It is funny how the Fates came in three, just as Yudhe’s offspring came in three: Magnora,
Dynara and the Unnamed Son. It is as if that number is the template of creation: two
opposites and a point of synthesis. Ah, but my mind is wandering again, and there is the
stirring that I feel, and I should, perhaps, give warning to my fellow Elder Gods.

I know what this stirring is. After the disappearance of the three children of Yudhe, when
the Great Silence fell across creation, when the Elder Gods, myself included, were drawn
to the First World called Lusternia, after an aeon had passed and before the Circles of
the Gods were formed, I felt the stirring. It was the stirring of my sibling, she who was
a Handmaiden of Magnora, one of the Soulless Gods. As with all of us whom Dynara
brought into being from the same crche, or the same higher plane of existence (whichever
you prefer), this bond links us together even now.



And thus I know that the Handmaidens of Magnora have survived, just as we, the Elder
Gods, survived. I know the Soulless Ones hunger in the darkness of the Void, having fed
upon each other, growing to fill the emptiness within their very beings. Yes, that is the
stirring I feel.

But the other Elder Gods, whether Star Gods or Primal Gods, do not know this. No other
but myself has a sibling who became a Soulless One. As I consider warning the others, I
watch them play the games of youth, of forming their Circles or chasing insane half-formed
creations, or emulating Dynara and attempting to create life where none existed.

For me, I want to merely sink down into the bubbling warmth of Lusternia, into one of
her many mountain wombs, into the liquid warmth of her volcanic loins. As I do, the
Elder Gods bestow upon me the title of a Meditator, a God of the Third Circle, which is
fine, though of no matter, so long as they leave me to sleep and dream in peace. I believe
those few other Primal Gods do likewise. I laugh with Keph, She of the Many Eyes, as we
both leave the youthful gods to their games, me descending within the warm depths of the
mountains and she within the dark coolness under the soil.

Ah, I keep forgetting that I should warn my fellow Elder Gods, for I feel my sibling move,
and with her the other Soulless Ones. I know they have consumed each other to the point
that those who are left are too strong to continue their cannibalistic frenzy. And they
hunger and roar for blood, for the sparkling, glittering essence of the glorious thing called
a soul.

But, then again, should I give warning? Would it make any difference, I wonder? Or should
the Elder Gods be allowed this final time of happiness, playing at being Dynara upon the
First World, beautiful Lusternia. Would it be cruel to tell them of what is coming?

Ah, I cannot decide. I won’t tell them now, not yet. There is nothing they can do anyway;
no preparation can avoid the emptiness that shall consume us.

Better to wait. To sleep. To dream. To ponder my own non-existence and leave warnings
of doom for another day



Chapter 6

Book of Trillillial

I awoke to another perfectly beautiful day among many such perfect days. Had I known
it would be the last such perfect day I would ever know, perhaps I would have cherished
it more, imprinted it harder upon my memory, savored each sweet breath and each happy
laugh more deeply. Such was not the case, of course, it never is.

The day started gloriously. I soared on a strong current of air, enjoying the feel of its brisk
chill under my wings, listening to the infant Spirit of the Sun, just newly awakened by the
Sixth Circle, sing out joyously as the day dawned. I laughed out loud as the older Spirits
of Night and Moon teased the newborn spirit as they ran away from the break of day.

Bold reds and bright oranges flared across the horizon, which I immediately recognized the
work of my sister Isune. I reached out with my power and sent clouds rolling across the
jagged mountain range, painting the sunrise with soft magentas and streaks of yellow. The
Spirit of the Sun cried out merrily at the colours that swirled around him, and I tickled
him with shafts of pink rays.

Then, there was Isune before me, her shimmering wings spread behind her and her eyes
sparkling with many colours. We clasped hands and spun around in the air, letting our
wings whip around behind us. Who would have thought these days would ever end?

“Pink!” laughed Isune. “Oh, sister, that was grand! Let us paint the mountains pink!”

“Or pink and purple!” I said as we drifted lazily in the air. “But let us wait until the
setting of Sun.”

“Are you off to see, Xyl?” she asked me.

“Of course I am! Today we build another spire.”

“You love him, yes? What an odd match you two make! He seems so cold to me.”



“It is our weakness, sister, to love those who are silent and wise!” I laughed. “Do you not
still pine for Lacostian?”

She pushed me away and we both giggled like newborn spirits ourselves. Then, after
promising to meet to paint the sunrise, Isune flew off and I made my way to the House of
Xyl. Yes, I loved him dearly, though it is true he showed little of his emotions. Indeed, his
skin is crystal itself, unable to smile or frown, laugh or cry, only the ever changing lambent
colours revealing his emotional state. But he has a sense of harmonic beauty and aesthetics
that is beyond any I have ever known. What I had always wondered is what does he see
in me. I know my thoughts are not as deep as his, nor my curiosity as intense. So why
does he love one who spends her days painting dawns and dusks with her sister while he
ponders the unfathomable? I thought then that I would ask him to add that mystery to
his list of multiversal mysteries!

So it was with that pleasing thought that I drifted down to House of Xyl, which was perched
atop the highest mountain peak within the Basin. Admiring the play of light and color
upon the crystal dome, surrounded by crystal spires arranged symmetrically around it, I
landed near the entrance and paused to enjoy its beauty. Xyl had once told me that this
mountain held a fulcrux of the concordant energies within Lusternia itself.

I sang out Xyl’s name, letting my voice vibrate through the crystal spires. When Xyl
didn’t answer me, I wasn’t alarmed, knowing that he often lost himself deep within his
contemplations. Humming to myself, I went in search of Xyl, finally finding him in the
observatory studying the images of the cosmos that flickered upon the dome above.

“Did you see my sunrise, Xyl?” I asked, walking up behind him and running the feathers
of my wings across his back and shoulders. “I used pink! Isune thought it was very funny.”

“I apologize, beautiful Trillillial,” he said, finally turning around and putting a cool hand
against my cheek. “I missed your sunrise. There is something I have found, which must
be studied more.”

“But we were going to build another crystal spire! I have picked out a lovely rainbow
quartz . . .”

“No,” said Xyl, cutting me off. “No. This cannot wait. I may even need to call a conclave
of the Fifth Circle. I apologize.”

Normally, I would insist that he take a break from his workings, but there was something
about him that made me pull back. His crystal eyes were a dull malachite rather than
their normal clear emerald. I had never seen him in such a mood.

“Ah, my sparkling hero!” I said, trying to lighten his mood somewhat. “You want to simply
gather the Fifth Circle to spend your time solving equations and debating the meaning of
the color red!”



“Perhaps,” he said, his cheek glowing like rose quartz. “But, my Trillillial, you must trust
that this is important. Truly, I need to study this some more.”

I followed Xyl’s gaze up to the swirling stars upon the dome. He was gazing up at one
section among the dimensional rifts, which was darker than the rest. Not knowing why,
my feathers bristled with a premonitory chill and a foreboding pressure built up behind
my eyes.

Shivering, I turned away and told Xyl I’d wait for him in his library. I’m not sure if he
answered me or not, for I flew hastily out of the observatory, suddenly not wanting to be
there.

The Library of Xyl was located atop the northern most amethyst spire, and the room itself
cut in a hexagonal shape. Knowledge crystals floated in pleasing helix patterns that Xyl
devised to categorize the crystals. I wandered along the glittering columns of spinning
gems, touching several that I passed, feeling the slight warmth as they flared at my touch
and released a summary of what knowledge they contained. Browsing through subjects
that held little interest to me, like treatises on universal cosmic laws, I finally settled on
the knowledge gems that contained the histories of the forming of the Circles.

Plucking a floating gem out from the helix of early histories, I let it rest in my palm and
closed my eyes, willing its knowledge to unfold in my mind’s eye. It revealed the history
of the forming of the Circles.

***

THE FIRST CIRCLE

The gods first manifested within a bubble of cosmic reality (also known as creches and
later sometimes referred to as the cosmic planes). It is common knowledge that Dynara
first produced lesser beings within these creches, which she sometimes referred to as divine
templates. Once perfected, she set to incubating the nascent beings who would evolve into
the gods. For reasons known only to Dynara, the beings within a crche often developed in
similar patterns, with one god being the dominant or leader of his or her siblings.

Following the disappearance of Dynara and the Great Silence that followed, some gods were
driven mad, so used were they to hear her cosmic song. Some returned to their crches, the
dimensional pockets where they were born. Some spun out into the Void, searching for
something that could never be found. But, finally, most made our way to the First World.

Gathering in Lusternia, there was great conflict among the Elder Gods. It was immedi-
ately recognized that a hierarchy must be established in order to avoid clashes and power
struggles between the dominant ones among us. Thus, the First Circle was formed, which



was a council of the natural born leaders (occasionally referred to as the alpha gods). They,
in turn, orchestrated the formation of the other circles.

The First Circle mediated conflicts and were the diplomats that transversed to the outer
spheres to investigate the crches that contained divine not fully manifested. It was apparent
that without Dynara to finish their creation, these nascent beings would never be complete,
never be fulfilled, at least insofar as the gods were complete. They were often referred to
as the half-formed, and it was the half-formed who first began calling the gods who came
to them as the Elders, and later the Elder Gods.

THE SECOND CIRCLE

Another common manifestation among crche siblings was that one or two in each group
often rose to become natural warriors. More aggressive than his or her siblings, the warrior
divine were usually extremely close to the leaders of their crches and felt themselves to be
the protectors of their siblings.

These warriors formed the Second Circle, which perhaps held the largest number of Elder
Gods, as many were drawn to adventure, conflict and battle. And there were many battles
in the early days. Those half-formed who broke out from their crches, and outside of their
natural environment, they’d almost invariably become insane, ravaging everything in their
path. Thus, the Second Circle protected Lusternia from their incursion, driving them off
or hunting them down in the outskirts of space and dimension. Crazed half-formeds were
not the only threat the Second Circle fought. Sometimes, destructive creatures or forces
were found wandering the Void, and sometimes even some of our own number who were
driven insane by the Great Silence.

THE THIRD CIRCLE

Before the coming of the Son of Yudhe, the divine that Dynara first created were referred
to as the Primal Gods. Very few of these divine were permitted to live, but those that
did were the ancient ones among the gods. The Primal Gods referred to the rest of the
divine as “Star Gods” because we were ‘star-shaped’ (a head, two arms and two legs). It
is curious that this “Law of Five” can be seen in many of Dynara’s later creations, and it
was the favorite form in which she herself took.

In any event, those few Primal Gods left had little interest in interacting with the ‘Star
Gods’, and spent most of their time in deep contemplation and meditation, sinking down
into a deep sleep, letting their consciousness ride the eddies and currents of wherever their



thoughts carried them, sometimes for centuries at a time. They were called the Third
Circle, also known as the Meditators.

Several younger gods also chose the path of the Third Circle. Notably, Lacostian went
into a deep meditation, merging his consciousness with the logosphere of Lusternia, the
flickering sentience of the First World itself, gathering what he called the Akashic Records.

THE FOURTH CIRCLE

The Fourth Circle were the artists, the muses, and makers of songs. Again, many crches
had several natural artists, and a very few crches seemed to have been borne entirely of
artists. Using the First World as their canvas, the divine artists pleasured themselves by
creating riverbeds and sunsets, playing with shape and form, light and shadow. They gave
flowers their colors, painting their essence deep and true, pinks and blues, yellows and
reds, soft shades and bright. Many of the Fourth Circle lost themselves among the tulips,
zinnias, snapdragons, daisies and honeysuckle rose. Some swept the beaches with white
sand, which sparkled in the sunlight or the starshine. The birds that were later created by
the Seventh Circle, were often favorites of the artist gods, who designed feathered plumes
and painted eggs from speckled brown and blue to bright pinks and yellows. Some of the
Fourth Circle spent their time changing the geography of Lusternia itself, smoothing hills
until they rolled like green waves, raising islands along the coasts, and scattering ponds
and lakes and lagoons throughout the land. Still other of the artist gods did not but create
music, which was carried upon the winds, sweet chimes and sounds from exotic instruments
echoed out from their bright crystal caverns.

These were the Fourth Circle, the artists, who were truly the most carefree and happy of
the gods.

THE FIFTH CIRCLE

The Fifth Circle focused upon sharpening their minds to razor keenness in order to study
the mysteries around them. They spent many days and seasons and years simply contem-
plating the layers of reality, studying universal laws that bound and bent even the gods.
There was no mystery they did not study, and their minds became mazes of cognition, enig-
mas unto themselves. Nothing brought those in the Fifth Circle greater joy than stripping
away the veils of reality, layered like an onion, discovering dimensions hidden in the sheaths
of probabilities. Often, these intellectual gods would create complex games of thought and
strategy, luck and will, that they would play among themselves, reflecting the puzzles of
reality they thought to understand.



The Fifth Circle were the Truthseekers. They hunted with no less vigor than the warriors
of the Second Circle–only their weapons were thought and logic, and their prey were the
mysteries and paradoxes left in the wake of the Great Silence.

THE SIXTH CIRCLE

It was said that the gods who were most touched by the Son of Yudhe had a deep desire
to create life. These gods followed one of two paths. The first path was that of the Sixth
Circle, called the Awakeners. Within each majestic creation of Dynara, from the Sun and
Moon, to the Trees and Lakes, to the Night itself, these paradigms of Dynara’s very essence
were latent with pure spirit. Those of the Sixth Circle sang to those potential, sleeping
spirits within these creations. Through the aeons, presences began to awaken, and these
were called the Great Spirits.

Thus, the Sixth Circle created the Great Spirits of Lusternia, though they were not like
themselves, not like the gods and goddesses that were created by Dynara. In this the Sixth
Circle failed, for they could not create kindred beings to themselves. Still, the Sixth Circle
loved them and guided them, and they would forever be their greatest creations.

THE SEVENTH CIRCLE

The Seventh Circle were the true Creators. Instead of awakening the potential of the
paradigms, the Seventh Circle created life itself from the aethers. They populated the
oceans with fish, the skies with birds, and the lands with creatures. But no matter what
they created, no matter how much they labored, there was no soul within the bodies of
their creations.

However, as the aeons passed, certain of their creatures who survived and thrived and
multiplied, developed what the Fifth Circle called a “hive soul”, wherein the sum of all
the sparks of life within a particular group was greater than the individual creatures. A
sentience arose within these species, also called Great Spirits, which were able to physically
manifest and think and communicate with their creators.

Though the collective spirits that rose from certain animals created by the Seventh Circle
were their highest and greatest triumphs, still they fell far short of the souls of the gods
themselves.

Thus, the Sixth Circle and the Seventh Circle shared jointly the manifestation of the two
types of Great Spirits–the Awakeners guiding the ephemeral spirits to sentience and the



Creators creating the animals who formed collective spirits. Because of this, these two
circles were closer than that found among the other circles.

* * *

I clasped the remembrance crystal to my breast and smiled to recall how the Divine Circles
were formed. What a time it was when the First Circle hadn’t been formed, when we
thought they’d fight each other for position. Who was it that formed the first alliance that
would grow to be the First Circle? Was it Fain? Meridian? Allinvia?

As I placed the remembrance crystal back in its swirling helix, I felt Xyl’s cool hand upon
my shoulder. I turned to him and placed my hand upon his chest, making his throat glow
softly amber. But his eyes were still darkly malachite. He gently caressed the tips of my
wings with a finger.

“I must call the Fifth Circle together,” he said.

“What is it you have found?” I asked.

“Something is coming to us, something disturbing...” he began but then paused, shaking
his head. “It may be nothing, but I want ... I need the opinions of the entire Fifth Circle.”

“It will be some time before they gather. Let us start building another crystal spire. Did
I tell you I have some lovely rainbow quartz?”

“You know I cannot. Not now,” said Xyl. “Go to Isune and paint your sunset”

Another dark premonition made me shiver, and I wrapped my wings around both of us. I
begged him to put aside calling the Fifth Circle for just one day. I told him that I feared
if we didn’t have this final time together, we would never have another. But he gently
disentangled himself from my wings and pushed me away.

“We shall create a spire another day, my Trillillial,” Xyl said. “I promise you. And then
we shall build another and another until the end of time.”

“And I promise that each spire will be more harmonious and beautiful than the last,” I
said. “Together our spires will become a crystal city that will shine like a beacon of our
love!”

Alas, neither promise would be kept.



Chapter 7

Book of Mugowumpois

The summons hit me right in the third eye, filling my inner vision with a pulsating white
light and filling my head with an irritating tonal vibration. Of course, I immediately
recognized the touch of Xyl. But what could prissy Xyl want? Someone to hold his hand
while he made crystal gewgaws to hang about his ruddy crystal spires? I didn’t really care
so I banished the summons from my mind.

“Are you alright, Mugowumpois?” asked Blooredi, frowning at me.

Realizing I must have been standing motionless in the swamp for some time, I blinked and
then laughed. Looking down, there was one of Blooredi’s crocodiles trying to gnaw off my
foot. It rather tickled.

“Oh, just warm hearted Xyl wanting me to come look at the stars or something,” I said,
pulling the crocodile off my foot. “You know, Bloo, your creations rather remind me of
Xyl.”

“Why, because they’re cold blooded?”

“No. It’s because they have just about the same range of expression!”

We both laughed, and I tossed the crocodile to Blooredi. He stroked its ugly green hide
and rocked it back and forth in his arms. Not that it was a baby or anything, it was in
fact an enormous bull. But, you know the Seventh Circle. They’re all a bit weird when it
comes to their creations.

“So what do you think, Lady Mugs?” he asked, looking imploringly at me. “Do you think
the crocodiles have a chance?”

“Oh, you never know,” I said, trying to be polite. “Maybe in a couple of aeons...”



Of course, I lied. There wasn’t a chance in any of the four corners of the Void that
Blooredi’s crocodiles would ever coalesce a collective consciousness. I should know, as I
had been studying formation of collective consciousnesses since the first one manifested
and I developed a sense for which ones would form Great Spirits and which ones wouldn’t.
Yes, it had a little to do with how many there were–the population had to reach a critical
mass–but there was something more underlying which ones rose. Not intelligence, though
that helped, but an essential quality to their inner essence. And crocodiles didn’t have it.
I’d guess they’d stagnate in this spiritual state until the end of time.

“Great Yudhe!” cursed Blooredi, unmaking the crocodile, and tearing it apart into etheric
strips. “Am I the only one of the Seventh Circle who hasn’t had a Great Spirit? Pah! Even
that simpleton Viravain has Raven. And if an idiot like Tae could raise a Great Spirit,
why can’t I?”

“Didn’t Xyl name a sector in the heavens after your crocodiles?”

“Oh, la-la-loo, how lucky for me,” he said, spitting and rolling his eyes contemptuously.

I politely tried to look interested as Blooredi began creating a new creature out of the
etheric soup which was all that was left of the bull alligator. He had a point. It was hard
to imagine someone like Viravain creating a Great Spirit, especially as she usually created
such small insignificant creatures. But as soon as I saw the ravens, I knew they’d quickly
form a collective consciousness. There was something woven very deep within them, very
mysterious. I’d been keeping an eye on Viravain ever since, and I no longer am taken by
her poor-little-me routine. There’s more going on behind those baby blue eyes than the
others suspect. Except perhaps her brother, Shikari, but who’d he ever share anything
with.

“Well what do you think of this one?” asked Blooredi, holding up his newest creation.

“Oh, well... erm, it looks... I mean, I’m no expert but it looks...”

“I’ll call it an alligator!”

A second summons hit me in the third eye, and this one was so bright and loud that it
was almost painful. I’d never known Xyl to be so insistent and, well, rude. Who did he
think he was? More curious, who would have thought he’d show so much backbone? But
he wasn’t going to use my head as a drum, so I hurled my own thought bubble back at
him, strong enough that I imagined it’d drop him onto his bony glass arse. Moments later
he hit me with a third summons that was stronger than the other two. And this one was
painful!

“That blasted fool!” I screamed.

Or at least, I would have screamed if my mouth didn’t suddenly fill up with swamp water.
That last summons must have knocked me on my arse! Enormous hands belonging to



Blooredi pulled me up out of the swamp and set me on a rock.

“Xyl again?” he asked.

“Yes, Xyl again. Well, I’m going to see what he wants. If this isn’t something good, I
swear I’ll shove his crystal spires somewhere he wont like!”

Blooredi laughed and waved good bye, as I wrapped myself in a bubble and flew off to the
House of Xyl. Atop the highest–and coincidentally the most power-laden–mountain upon
the First World was a conglomerate of tall spires that he had been building with one of
the Fourth Circle (I forget her name–somebody insignificant) for aeons.

As I approached the crystal spires, I had to grudgingly admit to myself that I was a little
jealous. They were gorgeous constructions, that was a given. But more awesome was that
they were situated atop the First World’s fulcrux of energy, and the crystal formations
magnified these energies, making the House of Xyl one of the most powerful instruments
ever known.

Sensing activity in the observation chamber, I composed myself and leisurely walked to-
wards it. I deliberately stopped several times to admire the view. Damn if I’d give Xyl the
impression that I’d come running at his beck and call.

But it was I who was taken back when I finally walked in. It looked like the entire Fifth
Circle had gathered. Apparently, I was the last to arrive. Xyl just stared at me with his
jeweled eyes glittering. Was he annoyed? Who knows, I could never tell with him.

“A party!” I said, sweeping into the chamber (and splattering a lot of mud around which
I just knew would definitely annoy fussy Xyl). Xyl, darling, you finally are putting your
house to good use!”

Several laughed with me as I strolled around. Raezon and Roark were bent over a game
of divine chess, directing the living pieces across the board. Several others were browsing
through Xyl’s collection of knowledge crystals, where he stored collections of his stories
and philosophies. Elcyrion smiled at me and winked when he noticed Xyl briskly cleaning
the mud left in my wake.

“Hello, Lady Muggs,” greeted Elcyrion. “How fares the marsh?”

“Just lovely,” I said and smiled back.

While Xyl cleaned up, I walked over to the game of divine chess being played by Roark
and Raezon. They were both studying the board with grim determination. Being the
latest game in vogue among the Fifth Circle, I must admit I was quite good at it. Roark’s
remaining bishop was wounded and the line of pawns were broken.

“Try moving out your healthy knight,” I suggested, immediately seeing a way to victory if
the knight could defeat Raezon’s rook.



“Really, Muggs!” said Raezon. “If you want to play, wait your turn!”

Roark scowled at me and moved his wounded bishop anyway, who barely won against a
pawn. I could see that Roark still had a chance for victory, but it was obviously not the
best move. Such was the way with Roark, always wanting to do things his own way.

“Attend, please!” Xyl commanded, floating upwards on a spinning platform. “As you
know, I have constructed this observatory to study the movements of the cosmos. Two
weeks ago, I noticed this.”

With a gesture, he caused the dome above to darken, then swirl in a mass of colour, then
crystallize into a scene from the depths of space. Xyl’s glowing crystal hand twitched back
and forth as he shuffled between different dimensions.

“Here,” he finally said, pointing to a patch of darkness.

With an effort, he magnified the sector he had found. Many of us gasped, including me.
There was a swirling darkness, and a sense of a wrongness that lashed out even from this
reflection. I shuddered and hugged myself.

“Fascinating,” said Raezon. “What is it, Xyl?”

“I do not know,” said Xyl. “I was hoping some of you might have some insight.”

“It appears to blot out the stars themselves.”

“It is either blotting them out, or consuming them.”

“It’s getting larger, isn’t it?”

“No, it’s getting closer.”

“Can you magnify it more?” asked Roark.

“I have tried,” said Xyl. “It repulses me.”

“I find it repulsive too,” I said.

Several laughed nervously with me, but the magnitude of what we were witnessing was too
terrifying to be taken lightly. Xyl glared at me and looked away. I couldn’t blame him.

“Let us link and lend Xyl our power,” suggested Raezon.

Thus, we linked our minds together and focused on Xyl. He flared with power and exerted
his will upon his crystal observatory. The image wavered and sharpened, then suddenly
magnified. Staring up at the crystal dome, it was like jumping into a pit of nothingness.
As Xyl struggled to maintain his link, we tried to discern, with whatever senses we could
bring to bear, what exactly we were looking at.



“There!” said Elcyrion, pointing up. “Upper right. There was a flash or some sort of
movement anyway.

Several crystal columns along the edge of the chamber cracked as Xyl struggled to focus
and magnify that sector. For a moment I saw a gigantic eye open, rimmed with blackness
and as empty as the Void.

“An eye,” I whispered. “I see an eye.”

“And there!” said Raezon. “A hand! Or is it a claw?”

“Could these be half-formed?” asked Elcyrion.

“Hardly,” said Roark. “I believe these are the Handmaidens of Magnora.”

As though the vile images heard their name, a terrible presence seemed to leap out from
the image on the crystal dome. We all cried out, breaking our link, and throwing protective
shields around ourselves. The dome above cracked and shattered, raining down on us like
glittering hail. Xyl’s entire right arm had likewise shattered and he was sprawled upon the
floor.

It was many minutes before anyone spoke. We silently gathered together and helped Xyl
reform his arm. It somehow seemed appropriate that such knowledge was received among
such destruction.

“What do we do now?” I asked.

“We must bring this to the First Circle,” said Xyl wearily.

As we gathered to transverse to the Divine Havens where the First Circle gathered, I glanced
at the divine chess board that was left forgotten. Without Raezon or Roark controlling
the game, the pieces had attacked each other in a frenzied melee.

Nothing was left of them except a smear of blood and gore.



Chapter 8

Book of Tae

Something pulled my ear. Most disagreeable. I awoke from my nap to see a small pixie
fluttering by my nose. Of course, I demanded to know why she woke me up, and she said
I was late for the Elder Meeting.

I explained most forcibly that I had merely needed a nap, and the pixie appeared most
upset and begged my forgiveness which I charitably granted. I heard a rumbling snore at
my back and turned around to see that My Bear had sprawled upon the ground next to
me. Ah, I would have scolded My Bear for not keeping watch on the valley bears as he
was supposed to, but it was difficult to work up an anger for such a lovable creation as My
Bear! Of course, bears were my only creation, and I was quite pleased when they formed
the collective spirit known as My Bear. I really saw no need to create more life after that.
I think bears and My Bear were more than adequate. I’m not like the genius Bollikin who
created so many of the creatures in the world. No, I’m happy with creating the one perfect
species of bear.

I prodded My Bear awake who apologized for falling asleep. He reported that the valley
bears had discovered what could be a danger to some of Bollikin’s smaller creations, like
the rabbits and squirrels and foxes. Apparently, there were swarms of stinging bees living
in enormous hives filled with honeycombs. The bears and My Bear had to destroy these
hives to protect the small ones. This sounded very interesting to me, so My Bear showed
me the hives which indeed were filled with honeycombs–or at least a few honeycombs as
the bears and My Bear had eaten most of them to drive away the bees. Not wanting the
bees to return and cause mischief, I decided to help them out by removing some of these
dangerous hives myself.

Something jabbed my back, which made me wake up with a start. My belly was nice
and full from the work done at removing the hives, and I had been enjoying a small,



well-deserved nap. I looked up and saw White Hart standing over me, poking me with
his antlers. I looked around to see if White Hart’s creator was around, but Charune was
nowhere to be seen, which was unusual since they were usually together. I demanded to
know why White Hart had awoken me, and he said that I was late for the Elder Meeting.

I patiently explained that I had to help the valley bears and My Bear with a very important
project, but really White Hart was as oblivious to the importance of what I did as was
Charune or even Charune’s brother Centaubi. It must run in the family. When White
Hart reminded me that Bollikin had been waiting for me, I had to put my food down and
severely reprimand White Hart for keeping me away from this important meeting.

I recalled Bollikin telling me how concerned he was about what went on in this meeting,
so I told White Hart that I had no more time to deal with his shenanigans. He bounded
away, seeming rather upset that I couldn’t give him more of my time. How temperamental
he was! I searched out with my senses until I found Bollikin who was waiting for me in the
Towers of Xyl. I folded myself over to Bollikin and into the large central crystal chamber.

Everyone had been gathered already, the First Circle were all together in the center stage,
and I had folded in next to Bollikin who grinned at me. I picked him up and gave him
a nuzzle, then sat him up on my shoulder which was my favorite spot to carry him. As
everyone was looking at me for guidance, I walked up to the platform and introduced the
Firsts to everyone. I know they were a funny looking lot, but I thought it wasn’t very
polite that so many were laughing at them. I noticed Charune was shaking his horned
head at me. So like White Hart! Bollikin pulled my ear and whispered, “Dear Tae, look
over there! It’s Crumkane!”

Ah, indeed, it was our good friend Crumkane, a jolly, rolly fellow, surrounded by sugar
sprites and spice pixies, and other lesser awakened spirits who flocked to him. And why
shouldn’t they! I considered him the most notable and important member of the Fourth
Circle. I immediately greeted him by name and Crumkane smiled in delight at seeing
me. He sent over his servants to me with platters of his artistic creations. I frowned as a
few Elders took some of my presents off the platter, but I guess I could forgive them as
Crumkane’s works of art were difficult to resist. But once the platters were before me, I
took possession of them and thanked Crumkane for these gifts. I gave a few strawberry
tarts to Bollikin (his favorites), and nibbled on the rest.

“Are you quite settled, Tae of the Seventh?” Meridian asked me from the center stage
where the other Firsts were standing.

I told him I was and motioned for him to continue. He looked rather shocked as though he
couldn’t remember what he was saying and everyone laughed at him. I couldn’t help myself,
he was so funny looking that I laughed too! His sister-mate Amberle whispered something
to him, which must have calmed his nerves because he smiled and nodded politely to me.



“As we were saying,” said Meridian, “the Fifth Circle has studied confirmed and recon-
firmed that indeed what is coming towards us are the Heralds of Magnora, our distant
cousins. We have not seen or heard of them since the Great Silence, when our beloved
Dynara left in search of the Son. The question arises of why they are coming here.”

“They come to fight!” bellowed Krokano of the Second. “We should meet them with fire
and steel!”

Other members of the Second Circle shouted in approval, some even raising weapons into
the air. I didn’t like this display and took Bolli off my shoulders and wrapped my arms
protectively around him. He shivered so I held him tighter.

“Peace!” said Amberle, standing next to her brother-mate Meridian. “The Heralds could
be lost and confused. They could be drawn here to the First World as we were. They
are older than us, and know things beyond what we can imagine. Maybe they have a
deeper insight into what happened to Dynara and Magnora. We must welcome them as
our distant kin, not as our enemies.”

The other Firsts clapped in approval. From across the chamber where the Fifth Circle sat,
Mugowumpois stood up and waited until Amberle nodded to her.

“As much as I would hope the Heralds would share their insights with us,” said Mu-
gowumpois, “there has never been any indication that they have been well disposed to us.
Indeed, they often were known to ...”

“Destroy us,” offered Orlachmar after a long pause.

“Yes,” nodded Mugowumpois. “That was Magnora’s purpose and the purpose of the
Heralds. To destroy. We suspect that their nature has changed.”

“It is wise to be cautious,” said Amberle. “And so shall we be. Rather than wait for the
Heralds to come to us, we will instead go to them. The First Circle shall go forth to greet
these lost kin of ours, and to gauge if any threat exists.”

“The entire First Circle?” bellowed Clangorum of the Second. “This is the duty of the
Warriors! Who knows the Void better than we do!”

“This is not a mission to seek out and battle an insane half-formed or unstable manifesta-
tion,” said Aslarn of the First. “This is a mission of diplomacy. And the entire First Circle
wouldn’t be sent. I and a few others will remain behind.”

“At least send some of the Second Circle to go with you,” said Terentia of the Second,
striding forward. “In case something goes wrong.”

Almost the entire Second Circle of Warriors shouted agreement. Orlachmar, Hajamin and
Loboshi stepped forward to volunteer. But Amberle raised her hand, calling for silence.



“That would be sending the wrong message,” she said. “We don’t want any misunder-
standings. We don’t want to seem like a threat. Also, the entire First Circle won’t be
going. Several of us will stay behind. My mate Meridian, for example, will stay behind so
that I may send a transmission of all that transpires through our bond. You will be able
to monitor everything.”

“Besides,” laughed Fain, “I think we of the First Circle can handle ourselves in a crisis.”

“I respectfully submit,” said Xyl of the Fifth Circle, “that this is a much more dangerous
a mission than the First Circle may have calculated. My monitoring of the approach is
showing a very disturbing darkness that surrounds them. These are primal beings that
preceded us and we may not fully understand their nature.”

“But some of these primal beings are among us,” said Fain. “Not all became Heralds.
There is Dracnoris and Kephra, at least! And yet we have lived in harmony with them.”

“They were chosen by Dynara to remain with her,” said Xyl, “unlike the Heralds who were
sent to Magnora to help her ... destroy.”

“Even so,” said Fain, “we cannot discount that some of the primal gods are with us.”

“I see none of them here,” commented Tauro, crossing her arms.

“True,” said Fain. “Indeed, the only members of the Third Circle present are the hamadhi.”

“Where are the rest of the meditators?”, Fain asked, turning to the hamadhi, those few of
the Third Circle who had devoted themselves to caring for the half-formed. “Why have
not Dracnoris or Keph come to our summons?”

The hamadhi murmured among themselves, their long robes rustling. Finally, Lantra came
forward, her slim form gliding across the floor. She bowed before Fain.

“The others of the Third Circle are so deep in their meditations that they cannot hear the
summons,” she said. “Indeed, in order to delve into the cosmic mysteries as deeply as they
do, they tell no one, not even us, of how to reach them.”

“It may be prudent to get their counsel at this time,” said Xyl.

“Awaken the Sleepers!” shouted Mugowumpois.

Her cry was taken up by others, until it became a chant that caused the crystal chamber
to vibrate. “Awaken the Sleepers! Awaken the Sleepers!”

“Very well!” boomed Meridian, raising one hand up for silence while the other held the
hand of his sister-mate. “It is a good suggestion to seek advice from the Third Circle
who remain in their deep sleep. But you heard Lantra of the Third. They have hidden
themselves. How do we reach them?”



“I can awake my brother, Lacostian,” said Elcyrion of the Fifth. “We are close enough
that we have formed a bond between us.”

“Indeed, awaken Lacostian,” nodded Meridian to Elcyrion. “But it is most important to
get the advice of the primal gods, Dracnoris and Keph. Does anyone know how we might
awaken them?”

Ah, all this talk was making me sleepy and I was getting bored. If Bollikin hadn’t been
interested in this discussion (he was gripping my fur tightly), I may have had a little nap.
But he thought this was important and so it must be. There was a long stretch of silence
as no one seemed to know what to do. Well, as usual, Tae would have to save the day.

I stood up and stretched and walked over to the Circle of Firsts, placing Bollikin on my
shoulder. Everyone was of course quite awestruck when I walked up to Meridian and
Amberle and moved them aside to make a speech. Bollikin kept asking me what I was
doing but I smiled and gave his foot a gentle squeeze.

I gave an eloquent speech, summarizing the entire situation and the need to awaken the
Sleepers of the Third Circle. Wrapping it up with a motivating poem, I said that I would
awaken Dracnoris, who would undoubtedly solve all problems and put this little matter to
rest. There was an appreciable gasp of amazement and I basked in their admiration.

“What’d he say?” asked Meridian to Bollikin. I guess he was too intimidated by my
presence to speak to me directly.

“Tae!” Bollikin pulled my ears in his excitement. “Do you really know where Dracnoris
is?”

I explained that a group of really big bears was sent by My Bear to a nice lovely large
mountain in the southwest where we thought there would be some caves that they’d like
to make a home in. These really big bears loved living in deep comfortable caves. Unfor-
tunately for them, one of these caves contained Dracnoris who sent them terrible dreams
so we had to be move them. I think we moved them to a little snowy valley in the east
where there were lots of nice caves, but I may be confusing them with some very handsome
white bears. Anyway, Bollikin and Meridian didn’t seem to be interested in that (though
it got me wondering what happened to those white bears), and wanted to know if I could
find the Dracnoris’ cave again. I said that of course I could.

Thus, it was that Bollikin and I were sent off to find and awaken Dracnoris. Also accom-
panying us was Xyl, who Meridian thought might be of some help. I wasn’t so sure how
much help he could be, but I graciously accepted his company anyway out of politeness.

I knew the caves we were looking for were very warm and it took us a several days before
I recalled that there was some rumbling in the mountains of the one particular cave we
were looking for. Xyl called this type of mountain a volcano (he’s always labeling things,



even mountains!). It wasn’t long from then that we were able to transverse deep within
the volcanic caves. Bollikin and I found the heat of these caves very uncomfortable. Xyl
didn’t mind the heat and was even able to wade through the lava pools to scout around,
so I suppose he was good for something.

Xyl seemed to get quieter and quieter the longer it took us to search for Dracnoris’ cave,
and kept staring at me as though he needed some help. However, every time I asked him
what was the matter with him, he shook his head and wouldn’t answer. I felt sorry for
him that he was so shy, so I began singing him a few cheery songs to lift up his mood. It
seemed to work because he began searching with a lot more enthusiasm.

Finally, a tunnel opened up to an enormous cavern, which was all aglow with a red haze
from the lava pools. And there in a corner of the cavern was exactly what I was looking
for. I stopped everyone and declared that our search was over.

“What exactly did you find?” asked Xyl.

I pointed out dried dung from the big bears who had once lived here. Obviously, Xyl wasn’t
as smart as everyone thought he was because he couldn’t figure it out, so I patiently and
slowly explained to him that this marked the cave where the big bears had slept.

“If this is the cave, then where is Dracnoris!” he shouted, gesturing around the empty
cavern.

I couldn’t help it. I laughed! Xyl was supposed to be one of the brightest of the Fifth
Circle! What an idiot he was turning out to be! I was laughing so hard, I had to sit down.
Even Bollikin couldn’t contain himself and began giggling too. Xyl stomped around the
cavern, turning some interesting shades of pink and green.

“Tae! Tae!” gasped Bollikin. “Why are we laughing?”

Oh, I had to tell them, of course. Once I caught my breath, I told them that it must have
been a long time since they saw Dracnoris. He could never fit into this cave! We were
standing on him. (Or at least we were standing on part of him.) Once Xyl tapped the
floor and realized I was right, he told us to stand aside while he woke up Dracnoris.

Several weeks later, Xyl still hadn’t woken up Dracnoris. He tried all sorts of tricks
to awaken him. After his telepathic summons didn’t rouse Dracnoris, he built a bunch
of crystal gewgaws, calling them strange names like empathic amplifiers, psionic relays,
vibrational focal generators, and whatnot. After awhile, he just began calling Dracnoris
all sorts of really mean names but even that didn’t wake him up.

Bollikin and I occupied ourselves the best we could, exploring the caves and mountains
outside. We made a few trips outside to the side of the mountain to take a survey of a few
of the bushes. I liked the bushes that grew red berries more than the bushes that grew
blue ones.



Eventually, we would go back to the big cavern and see what new strange thing that Xyl
created, and then we would curl up together and take a nap. It was relaxing for a time but
I began to miss My Bear and was wondering if there weren’t any more dangerous beehives
that I needed to take care. But we had a job to do and Bolli said we had to stay and so
we did.

One day while Xyl was using a very large crystal rod to pound against the floor of the
cavern, Bollikin and I were lying around at the mouth of the cave tossing rocks into one
of the lava pools.

“Why have we never created anything here, dear Tae?” asked Bollikin.

Hmm. I told Bolli that I really wasn’t sure. I don’t think any us of the Seventh Circle ever
created anything in the lava caves. Oh, I know a few experimented in the cooler, danker
caves, but no, not in these caves. I told Bolli it was probably because there was only rocks
to eat.

“Of course, dear Tae!” said Bollikin, clapping in excitement. “They would eat rocks! You
are a genius, as always!”

I blushed and squeezed Bolli’s ears. I know I am uncommonly smart but it’s embarrassing
to have him point it out. Bollikin, of course, was smarter even than me and so we began
experimenting with creating something that could live in these caves. Bollikin used some
rocks to meld together a small creature, and sent me to gather some lava to use as blood.
Together, we breathed life into the squabbling creature, which immediately squirmed to life
and breathed a gout of steam. Bolli giggled and began to feed it rocks, which it immediately
began crunching in its funny little mouth. I said it was pretty ugly.

“Oh, maybe we can get Isune or another of the Fourth Circle to pretty her up,” laughed
Bollikin. “Come, dear Tae! Let us make some more, maybe these will awaken old Dracnoris,
biting him like little Viravain’s fleas!”

Ugh! I never liked those flea things and never understood why should we make such a
stupid creature, but Bollikin laughed again and went to work creating dozens more of
these little rock-eating creatures, which were sent burrowing into the floor. Xyl came
over after awhile to watch, and seemed to be impressed wit these little “rock fleas” as I
called them. Personally I wasn’t that impressed with them. Bollikin had made much more
cuddlier creations than these.

Just then, the floor erupted beneath us, throwing all of us to the ground. Dracnoris was
awake and raising his head! The whole top of the mountain was splitting apart, and
Xyl surrounded us with protective forcefields which made us bounce through the air, as
Dracnoris roared and shrugged himself out of the mountain. I wasn’t kidding when I said
he was huge, and now Bolli and Xyl were beginning to understand.



Dracnoris shook his head, dislodging several of the rock fleas. His scales gleamed in the
dripping lava. He was taller than many of the smaller mountains around us. Six legs with
claws as large as trees and great saucer eyes that gleamed like molten gold. He used these
eyes to stare at us, unhinging his jaw and working it back and forth as if loosening it up
to make up for his thousand year sleep.

Finally, he coughed, sending clouds of ash and fire streaming into the air. His enormous
brow furrowed as he used one claw to pick out one of the rock fleas that was trying to
burrow into his jaw, and popping it into his mouth to crunch down on it. Indeed, they
were like fleas to him!. He blinked again at us.

“Well, well,” he rumbled. “Are the Soulless Ones here already?”

We were all shocked that he knew why we woke him up. He lazily shrugged himself out of
the rest of the mountain as he listened to Xyl explain everything that was going with the
Heralds and needing him to advise the others. But then Dracnoris suddenly growled and
pinned Xyl down onto the ground with one claw.

“Did you say the First Circle is going to ‘greet’ the Heralds?” he hissed.

“That is what they were planning, yes,” said Xyl. “This was weeks ago. They may have
already ...”

“They must be stopped!” he roared, almost deafening us.

Dracnoris leaped into the air, his two pairs of wings spreading out behind him, almost
blotting out Father Sun’s light. With a speed that was blinding, he shot off into the sky.

The falling rocks left from his wake rained down upon us for several minutes. A few of the
surviving rock fleas burrowed and disappeared into the mountainside. Bollikin shivered
and I picked him up and hugged him. Xyl shook his head and looked at us helplessly. I
then said those five prophetic words that would be repeated for ages yet to come.

“Me thinks bad times coming,” I said.



Chapter 9

Book of Tauro

After that idiot Tae embarrassed us all by shambling up onto the dais and rambling non-
sense for half the afternoon, we all breathed a sigh of relief when he finally left with Bollikin
and Xyl on the quest to find Dracnoris. Well, not all of us sighed with relief. There were
a few bemused looks from some of the Seventh Circle. And I suppose I didn’t sigh exactly
when he left–it was more of a very loud snort.

“Tauro!” Loboshi barked with laughter, giving me a playful nudge.

We were sitting next to Loboshi’s mate Volkh of the Seventh. Surrounding us were Volkh’s
creation of wolves, who seemed to have bonded more to Loboshi than her, earning her the
nickname Pack Mother. Sensing Loboshi’s mood, the wolves opened their mouths in wide
toothy grins and would have started to howl if Volkh didn’t shush them.

“That’s rather interesting,” said Loboshi, nudging me to look over at the Golden Circle.

At least we called them the Golden Circle, a small group of Second Circle members who
were at the beck and call of the First Circle. The rest of us in the Second Circle considered
them to be a closed clique and rather snobbish. Perhaps there was a little jealousy involved,
but Loboshi did point out something interesting. There they were, Hajamin, Terentia,
Morgfyre, Krokano and Orlachmar, and it seemed they were arguing with the Firsts!

Apparently, the Golden Ones still weren’t happy with Amberle leading the Firsts on a
mission to meet the Heralds of Magnora. They were practically insisting on following
them. Then, Fain glided forward, his mate Lisaera on his arm and deftly deflected the
conversation to finding the other primal gods.

The Fifth Circle of Thinkers were insistent of the necessity of finding Keph of a Thousand
Eyes, a Third Circle primal god. I vaguely recalled her being extremely large and ugly, not
unlike some of the abominations of the void that the Second Circle hunted. But Dynara



had chosen her to be one of the first of her creations to have a soul, so she must have been
alright. It was the Fifth Circle who insisted that Keph may hold the key.

“It is said her mind once touched that of Magnora,” said Mugowumpois of the Fifth. “If
any of the primal gods may know these Heralds it would be her.”

“Her insight has always been legendary,” said Roark of the Fifth. “Her perceptions ap-
pear to extend beyond the veil of time itself, and she is able to follow along the lines of
probabilities unequal to any other.”

“But do we know where she is?” asked Aslarn of the First. “Does any one know?”

I looked at Loboshi, who shrugged. Her mate Volkh scratched his hairy jaw, and called
out across the chamber, “Viravain! Viravain may know!”

All eyes turned to Viravain, a small goddess with flowers woven in her hair. Butterflies
and birds followed her around. I always thought she looked like a startled bird myself.

“Me?” she asked.

“Yes,” said Volkh. “You once told us of strange songs of Keph that some of your creations
mimicked.”

“Ah, yes that,” said Viravain, looking around as if trying to find a way to fly out. “That
was many decades ago. And it was from some insects that traveled underground. I’m sure
I don’t know where to look.”

“Well, that is better than the rest of us can manage,” said Fain. “Viravain, take Mu-
gowumpois of the Fifth and search for Keph.”

I thought Viravain was going to faint, she had such a look of horror on her face. But a
dark figure quickly strode forward to stand next to her. It was her brother Shikari. He was
of the Second Circle like me, but was considered a loner. Whereas most of us hunted the
abominations of the Void in groups, Shikari preferred to hunt alone. There were rumours
that he never made his kills cleanly but liked to . . . play with them first. Though he
was a loner and rather disreputable among us, it was known that his one soft sport was
for his young sister, Viravain of the Seventh Circle. Volkh once told me she was one of the
Seventh’s prodigies but she squandered her talents on inconsequential creations.

“There is nothing I cannot track down,” said Shikari. “I can find Keph for you. Viravain,
I will go with you.”

“Thank you, brother,” breathed Viravain, finding some courage to stand taller. “But
it would be difficult even for you to track. The insects who heard her songs were deep
crawlers, who live within the deep mazes beneath the earth.”

Of course, I respected Shikari for standing beside his sister and for hearing the call of duty.



Duty was one of the Second Circle’s greatest precepts, as we pledged ourselves to be honour
bound to protect the First World and our kin. Shikari knew when duty called to him. And
I knew when duty called to me.

“I shall accompany you then also,” I said, standing up. “There is not a maze in existence
that I can trick me.”

“I do not need any help,” Shikari glared at me.

“I did not ask if you needed help, Shikari. I said I would accompany the party that seeks
Keph. Remember that the Cauldron of Juciad’s Blesh could not stop me from hunting
down the Scourge of Mejora, even though it hid the Scourge from others–including you.”

“Oh, that’s fine,” said Mugowumpois dryly. “The more, the merrier! Besides, I wouldn’t
mind having two members of the Second Circle with us. It is said that Keph has quite a
temper!”

I imagine that Shikari would have argued with me further, but Viravain whispered some-
thing to him. He glared at me but only shrugged and turned away. Thus, was our company
formed.

Without much fanfare, I bid farewell to Loboshi and Volkh, the wolves circling around
me. From the Crystal Towers, Viravain led us through meandering paths through the
mountains. Shikari walked next to her, studiously avoiding me. Trailing behind them I
walked with Mugowumpois, who told me scandalous stories of the other Elder Gods. I
never realized what a sense of humour she had!

Eventually, Viravain stopped in front of narrow crack in the mountains that led to passages.
Though she and Mugowumpois had no problem sliding in, Shikari and I had to break some
of rock apart to widen the mouth so we could squeeze through. A small swarm of crawling
insects met Viravain, and she cooed and whispered to them.

“They hear the song of Keph!” she cried.

I certainly heard nothing and glancing at Mugowumpois, I figured she didn’t either. But
she smirked and rolled her eyes. Shikari of course didn’t question Viravain but just ambled
off after her. So we descended down into the deep depths of the world. I did not feel
comfortable below the surface, though Mugowumpois did not seem bothered by it.

Left on her own, Viravain would have spent too much time playing with the bugs and
crawling things here, as she was so easily distracted. Shikari, however, kept driving her
forward and his very presence seemed to keep her focused. When Viravain took a wrong
turn, or at least started to take a turn that would have led to a dead end or turned back
on ourselves, I immediately sensed it and corrected the direction. Though neither of us
admitted it, Shikari and I worked together well together with Viravain.



Even so, Shikari and Viravain preferred to stray further ahead of us. I’m not sure what
they talked about between them but they would fall silent whenever we caught up to them.
I asked Mugowumpois what she thought of this pair.

“Oh, they hold many secrets,” she said but would not elaborate.

My mood was becoming as foul as the dank and stifling air in the tunnels, and I wanted
nothing more than to end this search. But they definitely needed me here for these tunnels
were a maze, and I think there were latent magics infused into the rocks that made them
twist directions. At least helping navigate the mazes kept my mind occupied. I was rather
surprised when Shikari brought us up short and raised a hand in warning. He pointed to
his ear and motioned for us to listen.

Keph was not asleep.

There were voices coming down the tunnels before us. It sounded like multiple voices. Had
others gotten here before us? As the thought crossed my mind, anger flushed through me
as I began to wonder if we had wasted our time on this journey. Slowly we crept forward,
and before us opened an enormous cavern, the ceiling lost in darkness. The cavern was lit
by an undulating greenish light cast from pale lichens that grew on the walls. In the center
of a cavern was an underground ocean, the waves crashing against a beach of black sand.

Keph rose out of the sea, only half of her monstrous body revealed, the rest remained
submerged. She was a primal god, one of those first few whom Dynara recognized had
a soul within. But being a primal god, Keph was unlike the rest of us. She had many
segments sprouting hundreds of chitinous appendages that were her arms and legs. And of
course she had two large orbs containing a thousand facets that were her many eyes. Her
mouth was framed by four pairs of mandibles which dripped fluids.

At first, I thought she was talking to herself but then I saw at her feet on the cold beach
standing were three figures that stood before her. it was Mugowumpois who whispered
who they were.

“The Fates,” she said. “She’s talking to the Fates!”

And now that I narrowed my eyes to look, indeed there were three figures, the presences
known as the Fates: Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos. As always, their features were blurred
and they wore flowing robes that covered their bodies.

“The Fates,” whispered Viravain. “What are they doing here?”

Before Viravain’s question could be answered, Keph noticed us. Her thousand eyes glittered
in the greenish light as she turned towards us. She did not look pleased.

“Ah, they arrive,” said Keph, her mandibles clicking around her maw as dark water running
down her hard shell in gleaming greenish rivulets. “As predicted.”



Plumes of foaming water spouting around Keph’s body as she rose higher out of the water.
She pushed herself forward towards us, and blasted the Fates aside. Her mandibles clicked
and a freezing wind rose up around her.

“Leave me alone!” she screamed, unleashing the winds which blew us backwards.

Viravain screamed as she fell to the ground, the force of the wind sweeping her towards
the entrance. Shikari cursed, driven to his knees, as he watched his sister tumble out of
Keph’s cavern.

“This is a waste of time!” he hissed at me. “I leave you to it!”

And with that he ran out of the cave following Viravain. I dug my feet into the earth and
stood my ground as Keph bellowed louder. Was this the end of our mission then, having
found Keph that she would toss us back in a tantrum? Were we sent by the Council to be
so dismissed? Was our journey here for naught? No!

My anger welled against the force, both magic and physical, trying to drive me backwards,
and I began to slowly walk forward. Step by step, I slowly advanced, my own magic
raging deep within me, each footfall echoing in the cavern. Keph’s many eyes swiveled
together and her thousand pupils focused directly at me, and suddenly a mental force
cleaved through my skull.

:LEAVE ME ALONE: her mental command pierced into me.

Though every fiber of my being yearned to follow her command, I merely stopped amidst
the mental onslaught. I would not be forced to turn and leave! My rage could not be so
thwarted.

“I will not be denied!” I boomed, and then charged.

Hurtling forward, my feet carried me directly into Keph, smashing into her massive snout,
the impact driving her backwards into the waters. Immediately her attacks stopped, and
I stood erect before her. She slowly sank back beneath the roiling waves. I raised a fist
triumphantly.

“You shall not dismiss me, Keph of the Thousand Eyes!” I shouted. “You are called upon
by the Council of Elders to give us your wisdom, and give it you shall if I have to beat it
out of you!”

Keph continued to submerge until only her topmost eyes peeked out of the water. At this
point, I noticed the Fates were floating high above us. Was I left alone? I stretched out my
senses and felt Mugowumpois still hovering just beyond the entrance. Shikari and Viravain
had fled beyond reach, damn them.

“Keph, do not hide from me!” I said. “If I have to go into the waters and drag you to the
Council to answer them, I will!”



Keph partially rose back up, leaning forward until her mandibles were inches from my nose.
But I would not be intimidated and I lowered my horns. Keph backed off, settling back
down into the waters.

“That will not be necessary,” Keph said, then let out a long clicking sound which I finally
realized was laughter. “Ah, Tauro, of all the Star Gods who could oppose me, only you
are stubborn enough to succeed. What do you want of me?”

“Information,” I said, my anger cooling down. “The Heralds of Magnora come, and we
need to know what they want. As a primal god, you are closer to them than any of us.”

“Indeed,” said Keph. “I know them. Perhaps better than you know. I was briefly held
by Magnora once upon a time, until Dynara released me. I had thought to be chosen as a
Herald but she merely held me in some game between her and Dynara. But I was near her
long enough to touch her thoughts, which has always given me a ... unique perspective.”

“Then share with us your knowledge and wisdom! What do these Heralds now want?”

“That is not the question to ask, Tauro. The question is: What does their appearance
mean to us?”

“Don’t try my patience, Keph!” I said, getting annoyed. “Don’t make me play this game!”

Keph merely cocked her head, and the Fates sank back down to the ground. They suddenly
seemed menacing and untrustworthy.

“Very well,” I said, “what does their presence mean to us?”

“Let us ask them!” Keph said, pointing one of her limbs at the Fates. “Well, Clotho?
What does it mean? The gods want to know! Atropos, why are you so smug and ecstatic
these days? Tell the gods! Lachesis, will you not reveal your great revelations to all?”

“You ascribe to us feelings we do not have,” said Atropos. “It would not be wise for us
to inform the gods of our discussions. We only speak to you of these things because your
own meditations have led you to these esoteric understandings.”

“What would it matter if they know?” asked Keph, rising higher out of the water.

“Premature enlightenment,” said Clotho, “creates unforeseen dangers that carry probabil-
ities of reality’s obliteration beyond the scope of predictive acuity.”

“When a probability is avoided,” said Atropos, “you create repercussions, the reverbera-
tions can lead closer to oblivion.”

“Oblivion totters upon a knife’s edge,” said Lachesis. “Beware shaking the hand that
steadies the blade.”



“You see, Tauro?” said Keph. “The Fates wish me to withhold knowledge from you. What
do you say?”

“I say the Fates could bloody well go to oblivion!”

“Ah, astute,” Keph laughed. “I think I agree with you!”

Suddenly, one of Keph’s legs shot out of the water and skewered Clotho through her torso,
ripping her apart. Atropos and Lachesis fled above, floating beyond her reach.

“You know the consequences of your actions!” shouted Atropos. “Beware, Keph!”

With that, the Fates faded away. Keph sank back into the waters, chittering happily to
herself.

“They are right, you know,” Keph sighed. “If the council knows too much, none of us may
survive.”

A noise startled me from behind, and I turned around to see Mugowumpois cautiously
approaching. I smiled broadly at her, glad to see her courage and duty did not make her
flee.

“Great Keph,” said Mugowumpois. “Pardon me, but what are the Fates exactly? It has
always bee debated. And why did you destroy one?”

“They are similar to the spirits awakened by the Sixth Circle,” said Keph. “However, they
were awakened by either Dynara or Magnora, or both, and they are manifestations of the
last vestiges of Yudhe’s will. They cannot be destroyed, at least not by physical means. I
merely scared them off. Clotho will reform, and the others have retreated to some higher
plane, where they will probably stay hidden until after the outcome is decided.”

“Outcome of what?” asked Mugowumpois.

“The outcome of whether reality enters the next stage of its evolution. The Fates are mostly
superfluous now, they always have been. They record what they can but the vibrations of
the gods are too strong and high to weave or record, and most especially to influence.”

“Influence?”

“As I said, they are the manifestations of Yudhe’s last consciousness. They will say they
only are here as chroniclers, but I wonder if Yudhe is not as asleep as we might believe.
Don’t you?”

“Fantasy,” I said. “What do they chronicle then if not us? The creatures created by the
Seventh Circle? Those awakened by the Sixth?”

“No, those spirits are too inconsequential,” said Keph. “Which is why they have been
doing nothing but waiting.”



“Waiting for what?” asked Mugowumpois.

“Reality exists to experience itself. The smaller the awareness, the greater the experience.
That is what the Fates await for. To see if reality survives long enough to narrow its own
awareness, to see if the strands of consciousness become fine enough so they could weave
them together.”

“Fascinating,” said Mugowumpois, taking out a book and making notes.

“How does this help us?” I asked. “A philosophical discourse is not what we came here
to engage in. It is said you can follow lines of probability and see clearly into the future.
Give us something concrete to bring back to the council.”

“Futures are never clear, dear Tauro, but I can give you something concrete if you really
wish it. I can tell you many things I see stretching out from our likely future path, at least
if we take the path of survival. Shall I tell you this? Even if you won’t understand a single
word?”

“Yes,” whispered Mugowumpois and looking into her eyes I saw it was not courage or duty
that made her stay, but greed. Greed for knowledge.

So thus we stayed in the cavern of Keph as she whispered her secrets to us. Mugowumpois
wrote them down in her book. After it was done, she sat back and regarded the book with
trembling hands.

I never knew what happened to that book, for I never saw it again. Keph was right about
one thing though. I didn’t understand one word of what she said, and promptly forgot it
all. But one thing was burned forever into my mind that day:

“What shall we call it?” asked Mugowumpois.

“Call it the ’Verses of Magnora’ !” said Keph, laughing grimly to herself.



Chapter 10

Book of Aslarn

Ah, back in the jungles of Jojobo, I watched Little Sun playing among the lions and gazelles,
chasing one and then the other. I noticed the lions were becoming agitated by this mischief.
I swept Little Sun up into my arms, because Great Lion Spirit was just beginning to take
notice.

“What you be doing now, Little Sun?” I asked him. “Your big ole body is way up in the
sky overhead, why you send this bitty part of your spirit down to chase the poor little
lions?”

“I’m lonely!” cried Little Sun. “All up in that big sky, there’s no one to play with!”

“Well, that not be true!” I said. “What about Spirit Moon? There she is peeking up over
the horizon!”

“She hardly comes around!” complained Little Sun, though I felt his curiosity reach out
to sense Moon Spirit coming up over the mountains.

“And what about Spirit Night?” I asked, teasing him. “She’s just around the corner!”

“I never see her!”

“I hear she’s very, very beautiful, Little Sun! I think you’ll like her if you meet her. Or
aren’t you fast enough to catch her?”

“Oh, fast I am! I’ll catch her!”

The glorious golden body I held, which was Little Sun’s projected spirit, melted away as
his consciousness flew back into his celestial body in the sky. I shaded my eyes and grinned
as he began to travel a little faster across the sky. Chuckling to myself, I made sure the
little lions weren’t too upset, but they were washing themselves and pretending nothing



had happened. I sensed Great Lion Spirit was already forgiving and forgetting Little Sun’s
antics, as he stretched out to enjoy the lazy heat of the afternoon.

We’d have to keep an eye out for Sun Spirit. As with many others of the greater spirits
when newly awakened, he tried to play with the lesser awakened spirits or with the lesser
creations of the Seventh Circle. He’d have to learn to curb himself, though I sensed our
hands would be full with this one. His spirit was both arrogant and rambunctious–indeed,
reminding me when Great Lion Spirit was formed. These two would eventually either end
up being great friends or heated rivals!

Who could blame Little Sun for wanting to play with the lions? These great lovely cats
created by Lorella of the Seventh were both gorgeous and arrogant, playful and terrifying,
loyal and so full of pride. Oh, within the jungles there were many fine creations, some of
the most artistic and creative works of the Seventh Circle could be seen in the many kinds
of monkeys and florid birds, the long necked giraffes and graceful gazelles, the colourful
boa constrictors and enormous elephants, but it was Lorella’s great lovely cats that were
my secret favorites.

Walking among the little lions who rubbed up and down my legs, I couldn’t help but feel
immense pride in the jungles of Jojobo. I was determined to treasure as much time as
I could here before being called back to Xyl’s spires when the mission to the Heralds of
Magnora departed. Though most of First Circle were going on that important mission,
I was not one of them. Unlike Amberle or Meridian, who focused on the needs of the
warriors and hamadhi who roamed through the planar sheaths, or like Migana or Fain
who oversaw the projects of the artists and thinkers, I chose to oversee the Sixth and
Seventh Circles, helping coordinate and balance the spirits they awakened and creatures
they created. There were only a handful of Firsts who chose this duty, and I was proud of
what I did.

Most of the Firsts would be part of the mission. Indeed, only about two dozen of us would
remain behind. There wasn’t a lot for me to do at this time, which is why I came back
to enjoy my time in the jungles. The other Firsts were being trained by the Second Circle
in the risks of traveling beyond aetherspace and into the void itself. Since Xyl still hadn’t
returned from his quest to find Dracnoris, Fain oversaw the Fifth Circle, mostly Raezon,
Roark and Gheasia, construct a crystal prism from which the mission could be viewed
through Meridian’s link with Amberle.

None of us knew what to expect, of course. We guessed that the Heralds of Magnora may
harbor some resentment against us, but who were they really? We hadn’t seen them in
aeons, and their closest kin, the primal gods amongst us, were lost in their third circle
meditations. Our emissaries to Dracnoris and Keph still hadn’t returned.

The time finally came for me to bid goodbye once again to Great Lion and Little Sun and
all the rest of the spirits and creations of Jojobo. I was called back to Xyl’s spires to the



First Circle assembly. I was rather surprised to see that the mission, of which there were
three hundred and sixty five members of the First Circle, had decided to travel in a power
formation called the Finger of Fate. Though I was no expert on Second Circle hunting
formations, I seemed to recall this was one of the most deadly formations.

“The Finger of Fate?” I asked Krokano, one of the warriors of the Golden Circle. “You be
leaving nothing to chance, eh?”

“It was a compromise,” Krokano said. “Since it was decided that this mission wouldn’t
contain any of the Second Circle, we insisted that they should at least meet the Heralds in
a formation that could easily be defended. Truth be told, I still do not like having none of
the Second Circle on this mission.”

“It is out of the question,” said Amberle, overhearing us. “How would it appear to them
if we sent warriors as our first encounter? We do not mean to frighten them.”

“We are sending out the almost entire First Circle,” observed Fain, “that’s intimidating
enough. Besides, I think over 300 of us could deal with any unpleasantries if it came to
that.”

“Which it will not,” said Amberle.

“Nevertheless, there could be dangers,” said Krokano. “The Finger of Fate will at least
offer minimal protection.”

“It be prudent,” I said.

I could tell that Amberle had argued against even that, but she merely sighed and nodded.
As the rest of us gathered, we grew more and more festive. The Keepers of the Songs of
Creation, a group of the Fourth Circle devoted to the music of creation, began singing and
leading us in intricate dances.

Then the mission members floated up above the crystal spires. It was an impressive sight as
they sent forth beams of power and began linking into the formation known as the Finger
of Fate, each of them glistening in robes, some redolent in ornate splendor and some elegant
in their simplicity, some wore crowns or circlets upon their brows, some wielded symbols
of power in their hands, from delicate rods and crosses to crystal ankhs and orbs of power.

The Finger of Fate formation consisted of six rings, the outer ring one hundred strong,
the next ring seventy-five, and so on until Amberle herself stood alone in the center. As
they floated upwards, connected with lines of power, Amberle took the lead point while
the other circles lagged behind, forming a glittering cone behind her.

Back in the main chamber of the central spire, Meridian stood alone on a raised platform.
Fain directed the Fifth Circle to empower the crystal sphere which hung above Meridian.
Within that viewing sphere, we could share Meridian’s connection with Amberle, as they



were joined by blood and love, sibling mates. The crystal immediately glowed pink with
their affection, and their thoughts vibrated off the crystal, confident and determined.

Thus, the Finger of Fate launched itself into the aethers, intent upon their mission to the
Heralds, while the rest of us gathered in the central chamber to view the progress through
the viewing sphere. Most everyone was gathered from all the circles, and we were filled
with hope and excitement.

The journey was uneventful until they approached the Void. Here, they slowed and the
crystal viewing sphere darkened slightly, reflecting Amberle’s trepidation. The Void was a
vast emptiness, devoid of even the energy that flowed through the aethers, impenetrable
in its vast isolation. The Void was often described as cold and harsh, but those are only
the most pale of metaphors. The Void has no physical temperature, neither hot nor cold,
nor comfortable. Furthermore, it is vaster than imagination, for that which does not exist
far exceeds that which does. The Void itself is anathema to existence, for it is that which
is nothing and a painful place to even travel through, for form and spirit rebel against
existing in a place where they do not belong.

Perhaps the greatest mystery is why that which is empty is not empty, for as the Second
Circle knows more than any of us, there are beings that inhabit the Void. We call them the
Abominations. Perhaps some are cast off creations of Dynara, perhaps some are improbable
manifestations of the Void itself. Many certainly are mutated half-formeds who traveled
into the Void and became undone and remade in their insanity. Rarely would we willingly
travel deep into the Void, except perhaps to chase a renegade half-formed or perform some
research project.

Back in the main chamber of Xyl’s spires, we collectively experienced the Void through
Meridian’s link with Amberle, feeling waves of her pain and nausea, though blunted through
the viewing sphere. We helped Meridian send Amberle strength, and felt her resolve harden.
Thus, she led the mission into the depths of the Void.

The journey itself took months, and none of us left the chamber, sharing the travails of our
siblings through Meridian’s link with Amberle. Without that link, they would have been
lost to us, as their trail back to reality faded away. I know not what it must have been
like for them, none of us had ever experienced such a long time in the Void before. Just
traveling with them vicariously through the viewing sphere was exhausting and draining
enough.

Finally, they approached that dark spot where Xyl first saw the Heralds. If it wasn’t for
Xyl’s devices that he constructed to prove the existence of other realities beyond the Void,
I doubt we would have noticed the Heralds until they breached into aetherspace and were
encountered by a Second Circle patrol.

The viewing crystal reflected everything seen through the eyes of Amberle, and we now



saw the Heralds up close. They were ablaze with a swarming darkness, much larger than
we had imagined, almost dwarfing the glittering Finger of Fate. Within the center of the
mass were about a dozen gargantuan beings, clearly the leaders of the Heralds, and they
moved forward and hovered near the Finger of Fate. Amberle was not deterred and allowed
the great alien beings to study the Finger of Fate.

“Greetings,” said Amberle, projecting peaceful intention through her thoughts. “We come
in love and friendship. We know you reach towards the First World, called Lusternia, and
bid you welcome.”

For those of us back in Xyl’s spires, Amberle’s confidence shown through the viewing
crystal as a deep amber. We watched and waited as the horde of Heralds kept spiraling
around the Finger of Fate, like curious animals circling around an unknown stranger. An
uncomfortable silence stretched as we waited for their answer.

Finally, one of the Heralds unleashed a blast of mental images: amusement, curiosity,
hatred, and most of all hunger. A great gnawing hunger that shot through Amberle, and
was reflected through the viewing sphere at us as a wave of voracious blackness that brought
many of us to our knees.

Before Amberle could reply, other Heralds struck out at the rings with a suddenness that
none of us suspected. Shouts erupted in the chamber as we demanded to know what was
happening. Was this communication? An attack? Did they think we were here to harm
them? Amberle’s own confusion ricocheted mentally around the chamber.

The gargantuan Heralds drew back, and the smaller ones rushed forward, letting out of a
collected fetid breath before pouncing upon their prey. And their prey was Amberle. The
viewing sphere suddenly bathed the chamber in cascading ruby light, angry and bright.
Amberle’s scream scorched the crystal of the viewing sphere as the Finger of Fate inverted
to protect her. The Finger of Fate was no longer in a cone formation but rather the outer
rings were gyrating around Amberle, cutting off the relentless attacks on her. A cheer
went up from the Second Circle, who were congratulating themselves on their foresight in
instructing them how to use the Finger of Fate formation.

The other Firsts in the chamber with me looked stunned and shaken. Fain had retreated
into the arms of his mate Lisaera, while Meridian was certainly in no shape having fallen
prone upon the dais. Someone needed to take control of the situation, so I stepped forward
and took charge.

“LISTEN TO ME!” I roared, my voice causing the crystal to vibrate. Silence followed and
I pointed to Meridian who was kneeling and panting on the dais but no longer writhing in
pain.

“We have been struck, the psychic link has whiplashed us all,” I said, “but we will not
dissemble! Meridian maintains the link and our brothers and sisters have repelled the



attack. Second Circle, step forward and report!”

“The multiple rings are part of a defensive formation,” said Terentia. “The spherical shield
is almost impossible to breach.”

“But they cannot hold that for long,” said Morgfyre. “Eventually they will tire. They
need to retreat!”

“They’re surrounded,” said Krokano, “They must begin the daath sequence!”

The rest of the Second Circle collectively gasped in shock. I looked around and they
were staring incredulously at Krokano. Meanwhile, Amberle and the others still held the
spherical shield, deflecting the attacks that were sent relentlessly at them. But for how
long?

Slowly Hajamin nodded and said, “Daath.”

“Is there no other way?” asked Morgfyre.

“What is it?” I asked, impatient at this uncharacteristic uncertainty among the Seconds.
“What is this Daath sequence?”

“You may know it as the Breaker of the Cosmos,” said Hajamin, who looked down at his
feet as if embarrassed for them all.

Of course, I had heard of the Breaker of the Cosmos, a formation so powerful and deadly
that it was only ever enacted once by the Second Circle who vowed to never use it again.
It was a dark time in our history. A cosmic plane had been discovered that was so foul
and corrupt, it was determined that we could not allow it to exist. The Second Circle had
developed a new formation called Breaker of the Cosmos, which was used to annihilate the
entire plane and everything living there. Debate still raged over the ethics of that event.

“Can they do it?” I asked softly.

“When it was done before,” said Terentia, “it took two hundred of the Second Circle. They
have over 300 in the Finger of Fate. It should be possible!”

“Could they destroy the Heralds?” I asked.

“It is the ultimate offense,” said Krokano confidently.

“Meridian!” I shouted, coming to a decision quickly. “Tell Amberle to begin the Daath
sequence! Have her pass instruction to the others!”

I wasn’t sure if he heard me, for his eyes were closed as pain and agony literally steamed
off his skin. But eventually he gritted his teeth and nodded.

“Daath sequence!” he repeated, and the Second Circle began a chant with him, “Daath!
Daath! Daath!” Their chant pounding Meridian with mental instructions on what to do.



Meridian gasped and was able to pull himself up to his knees. He shook his head and
opened his eyes, staring beseechingly at me.

“Amberle refuses to order it,” said Meridian. “She thinks the Heralds misunderstood our
intentions. She wishes to try to communicate one more time.”

“Is she insane? We cannot allow it!” I said.

But we saw on the viewing sphere that the spinning gyrations of the rings were already
slowing. Amberle was once again preparing to communicate with the Heralds. Back in
the chambers, the Fifth Circle now surrounded Meridian, raising crystal grids around him
to blunt the psychic connection with Amberle to protect his mind. Meridian was able to
breathe easier and shakily stood up, though tears still streaked down his cheeks.

“Please, Amberle, don’t do this,” he sobbed. “Come back to me, my love! My heart! Do
not do this!”

The image of Amberle magnified in the viewing sphere and she smiled. Her magnificent
violet eyes filled with love and compassion.

“Do not fear for me, blessed Meridian,” she answered. “You are the soul of my soul, but
you know we must at least try. It is the moral thing to do. And if we have no morality,
what else do we have? Is it not our righteousness that defines us?”

The thoughts of the other Firsts in their rings formations echoed back and affirmed Am-
berle. I sighed and bowed my head in humility at her grace. The rings stopped gyrating
and again they pulled into an inverted cone, with Amberle at the tip, projecting peace and
love.

Just at that moment, the southern back wall of the chamber blew out backwards. There
were screams of astonishment. Were we under attack here in Xyl’s tower? But, no, hovering
in the center of the hole was the massive head of Dracnoris. Tae, Xyl and Bollikin were
perched on his shoulder and jumped into the chamber.

The Dragon God was always a fearsome sight to behold, fire leaking from his nostrils and
his teeth glistening like swords. Unlike the rest of us, he was a primal god, closest kin to
the Heralds. He was one of the first few who Dynara chose to keep by her side, one of the
oldest souls in creation and certainly one of the wisest.

And his eyes were wide with fear and dread.

“Call them back!” Dracnoris roared. “You cannot speak to the Heralds! They only have
one desire and that is to consume! I can sense my sister, a Herald herself. She is nothing
but a fathomless hunger. Her very spirit is a psychic leech, and she laughs. They all laugh!
They can think of nothing but to destroy us. Call back the Star Gods!”



Meridian’s face fell, as he began relaying Dracnoris’ message to Amberle. The Dragon God
narrowed his huge eyes, quickly taking in everything that was happening in the viewing
sphere. Quickly realizing that he was too late, he shrank back, his ears going flattening
back against his head, reminding me of how lions looked look when threatened.

Whether Amberle heard the warning or not, she was already reaching out towards a huge
amorous blob of gibbering madness. I suspect she would have tried to communicate re-
gardless. We will never know for at that moment they attacked in force.

Massive colours of darkness wrapped around Amberle, pulling her forward. The rings tried
again to gyrate and protect her but this time the Heralds were ready. They leapt forward,
like a starving pack of scavengers and tore into the rings, breaking them apart. Of course,
these rings were made up of hundreds of the First Circle, and what we were watching was
their utter decimation.

Two rings managed to begin their gyrations but it was too little and far too late. Amberle
was screaming, her agony breaking through the crystal dampers and sending Meridian once
again to the floor on the dais, writhing in pain.

We watched helplessly through Amberle as the creatures tore into our brothers an disasters,
maws opened with dripping fangs, their minds unleashing waves of unfettered hunger and
malice. The Finger of Fate was broken as dozens of lesser Heralds threw themselves at the
rings of power, breaking them apart through their sheer mass. Then the greater Heralds
came forward, stripping away flesh to bare the spirit beneath, then shattering the inner
souls like brittle glass.

“Break the link!” screamed Raezon, “For the love of Yudhe! Break the link!”

Roark met Raezon’s eyes and nodded. Together, they shattered the transmitter and left
Meridian screaming and flailing on the ground.

“Amberle! Amberle!” Meridian screamed over and over, as blood flowed from his eyes.

Though Amberle’s screams were echoing through the chamber for what seemed eternity,
the viewing sphere was broken. The Third Circle hamadhi healers rushed to Meridian,
blanketing him with soothing energies. We were all stunned, myself included. Lisaera was
cradling Fain’s head against her bosom. Most were sobbing and screaming in sympathy.
The Fourth Circle was practically dissembling. Only the Second Circle were galvanized,
preparing for battle and planning strikes, but there was no order or organization and their
fractious plans had no reason.

All I wished to do was run away, back to the jungles of Jojoba, to play with the great cats
and help teach Little Sun what it was like to be awakened. But none of the other Firsts
were in any shape to lead, and the Second Circle was preparing to rush off without plan
or reason. Would I ever see beloved Jojoba again? I gritted my teeth against despair and



roared.

Eyes turned to me, the Second Circle standing at attention. The other circles gathered
around, looking beseechingly at me, hungry to know what to do. And so I did what I had
to do, what duty demanded of me.

I prepared the gods for war.



Chapter 11

Book of Orlachmar

“Line up for inspection!” I shouted, strolling down the line of the 250 Elders assigned to
my formation.

Only about a fourth of my formation were Warriors of the Second Circle. The rest were
volunteers, Creators and Awakeners, even Thinkers and Artists. But we needed the force
of all the Elders to mete out retribution and justice against the Heralds of Magnora, who
we now called the Soulless Ones, in the wake of their decimation of almost all of the First
Circle. Failure in this was not an option so no chances were being taken.

“We WILL be practicing our formation on our journey to the battle, and by the time we
reach the Soulless Ones, we WILL be the most efficient in the fleet,” I roared. “Do I make
myself clear?”

“We are Orlachmar’s Beast!” they shouted in unison, referring to the nickname we called
our formation. Bit silly, I know, but it promotes the teamwork necessary for a good
formation to operate well.

“Then take formation, you sorry bunch of swamp scum!” I bellowed. “The Beast shall
rise!”

With a wink at Loboshi, my adjunct to our formation, I flew into the air. Her wolves
stalking behind her, Loboshi called out the names of the individuals in our formation in
rapid fire. One by one, they would fly up next to me and form a link, then take formation.
Finally, the formation was complete, and a globe of power surrounded each of us, further
linked with shimmering lines of force. I suppose we looked like a bunch grapes.

“Follow me, you weak kneed pups! The Beast needs more speed!” I shouted, dragging the
others behind me.



The Warriors, of course, followed me with well-practiced grace, while the others lagged
behind. Pulling on the force lines that connected us, I yanked hard. Gasps of surprise
trembled down our link net, and I yanked again–harder.

“What are you snail slow losers doing!” I screamed, sending the force of my thoughts
through the link net. “We are supposed to be moving as one unit! Lyreth and Trialante,
give me more power now! Raezon, if you don’t start hauling your arse faster, so help me
I’ll kick it into gear!”

I felt them tremble, but they obeyed. This was tough going, I know, for it is not easy to be
part of a warrior formation. One had to give up control to the focus–me in this case–and
submit yourself to the collective will of the formation. It was harder for some than others,
especially for the Thinkers and Artists. But once they learned to let themselves go, there
are few better joys than being part of a formation.

As we passed into aetherspace, I flexed the bands of power that linked us, letting the power
from the formation course through me. We circled several times around a piece of flotsam
in aetherspace, until I was comfortable that the formation was acting in concert.

“Okay, Beast!” I shouted through the link net. “We’re looking almost half good! Now let’s
show the others what we can do!”

The Beast flew to where the other formations were gathering, a deep pocket in aetherspace.
There was a total of 23 formations, each led by a Warrior of the Second Circle. The only
exception was Dracnoris who flew by himself and who alone was as large as a full formation.
Never before had there been such a show of raw strength, as this force was made up of
members of all the Circles. Never before were we all so united. Never before had there
been such coordination.

Never before had there been such a need.

I moved the Beast up beside Krokano’s Quake, the formation who held responsibility for
carrying the few remaining First Circle members. We briefly sparred, sending a couple of
flashy starbursts at each other, easily deflecting them. Joined by Slaay’s Fist, Morgfyre’s
Mavericks, Clangorum’s Hammer, Hajamin’s Hounds, Terentia’s Dagger, Thax’s Rock, and
other formations, we continued sparring and practicing, letting those unused to being in a
warrior power formation feel more comfortable.

Finally, it was time. Only a few Elders would be left behind on the First World, the
rest of us would be traveling to the Void. With Krokano’s Quake in the lead, we began
the journey. We took our time, traveling towards the Void, continually letting ourselves
practice and hone our formations into killing machines.

“Beast! Beast! Beast!” my formation would chant, and indeed I was very proud of how
we came together in such a relatively short time. I came to appreciate what some of the



other Circles brought to the formation. From the Fourth Circle, Lyreth and Trialante
lifted spirits with song, Raezon and Gheasia of the Fifth Circle would provide us with
useful intelligence, and even the few hamadhi of the Third Circle learned how to send their
healing skills through the link net.

By the time we entered the Void, I felt very confident with my formation. Breaking
through the barrier to the Void was an unpleasant experience, one I was well familiar with
but others in the Beast were not. It was like diving into a winter river covered in ice.
You crash through a hard surface and then plunge into an achingly cold liquid, only to
get swept along a powerful current underneath. It’s painful and disorientating, and takes
awhile to catch your balance, but eventually you numb yourself to the ache and learn to
navigate the currents.

Then we swooped through the Void towards the Soulless Ones. Curiously, they had not
moved from the site of the massacre of the first expedition, provoking much debate amongst
the Fifth Circle as to why the Soulless suddenly stopped. The closer we got, the more
calculations the Fifth Circle did, coming to the rather disturbing conclusion that many of
the Soulless were double or even triple the size as when they encountered the First Circle.
But that was no concern of mine.

“Hoooo!” I roared to the members of the Beast, my passion charging them up, and they
in turn feeding their energy back to me.

“Orlachmar, we are your Beast! Hoooo!” they thundered back.

My concern was making sure my formation was acting as a single entity. And as we
descended upon the Soulless, displaying the full glory of our power, I could only grin as
many of the Soulless were cowed by our show of strength, backing away. Up close, they were
a hideous bunch. The most dominant of the Soulless was known as Illith the Leviathan.
She was so massive that the other Soulless orbited her like moons on a planet. Though
there were hundreds of other Soulless, Illith’s great lieutenants stood out the most, circling
her massive maw. They were Draxbaylock the Black, second largest to Illith, as well as
Zenos the Silent Death, Kethuru the Mighty, and Great Muud.

The formations of Thax and Terentia glided up beside mine and gestured to the left and
right. I nodded and we spread out. Our strategy was simple. The 23 formations would
surround the Soulless Ones like a shell, and then we would initiate the Daath Sequence,
the most destructive force known to us, and release it into the centre of their mass. The
shell outside made from our joined formations would contain the blast and concentrate it
even further.

Immediately, however, we ran into the problem we knew we’d likely encounter. The Soulless
did not stay nicely bunched in a clump and let us surround them. They found their courage
and burst forth, striking at us from all angles. It sickened me that Illith swallowed the



entire formation of Galantine’s Claw in her first strike. Meanwhile, the rest of us were
releasing blasts of pure energy and destruction, leaving a frothy wave of vengeance behind
us as the lesser of the Soulless fell.

Though our anger and despair raged within our hearts, it was but a candle flame compared
with the conflagration that was their malice. The sticky blasts of their vomit spewed forth
like volcanic eruptions of acid and fire, taking several formations down. Even the Beast
was struck, and the pain of several of my team dying hit me hard. But I couldn’t think
too hard on that, I had to forge onwards.

The battle was looking grim as we were having trouble maneuvering to the point where
we could surround our enemies in order to enact the Daath Sequence. Though it didn’t
appear as any thoughtful strategy on their part, the Soulless Ones rarely acted as a team
and split apart in berserk frenzies. We lost at least five formations, but we were giving as
good as we got.

Out of the corner of my eye I saw Dracnoris the Dragon God fighting Draxbaylock the Black
on his own. Raezon told us that Draxbaylock was his sister, which was at first surprising,
but there were some physical similarities between them. We cheered as we saw Dracnoris
eventually shred the flesh from Draxbaylock’s bones, strips of her foulness floating away
in the Void. Watching two primal gods fight was a humbling experience. Unfortunately
Dracnoris was severely wounded and had to withdraw from the field of battle.

Half of our formations were desperately trying to draw the fight into a localized centre
while the other half were trying to spread out around the battle to position themselves for
the Daath Sequence. My Beast was one of those in the centre.

“Give me more juice, Beast!” I’d yell at my formation, siphoning their power that they
didn’t even know they had and using it to send blast upon blast of cosmic energies to tear
apart the Soulless.

Finally, it came to a point where the outer formations were positioned as good as they
could. Led by Krokano’s Quake, we felt them join formations into a ring, and start the
Daath Sequence. Now was the tricky part. We had to hold the Soulless within the centre
of the ring long enough for the Daath Sequence to initiate, then fly out of there just before
it climaxed so we wouldn’t get caught within.

Illith was practically twisted in a knot, roiling to get her maw around another formation.
Meanwhile I felt the Daath begin to build, a great emptiness that threatened to drown
one in despair. Daath was the unmaking of the Void itself, sometimes called the Void of
the Void. Within my chest I felt the climax approaching, a weird fluttering that was both
painful and pleasurable. We had to leave now!

But as I looked down, there was Clangorum, Morgfyre and Oovanti trapped in the tendrils
of Kethuru the Mighty, holding them down. These were my brothers of the Second Circle



and I didn’t think twice.

“HOOOOOOOOOOOOO!” I let out a yell that made every one of those stinking Soulless
stop in their tracks.

Draining the last dregs of energy from my formation, I burst forth like a star and hurtled
towards Kethuru the Mighty, tearing through him while grabbing Clangorum and Morgfyre
but I wasn’t able to hold onto Oovanti. We exited out of the centre of the battle just in
time. The Daath Sequence climaxed.

The implosion was so great that all of creation shuddered, followed by a silence so profound
that we could not help but weep. There were at least five other formations caught within
the Daath, including Oovanti’s, and looking around I saw our numbers were cut in half.
That made almost 3,000 Elders lost this day.

But we had won, unequivocally. The Soulless Ones were gone, completely decimated. All
that remained was a swirling vortex of emptiness and desolation.

* * *

Returning to the first world, there was no joy in our victory. Now was the time for mourn-
ing, and mourn we did. Songs by Trialante, Lyreth, Rhapsody, Jagrerox, and Mahalla,
faded the evenings as Isune, Trillilial, and Drocilla, spun grey clouds into mourning pat-
terns. Only then did the loss of Oovanti’s formation hit me, my comrade who I should
have saved. I couldn’t help but think it was my fault.

As the months passed, we struggled to get back to some sort of normalcy, healing our
spirits and seeking comfort in our victory despite its terrible cost. With so few of the First
Circle left, the leadership spread themselves out as best they could. Aslarn went back to
overseeing the integration of the Great Spirits of the Sixth and Seventh circles, along with
Strom and Mythramus. Carsini and Eventru devoted themselves to the hamadhi, for the
need for healing our spirits were great. Fain devoted himself to helping the Third Circle
coordinate their studies. And Meridian?

Meridian was the most changed of us all, I think, with the loss of Amberle. He became
hard and spent much of his time with the Second Circle, seeking battles wherever he could.
The hamadhi said his spirit would heal in time. It was heartbreaking seeing him wandering
the beaches and staring out into the oceans, whispering Amberle’s name over and over.

Then it began again.

The Fifth Circle had been in a turmoil for days, and we knew something was wrong when
Fain called us all back to Xyl’s Tower. Gathered in the great hall, Fain stood on the dais
with Xyl, whose usually vibrant skin was as dull as granite. Off to the side was Trillialial,
who had obviously been crying. The rest of the Third Circle were seated in a semicircle
behind them, looking grim. After we all arrived, Fain nodded to Xyl, who bowed his head.



“I noticed this anomaly several days ago,” Xyl said. “This is the site of the battle with
the Soulless Ones.”

He gestured upwards toward his viewing crystal, which flared to life. It revealed a swirling
blackness.

“This appears to be flotsam and reverberations from the last battle. But watch.”

Probing further, he pierced through the darkness. There were gasps, and I’m afraid my
voice counted among them. The Soulless Ones were back. And they looked stronger
than before. Meridian bolted upright and we had to restrain him. Many of us demanded
explanation.

“We have a theory,” said Fain, raising his hand for silence. “Please let us explain. Xyl,
continue.”

“We noticed that the Soulless were stronger and larger after the first encounter,” said Xyl.
“They also did not move from the site of the battle then. Now, after we thought they were
destroyed, they have returned. Again, at this same location. And again, they have not left
this location. Why? We speculate that it was because they were feeding. Feeding off the
essence of the fallen Elders as well as their own fallen.”

“They were dead!” screamed Meridian. “We all saw them die! The Daath Sequence leaves
nothing behind.”

“I would like to answer that,” said Mugowumpois, standing up. With a nod from Xyl, she
took the dais. “There has always been a theory that Dynara was an aspect of the cosmos,
and was the embodiment of creation, if you will. Meanwhile, Magnora was her opposite,
the embodiment of destruction. When they left our reality, these forces also disappeared
from the cosmos itself. In other words, nothing is created and nothing destroyed. Life and
death has not existed since their disappearance.”

“That is insane,” I shouted, unable to hold my silence. “We have killed many of the insane
half formed before! We have battled abominations of the Void. You cannot tell us, the
Second Circle, that death does not exist. Why have we not heard of this before?”

“This is simply a theory, of course,” answered Mugowumpois coolly. “A theory debated
amongst ourselves many times, but not shared with the other Circles since we were never
able to reach a consensus. But in light of this development, we think it is most probably
true. Tell me, Orlachmar, you were the one who defeated the Grue of Kallakok? You killed
it in the plains of the nacrescape, yes?”

“That is true,” I said, remembering that filthy abomination with a dozen arms and twice
as many mouths.

“And what was found a century later in the nacrescape?”



“A century later?” I thought back, then remembered. “The Bluegill Moll was found there,
another abomination which we also put down. Are you saying that was the Grue?”

“So we believe. The essence of the Grue was never destroyed, even though its physical
body might have been. It rose again as the Bluegill Moll. A century from now perhaps,
he’ll rise again, this time in a new form.”

“What of the Seventh Circle?” I asked. “We all know they create! There goes your
theory!”

“Do they truly?” asked Mugowumpois, then turned to Bollikin. “Do you truly create new
life, Bollikin?”

“Erm,” said Bollikin, glancing around and leaning against his companion Tae. “No, I guess
not truly. We infuse a portion of our own spirits within our creations.”

“There you go,” said Mugowumpois with a glance at me. “And of course the Awakeners
awaken those creations that Dynara infused with spirit. No, nothing is truly created.”

Stepping down from the dais, Mugowumpois nodded to Gheasia, another of the Fifth Circle
who was the mate of Raezon. She was tall and thin, with pale skin and a jet black hair
pulled and tied back in a severe bun. She stood up and turned to face the rest of us.

“The bigger question is why do we create at all?” said Gheasia, her voice brisk in the
manner of a lecturer. “The Elders cannot procreate, yet many of us desire to have progeny.
Why? We submit that we are children of Dynara, and as such we reflect her greatest desires.
To create anew, to protect those creations, to oversee those creations, to simply be around
those creations. In the First World of Lusternia, we come closest to being able to actualize
these desires, each of us in our own way.

“And, just as we reflect the impetus of creation, so do the Soulless reflect the impetus of
Magnora, to destroy. But nothing can die since Magnora no longer exists, just as new life
cannot be created since Dynara does not exist. Thus, both the Elders and Soulless are
frustrated, unable to realize their innate desires, but each finding an outlet in their own
way. For the Soulless, if they cannot destroy, they consume. They consume the essence of
our fallen, their fallen, it does not matter, growing larger and larger, stronger and stronger.
If left to their own devices, they’d consume everything in creation, even each other, until
only one exists.”

“Thank you,” said Fain, taking the lead from the Fifth Circle who could go on and on
if allowed. “For whatever reason, the Soulless did not die but spontaneously resurrected,
much faster than any half formed could. Not only that, the essence of the our fallen brothers
and sisters must have been scattered in that locale. The Soulless have been feeding on that
also, and we think the stronger of the Soulless have even been feeding on the weaker of
their own brethren.”



“Then we’ll kill them again!” I shouted, and the others of the Second Circle stood up and
stomped their feet.

“Please,” said Fain wearily. “Hear the rest. The Soulless coming towards us are a dozen
times stronger than what we faced before, while we have lost half our numbers. Also,
what Xyl has shown you is a recording. We estimate that they have consumed whatever
there was to consume at that site several days ago, and they are on the move here. To
Lusternia.”

It was like a nightmare we couldn’t wake from. We were weaker and the Soulless were
coming back stronger. Even if we did manage to kill them again, they would only resurrect
stronger than before. But we could not give up, even though it seemed hopeless. Again,
we must prepare for battle.

This time, the Soulless Ones were on the offensive and our first order of business was
mounting a defense. Meridian led us to create barriers in aetherspace around Lusternia,
layering shield after shield so the Soulless wouldn’t breach into the First World itself. It
was a formidable defense of which I was a part–a formation of the entire Second Circle
with interlinking shields that we fed with our own power and essence.

In no time at all, just as we finished constructing the defense, the Soulless were rushing
towards us, hurtling themselves at the barrier. Illith the Leviathan had returned again as
the largest and strongest of the Soulless, her massive serpentine body stretching behind
her in a seemingly endless mass. Just her alone battering against the barrier, was too much
to withstand.

The Leviathan broke through.

The other Soulless, including Zenos the Silent Death, Kethuru the Mighty, Great Muud and
Crazen the Greedy, were not able to pass beyond our barrier, but Illith had to be stopped.
Meridian roared with anger, ordering me, Tauro and about a dozen other Warriors of the
Second Circle to follow Illith down to Lusternia.

We weren’t able to get far. Illith the Leviathan had entered the oceans and disappeared
deep into the surface. We suspected she was going to try to break the core of the world.
Unfortunately we were unable to track her. Meridian had joined us and was in a rage,
diving deep into the oceans but also unable to find her.

“Keph!” Tauro suddenly cried ecstatically. “She is heading to Keph of the Thousand
Eyes!”

“Can we warn Keph?” I asked.

“Ha!” laughed Tauro. “We should be warning Illith! You have not met Keph as I have.
Keph will know what is coming and I would not wager against her!”



And indeed they did clash for a hundred days in battle, we tried several times to help Keph
but were repelled by either their struggle or distracted by the attacks of the other Soulless.
As they fought, earthquakes rocked the land, mountain formations rose and fell, and the
oceans boiled.

“One is rising!” shouted Meridian, who had been patrolling the oceans. “To me! To me!”

Enormous gouts of steam was rising out of the ocean where Meridian was hovering. Joining
him, we could do nothing but wait. Who had won? Illith or Keph? Before I would have
had doubts that any one being could defeat Illith, but then I had seen Dracnoris defeat his
sister Draxbaylock.

It was Illith who bobbed to the surface in a froth of roiling blood. Meridian cursed as Illith
rose up out of the waters, snapping at him. The Leviathan seemed slower, however, and it
soon became apparent Illith paid dearly for fighting Keph.

Illith the Leviathan had been cut in half. At the cost of the life of Keph of the Thousand
Eyes.

“No!” Tauro cried out, then turned to Meridian. “Perhaps Keph is still alive?”

“I sense nothing beneath here,” said Meridian, circling around the flailing Illith. “Keph
must have died.”

“Then let us finish up what she has begun!” I shouted, and dove at the Leviathan with
my sword leveled at her eyes.

It was too brash a move, led by emotion more than strategy. Illith snapped forward in a
sudden burst of speed. Her maw neatly snapped me in half before I even realized what
she was doing. Cursing my own stupidity, I could only look down at my torn torso, my
essence bleeding out of me. Would the Soulless come and consume me, make me part of
their own? Or would my essence seep into the First World? I could only hope it was the
latter.

“Hang on!” shouted Tauro, who had caught what was left of me. She kept urging me to
hold on as she rushed to those who could heal.

But I knew nothing could survive such a wound. Darkness slowly crept up on the corners
of my blurring vision. I was ready to go to the true void, where consciousness faded into
nothingness. Maybe, as the Fifth Circle said, my essence would resurrect as a new being.
It was an odd last thought.

“Hold on, Orlachmar,” said Fain, sounding from a million miles away. “We have a plan!
We can save you!”

I am beyond salvation. It is time for me to know nothingness, to join Yudhe in oblivion.
Even the darkness fades.



Farewell.



Chapter 12

Book of Loboshi

Dust billowing behind her, Tauro came running over the hills carrying the broken form
of Orlachmar over her shoulder. Keeping pace next to her was Fain, shouting directions
at her and pointing towards the Gladdyn Forest. Overhead, Illith the Leviathan crawled
through the sky, her ripped lower half flailing and spraying red-black blood.

Foul blood rained upon us, hitting the ground like burning lava then cooling to hardened
stone, I clapped my hands together and unleashed bolts of pure domoth energies at her.
Next to me, Clangorum, Gruen and Thax, my cadre of the Second, were doing the same.
When Tauro and Fain arrived, Fain immediately began barking out orders.

“Thax, find Gheasia and Raezon and bring them to the healing mounds!” he ordered.

Thax clapped a fist to his chest and immediately departed, while Clangorum, Gruen and I
kept an onslaught upon the Leviathan. Tauro still held what was left of Orlachmar’s body
in her arms, tears of fury and sorrow streaming down her face. Fain clapped me on the
shoulder.

“Loboshi,” he said to me, “Contact Volkh and have a doorway opened to the ethereal fold!
We need to get to the Fields of the Maeve now!”

Behind me in the wooded areas beyond the hills, Volkh’s creations, the wolves, watched
me as they always have, ready to protect. I merely had to look their way and Great Spirit
Wolf bridged a connection between Volkh and myself. I passed along Fain’s message and
immediately felt a portal open up not far away.

“Follow me!” I shouted, running towards the portal within the forested area.

Fain and Tauro were on my heels, leaving Gruen and Clangorum to drive Illith off on
their own. She was in such pain and so deeply mangled, I did not fear they would have



trouble. The wolves were howling their terror as we plunged through the woods and into
the shimmering portal.

The ethereal realm was a reflection of the prime plane, and where the awakened spirits
first manifest, their natural home, unlike the animals created by the Seventh Circle who
resided on the prime. The ethereal realm teemed with these lesser spirits, awakened from
trees and rocks, rivers and streams, clouds, flowers, reeds, countless little ones.

Since we entered through a forested area, we were standing in the centre of an ethereal
forest, and Volkh immediately manifested next to me, his arms circling my shoulder. Great
Spirit Wolf, the oversoul of his wolves, rubbed against my legs. Tauro and Fain came
stumbling behind me, carrying Orlachmar between them. Volkh looked at me and saw
tears welling in my eyes. He reached up and gently held my head between his hands.

“Orlachmar was of your cadre,” Volkh whispered. “If he has any chance, you must go there
and be with him.”

“Do you know I love you beyond reason,” I said, briefly nuzzling his neck.

“I know,” he said. “Now go with them.”

I nodded and followed Tauro and Fain as they headed towards the Fields of the Maeve.
There, the healing mounds were created by the Hamadhi, those of the Third Circle devoted
to healing and caring. Before, the Hamadhi mostly kept to the outer planes and cared for
the half formed. Now, however, their healing skills were needed to help us in the war. Upon
each of the mounds was a stone table covered in thick moss. Vines of fragrant blossoms
grew upon the mounds, curling and winding around the sides of the stone table. Hovering
over each table were crystals, glittering with auron energies.

Tauro laid what was left of Orlachmar on one of the stone tables. Tauro stepped back, so
I went up and stood next to her. I took her hand in mine and she squeezed back tightly.
Lantra the White, one of the Hamadhi, ran up to our healing mound and then slowed as
she saw what was left of Orlachmar on the stone table. It was only his upper body, half
an upper torso, the lower half and legs irretrievably lost down the gullet of Illith.

“Fain, it is too late,” said Lantra the White gently. “Please, you must let him go, and let
loose your sorrow and grief.”

“Start the healing!” Fain snapped, and sharply gestured for her to begin.

But what could Lantra do? Even I could see that life had been emptied from Orlachmar’s
body. The breath was still, the heart silent, the skin cool, and no spirit flickered behind
his vacant eyes. His expression was frozen partially between pain and resignation. Tauro
squeezed my hand even tighter.

Lantra sighed and ran her hands over Orlachmar’s body, opening up channels to the healing



domoth energies. She cleaned away the blood, and sealed what she could of his wounds.
She laid a slender hand over his face, softening his pained features. The blossoms around
the stone table released a cool fragrance, while the green moss soaked up leaking fluids.

“There is nothing more to do,” Lantra said.

“You are wrong! There is much more to do!” said Fain, not looking at her but at a group
that was quickly running towards us.

Thax had not only brought Gheasia and Raezon, but their entire Fifth Circle Coterie. As
coteries were groups who came together for a specific task, it was obvious they were here
with a preplanned purpose. It was no secret that Fain had been working with the Fifth
Circle, leading and directing them in certain experiments to help fight the Soulless.

Gheasia was extremely thin, her black hair cropped short and severe. Raezon was her mate
and could have been her twin, except he preferred to keep his black hair long and wound
in a simple twist. Their ice blue eyes glittered, hungrily I thought, like many of the Fifth
Circle. Their coterie consisted of themselves, Mugowumpois whose dark skin was flushed
as she licked her moist lips, Oshterel whose small hands fidgeted with some instrument of
his own devising, Yomoigu who was tall, silent and stoic except when excited as he now
was, and Mililiki whose sharp features were now turned to a seemingly perpetual frown as
she hovered next to Gheasia and Raezon.

As they circled around the stone table, Fain pushed Lantra aside. Tauro looked at me in
confusion but I could only shrug. Fain must have had a plan.

Raezon and Gheasia seemed to be in charge, as they carried between them a block of pure
white marble. Fain excitedly moved to Orlachmar’s head, laying hands on either side of
his face, then nodding towards Raezon.

“This is it, Raez,” he whispered. “Our salvation could be at hand.”

Raezon nodded and bit his lower lip, a nervous twitch momentarily marring his smooth
features. I looked around at the other Fifth Circle, and none seemed too pleased. Mu-
gowumpois opened her mouth as though she were about to speak but then snapped it
shut. Yomoigu and Mililiki were giving each other meaningful glances, while Oshterel
could barely contain his agitation and kept twisting the strange device in his hand.

“We should have done more experiments,” said Gheasia, giving voice to the trepidation
that grew among them. “We have not gathered enough information.”

“My experiments have proven unpredictable,” said Mugowumpois in a rush, “I want it
recorded that I object to rushing forward with this.”

“As do I,” said Mililiki, nodding at Yomoigu who was shaking his head slowly. “This is
much too hasty.”



“What are you doing?” asked Lantra the White, her eyes flickering uncertainly around the
gathering. “Orlachmar is dead, his spirit has left him, leaked out with his lifeforce. It is
only a matter of time before his body disperses and decays.”

“Orlachmar is dead,” said Fain, gazing intently at each of the Fifth Circle in turn. “There
is no time for more experiments or considerations. My friends, it is time to act, while our
dear colleague rests on the table before us. We have a chance to bring him back, to turn
the tide in this war. Let us try, at least, to see if your work holds any promise. Lantra is
right that time runs out, is running out. We must hurry before his body decays. We must
try this! Now! Raezon, begin.”

Fain’s words stirred excitement in the group, and hope was palpable among those gathered.
Certainly, an excitement swept through me. Had the Coterie of Fain’s Fifth found a way to
turn back death or dissolution of our bodies, to call back our spirits? That would certainly
turn the tide of war!

Raezon and Gheasia laid the strange white block down. Running their fingers over its
smooth surface, golden glyphs appeared, gleaming with power. Whispering incantations
and directing subtle immanidivinus forces, the top of the block slid back, revealing a vial
cushioned in folds of white velvet. The crystal vial was an enormous cut diamond within
which a green liquid pulsated. Carefully lifting it out, Raezon gently unstoppered the vial.

Fain pressed his fingers into the joints of Orlachmar’s jaws, forcing his mouth open. Raezon
tilted the vial over Orlachmar’s lips, letting a single drop of emerald fire dribble onto
Orlachmar’s tongue.

We all waited, holding our breath. Even Lantra had quieted and stilled, her hands clenched
before her. Was there colour rising in Orlachmar’s cheeks? Did his eyes momentarily clear
and focus? I couldn’t tell.

“More,” commanded Fain.

Raezon tilted the vial again, letting the emerald fire trickle into Orlachmar’s mouth until
the viscous liquid filled the cavity. Small streams dribbled down the sides of his cheeks,
leaving behind ochre trails. Raezon paused again, and we waited. The liquid pooling in
Orlachmar’s mouth began to smoke, then slowly sink down into his throat. Gouts of thick
grey smoke poured out of Orlachmar’s mouth and nose. The healing crystals around the
stone table turned black and spun madly and then shattered, peppering us with shards.
The moss upon the table withered and turned to ash, and the healing blossoms shriveled,
their fragrance tinged with the stink of rot.

This time there was a definite reaction. Orlachmar’s mouth opened and closed, and his
eyes snapped open. He looked as though he were screaming. Lantra the White gasped,
staggering backwards as she pointed to the opening of Orlachmar’s torso, which was leaking
the same grey smoke.



“It’s dissolving him!” she cried.

“No!” said Gheasia. “No, it’s not. Look!”

Indeed, smoke descended from Orlachmar’s torn torso, but instead of drifting off the table,
the smoke gathered into columns, taking on the shape of legs. As grey smoke leaked from
Orlachmar’s every pore and orifice, his body began shuddering.

“More!” shouted Fain. “Use the rest!”

Raezon poured out the remainder of the vial’s contents down Orlachmar’s throat, and
his body began shuddering uncontrollably. Trying to draw great gasps of air, his mouth
stretched open so wide it seemed it would like to split. The grey smoke surrounding him
solidified, hardening into a firm shell. His body was bucking now, tossing Raezon away.
Fain shouted for us to hold him down, as he gripped Orlachmar’s thrashing head.

I lunged forward, along with Thax, and we pressed Orlachmar’s shoulders down to the
stone table. His regrown legs were kicking wildly and none of the Fifth could hold them
down. A moaning cry came from deep within Orlachmar’s throat, a bellow of pain and
rage. I focused only on holding him down, dimly aware of Lantra shouting at the other
Hamadhi for help as they blanketed us with soothing domoth energies. I heard a sickening
crunch and thought we had broken Orlachmar’s newly formed spine.

But it was the breaking of the healing table upon which he rested.

Finally, Orlachmar stopped his screams and lay still, his exertions perhaps finally running
to exhaustion. I stepped back, bruised and aching as though having just come from battle.
All of us were staring at this miracle before us.

Orlachmar’s eyes were closed, and his chest lifted and fell with heavy, thudding breaths.
The golden gleam of his skin was gone, leaving only a grey pallor. His physique seemed
changed as well, broader, even more muscled than before. Looking more closely, the newly
formed grey skin was thick like an elephant’s and small cracks were crisscrossed over its
surface. All his golden hair had fallen off, and his lips and nails were black.

Slowly Orlachmar opened his eyes, which glowed the same emerald green as the mysterious
fluid that brought him back to life. He blinked through the sickly pale light gleaming from
his pupils and bared his teeth. Was his jaw wider? His teeth sharper? Why were his lower
canines now so long and curved like tusks?

“What have you done to me?” he said, voice rumbling forth like cracked boulders, laced
with bitterness and accusation.

“We have saved you!” said Fain, gripping Orlachmar’s shoulder in affection.

Orlachmar slowly climbed to his feet, his movements jerky and slow as he rolled off the
rubble that was once a healing table. He looked at me, a dull sort of recognition that



tugged at my heart. I couldn’t help it, but tears filled my eyes.

“Loboshi,” he said. “Take me away from here. Take me away!”

So I wrapped an arm around Orlachmar, taking his weight against me. He felt hot and
feverish. Raezon started to follow but Orlachmar stared at him. Raezon saw something
in Orlachmar’s his eyes and retreated. As we walked away, I heard Fain triumphantly
proclaim, “There goes our salvation!”

As we left the Fields of the Maeve, Volkh came running with Great Spirit Wolf at his side.
After getting over his incredulity of seeing Orlachmar alive, Volkh helped me carry him to
a private glade hidden within the ethereal fold. Orlachmar sat heavily on the ground, his
eyes blazing green yet his expression blank.

I explained to Volkh what happened, how Fain and the Fifth Circle Coterie brought Orlach-
mar back from the dead. Being of the Seventh Circle, Volkh carefully studied Orlachmar’s
physical form and gave him healing unguents to soothe his skin and herbs to calm his
inner turmoil. Orlachmar said very little, just leaned against a large rock and took the
medicines.

“He has changed, Loboshi,” Volkh confided to me later. “Whatever was done, he is not as
he was. And it is more than just his physical form. His very aura seems to repel domoth
fields, and I swear even the immanidivinus pathways through his body have altered.”

“What does it mean?” I asked, for being of the Second Circle this was far beyond me. “All
I know is that the immanidivinus is the source of our inner strength and power.”

“Just so,” said Volkh. “Each of us has a unique system of pathways within our spirit, if
you will, that forms our spiritual body and taps directly into the immanidivinus energies
that surround us. We of the Seventh Circle tried to recreate these pathways to create
new beings, but our creations could not connect to the immanidivinus but only to the
domothean forces.”

“So Orlachmar is now more animal? He is only drawing from the domoth energies?”

“No,” said Volkh with a sigh. “I do not know how he is even alive. It is certainly not
domoth energies that animate him. Partly he is still drawing from the immanidivinus but
that alone is not enough. I have a suspicion though. Some of the Fifth Circle have been
trying to analyze how the Soulless draw their power since they don’t use immanidivinus
energies themselves. They theorize that there is an opposing force which they call the
excoroperditio force.”

“Poor Orlachmar,” I whispered with a shudder.

Volkh and I stayed with Orlachmar for several weeks. He remained distant and brooding,
refusing to engage in conversation. He adamantly refused to allow the Fifth Circle Coterie



to examine him, so they had to be content with reports from Volkh and I of his progress.

The remnants of the First Circle had been cloistered in discussions over whether or not
Fain’s experiment should even be repeated. There were only 10 of the First Circle left:
Fain, Meridian, Olm, Eventru, Aslarn, Shairim, Czixi, Dahlthea, Zvoltz and Auginorus.
Since they could not reach a consensus, they called a Gathering at the Towers of Xyl for a
vote among all of us. Orlachmar decided to leave his seclusion and attend, and it was here
where we all learned the truth of the serum given to Orlachmar.

Once we had all gathered, Fain strode forward on the top dais, the Fifth Circle Coterie
and his mate Lisaera of the Sixth Circle arrayed behind him. Fain struck an impressive
figure, dressed in gold and crimson robes with his dark hair held back with a platinum
circle studded in rubies. He held up his hands until all were quiet, then he bowed deeply,
a wan smile on his handsome face. I leaned forward with those around me in response to
his magnetic presence.

“We must come to consider our fate, our situation,” Fain said, his melodious voice ringing
throughout the chamber. “It is time to put aside all qualms and inhibitions, and look to
see what strategy the Soulless Ones have used to so far defeat us. Can we use it to our
advantage? My Fifth Circle Coterie and I have come to the conclusion that we can in fact
emulate the strategy of absorbing the essence of others into ourselves. The first great step
was collecting the essence of the Soulless. The serum given to Orlachmar was the distilled
essence of the Soulless God Erlechtoch.”

Fain paused as the furious whispering at his revelation subsided. Like everyone else, I was
utterly shocked. I think Volkh had understood what had happened to Orlachmar, for he
did not appear surprised, only sad. We held each other tightly.

“As you can see, the experiment was an unmitigated success!” Fain continued, pointing
to Orlachmar. “Indeed, it went beyond our hopes! Orlachmar was brought back from the
dead, resurrected if you will. And from all reports we’ve heard, he is stronger and greater
than he was before. And so I put to you that we embrace this new beginning, that we
exploit this strategy. We can indeed take their essence into us, use their strength against
them. This I believe we must do for our own survival.”

There was silence at the end of his words. What did this mean? We would all consume
the Soulless Ones? We would eat them as they ate us? And what of our own fallen? Do
we cannibalize our own? Could this be the answer to our dilemma, our almost imminent
defeat. Yes, perhaps.

Looking around, the faces of others mirrored my own thoughts. Confusion and fear and
trepidation and . . . hope. Then Meridian stepped forward, bowing stiffly to Fain. Bowing
deeply to Meridian in return, Fain relinquished the forefront of the speaker’s dais. Meridian
was somber in deep blue robes, his eyes burning still with grief.



“Taking in the essence of our enemy is an abomination,” said Meridian. “I ask you this:
What will we become if we embrace such a course? Those who killed my dear Amberle,
who sucked her dry, would we become like them? Would we be no better than them? I
suggest that we would not! And what would happen to us? How would we change? We
do not know but we may have an inkling. I’ve made my own inquiries of those of Fain’s
Coterie as well as others of the Fifth Circle. There is the possibility that we would become
what we hate. Indeed, look at Orlachmar. Is he the same as he was? What if he falls
again? Will he be given another infusion of this so-called serum? At what point will he
lose all that he is? Will he become another of the Soulless? If not, then what? Something
evil. Something cruel.”

Orlachmar strode forward, his grey skin darkened with emotion. His eyes were glittering
green orbs. He quivered with emotion.

“Listen to Meridian!” Orlachmar shouted, then breathed deeply to gain some measure of
control over himself. “Forgive me, Fain, but you cannot do this. You cannot continue on
this path. I am not what I was. I do not know what I am! I know what you did was for our
salvation, but trust me, Fain, this is not the answer. Do not do this! I beg of you and all
that Dynara held for us, do not make any other become like me. It is not just hatred and
despair that consumes me! It is hunger! Hunger for destruction! Why have I not wanted
to be around others? I will tell you why! I want to kill you all! I want to tear each of you
limb from limb! And I do not know how to stop this wanting!”

With his fists clenched, Orlachmar’s voice broke. Indeed, he looked ready to begin tearing
into all of us. But Fain strode down to stand before Orlachmar and placed a hand on
Orlachmar’s trembling shoulders. There was such compassion in Fain’s eyes that Orlachmar
eventually calmed down and seemed to deflate, unclenching his fists and bowing his head.

“Oh, my dear brother,” said Fain to Orlachmar, “my dear friend, my dear comrade, if
there was only any other way! But know what I did, I believe was right. I believe this is
our only way to defeat the Soulless Ones.”

“You do not understand,” whispered Orlachmar heavily.

“There is no choice, my friend,” Fain said, then turned to face the assembly. “And to all of
you I ask, what other way out is there for us? Tell me and I will gladly follow! Meridian, I
know you reject this plan, but tell me what you would do in its place? You do not answer
because you have no other plan! We may survive the coming weeks and months, but what
of the coming years? How long can we hold out? The few of us are getting fewer, and
the Soulless are growing stronger with each of our fallen. They grow stronger with each
of their own fallen, for indeed they cannibalize each other! This is our chance, my friends.
This is our only chance. This is what we must do to survive.”

Well, Fain’s words were impressive. I do not know one of us who could not dispute what he



said. But there were also those who deeply felt Meridian’s warning. Like Meridian, many
of us felt the death of a loved one as he or she was devoured by a Soulless. From sundown
through sunrise, we argued the merits of each side.

But in the end, we only had to look out of the tall windows in this crystal chamber to see
the world had changed. The sky was black and grey, angry with the venom of the Soulless.
Clouds rained acidic fluids, staining the earth black and bloody red. Who could argue that
it was only a matter of time before we were defeated? Fain offered us a way. A glimpse to
salvation. We had to take it.

May Dynara forgive us, we voted overwhelmingly in favour of Fain’s plan.



Chapter 13

Book of Clangorum

Hope is a glorious tonic, and we had drunk deeply of its drought. Fain provided us hope,
visions of victory just beyond the crest of the horizon. Just the idea of victory lifted us
more than we thought possible. The toll of the relentless battles not only decimated our
numbers, but also cut deeply into the confidence and faith in ourselves. While the Soulless
surged, their power increasing, swelling with each of our fallen, with each of their own
fallen, we became diminished physically and spiritually. But the hope of Fain’s Elixir was
tantalizing and more than we could have imagined. Was salvation at hand?

The only thing that soured our hope was Orlachmar’s condemnation of his own salvation.
He and I had many a campaign together, and so I knew more than most that where once
he was golden and glorious, now he was grey and morose. Would all who partook of Fain’s
Elixir suffer as Orlachmar? Would we face a similar sundering of our spirit? Even if so,
wouldn’t it be worth it?

Since his transformation, Orlachmar kept company exclusively with Volkh and Loboshi.
If it wasn’t for the fact that Orlachmar lost his weapons and armour in his battle with
Illith the Leviathan, he and I may never had became close again. But the old warrior
needed to be equipped, and I was the weaponsmith for almost all the Second Circle. I had
brought Orlachmar several of my master swords and armour, but the swords seemed to
break in his grasp and armour split at the seams. Something special had to be done in
order to construct a weapon that he could handle–or, rather, in honesty, a weapon that
could handle him. I had no choice but to bring him into my sanctum where my great forge
stands near a lava pool, deep below the Razamore Mountains, beneath Mount Zokala.

I found him sitting on a mountain rock, staring over a valley that was lit up from chains
of crackling energy that flickered across the dome of the sky. Such was the weight of the
attacks of the Soulless against the Domoth Spires that we had constructed to protect the



First World. How long would they hold? I feared not long enough.

I don’t let many come to my workshop. Many of the weapons that filled the room, swords
and shields, blades and hammers, different types of armour, were half finished, works in
progress, discarded pieces. I disliked others seeing my works less than perfect. But here
was Orlachmar in my workshop, staring around. I was feeling a bit uneasy as his ghastly
green eyes appraised my craft. He grunted and rubbed the back of his neck.

“What?” I said testily.

“You do all your finishing of these works, don’t you?” Orlachmar asked.

“Of course I do!” I said

“We always wondered that,” he said softly. “Many think you work in secret with one of
the Fourth Circle to finish your work.”

“Bah! Why would others think that!”

“Because of its beauty,” Orlachmar shrugged, “It has the look of an artist’s hand. Of your
creche mates, I only know of Agnomenon the Tinkerer, who follows traditional pursuits of
the Fifth Circle. Was there an artist in your creche?”

I didn’t answer. Damn Orlachmar. Most creches had one artist, scholar, and leader,
though there were often multiple warriors and creators. This was something I didn’t like
to talk about, so I just glared at him and stomped off to gather a preliminary blade I had
prepared for his new weapon. I was examining the domothean infused steel, when a sound
like rolling thunder echoed through my workshop. It took me a moment to realize it was
Orlachmar laughing.

“Ha!” he boomed. “Of course! Why didn’t we see it before. You were the artist! You were
meant to be the Fourth Circle!”

“Stop your bellowing, you great idiot,” I fumed, glaring down the length of the blade and
examining the glittering runes inscribed with crushed gemstones.

“Why?” Orlachmar asked after awhile.

“Because,” I finally relented with a sigh, “I wanted to see my works in action. Who knows
why any artist is drawn to a certain medium? Mine was metal and iron, battles and bronze,
iron and steel, blood and glory. Well, my art slices and hacks, parries and thrusts, how
could I possibly make them if I didn’t know how to use them? Bloody stars, I loved the
challenge.”

“I always suspected you were an old fraud,” he said.

With a growl, I cursed Orlachmar and threw the blade I had been working on at him. He
easily caught it, and I noted his wide grin. My anger evaporated as I realized he goaded



me to anger in a teasing manner. How long had it been since he smiled and joked? I think
he finally realized that he was smiling, and suddenly looked awkward, not sure what to do
with such feelings.

“This blade isn’t half bad,” Orlachmar said, studying it seriously.

“Then it’s perfect,” I said, “for it’s meant for a half assed warrior!”

We both roared with laughter.

But in the end, that blade proved to be just as unsuitable as the previous ones. Eventually,
it took me seven days to create weapon and armour that would suit him, and Orlachmar
had to be by my side during the entire time to infuse the metals with his unique energies
in order so they would keep their integrity in his hands. Our jokes with each other were
rough and dark, but it enabled us to talk about secrets we kept to ourselves, and thus our
friendship was renewed.

Unfortunately, the blade and armour that I constructed for Orlachmar was put to use
almost immediately. Just a short time since we had finished cooled the final forging in
the clear waters of the Crystal Sea, a mental alarm flared behind our eyes and a whuffling
detonation reverberated through the aethers. We knew only one thing that this could
mean, and that was one of the Soulless had broken through our defenses. I pulled my axe
free and swung it back and forth, just as Orlachmar pulled the black sword from its sheath
and grinned in expectation for the euphoria of battle.

“Don’t break that damn sword!” I grumbled.

“Only if you don’t break your damned skull,” Orlachmar responded and then added without
missing a beat. “Of course, since your head is solid rock, you should be safe on that
account.”

“Better than a head that’s solid cheese like yours!” I huffed.

Our levity didn’t last long, for the alarm drew us toward the Sakarich Forest. We arrived to
witness an inferno. Beneath the grey, trees flailed back and forth. Dryads within screamed
in agony just before their trees erupted into columns of flame and smoke. Some wolves
and deer were running around in circles, their flesh slowly being eaten away, until they
collapsed in bloody heaps. The very air around the forest warped and weaved, everything
within distorting like some mirage on a hot summer day.

Both Orlachmar and I attempted to charge into the forest, but were immediately driven
back, as a blistering pain lit up our skin, and our singed our hair. It was like walking into
acidic fumes. Coughing up bloody essence, I scrambled backwards, my eyes watering so
much that my vision blurred. Orlachmar was in better shape than me, his transformed
skin somehow being able to repel the corroding air.



“Zenos,” Orlachmar muttered, spitting on the ground. “His insubstantial form must have
slipped through our defenses.”

“Bloody stars,” I said, crouching down with my elbows on my knees as I was still shaken.
“We need to wait for the others . . . What are you doing, you great fool!”

Orlachmar’s spine had suddenly straightened, and his head had jerked up just before he
deliberately strode into the Sakarich Forest. My eyes were still blurry, as I screamed at
him to come back. But as my vision cleared I saw what must have prompted him to dive
into the forest. One of our number was within the clutches of Zenos.

Someone ran up beside me, screaming. It was Loboshi. As my vision cleared, I realized that
it was none other than her mate Volkh who Orlachmar was attempting to save. Loboshi
tried to dive in after them, but I held her back, yelling out her to let Orlachmar drag Volkh
to safety. Great Spirit Wolf was somewhere behind me, howling like his heart was being
ripped out. Maybe it was.

As my eyes focused, I saw that Volkh had collapsed on the ground and Orlachmar was
standing over him. They were surrounded by burning pyres as the invisible, corrosive form
of Zenos swirled angrily around them. Orlachmar’s skin bubbled as he swung his newly
forged dark sword overhead, sweeping the air with dark Domoth energies. Defiant in his
pain, Orlachmar roared, his anger fueling his attack until his sword was a blazing font of
darkness. Zenos finally fled, shrieking off into the smoking sky.

Orlachmar dropped to his knees, as Loboshi and I reached him. Volkh lay on the ground, his
body twisted almost beyond recognition. Great Spirit Wolf hovered behind his, surrounded
by hundreds of the lesser wolves, their anguished howls rising up around us. Meanwhile,
Volkh lay bleeding essence in to the ground, barely conscious.

“Hold on, my love” cried Loboshi, “Fain has more of the elixir. Just hold on!”

Loboshi bid us to stay at Volkh’s side, as she ran off to find Fain. Bowing his head,
Orlachmar shifted his wait to his haunches. I was amazed how quickly his skin seemed
to regenerate. If this accelerated healing was part of his transformation, Volkh stood a
chance.

“You heard Loboshi, Volkh!” I said. “She’ll be back soon with Fain and his elixir. You
only have to hold on!”

Volkh opened his glazed eyes, but ignored me. He focused on Orlachmar, who leaned
forward. Volkh’s ruined lips moved, a painful hissing noise escaped. He grimaced and
whispered Orlachmar’s name.

Orlachmar bent down, “What is it, friend?”



“Do not let them do to me what was done to you,” Volkh rasped. “I know what it was
wrong what they did. And I know what you are. Do not let me suffer that fate!”

“What can I do?” said Orlachmar, his eyes wide with fear.

“Take me into yourself. Take my essence into your own.”

Orlachmar drew back, “No, do not ask this of me.”

“I beg of you, my friend. Before Loboshi returns! Her love of me blinds, and she will do
to me what was done to you. She would not care of the consequences.”

My thoughts roiled around. Was what was done to Orlachmar really so wrong? Orlachmar
had tried to explain to me how alien he felt, how different. But it wasn’t until I heard the
anguish in Volkh’s voice that I began to doubt the wisdom of Fain’s promise of salvation.

“He’s begging you, Orlachmar,” I said softly.

“I can’t,” Orlachmar hugged himself. “You don’t know what he’s asking!”

“For the love of Yudhe,” Volkh groaned and the utter desperation in his eyes broke my
heart.

“Damn your hide!” I said. “Let me do it! Tell me what to do!”

If this was Volkh’s choice, I’d not stand in his way. If what the elixir did was so terrible
that he would rather extinguish himself than face Orlachmar’s fate, then perhaps we were
wrong.

“You can’t,” said Volkh, turning his dimming eyes towards me.. “Orlachmar has not only
had his body changed, but his spirit as well. His very essence has been reconfigured,
as pathways normally leading to the immanidivinus have been diverted to the negative
excoroperditio energies of the Soulless.”

“So only one transformed with Fain’s Elixir can do what you want?” I asked.

“Yes,” he gasped. “If I die, my essence will soak into the earth and Zenos or another will
eventually absorb me. Please, Orlachmar!”

With an anguished roar, Orlachmar plunged his fists into Volkh’s chest. Volkh spasmed
and his eyes rolled up into his head. The arms of Orlachmar glowed as argent tendrils
sprouted from his wrists and dug into Volkh’s flesh. As Volkh’s body turned translucent,
it eventually faded away as Orlachmar, growling in pain or pleasure, absorbed his friend.
I could only stare in horror.

Orlachmar dropped to the ground and rolled over, sobbing uncontrollably. All that re-
mained of Volkh were his clothes. Behind us, the wolves began to howl, a chorus of utter
despair. What I witnessed shook me to the core, I could see the spirit within Orlachmar



had mutated yet again with this act. What would we become of us if we went down this
path?

Eventually, Loboshi and Fain arrived. All that was left of Volkh was his steaming clothes.

“It was too late,” I told them. “Zenos had drawn too much of Volkh’s essence, and Volkh’s
body disintegrated, all that was left of him bleeding into the earth.”

Fain sighed and laid a hand on Loboshi’s shoulder. She dropped down next to Orlachmar,
who stumbled away from her. His eyes were wide with struggling emotions, as though he
feared her touch. I motioned him to step away, as I knelt by Loboshi and tried to comfort
her along with Fain.

As she continued to wail, I left her with Fain and went to Orlachmar. His eyes were
haunted, and he appeared near collapse. I put a hand on his shoulder and began to lead
him away. Great Spirit Wolf began to follow Orlachmar, his head hung low and eyes staring
mournfully at him. Did the Great Spirit sense Volkh’s essence within Orlachmar?

“Go away!” Orlachmar hissed to the Great Spirit. “I am not Volkh and want nothing of
his!”

The Great Spirit hesitated and tried to follow us several more times, but Orlachmar re-
pulsed him each time. Finally, Great Spirit Wolf stopped and simply watched reproachfully
as Orlachmar strode away.

With nowhere else to go, Great Spirit Wolf turned to Volkh’s mate, Loboshi, and ap-
proached her on his haunches, shuffling towards her with his belly on the ground. When
Loboshi let him gingerly lay his snout on her lap. She sobbed and threw her arms around
this great shaggy head.

At least he found comfort somewhere.

Not so for Orlachmar, who quickly backed away from the scene. I trailed behind him,
worried what my friend would do in such a distraught state. He didn’t stop until he had
climbed halfway up Mount Zokala. He leaned his back against a large rock, and stared out
at the remains of the Sakarich Forest. All that remained of the once numerous trees were
blackened stumps, and the sky above was thick with black smoke. The soil was dried and
cracked, covered in the chalky white ash, the detritus of Zenos.

“You did what he wanted,” I said softly, sitting down next to Orlachmar.

“I should not exist,” he said. “I wish I were dead, Clangorum. With all my heart, I wish
I had died.”

“Keep talking like that,” I growled, “and I’ll help you along with that desire.”

“I am what Meridian called me. An abomination.”



“You are also my friend.”

“You always had terrible taste.”

I chuckled softly, and Orlachmar sighed, looking more tired than I had ever seen him. We
stared down at the smoking remains of the forest, knowing it would never heal. Daylight
fled as Spirit Night vanquished the summer heat and cloaked the sky with stars. When I
looked at Orlachmar, his glowing green eyes reflected sorrow and pain, but also a hunger
that disturbed me more than I would ever admit.

Eventually, Orlachmar and I agreed that we would never discuss with others what happened
with Volkh. I also vowed that I would support him in his effort to overturn the decision
to use Fain’s Elixir. How we would do that, I had no idea. But, certainly, I swore that I’d
never let that elixir pass by lips.

Spirit Sun eventually rose over the horizon, shining golden white and sending rainbow
beams scattering through across the horizon. Contrasted against the glorious dawn, the full
destruction of the Sakarich Forest was laid before us, revealing itself now to be a scorched
ruin. Our contemplation was interrupted by a mental call to gather on the ethereal realm.
Though I told Orlachmar no one would notice if we didn’t answer the call, he simply
shrugged and made his way toward a spatial fold that would lead us to the gathering.

We arrived at the Fields of the Maeve, and not only were our brethren gathered, but so too
were hordes of awakened fae, the lesser spirits awakened by the Sixth Circle. Orlachmar
and I joined those of the Second Circle who clustered upon a hill rise. The Greater Spirits
had also been called, both the great animal spirits of the Creators and the great awakened
spirits of the Awakeners. I noticed that Great Spirit Wolf stood near Loboshi, leaning
against her leg. I also noticed Orlachmar pointedly ignoring both of them. Carrying
Volkh’s essence within, I can only imagine the conflicting emotions he felt towards them.

The Sixth and Seventh Circles were in the center of the fields surrounded by rank upon
rank of the lesser spirits. Floating above us were Aslaran and Shairim, both of the First
Circle who focused their works upon overseeing the Awakeners and Creators. As we waited,
more of the fae appeared, packing tightly into the fields. Aslarn lifted his arms and called
for the attention of all gathered.

“It has become clear that the forests be needing greater protection,” Aslarn boomed. “As
some may know, the forests be anchors for much of the First World’s lifeforce. With the
fall of Sakarich Forest, it be clear that we need to take further measures to ensure the
protection of the forests. Thus, we call this gathering.”

“The ethereal realm reflects the natural world on the prime material plane,” continued
Shairim, her tawny skin gleaming under the ethereal sun and her green-gold eyes filled
with the weight of sorrow. “And the Fields of the Maeve is the crossroads where all forests
meet. It is at this place that we shall attempt what has never been done before. We have



called only the fae of the forests here. The Seventh Circle shall attempt to help the Sixth
Circle use these lesser spirits to merge together to create a hive soul. If successful, their
collective strength may offer the forests more protection against the Soulless Ones.”

The Sixth Circle and Seventh Circle joined hands in a circle, and began a low chanting
as they slowly danced counter clockwise, spiraling out among the gathered forest spirits
were gathered. Lines of green and gold domothean energies rippled out in spokes, as they
wheeled around, dragging the fae in haphazard dance. As the ritual gained in power, the
voices of the fae could be heard, rising in volume, the faster they spun around.

“We are one!” the fae sang in unison. “Together, forever, the sum of us all, together
we blossom, vines twist, trees grow, strength together, forever, united, never divided, our
strength is the strength of all.”

Within the center of the frenetic dance, a green tendril sprouted from the ground, quickly
growing and thickening. The tendrils thickened to enormous vines upon which sprouted
sharp hooked thorns. Leaves unfurled on the vines and finally a single stem, thick as
the trunk of a tree, shot up from the teaming vines. At the top of the stem, a bud
formed, inflating larger and larger, until it burst open to reveal the lush velvety petals
of an enormous, perfect rose. Even from where we stood, we smelled the intoxicating
fragrance. As the rose bloomed, a pink glowing shape emerged from within, a cloudy pink
wisp of smoke. The wisp held a vaguely feminine shape and it vibrated to the rhythm of
the chanting of the fae.

“We are in the Fields of the Maeve,” they continued to sing. “We are true in the Fields of
the Maeve! We are One! We are True! We are the Maeve! Maeve! Maeve!”

“Maeve!” sang out those of the Sixth and Seventh Circle. “You are the rose, and keepers
of the thorns that protect the forests! Your destiny and duty is to protect the green!”

“It is our duty and destiny,” the fae responded in unison. “We are the Maeve! Our tahvrai
is to the forests, always to serve! Always to protect! It is our duty and destiny! We shall
fail no forest!”

As they continued their litanies, the wispy figure that had emerged from the center of the
rose gradually solidified, her skin flushed pink and her thick green hair coiled around her
torso and limbs. Her purple eyes were large and liquid yet underneath a steely resolve
sparkled. The ritual wound down, and the fae slowed to a crawl and then finally stopped,
their small forms shuddering with exhaustion.

“Are we awakened?” the fae and the Maeve asked together, their voices locked in unison.

I could tell that several of the Sixth Circle, including Nocht the Silent, Auseklis the Wan-
derer, Lisaera the Silver and her sister Elfenehoala the Golden, were alarmed as their
creations responded synchronously. Bollikin noticed their concern and quickly spoke up.



“It is disconcerting at first,” said Bollikin. “But you have to understand that the Maeve
is a collective of the fae gathered here. Eventually, they’ll individuate but for some time
now, they will act as one entity for they are one entity, the Maeve.”

And so the experiment proved to be a great success. The Sixth and Seventh Circle discussed
creating another collective spirit of lesser spirits, only this one specifically made of the
spirits of the trees, in order to create ethereal moorings to the forests. This would allow
forests to eventually regenerate if they suffered a fate similar to Sakarich. There was a
debate I didn’t quite understand about whether this Tree of Trees should create moorings
on the prime plane as well, but they decided against it, saying it would make the forests
too vulnerable to the Soulless. Auseklis of the Sixth commented that after the war ended
perhaps the ethereal moorings could be made manifest on the prime plane. He was always
the optimistic one.

Aslaran and Shairim felt that more protection of the forests were needed, and so each of
the forests were to be bound to two Great Spirits, a Great Animal Spirit of the Creators
and a Great Awakened Spirit of the Awakeners. It was apparently a great honor that a
great spirit was chosen as a protector of a forest. One thing that the Great Spirits were
commanded to do, was to protect the forests indirectly and from the ethereal fold. Some of
the Great Spirits did not take well to this, wanting to join the war directly. None were more
indignant than Spirit Sun, the youngest of the Greater Spirits, most recently awakened.

“You are our precious creations, of all of you. You must remain here,” said Lisaera sternly.
“It would break our hearts to see you suffer!”

“I can fight!” cried Spirit Sun. “I can help! Let me prove myself in battle!”

“No!” Auseklis commanded. “You must do as we say. Stay here, Sun. Guard the others.”

It was not the duty of the Second Circle to coddle these spirits, so Orlachmar and I left
with the other warriors. The top priority of the Second Circle was to find and stop Zenos,
who was hidden somewhere on the First World. However, we were never able to track him
down. His form was all but invisible, and he travelled with the wind. He could seep into
the very earth and strike at any time.

Zenos managed to kill several more of our number, seemingly to enjoy targeting members
of the Fourth Circle. With what turned out to be a devastating blow, Zenos killed and
absorbed the essence of Shordella, a member of a select group of the Fourth Circle who
were devoted to song and were known as Keepers of the Great Song of Creation. From that
point, the power of Zenos was multiplied, as he was able to now use the parts of Shordella’s
songs to amplify his own power. At that point, the rest of the Fourth Circle Song Keepers
took measures to hide their voices in case another of their number fell. Their voices would
remain hidden at least until Zenos was defeated. This safeguard proved to be only too
prophetic as Zenos destroyed almost all of the Song Keepers.



During this time, I kept near Orlachmar, who was becoming more and more destructive.
Since the time he absorbed Volkh, his anger and violence was multiplied a hundred fold. His
anger at Zenos knew no bounds, and every time Zenos managed to escape us, Orlachmar
would rage for days. Several times, he left the First World to fight the Soulless beyond
the Domotheos Spires. These were almost suicidal missions, and I think part of Orlachmar
sought to lose. But I also knew if there was no outlet for the storm that thundered within
him, that he would turn on one of us. There were several times, his anger almost boiled
over to the point where he would lash out at those around him, but thus far I was always
able to diffuse those moments. I’m not sure why I had a calming effect on Orlachmar, but
I also wondered how long that would last.

Watching Orlachmar only reinforced my vow to oppose Fain’s Elixir, for I could see first-
hand what it did. But few others shared that view, and who could blame them? They only
saw that Orlachmar was alive and stronger than before. Fortunately, Fain’s Fifth Circle
Coterie was only able to create a small amount of the elixir which hadn’t been used since
Orlachmar’s resurrection.

That all changed when Zenos attacked the Jojobo Jungle. Orlachmar and I were the
first on the scene, along with Aslarn of the First Circle who always paid special attention
to that tropical forest. As usual, Zenos was able to escape before we could trap him.
Afterwards, what first struck us was how well the jungle had repelled the attacks of Zenos.
Apparently, the raising of the Maeve Consciousness and anchoring the forest through an
ethereal manifestation of the Tree of Trees proved to be a very effective defense. However,
there was a catastrophe that was about to be discovered.

Aslarn roared in alarm, and when we got to him we saw him kneeling on the ground next to
a glowing form. It was the manifestation of Spirit Sun. The manifestations of the Greater
Awakened Spirits looked very similar to us, generally taking on a form similar to their
primary awakener. Though it took almost the full of the Sixth Circle to awaken a greater
spirit, there usually was one primary coordinator who focused the energies that coalesced
the spiritual energies and raised them to consciousness. Like Spirit Moon took on many
of the physical characteristics of Lisaera the Silver, or how Spirit Night had many similar
features to Nocht the Silent, Spirit Sun was as gaudily bright and rambunctious as Rahm
the Radiant.

But now Spirit Sun lay at the feet of Aslarn. The Great Spirit’s golden body had black
ragged holes peppered throughout where Zenos had sucked out his life force. Barely con-
scious, the fire in his amber eyes was dimming quickly. Orlachmar and I quickly helped
Aslarn to rush him into the ethereal realm.

Word had spread before us, and the Hamadhi had prepared a healing mound, where we laid
Spirit Sun gently on the mossy surface. As the Hamadhi bathed him in healing essences, his
inner fire was growing dimmer and dimmer. The Hamadhi shook their heads and backed



away, indicating there was no hope.

A crowd had gathered around, mostly those of the Sixth Circle. Rahm the Radiant was
there, wailing in grief and frustration. The Greater Awakened Spirits had also gathered,
and they were trembling and huddled around each other. This was the first time one of
their own had fallen, and their own mortality, an abstract concept to them, was suddenly
reality.

“He must be saved!” Rahm screamed. “Get Fain! Call forth Fain’s Coterie! Sun must be
saved. My child! My child!”

It was a logical assumption on Rahm’s part, but Orlachmar stiffened beside me. I placed
a hand on his forearm which trembled with anger. Squeezing gently, I caught his attention
and shook my head. He ground his teeth but otherwise calmed down. Eventually, Fain,
Raezon and Gheasia arrived, carrying their precious small supply of elixir.

“Please save him” begged Rahm.

“We have not considered to use the elixir on a Greater Spirit, ”said Raezon.

“It shouldn’t matter,” said Gheasia. “We are all made of same matter, the Great Spirits
are merely – thinner”

“We are losing him!” cried Rahm.

Raezon and Gheasia looked to Fain for direction as Rahm sobbed brokenly. Fain sighed and
nodded. Raezon and Gheasia then lifted out the small green vial. The carefully measured
out one tiny drop and let it fall between Spirit Sun’s lips.

The reaction was instantaneous. Sun re-ignited, his flames a burnt orange, almost a dark
amber colour, rather than the bright golden white of before. He leaped up, face flushed
with coruscating tendrils of power. He raved in something of pain and perhaps madness.

Spirit Sun leapt up, liquid fire of an unclean hue spraying in all directions. Rahm, Fain
and his Coterie were thrown to the ground as Spirit Sun burst forward from the healing
mound. His heat and fire broke like a wave, crashing down around us.

We were all blinded when the screaming began. After several moments of chaos, we slowly
began to realize that Spirit Sun had charged into the crowd of other Great Awakened
Spirits. Smoke and steam were rising among them, and the Sixth Circle was thrown into
utter panic.

“Oh sweet Dynara! What is he doing to Night!” cried out a whispering voice. It took
me a moment to pin the voice down to belonging to Nocht of the Sixth Circle, sometimes
known as Nocht the Silent, for he so very rarely spoke. But he was the coordinator in the
awakening of Spirit Night, and he was trying desperately to push himself into the crowd
of Great Awakened Spirits.



As events were moving very quickly, it was unclear exactly what eventually we saw Spirit
Lake standing in before Spirit Sun, streams of water rushing forth from her outstretched
arms, her aura of mist sizzling against his roaring flames. We couldn’t see anything amidst
the roiling steam but suddenly Spirit Moon emerged, dragging out Spirit Night from the
blankets of steam. Spirit Night dropped to her hands and knees, bent over clenching her
stomach and retching ashes.

“Night!” screamed Spirit Sun. “Night, I must possess you! I must have you! NIGHT!”

Spirit Sun tried to rush around Spirit Lake, but she manifested a huge waterfall, cutting
off his approach towards Spirit Night. Orlachmar tapped me on the shoulder and pointed
to the sky. Overhead, the sun itself had turned a putrid yellow, no longer the golden white
light with rainbow hues. Meanwhile, the drama amongst the Great Awakened Spirits
continued.

“You shall not have her, Sun!” Lake said coldly. “You shall not pass me!”

“I will destroy you, Lake!” Sun roared. “I shall burn you to nothing! You are naught
and nothing! If it takes me until the ends of time, I shall destroy you, Lake! Come to me,
Night! We were always meant to be!”

“Get him away from me!” screamed Night.

“You must be mine! Mine! NIGHT!”

By this time the Sixth Circle had surrounding Sun, Rahm crying out for him to calm down,
but his rage overwhelmed him. He sizzled and crackled.

“Put down Sun!” cried Nocht in his whispery voice. He had immediately gone to his
beloved Spirit Night and cradled her form against his chest. Nocht’s long hair sparkled
with starlight and swirled around them, darkening until they blended into the shadows.

“Sleep,” said Auseklis. “We must put Sun to sleep.”

The Sixth Circle that had gathered around Spirit Sun called forth an ambient light that
settled like a net over him. Spirit Sun almost broke free several times, surprising the Sixth
Circle, but eventually the struggles of Spirit Sun slowed down. Finally, he slumped to the
ground. Looking haggard, Rahm knelt beside Sun, stroking his sickly orange skin.

“Destroy him,” said Nocht. “Reverse his awakening.”

“How can you suggest that!” cried Rahm.

“It has never been done,” said Lisaera. “It may not even be possible.”

“What would happen to the physical sun?” asked Fain, who had been watching with
troubled eyes.



“Nothing,” said Auseklis. “It would remain a ball of fire in a sky. But it would be dead,
without spirit.”

“Sun is too dangerous as he is now,” said Lisaera and her sister Elfenehoala agreed.

“Then put him to sleep,” said Nocht. “Wipe away his memories.”

“How much would he forget though?” asked Lisaera.

“Will he be purged of this insanity?” whispered Rahm.

“Who can say,” said Auseklis. “But we have no choice. Let us put him to sleep for a
thousand years and chain him to the physical sun.”

As the Sixth Circle moved to send Spirit Sun into a thousand year slumber, the reper-
cussions of the event swept through us. The Sixth Circle discovered that the very essence
of Spirit Sun’s was warped. Though such a warping of essence was difficult to gauge in
Orlachmar, this proved beyond any doubt that Fain’s Elixir indeed corrupted pure spirit.
Proof was magnified in Sun because his spirit was so much thinner than ours, but even-
tually the same would happen to us. As Meridian and Orlachmar had argued before, the
elixir would change us, turn us into something vile. We would become like the Soulless.

With this new information, another Gathering was called at the Towers of Xyl to reconsider
using Fain’s Elixir. Again, the same arguments were presented. On one hand, Fain argued
that the elixir made us stronger and more powerful, as we used the essence of our enemies
against them. On the other hand, Meridian argued that it now was proven that using it
would warp our own essence, which eventually would turn us into that which we fought.

There was no overwhelming support for Fain this time, but there was no overwhelming
opposition either. The Fifth Circle was split, and I was proud that my brother, Ag-
nomenon the Tinkerer, was among those that opposed the elixir, along with Xyl, Roark,
Mugowumpois and Ein. Those of the Fifth Circle who stuck with Fain were mostly from
his Coterie, especially Raezon and Gheasia. Though the Third Circle overwhelmingly op-
posed the elixir, they were small in number. With their Keepers of the Great Song having
been decimated, the Fourth Circle edged towards supporting Fain’s Elixir. The Sixth and
Seventh Circle were likewise divided, though more certainly opposed the elixir after the
debacle with Spirit Sun. It was the greater numbers of the Second Circle that proved to
be the deciding faction. Most who kept faith with Fain, though there were a few of us who
opposed the elixir: Orlachmar of course, Loboshi and myself, Terentia and Hajamin who
always stood by Meridian. But the vast only saw the elixir as a weapon to be used.

“We needn’t all take the elixir,” argued Morgfyre. “Perhaps just a few of us could use it,
chosen warriors of the Second Circle. We could be the ones to sacrifice ourselves for the
betterment of the whole.”



“And if you become a new breed of Soulless, what then?” demanded Meridian. “Would
we then have to kill you?”

“I would gladly sacrifice myself,” said Morgfyre indignantly. “I would do anything to defeat
the Soulless Ones.”

And that statement of course was like feeding meat to hungry lions for the Second Circle.
Sacrifice was always one of the greatest virtues of a warrior. Orlachmar tried to articulate
his opposition, but his own rage got the better of him. I could tell that warriors like Tauro,
Thax, Ivanko, Krokano, Gruen and Slaay admired his strength, and the anger that boiled
within Orlachmar’s breast was somehow perversely perceived as a reason to take the elixir.
It looked as though, again, we would support Fain, and as much as I hated speaking at a
Gathering, I found myself standing up and clearing my throat.

“Aye, we could some of us take the elixir as Morgfyre suggests,” I said when all attention
had turned upon me. “But you can count me out. If you ask me, it wouldn’t be a noble
sacrifice, it would be the path of the coward. Corrupting ourselves, turning ourselves into
the enemy, destroying our own souls, for what? To win a few battles before we lose all
identity of who or what we are? You all know how close I’ve been to Orlachmar, and I’ve
seen firsthand the changes within him. Bloody stars, he is not the same! The soul, what
Dynara saw in each of us, is being destroyed within Orlachmar! You think that’s noble?
To throw away Dynara’s greatest gift? I say no! I would rather die with honor and being
true to myself than win using this coward’s method!”

Of course, I directed this speech to my fellow Second Circle warriors and, as I scowled
at them, wondered if I had failed completely. Most stared at me with eyes widened in
shock. Morgfyre’s face was white with rage. But then Krokano stood up and began to
clap, followed by Tauro, Shikari, and Braun. Then others began standing, and the clapping
became louder and louder, with huzzahs and cries of agreement. Oh, a good number did
not stand up, Morgfyre, Thax, Ivanko and Gruen among them, but it was enough to turn
the tide.

Thus, when the second vote was cast, Meridian’s faction won by a fairly wide margin. Of
course, there was no celebration this time. We had just voted to not use the one weapon
that might give us a chance. Fain’s face was flushed with fury, but he quickly took control
of his emotions and quelled the uproar amongst his supporters.

“So be the will of the Elders,” said Fain tightly, bowing deeply to Meridian before leaving
with his Coterie trailing behind him.



Chapter 14

Book of Krokano

Like a vengeful hammer, we smashed into Dahkra’kai, a valley turned to black ash, then
frozen into lakes of rotting ice. The Soulless known as Crazen the Greedy had taken
to ground there. Crazen was a hideous mass of gelatinous ooze that constantly formed
and reformed into gross caricatures of all that he had devoured. Now, this misshapen
monstrosity was spread throughout the underground caverns of Dahkra’kai and the Golden
Circle was here to flush him out.

“Krokano!” Morgfyre barked at me as soon as we arrived, “you and Terentia block the
exit to the south. Hajamin and Orlachmar, you’re with me!”

With a thunderous warcry, we saluted each other with our shields and then split apart.
We were the Golden Ones, the elite cadre of the Second Circle, and we feared nothing!
Channeling domothean energies, Terentia and I pounded the blackened ground beneath as
we flew towards the southern end of the valley. The ground roiled and churned, spitting
forth plumes of debris and smoke.

Tis a shameful thing to admit, but I gloried in this war. I was Krokano, of the Golden
Circle, and war agreed with me! This was the battle the Second Circle was meant to fight.
Not punishing mad half-formeds or vanquishing rudderless consciousnesses that manifested
in the Void, but true combat, where the stakes were high and the outcome far from certain.
I wondered if the others felt as I did. Though we never spoke of it plainly, I saw the lust for
battle growing in Morgfyre’s eyes day-by-day. And, of course, there was Orlachmar. Ah,
Orlachmar! What a cipher he was. The only one who ever benefited from Fain’s Elixer.
Sometimes I wished it were me who received its miraculous properties. Orlachmar was
so much more stronger and faster than before, deadlier in every way. But, then again,
sometimes I’d look into his eyes and see something that made me grateful it wasn’t me.

Setting up nodes of energy interlaced deep within the earth, we let our powers surge through



the caverns below. Eventually, we struck Crazen and throughout the valley columns of his
mottled flesh erupted from ground, spewing forth gouts of black smoke.

Dark clouds roiled across Dahkra’kai, as the air vibrated with concussive blasts. I lost
track of Terentia as the battle raged on. Crazen was eventually driven further and further
to the surface. At some point, I found myself on the ground raising a shield against a rain
of black soil that burned with ebon flames.

“Krokano!” screamed a feminine voice. “Watch out behind you, Krokano!”

Just in time, I ducked as a mottled globule of flesh hurtled past me. I turned towards the
voice that warned me and saw Thalrinda of the Fourth Circle sprawled on the ground. Was
Thalrinda here to offer help in some manner? I knew we were working with other circles
to develop weapons against the Soulless. And I had heard her name recently.

“What are you doing here?” I shouted, running over to her.

“Help me, please!” she begged.

It looked as though a fallen rock had her pinned down, trapping her foot beneath its weight.
I knelt down and wrapped my arms around her waist, as she reached up to encircle her
arms around my neck. Her flesh felt clammy and cold, and she screamed in pain when I
tried to pull her up.

“Krokano,” Thalrinda said softly, her skin glistened with sweat. “Listen to me!”

What did she want? I leaned in to hear, and Thalrinda pressed her forehead against mine.
That’s when I noticed her trapped foot had become strangely elongated from my efforts
to pull her out of the rubble. That’s when I remembered where I had heard her name
recently–in a list of casualties, one of those consumed by Crazen.

I roared and tried to fling Thalrinda from me, but her arms locked around my neck,
becoming a loop of flesh that tightened around me like a noose. Her mouth pressed up
against my face as she leaned forward, her lips scraping against my eyelids. Her tongue
split in two and plunged into my eye sockets.

The form of Thalrinda was all but gone, melted away like wax, revealing itself to be a the
tip of one of Crazen’s huge tendrils. I screamed in pain and rage, as the tendril sprouted
hundreds of flailing filaments which wrapped around me, sawing into my flesh. The mouth
had distended into a circular maw, which grew rows and rows of razor teeth that gnawed
into my cheeks and forehead. But it was the forked tongue, now hardened into two jagged
protuberances, drilling into my eye sockets, that was more than I could bear. By Dynara!
I felt my lifeforce being sucked from me.

The pain and horror of what was happening lent me strength. With a roar, I ripped my
left arm free from the entangling filaments and was able to reach a dagger strapped to my



thigh. I drew it forth and hacked into the tendril, letting loose a stream of domothean
energies. Hundreds of mouths hidden beneath the earth screeched with Crazen’s pain, as
the tendril holding me flailed into the air, with me attached to its tip.

As Crazen shook me to and fro above the smoking battle, Terentia spotted me and came
to my rescue. Her strong arms gripped me as she tried to rip me free. It seemed to last
forever. Terentia pulled me higher into the sky, stretching Crazen’s ghastly limb beneath
us. Eventually, I heard the shouts of Morgfyre, Hajamin and Orlachmar booming in the
distance, and when they arrived Crazen finally, reluctantly, released me into Terentia’s
arms.

“Krokano!” Terentia shouted, a strange panic in her voice. “Can you hear me?”

“I can hear you, but get this thing off my face!” I yelled, reaching up to grab the vile
remains that covered my head.

“Please, Krokano!” Terentia said, pulling my hands away from my face. She suddenly held
me tight and whispered, “There’s nothing on your face.”

“Then why can’t I see!”

When Terentia didn’t answer, I knew what that meant. Blind. I was blind.

“Let me get you to the Hamadhi and healing grounds,” she finally said, not quite able to
check the pity in her voice.

I said nothing more. I felt the wind rush against me, as Terentia hurtled me towards an
ethereal portal. When we entered the ethereal realm, I heard gasps from others who saw
us. What must I look like? Several asked how I was, and Terentia only ever replied, “He
lives.”

The gentle voices of the Hamadhi surrounded me, as they laid me down on a healing
mound. Cool fragrances enveloped me, and the singing of healing crystals rose up around
me. Pain receded as I sank down into the mossy bed. I felt a hand gently touch my cheek.

“Krokano?” said a dulcet voice, “I am Lantra, a Hamadhi. Do you understand?”

“I understand,” I said, then added somewhat lamely, “I cannot see.”

“I know,” Lantra said gently. “Our physical forms are made manifest from our spiritual
selves. Our bodies are reflections of the truth within.”

“As above, so below,” I said, rotely repeating one of the oft said precepts of the Third
Circle.

“Yes,” she said, then paused as her hand gently stroked my hand. “Krokano, your spirit
has been cruelly hacked away and consumed by one of the Soulless. Thank Dynara that it
wasn’t much, but . . .”



“My eyes cannot be reformed,” I numbly finished for her. “My blindness is permanent.”

“I would not say permanent. No, I would never give up hope. Let me get Eventru. We
are constantly finding new ways to heal some of these dreadful wounds inflicted by the
Soulless. Know hope, Krokano.”

Hope? I was blind. I could not even see darkness as one might imagine. I was surrounded
by nothingness. Crazen even ate the memories of sight, as I could not even dredge forth
the memories of what a sunset looked like. Colours? Patterns? Shapes? All gone.

Not able to help myself, I reached up to feel my face, half of which had been chewed off.
There was nothing left but a churned up mass of flesh. Lantra was gone for less than an
hour, but it was enough time to slip deeper into the hollowness of despair. When she came
back, there were two others with her. I could hear that at least.

“I am Eventru,” said a soft masculine voice. “Do you know who I am?”

“Yes, Eventru of the First Circle.”

“Good. Good,” he said. “I oversee the Hamadhi and brought with me Malmydia. She has
been refining new techniques to help those who have wounds such as yours. She believes
she can help you.”

“You can give me back my sight?” I asked, hope daring to flicker within me.

“I believe I could restore something,” said a brisk female voice. “I believe the spiritual
matter that makes us up, our own subtle immanidivinus forms, the etherea of our spirits,
can be softened, reformed and reshaped.”

“You can make me new eyes?” I tried to sit up but strong hands held me down.

“This is a new procedure,” said Eventru. “Malmydia has not ... there have been no real
successes. And there are risks, grave risks. You could end up worse than you are now.”

“I will take any risk!” I shouted.

“And I am sure I could make this work!” Malmydia said tartly. “He is the perfect subject,
his essence was just partially devoured and the wound is very localized.”

“I understand,” said Eventru quietly, “but I do not want a repeat of the Fininkora debacle.
If your techniques cannot help in this case, where conditions are perfect, they will never
work. Fail here and I will have no choice but to shut down these experiments.”

“My techniques must work!” she said. “My theories are sound!”

“Am I understood?” said Eventru, steel creeping into his voice.

“Understood, First,” said Malmydia. “But I will not fail.”



Apparently, Malmydia had her healing mounds in a separate, isolated vale. I was moved
there immediately. Once I was situated, Eventru departed to leave me in the care of
Malmydia and Lantra. The place seemed eerily silent.

“How many other patients do you have?” I asked.

“At present, you are the only one,” said Malmydia.

“If you are having second thoughts, it is not to late to turn back” Lantra whispered into
my ear. Was that a quiver in her voice?

“I am ready!” I said. “I want my sight back, whatever it takes.”

As Lantra stepped back, I felt thick, ropy vines sprout up from around the healing mound
and wrap around me. I began to struggle, memories of Crazen’s grip welling up in my
mind.

“Stop that!” snapped Malmydia. “Do you want your sight restored or not?”

“Are restraints necessary?” asked Lantra.

“They are.”

Malmydia’s strong, long fingers roughly pulled my head back, then began prodding the
sides of my face. Her sharp jabs worked their way across the bridge of my nose and then
circled around to my forehead. She paused briefly, then plunged her fingers into the pulpy
mass of where my eyes used to be. I screamed and tried to jerk away but her fingers were
unrelenting.

“Malmydia!” said Lantra. “You’re hurting him! We must block the pain!”

“I think not,” said Malmydia. “It is better that he feel what is happening so I can get a
measure of his etheric bodies.”

“It is not right to cause him to suffer so much!. At least let me blunt the pain.”

“It is up to the patient,” said Malmydia. “Well, Krokano? My techniques would work best
if you could feel everything that is done to you. However, if you are not strong enough
to handle a little pain, we can block it. Certainly, I always imagined the Second Circle to
have the courage to withstand this sort of thing, but the decision is yours. Tell us what
you want.”

Was that a challenge in her voice? I swear there was. You don’t question a warrior’s
strength or courage! Was she baiting me? But, no, no, she was a healer, a devoted
Hamadhi, dedicated to our care.

“I’ll feel the pain,” I said through clenched teeth.

“Very well,” said Malmydia. Was her voice mocking?



Malmydia again jabbed into the ruined flesh of my face, and pain again stabbed into me
like a burning scythe. This time, however, I bore it and made no sound. I swallowed my
cries and held myself rigidly.

“There,” said Malmydia, patting my cheek. “You see, Lantra? He will be fine.”

I was anything but fine. I wanted to tell Lantra to take away the pain, but I stubbornly
refused to give in. Loud chimes sounded in the distance, and I recognized their mournful
tones as alerts that wounded were being brought in.

“I can take it from here, Lantra,” said Malmydia. “Go see to the newly wounded.”

“You don’t need me?” said Lantra. “I thought I’d assist you, learn your techniques.”

“I’ll record it on a learning crystal. We are short handed as it is, please, go to them.
Besides, I work best alone. You know that.”

“Are you sure?”

“Certainly.”

I didn’t want Lantra to leave but I held my tongue. I didn’t want to be alone with
Malmydia. But I said nothing and Lantra left to see to the newly arrived wounded. After
several moments, I felt energies surge around us.

“What was that?” I asked.

“Oh, a dampening field.”

Dampening field? Those were used for private meetings to block out sight and sound. Why
was one needed now? I began to get very nervous. I heard her gather metal implements,
and the telltale scrape of blades being sharpening filled the air. The vines that strapped
me to the healing mound grew long thorns, which injected me with viscous agents that
made my thoughts sluggish and leached away my strength.

Humming to herself, Malmydia traced a long finger over my wounds. She painfully pulled
off torn strips of flesh. Then, she began using her instruments. They poked and prodded
into my wounds, then probed deeper and deeper into my flesh. The pain became abom-
inable, and I began to squirm under her hands. The power in the instruments flared with
energies that turned from frigid cold to blazing hot. I swear at one point she shoved her
entire fist into my skull, grabbing ahold of my spirit and stretching it out. I finally could
take no more and screamed. I begged her to stop, over and over and over, I pleaded. Each
time, she’d pat my hand and say, “There, there. We’re almost done.”

But Malmydia was far from done. It went on and on. I struggled. I wept. I raged and
entreated. I tried to summon the reserves to free myself, but my strength was sapped away
by the fluids being pumped into me. Several times I began to lose consciousness, which



would have been a mercy, but she would pause and summon energies that brought me back
to vivid awareness.

I don’t know when it ended. I was still screaming long after Malmydia stopped touching
me with her instruments and cruel hands. It was over, and I lay nearly senseless, my head
throbbing and raw. She wrapped strips of oily bandages tightly around my head and then
encased that in a thick plaster cast that weighted me down so I was barely able to move.
I felt defeated and violated, all dignity stripped away from me.

And I was still blind. Too exhausted to weep, I finally, thankfully, sank into unconscious-
ness, though my sleep was haunted by Malmydia’s voice murmuring, “There, there. We’re
almost done.”

I’m not sure how long I lay there. When I finally came to, Malmydia perfunctorily said
I’d be laid up for at least a week. Now that the operation was finished, she seemed to
lose interest in me. She would check up on me, and a few times I heard others talk over
me. I remained sedated, drifting in a fog with nothing but memories of pain to keep me
company. I couldn’t help but hate Malmydia, and, aye, fear her too. Whether my sight
would ever return or not, what she did to me, the pain she made me suffer, was beyond
forgiveness. But, for now, I could do nothing but try to recover.

One evening, the warning chimes sounded and woke me from another uneasy slumber.
Voices were angrily shouting at each other. I turned my head towards the commotion and
saw Clangorum and Gruenella, both of the Second Circle and members of the cadre known
as the Grey Furies, carrying a form in their arms which they laid down on the healing
mound opposite me. Eventru, Malmydia and Fain followed behind them.

Wait a moment! I could see! My sight had returned! I almost cried out, but then I saw
what was in the arms of Clangorum and Gruenella, the husk of one of their cadre members.
I could tell by the crimson glyphs on the breast plate that it could only be Thax, a warrior I
had always respected for his ferocity and loyalty. That was about all that was recognizable.
His arms and legs were ripped off, and his head was but a smoking stump. I had seen such
horrific wounds before and knew it to be the work of Zenos.

As she spun healing crystals over Thax’s remains, I finally saw what Malmydia looked like.
She was unremarkable, slight and thin, plain with her red hair pulled back in a sharp bun.
She wore an emerald shift and a white smock. I expected cruelty to flood out of her eyes,
but they were a simple, pale green, large and watery. Were these the eyes of a torturer? I
began to doubt my memories.

“Fain, can anything be done?” asked Gruenella, a strapping female of the Second Circle,
her hair in two long braids which were clamped at the end with long spikes. I had seen her
in battle before, and she could be quite savage with her molten broadsword.

“Everything that can be done will be done, Gruen,” said Fain, gently using her nickname.



He looked more haggard than I had ever seen him, with dark circles under his eyes that
contrasted sharply with his pale skin.

“We must brace ourselves for the worst,” said Eventru. “I’ve never seen one with such
wounds survive.”

“But Malmydia could save him!” said Fain. “I’ve heard the reports on her techniques.”

Eventru and Fain leaned together and whispered, while Malmydia ushered the distraught
Gruenella and Clangorum away. When she returned, Eventru sighed and nodded to Fain.

“There’s nothing to lose by trying,” said Eventru. “Malmydia, see what you can do for
Thax. Do not get your hopes up, Fain. Malmydia’s techniques are still mostly untested.”

When Eventru departed, Fain stayed back with Malmydia. Fain glanced at me, then
immediately dismissed me. I must have looked pathetic trussed up and encased in plaster.
After being satisfied that they were alone, Fain leaned towards Malmydia.

“Thax must be saved,” he said with a low intensity.

“Is he one of ...” she started to ask, but then stopped as Fain’s hand shot out and gripped
her arm so tightly that his knuckles went white.

“It is enough for you to know that I want Thax to live.”

“I may need ... you know what I need.”

“I’ll get what you need. Do what you have to do, but do not fail me.”

Still gripping Malmydia’s arm, Fain stared into her eyes until she lowered her gaze and
nodded. With a last look at Thax, Fain nodded and strode away. For several moments,
Malmydia stood still, then suddenly shuddered and shook herself. Her lips thinned as she
let her gaze wander over the remains of Thax.

Over the rest of the day, Malmydia labored and worked over the malleable form of Thax,
until he was a stretched and misshapen thing. Fain checked on her progress and handed
her a small package when he thought no one was looking. She then continued to work on
Thax late into the dark of night, injecting something into his twisted flesh that infused it
with an eerie green glow that slowly faded away. The more Malmydia labored, the more
agitated she would become.

The process was repeated three nights in a row. I could tell that Malmydia was trying to
reform Thax’s body but no matter what she would do, it would collapse back into a puddle.
She finally lost control, cursing and clawing at her hair until it was ripped free of its tight
bun and hung in wavering tendrils. Her eyes were wild and shone with malevolence, her
teeth bared in a snarl. So what hid beneath her facade? Now, I could believe her cruelty
to me was real. But who would believe me?



After composing herself and reigning in her emotions, Malmydia smoothed her hair back
into a bun. She then pursed her lips and strummed a finger against her cheek. She
walked several times around Thax, nodding to herself. She left and soon came back with
Clangorum in tow. When Clangorum saw what was left of Thax, he became very still.

“Merciful Dynara,” he said. “There’s nothing left of him. Poor Thax.”

“I’ve stabilized his immanidivinus etherea. He lives,” said Malmydia.

“You call this living?”

“I need something to hold his essence,” she said. “His form won’t hold shape, it refuses to
solidify a skeleton. I need a shell of some sort to act as an exoskeleton. That’s why I need
you.”

“Me? I’m no healer! I make weapons and armour,” Clangorum paused and his eyes
widened. “You want armour, don’t you? You’re going to pour him into a suit of armour!”

“Yes, it’d serve as the exoskeleton. But the material must be strong, must be extraordinary.
I was thinking of zingavium steel.”

“Zingavium steel! You don’t ask for much, do you! That’s the rarest of all metals, rarely
found in the depths of the Void.”

“I know what it is! Do you have enough?”

“She asks me if I have enough?” hissed Clangorum and paced back and forth. “I have a
helmet, several swords and hammers, a few shields.”

“Is it enough to create the armour?”

“Only if I use almost all we have!”

“Is it worth the life of Thax?”

“Aye,” said Clangorum softly. “It’s worth his life. Of course, it is. He’s of my cadre, one
of the Grey Furies. He’s saved my life more times than you know.”

After Clangorum left, Fain met with Malmydia that evening, demanding to know Thax’s
condition. She told him her plans and he left, looking pleased.

The next morning, Clangorum arrived looking exhausted but triumphant. He carried with
him a magnificent suit of armour. It was smooth and sleek, gleaming black and drinking
in the light. Made of pure zingavium steel, what warrior wouldn’t desire such a thing. It
absorbed energy blasts, converting it into power that could be redirected. A zingavium
sword was the finest of weapons, a shield the ultimate defense. An entire suit of armour?
Unthinkable.



Word must have spread of Malmydia’s unorthodox treatment, for Eventru and several of
the Third Circle Hamadhi arrived to help. They poured the glistening form of Thax into the
armour, padded it with a living foam, apparently made by some Seventh Circle creator, and
channeled domothean energies into it. All the while, Clangorum darted around, adjusting
the armour as directed and needed.

Afterwards, Malmydia spent hours manipulating the essence that was Thax. Checking
and rechecking his condition, and then pulling and shaping him throughout the armour’s
encasement. Did Thax feel her cruel touch the same as I felt what she did to my eyes?
Was he conscious at all? She only worked on my eyes, but on Thax she worked on his
entire being.

When Malmydia was finished, she stood back and stared at the immobile armour. Everyone
around her held their breath. Minutes turned to hours, and still nothing happened.

“Move, Thax!” Malmydia finally shouted, hammering on his breastplate with her fists.

The suit of armour shuddered, then fell still. Nothing more. I thought Malmydia would
lose control again but she held it in. Her fists were clenched on top of Thax and her gaze
burned hot as though trying to will him to move.

“Sometimes we must let go,” said Eventru softly, laying a hand on her shoulder.

With a growl, Malmydia violently pushed Eventru away. Those who looked into her eyes
saw something that made them step back.

“He should be moving! Everything that was done should have worked!” she shouted. She
clenched her eyes shut, then snapped them open, turning on Clangorum. “It’s your fault!
You did something wrong to the zingavium!”

“I used almost every bloody bit of zingavium I could find,” shouted Clangorum. “Every-
thing was done to your specifications!”

“Malmydia!” said Eventru, grabbing her again and shaking her by the shoulders. “Please!
You’ve done your best! You MUST let go.”

“I’ve failed,” she said. “I can’t fail.”

Eventru let her go, and Malmydia seemed to deflate, stumbling against the healing mound
and kneeling before it, her head resting against its mossy edge. She began to talk to herself,
forgetting everyone around her.

“His essence fills the armour,” Malmydia muttered. “It holds his shape. The immanidivinus
etherea lives, it’s been strengthened. I feel his lifeforce but it just churns and churns within.
He needs something more, something to help him to control his new form.”

“If Thax needs somesuch to help him move,” said Clangorum, “my brother, Agnomenon



the Tinkerer, may be able to help. He is the master of mechanisms and may be able to
create some sort of inner works.”

Malmydia stopped, at first furious to be interrupted, but then she softened, looking
thoughtful. She picked up one of the armour’s arms, bending the joints. She placed
the arm back down and pulled herself to her feet.

“Yes, yes,” she said finally. “That could work. It could work!”

As the others left, Agnomenon was sent for. Arriving not soon after, Agnomenon waddled
in with Clangorum at his side. I had always thought Clangorum was small, certainly he
had the smallest stature of any of the Second Circle, but next to his brother Clangorum
looked positively tall. Agnomenon wore several belts and shoulder straps, each festooned
with holsters that held strange looking tools and instruments. Where Clangorum had a
full bristling beard, Agnomenon’s face with smooth and round, cheeks glowing a ruddy
red. His look of amazement grew and grew as he examined Thax.

“I can make him moveable, alright,” Agnomenon said, his voice high pitched and nervous.
“I could make this armour walk around or dance a jig, but something needs to control the
movements. Are you sure he is ... can he think? Does he have a mind?”

“Yes, of course he can,” said Malmydia. “I’ve felt his ... I’ve felt his emotions. I know
there’s a consciousness there.”

What was she going to say? I knew in my bones that she was going to say that she felt
his pain. Damn her! Thax was feeling everything she did and she knew it! But I lay silent
and said not a word. I think I was all but forgotten.

All day and all night, Agnomenon, Clangorum and Malmydia worked on Thax’s armour.
She would shift his essence out of the way where Agnomenon would add gears and pistons
and counterweights. They had to work quickly. As Clangorum was the only one able to
manipulate zingavium, he had to create openings and patch them up hurriedly. The once
sleek and smooth armour was soon deformed by ugly misshaped joints and valves that
poked out in unlikely spots. Agnomenon even created a mechanical box which he said
could be used to make sounds for Thax’s voice. It was placed inside the armour’s throat
guard, which had to be beaten out and distended.

When they were finally finished, they each looked exhausted and drawn. Tools were scat-
tered around the healing mound, along with bits and scraps of metal. Indeed, a metallic
tang hung in the air which smelled more like a forge than a healing vale. Malmydia was at
Thax’s side, willing him to move.

Briefly, Thax’s head shifted back and forth, and the voicebox emitted a hoarse wheeze.
They were momentarily excited but that moment faded as Thax exhibited no other move-
ment. They waited and waited, but he did nothing more.



“That’s it,” said Malmydia finally, slumping down. “Nothing more can be done. I’ve
failed.”

After awhile Clangorum and Agnomenon left, leaving Malmydia to continue to stand there,
staring at the motionless form of Thax. As evening fell, four figures emerged from the
darkness. Fain, Morgfyre, Gheasia and Raezon. They surrounded Malmydia and Fain
raised a dampening field around them, cutting off sight and sound. At least, I thought
that’s what he was raising. I saw the air flicker and distort around them. But I could see
through it. I saw through Fain’s powerful magics! What had Malmydia done to me? Did
she even know?

“Failure is not an option,” said Fain. “If Thax could die, that means any of us could die.
It is up to you to make sure our forms are invincible.”

I wasn’t hearing Fain’s voice. I was seeing it. Whatever Malmydia had done to me, it
must have been more than even she had bargained for. I cold not only see through the
dampening field but I could see words eddying in the air as they left Fain’s lips, their
meaning vibrating.

“There’s nothing more that can be done,” said Malmydia.

“We could give him more serum,” suggested Raezon.

“I’ve given him more serum than of us!” she replied. “His immanidivinus etherea is already
overwhelmed with excoroperditio essence from the serum.”

“Nonsense,” said Morgfyre. “We can handle as much as we can get. I’ve had more than
all of you combined, and I only get stronger and stronger!”

“We haven’t authorized any more serum to you than anyone else,” said Gheasia.

“Bah, I just take it directly in pure form.”

“What?” asked Raezon, peering at Morgfyre intently. “You’ve been drinking essence of
the Soulless directly?”

“What was it like?” asked Gheasia, her voice wistful. “Did it quench the hunger? Were
there side effects?”

“You never told me, you fool!” hissed Fain.

“What does it matter,” said Morgfyre. “I’m still here, aren’t I? Nothing went wrong. And
it’s not like any of us are innocent of giving in to the hunger. It’s not like we don’t know
that Gheasia and Raezon don’t take more serum on the side. Don’t think I haven’t seen
how the supplies of serum mysterious dwindle.”

“How would you know!” said Raezon. “Only Fain knows who all of us there are! How do
you know they weren’t given to others at Fain’s commands!”



“Would you like us to take an accounting!!” said Morgfyre, then laughed when Raezon
and Gheasia glanced nervously at each other. “Ha! I thought not. And what about you,
Malmydia? We all know what you did to Fininkora!”

“I had to excise her damaged essence!” said Malmydia hotly. “Why should I let it go to
waste.”

“Ah, so eating one of our own isn’t worse than what I did! And what about Krokano over
there? How much have you eaten of him!”

“Hardly anything! Barely a few scraps of his essence. Anyway, that’s different than
consuming essence of the Soulless directly!”

Did I hear right? Malmydia ate parts of me? I recalled her peeling away strips of flesh
from my face and who knows what else as she dug into me. What did she do with those
parts of me? I began to feel sick all over.

“Silence!” shouted Fain. “I know what the hunger can do to us! Don’t think I don’t know.
Perhaps we’ve all slipped on occasion. But we must have order! From now on, I will be
taking a closer look at what each of you do. And I will audit the supplies of the elixir.
And I will broke no disobedience! Am I understood?”

“Yes, Fain,” said Morgfyre, saluting him with a fist to their breast. The others followed
suit.

“Now, what about Thax,” said Fain. “If more serum won’t revive him, what will?”

“His essence is too compromised,” said Malmydia. “Too much of him was lost.”

“Then the answer is simple,” said Gheasia. “He needs to be infused with more essence of
an immanidivinus etherea nature.”

“But that would mean,” Malmydia paused, realization dawning. “Of course, yes, that may
work. But where would we get it.”

“What about him?” said Fain, gesturing at me. Though I wanted to jump up and run
away, I stilled my muscles, not daring to move.

“No,” said Malmydia. “He’s my last chance to prove to Eventru that my treatments work.
If Krokano emerges damaged, Eventru will shut down my vale. Unless you can overrule
him?”

“Not yet,” said Fain. “This is Eventru’s territory. So that means it has to come from one
of us. Morgfyre, you’ve admitted to glutting yourself on essence. Surely you have some to
spare.”

“What?” Morgfyre stepped back but Fain followed him with cold eyes. “Fine! I’ll give of
myself. This once. For the cause.”



Leading Morgfyre to an empty healing mound, Malmydia had him lie down. Gheasia
and Raezon hovering eagerly behind her. Fain stood at Morgfyre’s head, his hands on his
shoulders. Exposing Morgfyre’s right arm, Malmydia slowly opened his flesh with a glowing
scalpel. Morgfyre hissed in pain. Then I saw Malmydia’s eyes sparkle with malevolence
as she purposefully slowed down to draw out his essence. Morgfyre was no fool. His other
hand shot forth and gripped Malmydia’s throat.

“Get on with it, damn you,” he hissed.

With a glance at Fain, Malmydia nodded. As soon as Morgfyre let go of her, she viciously
ripped out his essence. He screamed in agony, and would have struck her if Fain didn’t
hold him back. She had drawn forth probably more of Morgfyre’s essence than she meant
to. It twisted in the air, a glittering ribbon of golden light that was striated with green
streaks. As Morgfyre lay gasping on the mound, the others stared at his essence hungrily.
Eventually, Malmydia rolled it into globe and strode back towards where Thax lay.

“Is it enough?” asked Gheasia, following behind her with Raezon.

“It better be,” growled Morgfyre, as Fain helped him stand up. “She won’t get any more
from me.”

Malmydia sniffed and said nothing. She carefully began feeding the essence into Thax,
gently at first, but then his whole body arced upward, and the essence was sucked into him
in an instant. Malmydia and the others jumped back.

Thax began thrashing violently on the healing mound, arms and legs pounding it into
rubble. From his neck, Thax’s voicebox began groaning, a high pitched whine that began
rising in intensity. The eye slit on the zingavium visor glowed a bloody red. The armour
seemed to stretch and blur, long spikes growing on the shoulders and around the wrists
and angles. The valves on the armour hissed as it released violent jets of steam.

After what seemed an eternity, Thax finally calmed down. He slowly stood up, a monstrous
creation. Every slight movement he made seemed to screech with pain as the metal gears
within him ground together. When he was finally upright, he lifted his open hand before
his faceplate and slowly closed it into a fist.

“I am Thax!” he roared, his artificial voice weirdly echoing in all directions as gouts of
steam were released from his neck valves. “I live! I LIVE!”

Fain shouted in triumph, pounding Malmydia on the back. Though she tried to lure Thax
into another healing mound, he was having none of it. He clanked off away from Malmydia’s
vale, the others trailing behind him.

So what had I witnessed? It took me some time to absorb it all. Fain had gone against
the will of the Gathering. Gheasia and Raezon continued to make their elixir and they
were giving it to ... who? Those chosen by Fain. I had to tell someone, but who could



I trust. Morgfyre was one of them, and he was a member of my own cadre, one of the
Golden Circle. If I couldn’t trust my own cadre, who could I trust?

Early the next morning, Eventru arrived with Malmydia and Lantra. Though they didn’t
mention Thax, their somber mood told all. Malmydia looked triumphant. Lantra and
Eventru looked slightly ill at ease. They approached my healing mound.

“There’s no doubt what you did to Thax was remarkable,” said Eventru. “But, blessed
Dynara, I’m not sure what he is any more. Your techniques are genius, obviously, but I
am troubled.”

“I admit, Thax’s case was extreme,” said Malmydia. “But look at how much essence he
had lost! If I could save a case as extreme as that, think what I could do for others.”

“Indeed, we’ll see now,” said Eventru. “Krokano, if you can hear me, we’re going to remove
your bandages.”

As they surrounded me, I held my tongue and didn’t tell them that I could see better than
anyone could dream possible, my vision piercing not only physical impediments but even
powerful magics. Malmydia and Lantra stood on either side of me and slowly broke apart
the plaster cast and pulled away the bandages. As the last of it fell away, Lantra gasped.
What horrors were reflected on my face?

Eventru summoned a mirror and I looked at my reflection. I no longer had two eyes but
one, a giant eye that stood in the center of my forehead. And it was beautiful, surrounded
by thick lashes, the iris was flecked gold surrounding a velvety violet pupil. Around my
new eye, my skin was unblemished, not a scar, not any evidence of Crazen’s ravishment of
my face nor Malmydia’s cruelty. It was perfect.

“How do you feel, Krokano?” asked Malmydia, her eyes daring me to say anything.

“I can see,” I said, meeting her gaze. “I can see quite clearly now.”

Oh, I wanted to scream at her, to accuse her, to bash her smug face in. But who to trust?
Was Lantra or Eventru a part of this and putting on an act? Would confronting her simply
put Fain on guard? It would be simple enough to deny everything and hide the evidence.

After I was examined, and Eventru and Lantra were heaping praise and congratulations
on Malmydia, I got up and left. There was one whom I felt sure was uncompromised.
Meridian had steadfastly opposed Fain’s plan. He must be told.

We were betrayed.



Chapter 15

Book of Elfenehoala

The screams of the dying fae filled the air, causing the Maeve Consciousness to roar in fury
and to channel ethereal power towards the latest attack on the Serynwodenhillirim. I could
sense the energies of Spirit Moon and the White Hart buttressing the Maeve’s protective
shield that surrounded the plants and animals of the forest.

“No, Elfie,” said my sister Lisaera, holding my arm. I had not even realized I had begun
striding towards the ethereal fold of the Serynwodenhillirim. Heated words bubbled up
from my bosom but died in my throat as I looked into Lisaera’s eyes and saw the pain and
fear reflected there. Both of us had been the principals in awakening Spirit Moon, one of
the greatest Sixth Circle accomplishments we did together. If anyone knew how I felt, it
was Lisaera.

On my other side, Charune laid one of his enormous hands on my shoulder. His eyes too
reflected anxiety. White Hart had manifested from the group consciousness of Charune’s
own Seventh Circle creations, and White Hart, along with Spirit Moon, was also tied as a
spiritual protector of the Serynwodenhillirim.

“We need to see if the defenses of the Maeve and the Greater Spirits can protect the forest
without us,” said Charune softly. “We must see how long they can hold.”

I nodded numbly, understanding that we needed to test how strong the forests were when
anchored to the Maeve Consciousness and buttressed by the Great Spirits. This was the
third attack this week. I looked around at those of us gathered here, mostly those of
the Sixth and Seventh Circle, along with Aslarn, who was intently monitoring the Maeve
Consciousness as her personality solidified into the collective consciousness of the fae.

Viravain suddenly cried out in pain, and I saw her and Nocht clutching each other. The
attack must have spread to Glorianalefehlora. Next to them, Tae bellowed in anger and



pain, but was held back by a very distraught Bollikin. So another attack on Ackeleheliorna.
I realized that the entire Basin of Life was under attack. This was troubling as the Basin,
which covered over a third of First World, was not only protected geographically by strong
mountain ranges but further defended by the greatest magics woven by all the Circles.
Even beyond that, the Basin was in the shadow of Mount Dynara, upon which stood the
House of Xyl, and which held the pulse of the First World itself.

As the battle on the prime material plane continued, the experiments of Manteekan of
the Sixth was let loose. Manteekan was a member of our own circle who had recently
taken to awakening lesser spirits, and then molding them specifically to battle the Soulless.
Many of us were troubled by his awakenings, for they were dark and twisted things. The
Maeve Collective resisted assimilating them but they did seem to help repel the Soulless
attacks. I felt a wave of these creations, the banshee, grimalkin, redcaps, and bogies swarm
throughout the Serynwodenhillirim. The tall thin figure of Manteekan, dressed in flowing
white robes that matched his bone white hair, paced around the Maeve, yelling at her to
use more of the barghest, hodekin, spriggans, slaugh and squonks. The Maeve shuddered
but eventually did as ordered. I couldn’t help wondering if after this war – if there was
an after – we would need to put Manteekan’s dark creations down. Surely they were too
unstable to exist outside of war.

The Maeve continued to rage, pulling energies from other forests across Lusternia, sending
them to buttress the battling greater and lesser spirits. The attack finally ebbed, and we
all breathed a sigh of relief, knowing that the Soulless must have finally been repelled.
Aslarn released us to aid the forests. He was stoic and strong, though we could not help
but wonder how much he hurt within. His favored jungle, Jojoba, was outside the Basin
and was subject to countless attacks. I wondered how long Jojoba could last. Spirit Sun,
one of the guardian spirits of Jojoba, remained in stasis, and the other guardian spirit,
Great Lion, was still in mourning for the recent loss of his creator, Lorella of the Seventh
Circle. Aslarn spent much of his time personally overseeing Jojoba.

As I hurried to offer aid to Spirit Moon, I was surprised that Lisaera wasn’t at my side. For
weeks now, Lisaera had become more and more remote. I knew something was bothering
her greatly, but I couldn’t understand why she wasn’t confiding in me. Perhaps it was the
oppressive atmosphere that weighed on all of us. At least, the atmosphere burdened me.
Still, she should be there to help me channel domotheon energies through Spirit Moon.

When I returned to the Fields of the Maeve, the others reported that, though the attack
was focused on the Basin of Life, the forests held up remarkably well. As we each reported,
Aslarn nodded and smiled, though his tired eyes told another story.

“Good. Good,” said Aslarn. “Such be what we wanted of the forests. And how be faring
the Maeve?”

“The Maeve is forming extremely well,” said Bollikin shakily. “We couldn’t have asked



for a better result. None of us could foresee the consequences of the fae spirits forming a
collective, but the conscious is individuating remarkably fast. The more she handles the
attacks on the forests, the stronger she gets in uniting the fae and channeling the guardian
spirits, though I daresay the personality she’s forming tends to be a bit domineering and
regal.”

“Manteekan,” Aslarn turned to the tall thin Sixth, “your new awakenings do be seeming
to be able to withstand more of the Soulless attacks than many of the other fae. Do you
be pleased?”

“Aye,” said Manteekan, rubbing his long needlelike fingers together. “They resist as well
as I expected. They are still young though, these spirits, and I expect them to become
stronger and more deadly as they mature.”

I shuddered at that. I barely recognized Manteekan these days, he seemed more emaciated
than I had remembered. Though he was always pale, it seemed as though he was fading
to an almost translucent white. And those awakenings of his! I could not imagine where
he even began to find the raw spiritual energies that formed them.

“It’s well enough that the forest defenses held,” I said. “But this was an attack across all
the Basin. How bad must it be on the prime?”

Fairly bad, as it turned out. Eventually, wounded began arriving to be treated by the
hamadhi at the healing mounds. Igaso of the Second Circle reported to Aslarn that several
Seconds had fallen during this last attack.

Before we could finish mourning the latest casualties, Maeve’s furious roar began again,
and I nearly succumbed to despair. The Soulless never tired, and we became weaker and
weaker. But the cycle of attacks continued and went on and on. The hamadhi began to
fall in exhaustion as the wounded Seconds kept coming in, with terrible injuries to their
bodies and souls. The days began blurring around me, and I kept worrying about Lisaera
who continued to disappear for longer and longer periods of time. But I never found the
chance to confront her as the daily chaos kept sweeping everything else to the back of my
mind. Though the guardian spirits and the Maeve Consciousness greatly protected the
forests, we found we had to help them more and more. Those of us in the Fields of the
Maeve were so often overwhelmed, that despair hung in the air as a continually palatable
presence.

Thus, I was so focused on our own problems in the fields that I wasn’t quite aware when
the tide of war began to turn in our favor. The attacks must have gradually lessened over
time, but I think we were all too isolated to notice. I guess it was when Blooredi created a
new species which formed a collective greater spirit that it began to dawn on me that we
were suddenly winning battles, or at least not losing so badly.

I was never very close to Blooredi, and I rarely saw him in the Fields of the Maeve. After



all, none of his animal creations had ever before formed a great spirit, which is the apex
of achievement for those of the Seventh Circle. I had just assumed he was supporting
the Second Circle in the main fight, as many of the other circles were. However, one day
when there was a lull in the attacks, Blooredi burst into the glade with an almost manic
expression of triumph on his face.

“I did it!” he shouted, thumping his chest. “You all thought I couldn’t do it! But I did!
A great spirit has manifested from my newest creation!”

There was immediate applause from the Seventh Circle members, from Tae slapping
Blooredi on the back to Viravain and Nocht oohing and ahhing to Bollikin dancing in
a circle and clapping his hands. The rest of us couldn’t help but smile. I never realized
how ugly Blooredi was. Was his complexion always covered in a mottled piebald pattern?
Certainly, he was ganglier and larger than I recalled. But his joy at manifesting a great
spirit made his homely countenance suddenly cheerful.

“Well, introduce your spirit to us!” exclaimed Bollikin.

“Where did she go?” Blooredi growled, then spun around and grabbed something that was
hiding behind a tree. “Ah, here she is! My greatest creation! Spirit Scorpion!”

Before us stood a hunched figure wrapped in a dark cloak with a hood pulled over her
face. Irritated, Blooredi grabbed the back of the hood and pulled it down so we could see
the face of Spirit Scorpion. Did I mention that Blooredi was not exactly attractive? Well,
compared to this Spirit Scorpion, he was gorgeous. The spirit was painfully thin and her
body was tortuously twisted. Her scaly skin was so wrinkled, that it hung in puckered
folds like melted wax. Completely bald, she had a misshapen forehead, a lipless mouth and
hooded red eyes. There was a stunned silence as we stared at her. She trembled under our
gaze.

“Oi! She’s an ugly one,” blurted Tae undiplomatically.

“What on earth is a scorpion?” asked Bollikin quickly.

“While you have been cozy here in the ethereal,” said Blooredi, casting a contemptuous
glare at Tae, “some of us have been battling the Soulless. I personally created the scorpions
to battle the Soulless themselves.”

Blooredi snapped his fingers several times, and a pair of menacing creatures appeared
before him. They came up to his waist and had long armoured, multi-legged bodies. Two
enormous, razor edged claws jutted out but these were eclipsed by a huge armored tail,
the end of which held a stinger that dripped poison. There was a collective gasp from all
of us.

“Beautiful, aren’t they,” said Blooredi proudly, interpreting our collective repugnance as a
compliment. “They produce a variety of poisons, some of which have been useful against



the Soulless. They’ve been sent out already to help buttress the Second Circle. And now,
with a Great Spirit, you can guess how much more useful they’ll be!”

“Amazing,” whispered Bollikin, ignoring the scorpions and approaching their collective
consciousness, Spirit Scorpion, who was now trembling terribly. “Are you alright, dear
one? Be not afraid. We are all your friends here.”

“I do not wish to fight,” she rasped, her voice barely audible.

“What’s this?” shouted Blooredi. “Of course, you’ll fight! I created you to fight!”

“I do not wish to fight,” she repeated, drawing her cloak tighter around her.

“You will do as I say,” seethed Blooredi, his face purpling in rage. “I created you, and if I
say you will fight, you will damn well fight.”

Spirit Scorpion backed away from Blooredi, which only infuriated him more. I think we
were all shocked when he reached out to grab her, and she ducked out of his grasp and did
a backflip away from him. Feeble she may look, but she was certainly fast. She drew up
her hood and raced away.

“Come back here, damn you!” screamed Blooredi, rage warring with embarrassment.

“Bloo,” whispered Bollikin soothingly. “She is newly formed, a child herself. Give her time
to get to know you.”

“How dare she defy me!” growled Blooredi. “None of your great spirits defy you!”

“We don’t force them to do anything they don’t want,” said Viravain softly.

“But they obey you!” Blooredi said. “I have seen all of you throw it in my face often
enough.”

“That’s not fair, Bloo,” said Bollikin. “We are only happy to see you have created a Great
Spirit. If our spirits obey us at all, it is only because they love us.”

“Bah!” said Blooredi, turning to stare where Spirit Scorpion had disappeared to. “She’ll
do as I say or she will pay.”

With that, Blooredi stomped off to find Spirit Scorpion. We broke apart into smaller
groups, discussing these new creatures that Blooredi had created, who were strong enough
in spirit to form a collective consciousness. Bollikin kept shaking his head and pacing next
to Tae and Charune, and I wandered over to hear what they were saying.

“I just do not understand,” Bollikin said. “He’s never created anything remotely as pow-
erful as those scorpions. Did you feel their lifeforce?”

“Not as strong as my bears,” said Tae defensively.



“Maybe not,” said Charune, “but even Viravain who is a master of creating venomous
creatures could not create anything that would affect the Soulless, at least not in such a
short time.”

“And the intelligence in that Great Spirit Scorpion!” said Bollikin. “I don’t think I’ve ever
sensed anything quite like it.”

“She was smart enough to run away from Bloo anyway,” said Tae bluntly.

No one could argue with that, and I drifted away from the conversation. As the days
went on, that’s when it became clear that we were actually winning the war. Reports of
enormous successes by certain Second Circle cadres filtered down to us. The Third Circle
were coming up with ingenious new ways to use domotheon energies as weapons. The
hamadhi were suddenly making great advances in healing what used to be debilitating
afflictions. And, even though Great Spirit Scorpion was a reluctant participant, Blooredi
was able to use her to produce deadly toxins that could coat the weapons of the Second
Circle. And we couldn’t forget the success of the Manteekan’s strange awakenings. Such a
change in fortune was almost too good to be true.

And, of course, it was too good to be true.

Lisaera finally spoke to me.

“You must come with me,” she said to me one day as I was enjoying a small respite from
the battles.

Lisaera did not appear well, her eyes were hooded and she looked haggard. I tried to ask
her what was wrong, but she shushed me and beckoned me to follow her. Alarmed, I held
my tongue and let her take me out of the ethereal plane. We traveled through several
elemental planes, and Lisaera would occasionally stop and send her senses out, looking to
see if we were being followed, before continuing. I lost track of how many elemental folds
we passed in and out of, but then we started rising higher into the cosmic vibrations.

Lisaera had never indicated any interest in the cosmic planes, which left me even more
anxious why we were here. Just before our final jump, Lisaera stopped and turned to me,
holding onto my hands tightly in hers.

“Elfie,” she said, “when was the last time you met with Fain? Has he approached you
recently?”

“Your beloved Fain?” I asked, confused. “I have not seen him in some time, Lisaera.
Surely you don’t suspect he and I ...”

“No, no!” Lisaera said, a hint of a smile on her lips. “Not that, no.”

Looking deeper into my eyes, Lisaera nodded to herself and drew me forward. Her hands
trembled but her eyes glowed with determination. She made a final fold into the cosmic



planes, and we arrived at our destination.

I later learned the name of this crche was called the Continuum. It was one of the dead
planes, called so because Dynara’s creations there had risen up to become Elders and
abandoned their creche. I suppose there was a beauty to the sharp symmetric angles and
smooth reflective surfaces, but I found it to be a cold and hard place. Lisaera led me down
through the strange spiraling crystalline corridors, to finally exit into a large room with an
enormous crystal floating in the center.

And we were not alone.

Several other Elders were there, looking as though they had been using this as a base of
operations for some time. Meridian seemed to be in charge, but others of the First Circle
surrounded him, including Zvoltz, Aslarn and Eventru. Roark and Xyl, both of the Fifth
Circle, were overseeing the enormous floating crystal. The rest were all of the warrior caste.
Three members of the Golden Ones, Krokano, Terentia and Hajamin, were at Meridian’s
side. Also there was the entire Second Circle cadre known as the Crimson Eyes, which
included Kalikai, Igaso, Ologri, Braun and Panamandius. The only one of the Crimson
Eyes not there was Oovanti, the brother-mate to Ologri, but then I recalled that he was
one of the earliest casualties in the war.

The Crimson Eyes sat around a crystalline table, with expressions ranging from appre-
hensive to bored. They were notable because of their sheer size and bulk. Kalikai was
at the head of the table, and I had forgotten how monstrously large she was, with dark
reddish-brown skin and a fiery head of red hair that was chopped haphazardly short and
stuck up at all angles. She was fairly sprawled across her chair, with her feet hiked up
on the table as she smoked a large black pipe. Amid the pipe’s acrid purple fumes was
the stink of firemead, which she drank from an enormous tankard. Firemead was brewed
by Dracnoris and very few could handle its intoxicating effects. I had to weave a quick
protection against those fumes before they made me ill.

“What is going on?” I asked, a terrible premonition making me shudder. Meridian walked
over to me and then looked towards Lisaera who nodded at him.

“There is something you must know,” said Meridian. “For some time now, Fain has been
secretly carrying on with his project to create an elixir from the essence of the Soulless.”

“Are you sure?”

“Krokano brought us some compelling proof and we have been watching him and gathering
evidence. Of course, we realized he was recruiting other Elders so we needed to find a way
to identify who were his followers. We needed someone to enter his service undercover.
Someone he could trust completely.”

“Lisaera!” I whispered, shocked. My sister looked away from me but nodded.



“I wouldn’t believe it was true when Meridian first approached me,” said Lisaera. “But
then I noticed Fain was acting so secretive. Eventually I pressed him to tell me what he
was doing. At first, he told me he was just doing research, simply studying the results of
the elixir on Orlachmar. But then he admitted he had been created more of the elixir.”

“When was this?” I asked.

“Some time ago,” said Lisaera. “But he has only recently trusted me enough to offer for me
to become an initiate into his mysteries. At least that’s what he calls it. I think initially
he didn’t want me to be a part of it but, as time has gone on, his heart has grown harder.”

“So now you are an initiate?”

“I will be soon. He will take me to a clandestine meeting with his conspirators and it will
be the first time I will be introduced to them.”

“It is critical we find out who follows Fain,” said Meridian. “There could be hundreds
for all we know. We are sure that everyone here has not been compromised, but Fain’s
elaborate precautions prevent us from uncovering the rest.”

“We should have stopped him sooner,” growled Aslarn.

“We should have,” agreed Eventru, who spread his hands and looked away. “But some of
us wanted to see if Fain’s plan would work, what the results would be.”

“There were many sudden successes in the war,” said Zvoltz defensively. He was a member
of the First Circle, with glittering, cold eyes, who had initially supported Fain. “Surely
you noticed! Battles were suddenly being won. Those who showed little aptitude in their
work suddenly made great strides.”

“Blooredi,” I gasped.

“Yes, we suspect Blooredi” said Aslarn.

“It was worse than we feared ultimately,” said Meridian. “Several day ago, a war party
went out to strike at a lesser Soulless One. When they returned, several members were
missing.”

“I’ve been developing a means to track the movements of the Soulless,” said Roark. “Af-
ter this last battle, I went to the location to test my theories to see if I could map the
excoroperditio energy trails. But I found nothing. I checked and double checked, and then
alerted Meridian and Zvoltz. Investigation revealed no signs of battle. But I did notice
some traces of an immanidivinus energy stamp that is unique only to Oralchmar. But
Orlachmar wasn’t with the war party. Logically, then, there were others who had similar
properties, ergo, others who drank the forbidden elixir.”

“So what happened to the warriors who went missing?”



“We don’t know,” said Meridian. “They are gone and cannot be located so we suspect foul
play. Perhaps they were offered membership into Fain’s group and refused, perhaps they
just wanted to ... feed. We do know. But the fact that they are now starting to turn on
the Elders proves that matters are much, much worse than we thought.”

“Why are you telling me all this?” I asked.

“Tomorrow when Fain gathers his followers, I will be there,” said Lisaera. “No matter
what magic he uses to conceal the location of their meeting, nothing can penetrate our
innate bond as siblings. Through our bond, you will be able to report what is happening
and they would have no way to track that.”

“Are you sure, Lissie?” I asked, pulling her aside. “Is this something you can do?”

“It is something I must do, Elfie.”

“Then you are no longer in love with Fain?”

“Oh no,” said Lisaera turning away. “I love him as much as I ever did.”

We said nothing more.

After that, events moved quickly. Xyl placed a silver circlet upon my head. The circlet
was studded with charged gems and attuned to the enormous crystal that rotated in the
crystalline chamber. Through our bond link, the crystal reflected everything Lisaera saw
and heard.

Later that evening, from the safety of the dead crystal plane known as the Continuum,
we observed Lisaera in the ethereal fold helping the Maeve Consciousness pull energy from
the forests and direct their healing powers to those fae in need. Lisaera was suddenly
startled when a cool hand came to rest on her shoulder. She jumped and turned, to see
Fain standing there, holding something shining in his hand.

“Fain, you surprised me!” she said.

“I’m sorry, beloved,” he said. “But I brought you a gift.”

Fain handed Lisaera a beautifully crafted mask. It as made of pale porcelain inlaid with
silver swirls. Rimmed with emeralds, holes were cut out for the mouth and eyes. An
enchantment was woven so thickly around it that it was glowing.

“It’s beautiful,” said Lisaera, running her fingers over its surface and tracing the magical
enchantments. “What is it for?”

Fain smiled and fitted the mask over her face. Lisaera felt the enchantment unfold, cloaking
her in a field that wrapped around her.



“It is so others will not see who you are at the meeting,” said Fain. “And each member
will likewise be wearing a mask so you will not see who the others are.”

“Don’t you trust me?” asked Lisaera.

“Of course, beloved,” said Fain. “But you must trust me too. I cannot be seen to give you
preferential treatment, especially as you are not initiated yet.”

“I understand,” she replied.

“And, beloved, I would never ask you to do something that I would not likewise do!”

With that Fain summoned forth a mask which materialized over his own face. It was as red
as blood and embellished with gold. The handsome features of the mask were unmistakably
exaggerations of Fain’s own features. While the other masks may have been able to hide
the identity of the others, there was no mistaking that this was Fain. When had he become
so vain?

“Alas,” said Fain, “there is one more layer of necessity. The mask also functions in reverse,
so forgive me will I activate its polarity. You will not be able to see or feel where we go.”

“Is all this necessary, Fain?” asked Lisaera.

“Yes, beloved,” he whispered, then waved a hand over the silver mask.

Back in the Continuum, the link between Lisarea and I faded so I could only barely feel her
emotions. Xyl cursed and the others leaned forward as Xyl frantically made adjustments
to the crystal, but the magic of the mask could not be penetrated.

When the link finally reestablished, Lisaera had arrived at the secret meeting place. Fain
was lowering his hand, obviously having reversed the mask’s enchantment. The bizarre
landscape surrounding them seemed to undulate. Wavering tendrils sprouted up from the
ground in odd clusters. The air was thick with humidity, and the sky blazed with rainbow
colours that chased each other in swirling patterns. I had never seen the like and from the
reactions around me, no one else had either. As stark and bare as the Continuum was, this
place was riotous.

Lisaera and Fain were not the first to arrive. Three others were there before them, each
wearing their own mask. One had a mask of deep midnight blue, the other the mask of
a golden tiger, and the third a startlingly grotesque orange mask with large tusks. Soon
others began to furtively arrive. After making obeisances to Fain, they formed a circle
around him. There were thirteen total, including Lisaera. Back at the Continuum, there
was a sigh of relief that there were so few followers. Apparently, Fain’s paranoia and
caution prevented him from recruiting in greater numbers.

Fain stood up and began to speak, holding his arms out before him as if embracing everyone.
I could feel Lisaera trying to figure out who all the masked members were, but she could not



break through the magic of the masks, at least not without drawing attention to herself.

“My friends,” said Fain. “Our great mission is to win this war against the Soulless Ones!
Whatever the cost. Whatever it takes. We must win. Our one path to salvation is the
Elixir, forbidden by others in their ignorance, but that is a tragedy that must not be
allowed! The Elixir offers strength, and the more we drink, the stronger we become. Their
strength shall become our strength.”

The others in the circle cheered. Fain held up a hand and they became silent, leaning
forward hungrily. Lisaera was frightened but determined, and we both knew that mask
was also a blessing insofar that it hid her expressions of alarm.

“Now we must take the communion,” said Fain. “We must shoulder the burden that the
others have forsaken. Our secret ally, come forward.”

As Fain stepped back, the air rippled, and slowly a dark smear solidified and formed into
an emaciated shimmering being that shivered uncontrollably. It was one of the Soulless,
though only a minor one. There were few of those left since the larger Soulless Ones
consumed most of these smaller entities, but apparently Fain had found one and allied
with it, keeping it hidden and protected not only from the greater Soulless but also from
the other Elder Gods.

Two blue masked members stepped forward and bowed to Fain, then approached the
Soulless creature with a heavy golden goblet between them. The creature slowly extended
an emaciated limb. Its skin was pale and translucent, underneath which teamed thousands
of smaller creatures, like maggots feasting just beneath the flesh.

One of the blue masked members held the creature’s arm and drew a black dagger, pricking
a vein. The other held the goblet underneath, funneling the essence in its bowl. The
Soulless whined but did not back away as the greenish white ichor flowed out of the wound
and into the goblet. The blue masked members drew away, huddling over the goblet,
adding vials of fluids to mix with the pure essence of the Soulless, all the while murmuring
incantations.

“What is given shall be replaced,” hissed the Soulless through desiccated lips. “That was
the pact!”

“And we honor the pact, Nemach,” said Fain, then turned to Lisaera. “Silver Mask, you
are our newest member. It falls on you to honor our pact with Nemach and prove your
loyalty to our cause. Will you do it?”

“Yes,” said Lisaera faintly.

Nemach began to scuttle towards Lisaera, but Fain stepped in front of it, motioning it to
hold back. Fain lent forward to Lisarea.



“Beloved, forgive me,” he whispered to her. “But we each have done this thing. You must
give part of your essence to Nemach.”

Oh, Lisaera! She bravely gave a curt nod and let the sleeve of her robe be pulled up.
Nemach scrabbled forward, extending an eager tendril to wrap around Lisaera’s arm. Out
of the tendril grew hollow teeth that punctured her flesh. I began to cry as I felt my
sister’s pain, sharp and cruel, shuddering through her being. The Soulless greedily drank
her essence. I know I screamed for both of us as the bond sent nothing but dark waves of
red and black pain scorching through Xyl’s observation crystal.

Finally, Fain pulled away Nemach with a sharp command, “Enough!”

Lisaera was close to fainting, but held herself rigidly up and rolled down her sleeve to
conceal the wound I knew she would carry forever.

“Well done, beloved” Fain said to her, then nodded to the rest.

“We expand our members from 12 to 13,” said Fain. “Soon we will grow to even greater
numbers. We have infiltrated several warrior cadres, and all of the circles. Victory will be
our price for saving the First World. What price is victory ? None is too great!”

Fain retrieved the golden goblet which now bubbled and sizzled with a greenish fluid. The
forbidden elixir. He raised the goblet up which fitted perfectly into the mouth hole of his
red mask. He then tilted his head back and drank deeply from the goblet. As he pulled
it away, his lips could be seen through the hole, now blue-black and glistening, slightly
swollen. He passed the goblet to Lisaera.

Through the bond with Lisaera, I could smell the forbidden elixir, which had a heady
metallic scent. Something about it was intoxicating, and I felt Lisaera’s desire to consume
it, especially after she had been so weakened.

Don’t do it, Lisaera! I wanted to scream and rush to her, but we still had no idea where
she was. She lifted the goblet to her lips and tilted it back. Her throat worked as she
gulped, and when she tilted the goblet back down, her lips gleamed silvery-blue, pale and
wet. She passed the goblet to her left.

No one noticed. I breathed a slight of relief. It was an illusion–she only pretended to
drink the elixir and painted her lips with illusion. The others may have detected such an
obvious ruse if they were on the look out for it, but they were intent upon the goblet and
its contents.

Back at the Continuum, Kalikai of the Second Circle suddenly swung her feet off the table
with a loud thud and stumbled to her feet. She had been quaffing tankard after tankard of
firemead, and her eyes were bleary. She took another swig of firemead, and then clapped
her hands.



“Okay, friends,” she said, surprisingly not slurring her words. “I guess this is why you
brought me here, eh.”

“You are intoxicated!” exclaimed Xyl.

“Oh, don’t crack your crystals, Glassy. I’m here because the Goldilock Brigade,” she
gestured at the Golden Ones, “don’t have their strategist handy. Where is old Morgpie,
eh?”

Krokano, Terentia and Hajamin looked uneasily at each other. I wasn’t that familiar
with the workings of the Second Circle cadres but apparently they each had their leaders,
or generals. Morgpie was Kalikai’s nickname for Morgfyre, and I suddenly recalled why
Kalikai was not very popular in certain circles. She had a nickname for everyone.

“We believe he may be compromised,” said Terentia finally.

“And if Morgpie is at this masked ball,” said Kalikai with a gesture to the viewing crystal,
“then chances are that the Fainiac is using him for tactics and strategy, eh? And which
cadre, besides the Goldilock Brigade, has won the most strategic campaigns? Hmm, who
could that be?”

“That would be your Crimson Eyes,” said Meridian. “Enough, Kalikai. You know why
we brought you here. You are one of the most brilliant strategists around. And if we are
facing Morgfyre, we need someone to figure out where they meet, what this place is.”

“Ah, right you are,” said Kalikai, pinching her nose, and then casually stuffing her black
pipe with more smell fouling herbs. “So I get the honor of second guessing the Morgpie.
Hmm! Well, what is that place? Anyone seen its like before? No? Well, he’s probably not
chancing on meeting in the space between the aethers, that’d be a nice way to run into the
Soulless. He wouldn’t try the ethereal plane, and the elemental planes are being routinely
scoured as power sources thanks to brains like Crystalcakes here, right?”

“Well,” she went on, “that leaves us with the cosmic layers, like Crystalcakes found with
this lovely little crche. Let me guess. This was your crche, right?”

Xyl’s eyes blazed with fury, but he nodded.

“So logically Morgfyre would retreat to his own crche, right? Wrong! That’d be just too
easy. No offence, Crystalcakes, but if the Morgpie was hunting you, he’d have found you
by now. This would be one of the first places he’d look. Obviously he wouldn’t choose any
crche with half formeds, we all know how they blab to anyone who listens. So someone
else’s empty crche? That’s a bit risky too, as many are fond of using them as retreats for
meditation. But the cosmic layer is still the most isolated, so where does that leave us?”

Kalikai took a long drag from her pipe and blew out the obnoxious smoke in a long stream.
She looked around with bloodshot eyes but we all just stared back at her.



“No one? Alrighty! How about one of the unborn creches? They’re never used, are they?
No half formeds live there, no one visits them out of nostalgia. They’d be the perfect place
to hide a Soulless and to conduct secret meetings, no? How many unborn crches are there,
Crystalcakes?”

“Logical,” said Xyl grudgingly. “There are not many known ones, maybe a dozen.”

“Right then,” Kalkai took drained her tankard of firemead in one gulp, then tossed it over
her shoulder. I realized that while her eyes were blurry, and she slightly swayed back and
forth, there was a building intensity in her the more she drank, some sort of inner alchemy
was taking place, like gears getting greased and turning faster.

“The first step is for scouts. Whatever is left of the Goldilock Brigade can help my Crimson
Eyes with that. We need to search every known unborn crche. Crystalcakes, we need that
list! And mind you lot, this is a scouting party! If you find them, make no contact with
them! You come report to me first!”

Igaso was right behind Kalikai, handing her yet another tankard of firemead. Kalikai
took a long pull on it and wiped the sizzling foam from her lips. The fire within her was
roiling now, we could all see that. She grinned from ear to ear, showing teeth that glinted
dangerously.

“Now, let’s crash Fain’s little masked ball!” she bellowed.



Chapter 16

Book of Igaso

I am Igaso of the Crimson Eyes. I am a warrior, Second Circle through and through,
but I’m also just a soldier. I have always been and always will be. Besides, I don’t have
the intelligence of Kalikai or the craftiness of Morgfyre or any quality which makes for
a brilliant strategist like them. I certainly don’t have the type of charisma that inspires
any great loyalty, like Hajamin or Ivanko. A few like Shikari or Malik are simply loners,
preferring to forego the closeness of a cadre. But not me. I follow orders and don’t ask
questions. And that’s the way I like it. I keep my nose clean and sword cleaner.

Ologri, Braun, Panamandius and I smiled darkly at each other as Kalikai paced back and
forth, a sure sign that her mind was working faster than a void spawn running. The
firemead burned hotly in our bellies, and our bloodshot eyes glowed as red as our crimson
armour. Yeah, why do you think they call us the Crimson Eyes?

Eventually, Xyl glided towards us, his expression frozen in perpetual disapproval. His
crystalline form was angular and pulsated almost erratically. That was the most worried
I’d ever seen him. He paused and frsowned at Kalikai, who guffawed and swaggered towards
him.

“Well, Crystalcakes?” she asked. “Where’s thamt list of unborn crches?”

“Are you certain Fain would meet in one of the unborn realms?” asked Xyl, handing
Kalikai a translucent foil glittering with runes.

“Nothing in creation is certain, Crystalcakes,” said Kalikai, scanning the foil and pursing
her lips. “But that’s what I’d suggest if I were advising Fain. Now, then, I need you,
Roark and any other trusted Fivers to be gather as much intel on these unborn planes as
possible. I want response factors, dimensional potentialities, the works. Priority goes to
matching vibrational helixes exactly.”



“This is a lot of work if you’re wrong and they’re not there,” Xyl said.

“Don’t you Fivers say that data gathered is never wasted?”

Xyl flared red and shook his head, gliding quickly away. Kalikai laughed loudly and came
to us, clapping each of us on the shoulder.

“Ok, Eyes,” she said. “I’m sending you to a place called the Vortex, an extremely out of
the way plane. Call it a hunch, but I have a feeling that’s where we’ll find our lost lambs.
This is more than recon duty, mates. This is deep cover, go in hot and drop, just like the
Scaramouche caper. Understood?”

“Kalikai, aye!” we yelled. “We’re your Crimson Eyes!”

“I’d go with you, mates,” she said softly, “but I’ve got to gather reinforcements. Iggy,
come here. I want a deep link.”

I came forward and stood in front of Kalikai, who grabbed the back of my neck and pulled
me forward until our foreheads touched. She sent a stream of immanidivanis into my mind
which I grasped firmly. As our thoughts briefly intertwined, I felt Kalikai touch upon my
deeply hidden despair. Quarilia, my lover and comrade, was still missing. Her loss was like
a black hole within my soul.

And likewise, as the deep bond formed between, I felt Kalikai’s fear and anger. She hated
what we had to do, turning against our own, and she worried what would happen to the
Crimson Eyes. She wanted to join us but knew she couldn’t. I wondered if that was partly
why she became so intoxicated. Was she a soldier at heart, forced into the role of a general,
the head of the Crimson Eyes, because of her brilliance rather than ambition? Were the
decisions that she had to be make easier when part of her was numb?

“Good luck,” Kalikai whispered in my ear and squeezed my arm,.

With the deep bond linked between us, Kalikai would be able to track me. We formed
a simple diamond, Ologri to my left and back, Panamandius to my right and back, with
Braun closing the circuit at our rear. We pierced the veil and rose up through the aetherial
vibrations, moving to match the resonance identified by Xyl, the plane called Vortex.

We solidified in a weirdly protean planescape where the land itself constantly formed and
reformed on itself. This was one of those planes which Dynara, may she return soon,
never completed. Some of the Hamadhi had studied them, seeing if they could form new
sentience beings from the primordial matter, but after so many aeons on their own, the
demiurge nodes were deemed to have evolved to a point where they were forever stuck in
a constant mode of evolution and devolution.

“Look at this thing,” said Ologri as we passed one such node of pulsating flesh.



“Must be where Dyna meant to raise a half-formed,” said Panamandius. “Just think, Olo,
you started out just like that!”

“Too bad, you still smell like that,” said Braun with smile.

“Cut the chatter,” I said. “Kali gave us orders and we’re gonna follow them to the letter,
right? Now, hot and drop!”

The four of us channeled lower domothean powers inward, and formed a reservoir of pure
energy which we gathered within the center of our formation. Pinching off a portion of
the energy, we let it drop and sink into the primal landscape. Not many knew of this
maneuver, being that it was developed by Kalikai. Let’s hope it would be enough if things
got tricky.

“Anchor set,” I said. “Let’s go see if Kali’s hunch was right. Remember, we’re deep cover,
doing a routine recon. Don’t drop formation and brace yourselves for anything.”

Drifting through the Vortex, we entered pockets of protocreation where other pots of flesh
lay waiting for the hand of Dynara that would never come. Each of us had hypersenses
extended, but the plane was empty. Granted it was hard to discern much since the life
presences were pulsating off the charts. After we went through the entire plane top to
bottom, it looked as though Kalikai’s intuition failed her this time.

“It’s empty,” said Panamandius with a snort. “Figure Xyl would send us on a wild spawn
chase.”

Then the trap sprung.

They were good, I’ve got to give them that. Kalikai wasn’t the only one with a few tricks
up her sleeve, and this ambush definitely felt like one of Morgfyre’s specialties. We never
felt the vice close, but streams of power suddenly flowered around us, enveloping us in a
coruscating bubble of fire and ice.

“What’s the meaning of this?” I yelled, gamely pushing against the barrier.

Thirteen figures manifested in a ring around us. They were dressed in voluminous robes
and wearing masks. Of course, we knew who a few were. Fain was the one in the red mask,
while Lisaera wore the silver mask. We could guess that the one in gold and black stylized
like a ferocious tiger was Morgfyre.

“Did I hear someone mention Xyl?” asked Fain, hidden behind his mask.

“What’d we happen upon? A masked ball?” I answered.

“Well, well,” Fain said, his voice venomous and harsh. “Igaso, isn’t it?”

“Aye,” I answered. “And who be you?”



“I’ll ask the questions,” he said coldly, “What are you doing here?”

We stared at each other for several moments. Then, I shrugged and said, “What’s it
matter? Xyl was testing a planar entropic modulator which is supposed to scan the outer
cosmic planes for excoroperditio vibrations.”

“You’re searching for the Soulless ones?” said the figure behind a midnight blue mask.
“The Soulless have never been on the outer planes. Why search for them here now?”

“Don’t know. I just follow orders.”

“It’s a trap,” said Morgfyre, pulling off his mask. “We should kill them quickly and then
disperse.”

I didn’t like the sound of that. Morgfyre was looking at me with golden eyes that shimmered
with desire. No, not desire. Hunger. And was it just me or did his face tremble as though
it were made of putty?

“Let’s not be rash,” said the Silver Mask. That was Lisaera, our insider. Good, we had
hope. “They may know something. They must be interrogated.”

“I said I smell a trap!” hissed Morgfyre.

“Sorry, my dear,” said Fain to Lisaera. “But I trust Morgfyre’s intuition in these matters.
Something is definitely wrong. They must disappear quickly.”

“And waste not, want not, no?” said a sultry voice from the lavender mask. “All that
lovely essence they hold. And I’m so hungry.”

Okay, this wasn’t going exactly as I had in mind. They were suggesting eating us, weren’t
they? That’s what it sounded like to me. Ologri, Braun and Panamandius seemed to agree,
for I felt their unease growing through the bonds of the formation. Oh, Quarilia, my love,
is this what happened to you?

The energy web around us began to close as the twelve masked figures – Lisaera held back
– stepped towards us. I couldn’t believe how much power they were bringing to bear. It
would rip us into a hundred pieces. But Kali prepped us for just such a scenario. Sometimes
I wondered if she could see into the future.

Just as the energy web rushed in a final contraction, we detonated the reservoir of energy
carried within our formation. As the explosion ripped into the masked figures, we rode the
backlash back to our anchor point.

“We got them!” said Ologri, his green eyes glowing.

“Don’t get your hopes up,” I said.



Flares of energy shot up into the sky from where the explosion emanated, streaming straight
towards us. We didn’t have time to do much but raise some shields. As the streams wrapped
around us, thirteen figures rose up into the sky and came flying towards us. We had no
time to rebuild a reservoir or drop another anchor, so that trick was used up. Looked like
an old fashioned brawl with odds that didn’t favour us.

The traitors began to descend upon us, twelve darkly glimmering figures shooting towards
us like angry comets. The thirteenth figure was Lisaera who hung back. This looked grim
but we bolstered and prepared to meet their deadly formation.

Just then a portal opened up before us. The twelve figures slowed down and hung back.
Kalikai was framed within the portal, smoking a pipe. She looked at me and winked, and
I felt a tiny tweak between us. The deep bond dissolved, having done its work by leading
her to us.

“Kalikai, aye!” we yelled. “We’re your Crimson Eyes!”

At the head of the traitors’ formation was Morgfyre, his face contorted in rage. He blasted
Kalikai with a stream of balefire. Surprise registered briefly upon Kalikai’s face before she
was engulfed in a white hot sphere that blazed with a furious incandescence, enough to
obliterate mountains. When the glow died down, she stood there with her head cocked,
still smoking her pipe.

“Morgpie!” Kalikai laughed, “Is that all you’ve got?”

As Kalikai pushed forward, it became clear that she was at the tip of a massive formation,
which had absorbed the blast and siphoned off the power. Other warriors followed behind
her, hundreds strong.

“Retreat!” seethed Morgfyre. “I told you it was a trap!”

But when the traitors tried to open their own portals to escape, they found themselves
flailing in the air. They snarled and turned around like a caged beast, but already Kalikai’s
formation was spreading out around them, locking them in an impenetrable field.

“Can’t leave?” asked Kalikai jovially. “It’s a dimensional scrambler, at least that’s what
Xyl and Roark call it. Fancy, ain’t it? Oh, you may be able to eventually break through,
given time, but, Morgpie, time ain’t something you got in abundance.”

That ended the battle. The traitors knew they were defeated and let themselves be bound.
Just as we were making sure they could be transported safely, a flash of blue light exploded
near the open portal.

“I got it!” shouted someone triumphantly.

We looked over and found the voice belonged to Roark of the Fifth Circle, who stood
proudly over a cage of flashing colours. Inside was the small Soulless One known as Nemach.



“This was an experimental trap,” explained Roark. “My theory was that a hyperattenuated
immanidivinus field could force the excoroperditio aura around a Soulless One to manifest
and its power siphoned back in on itself, creating a permanent prison. Of course, it wouldn’t
work on the larger Soulless Ones, but . . .”

“Let me go!” screamed Nemach, smashing himself against the cage. “I know you now, one
called Roark! I know you! I have watched you from the folds between space and know
your secrets”

Blinking in surprise, Roark stepped back, clearly shaken by the ranting of Nemach the
Soulless. The cage wobbled and trembled as Nemach turned into a swirling mass of black
smoke.

“I know what you have done to my kind!” screeched Nemach. “I know what your secrets!
My destiny will be to destroy you, devour you, unmake you!”

Quickly adjusting dials on the top of the cage, Roark caused a field of scintillating static
to engulf Nemach, silencing it within the cage. I never thought to see the normally stoic
Roark to look so unsettled. What secrets did Nemach know about Roark? Well, I recalled
earlier in the wars, he had worked on immanidivanis rifts in aetherspace at the same time
some of the smaller Soulless Ones disappeared and Roark suddenly stopped his projects.
Was there a connection? Sometimes it’s best to let things lie.

“You did good,” I said to Roark. “And don’t worry, we’ll make sure this one never bothers
you.”

Roark nodded uncertainly and let others transport Nemach off the Vortex Plane, followed
by the twelve traitors, bound and unmasked. As he was being led away, Fain noticed that
Lisaera wasn’t bound; rather, she was rather standing next to Meridian and Elfenehoala.
At first, he was confused but then realization began to flash across his face.

“What have you done, Lisaera?” Fain yelled. “You have doomed us all! We could have
defeated the Soulless! You and I would have ruled the cosmos side-by-side! But you
betrayed us! You betrayed our love!”

“You are the traitor, Fain,” Lisaera said softly, held protectively by Elfenehoala. “I only
did what must have been done.”

“You will pay for this, Lisaera,” Fain said coldly. “You will regret what you did here
today.”

Turning her back on him, Lisaera walked away with Elfenehoala shooting Fain a venomous
glare. Meridian folded his arms and stared at Fain, as though challenging him.

“I won’t forget you either, Meridian!” Fain yelled. “Or your part in this, Elfenehoala! All
of you will pay for this deed! All of you! Do you hear me! You’ll pay!”



Those were Fain’s last words before he passed through the portal. The traitors were taken
to Mount Dynara, the tallest mountain on the first world, which stood over an enormous
basin. Mount Dynara was more than just a mountain but was the focal point of the energies
of Lusternia, the heart of the First World as it was sometimes called. We used it often as
the base of our operations because it held such power. Indeed, Xyl had created his towers
atop it to tap into its potential. Thus, it was here we were able to hold the Twelve Traitors
as they came to be called, in a stasis field deep within the mountain.

A Triumvirate was formed to investigate the Twelve Traitors. A Triumvirate always con-
sisted of three members of the Third Circle, specially chosen for their wisdom to be arbiters
for crimes amongst the Elders. The Third Circle had two branches, the Hamadhi who were
the healers and caretakers of the half-formeds, and the deep mediators, who were rarely
seen but rather spent their time contemplating the mysteries of the multiverse. It was gen-
erally from this latter group that individuals were chosen to be on a Triumvirate. There
were only five other times in our history that a Triumvirate was formed. It took several
days for the Third Circle to choose the Triumvirate for this trial.

First was Hoaracle the Forest Dreamer. Before the war, he spent his days wandering from
forest to forest, taking root in each for centuries, meditating upon the life within. He
looked ancient with a mossy green beard and brown skin creased and weathered like old
bark. It was said that during his deep meditations, you couldn’t be able to discern him
from the trees around.

Second was Mysrai of the Mysterium. We were never sure of Mysrai?s true form, for Mysrai
changed gender, weight and height as though they were clothes. The only constant were
Mysrai?s eyes which were always enormous pools of darkness within which flickered a field
of shifting constellations, as though you were looking into the vastness of space. Rumour
had it that Mysrai wasn?t even a stargod, but rather was one of the ancient primal gods
who had the ability to change shape. I recall asking Mysrai once what his or her true form
was, but Mysrai only laughed and said, in that weird, echoing voice, that any who saw
the true form of Mysrai went mad. For the Triumvirate, Mysrai appeared to be a short,
shapely female with long aubergine hair tied back in a fierce knot, and swathed in a robe
that shifted from colour to colour.

Third and last was Jadice of the Ice Plains. Rarely seen, she secluded herself in the deep
wastes of the north, among the ice and snow. She was the enigmatic sister of Xyl. But
where Xyl was opaque, she was clear, Where Xyl was angular, she was smooth. Her
eyes were glowing gemstones, hard and cold, and her movements were oddly slow, like ice
melting and reforming.

For several weeks, the Triumvirate investigated the Twelve Traitors. They interviewed
Elders from every circle. At times, we found them visiting sites across the First World.
They tracked down associations and made inquiries. Finally, they announced that they



were ready to pass sentence on the Twelve Traitors.

We gathered on the top of Mount Dynara, surrounded by the towers of Xyl. The Triumvi-
rate sat on a raised dais, Jadice in the center with Mysrai on her right and Hoaracle on
her left. Below them the Twelve Traitors had been brought up, bound by glowing bands
of power. Every Elder was in attendance, whispering among each other. I stood with the
Crimson Eyes. Even Kalikai looked sadly sober for this event.

“Judgment has been decided,” Jadice said, her crystalline voice sharp and clear. “Bring
forward Fain.”

Still wearing his Red Mask, Fain was lifted up to stand before the Triumvirate. Hajamin
and Terentia were on either side of him. He stood proud and regal, defiant to the last.
Jadice simply stared at him.

“First and foremost, there is Fain of the First Circle,” said Jadice. “You are accused
of willfully ignoring the clear directive of the Elders to cease production of the Forbidden
Elixir. Further, not only did you coerce members of the Fifth Circle to continue production
of the Forbidden Elixir but you, yourself, imbibed it, perverting your own nature. The
consuming of the Forbidden Elixir is hereinafter called a Rite of Abomination. And as if
that wasn’t enough, you recruited Elders to your cause, conspiring with them to subvert
every Elder Circle to your ambitions by introducing them to the Rite of Abomination.
Further, you have trafficked with the Soulless One known as Nemach, feeding it the essence
of the Elders in return for its own essence in order to create more of the Forbidden Elixir.
Finally, our investigations revealed you have murdered or caused to have murdered other
Elders who refused to join your conspiracy, their essence being used as another Rite of
Abomination. We judge you guilty on all accounts and sentence you to exile. From within
the fulcrux of Mount Dynara, the Fifth Circle has built a portal which will jettison you so
deep into the Void that you will be lost within darkness forever and ever. Do you have any
last words?”

“I do,” growled Fain.

“Remove your mask first,” said Mysrai, whose voice weirdly echoed around us.

At a nod from Mysrai, Terentia made to remove Fain’s mask, but he jerked away. With
a gesture, Fain waved a hand before his own face and the mask faded into nothingness,
revealing his handsome features.

“That is not the face of Fain!” yelled Krokano from the audience.

“Step forward, Krokano,” said Hoaracle, his voice a low grumble like rocks rolling in a
stream. “What do you mean that is not his face?”

“May I approach the prisoner?” asked Krokano, his huge one eye shining with preternatural
light.



“You may.”

Rising up before Fain, who glared at him, Krokano passed his hand in front of Fain’s face.
Fain’s face shimmered and the mask reappeared. There were murmurs from the audience.
Did Krokano just put the mask back on Fain?

“It is his face that is an illusion,” said Krokano. “This mask is not a mask but his true
face. Look upon true face of Fain!”

“Your outer form reflects your inner self now,” said Mysrai. “A fascinating and oddly
poetic side effect.”

“It is a small price to pay!” yelled Fain. “We did all we did to win the war against the
Soulless! And we almost succeeded! Banish us now and you will doom all of creation!”

But Fain’s words fell on deaf ears. We were all stunned by how he had transformed. Next,
Jadice called forward Raezon and Gheasia. Dressed in matching midnight blue robes, they
held hands, but that was the extent of their emotions. Their pale faces were impassive.
Hoaracle placed several powerful weapons and artifacts on the table before them.

“Next, we have the creators of the Forbidden Elixir, Raezon and Gheasia of the Fifth
Circle,” said Jadice. “From the beginning, you have enjoined Fain in the conspiracy to
disregard the directive of the Elders in producing the Forbidden Elixir. You have partaken
in the Rites of Abomination, imbibing the essence of both Soulless and Elders. Our inves-
tigations have uncovered other creations which were never reported to the Elders and used
to further the aim of the conspiracy. Some of these items include what you seen on the
table here: the Singoah Weaponry, armaments fueled by the essence of the Soulless; the
Hyringex Collar, an artifact used to trap and hold Elders; the Morokeche Seat, apparently
used to torture Elders; and other suspect corrupt instruments whose purpose we have yet
to determine. We judge you guilty on all accounts and sentence you to exile into the Void.”

Next, the Triumvirate called the five who were warriors of the Twelve Traitors. I was
ashamed that the greatest number who had supported Fain came from my own Circle, but
then again, I was not too surprised as the Second Circle had been most vociferous in their
support of Fain from the beginning.

“The conspiracy included several from the Second Circle,” said Jadice. “You five warriors
have together become known as the Dark Cadre. First among you is Morgfyre the Merciless,
the leader and tactician, whom by all accounts has consumed more essence of Soulless and
Elders than any other in the conspiracy. The rest of the Dark Cadre include: Thax the
Machine whose form has been so altered by Malmydia that he is all but unrecognizable;
Ivanko the Cruel who by all reports has delighted in torture and causing pain; Slaay the
Hidden, named thus for we are just beginning to uncover the full extent of his spying
and other clandestine activities; and, finally, Bloody Gruenella whose penchant for pure
destruction and mayhem is without bounds. Together, the Dark Cadre has subverted



military operations for their own agenda, including isolating individual or small groups
of Elders for either recruitment purposes or, more likely, to feed on them. We judge you
guilty on all accounts and sentence you to exile into the Void.”

The Dark Cadre roared then and tried to break free, but the bonds held them tightly.
Next, Malmydia was called forth. She was of the Triumvirate’s own circle. If they had
any sympathy for her, they did not show it. She was the plainest of the Twelve, her hair
tied back in a simple bun and wearing a plain grey dress. Her eyes were lowered and lips
pressed together tightly.

“Malmydia of the Third Circle, you are charged with joining the conspiracy and partici-
pating in the Rites of Abomination,” said Jadice. “You are also charged with grotesque
medical experimentations using the essence of the Soulless, culminating in the complete
transformation of Thax the Machine. While performing your experiments, you have ex-
hibited acts of extreme cruelty upon many Elders, and in the course of those experiments
you have mutilated Fininkora the Fair and are suspected of killing at least three others
for their essence. Further, investigation has revealed in your laboratories the creation of
several diseases maliciously created to debilitate and harm the Elders. We judge you guilty
on all accounts and sentence you to exile into the Void.”

Next, they brought forth Manteekan, one of the Awakeners. He was tall and thin, draped
in white robes and with flowing white hair. His pale eyes were like shards of ice. His long
fingered hands trembled slightly as he bowed to Jadice.

“Jadice, my dear,” Manteekan said softly. “I hope for the sake of our past that you will
look temper your judgment against me.”

For the first time, Jadice showed emotion as her features briefly blurred, like light glancing
off a glacier. But she simply inclined her head towards Manteekan.

“Because of our time on the Plains of Ice, I have recused myself from passing judgment on
you,” she said.

“Manteekan of the Sixth Circle,” said Mysrai. “You are charged with participating in
the Rites of Abomination and, further, using the Forbidden Elixir in your awakenings,
creating twisted beings, such as the banshee, grimalkin, redcaps, bogies, barghest, agro-
pelters, hodekin, gumberoos, spriggans, whimpuses, tripoderos, snow wassets, slaugh and
squonks. A council of the Sixth Circle will convene to choose which of these twisted fae
are salvageable and which shall be entombed deep underground in eternal sleep. You are
also accused of subverting the fae of the Icewynderkyl Forest, causing the entire forest to
become corrupted and lost. We judge you guilty on all accounts and sentence you to exile
into the Void.”

As Manteekan was led away, Blooredi of the Seventh Circle was brought forward. Though
I never knew him well, he seemed to be as changed as Fain. Grotesquely huge and hulking,



his skin was a green bubbly hide and his head was so massive that the weight of it caused
him to hunch forward. His massive jaws were distended, revealing curved teeth. He drooled
heedlessly and his eyes were small beady red orbs.

“Our investigations reveal that Blooredi of the Seventh Circle was not recruited but rather
sought out Fain,” said Jadice, “to acquire the Forbidden Elixir and engaging in the Rites
of Abomination. You have created or corrupted a host of creatures, notably including
scorpions, crocodiles, several varieties of snakes and spiders, and many of the saurian
beasts. The council of the Seventh Circle has pledged to reform all these creatures, or to
isolate them in hidden sanctuaries if rehabilitation fails. It is also understood that you
helped Malmydia with the development of diseases, perverting plants and animals into
carriers of plague. We judge you guilty on all accounts and sentence you to exile into the
Void.”

The last of the Twelve Traitors was then brought up. Drocilla was of the Fourth Circle
and none of us were clear exactly what her crimes were. What could an Elder from the
artist circle do? She was strikingly beautiful, her hair a hundred shades of burnished gold.
Her skin was a tawny tan, and her luscious red lips were slightly parted, revealing snow
white teeth. Her lavender eyes were huge, and her body was curvy and voluptuous. She
stroked the hollow of her neck, and the scent of spices and musk drifted through the air.
The interest of the Elders was palpable as everyone leaned in towards her.

“Finally, Drocilla of the Fourth Circle, you stand accused with the others of engaging in
the Rites of Abomination,” said Jadice who had to pause when Drocilla sighed heavily.
“Although we cannot find firm evidence, it is speculated that you had a hand in the
disappearance of several Elders, including Havi, Quarilia, Morshaq, Li-varili and the entire
Blue Hand cadre. Indeed, we are most concerned that there is a swath of Elders who
evidently met with you but have no recollection of these meetings. It is troublesome that
you have left of trail of Elders with apparent amnesia and faulty memories. We judge
you guilty at least for engaging in the Rites of Abomination and on that evidence alone,
sentence you to exile into the Void.”

Quarilia? She was responsible for Quarilia disappearing? Perhaps for her death? Quarilia
was the heart of my heart. Drocilla was responsible. My face turned hot with rage as I
stepped forward but Drocilla’s beauty was so great that it hurt. She stood there with her
hands clasped at her breasts.

“I am innocent,” said Drocilla breathlessly. She turned to look beseechingly at everyone
crowded around her. “We are all innocent. These alleged crimes are all either falsehoods,
gross exaggerations or, at the most, misunderstandings. Please, you cannot banish us for
trying to win this war! Fain has been a compassionate and fearless leader who sought only
what was best for us. Please, listen to me! Let us go! Free us! I beg of you!”

Of course, we couldn’t banish Drocilla, could we? How could we be so blind? She stood



before us, the epitome of innocence. She was innocent, right? Something nagged at
the back of my thoughts. Drocilla was so beautiful. Even the Triumvirate was nodding
together. Some of the Elders had begun chanting, “Free them!” The scent of spices and
musk was so strong that everything seemed to move in a haze. But there was something I
was forgetting.

Quarilia, my love. I could not forget Quarilia, the heart of my hearts. And Drocilla was
responsible. It took great effort, but I shook off the languor that was enveloping me.
Gritting my teeth, I walked forward. Drocilla looked beseechingly at me, her liquid eyes
threatening to drown me in their intensity. She smiled softly as I stood before her, lifting
her arms as if expecting me to untie her bonds.

“LIAR!” I screamed, filling my voice with the power of immanidivanis. “You killed Quarilia!
You deserve to be banished! You are a traitor to everything we believe!”

And just like that, Drocilla’s spell was shattered. Looking at her again, it was as if a veil
had been lifted from our eyes. Her hair was simply pale and her skin sallow. Her lips were
the colour of liver and her eyes shone with cruelty. Did I really just think moments ago
that her beauty knew no bounds?

Drocilla snarled and turned around, seeing the shocked faces on the audience. She pressed
her lips together, then smoothed out her features, stroking the hollow of her throat. The
scent of spices and musk began to fill the air again.

“You are right, Igaso,” Drocilla breathed, though she did not look at me. “Perhaps Fain
did lead me astray. Perhaps the others did commit crimes. But I am innocent! Banish
them if you must, but free me!”

Suddenly there was a loud thunderous clap that shook us all. Drocilla cried out, clawing at
a black collar that had suddenly appeared, clasped around her throat. Before her, Jadice
was holding a black sphere.

“Enough,” said Jadice. “Drocilla, I have bound you with an object designed by Raezon
and Gheasia. The Hyringex Collar will stifle your access to power. And this,” she held
up the black sphere, “is the only key that will unlock the collar. You may be the most
dangerous of the Twelve Traitors for the powers you’ve developed, and therefore you shall
be forever restrained.”

“Let her go! Free Drocilla!” shouted an Elder in the audience. Braun, Shikari, Tauro,
Placia, Charune and others began taking up the chant. “Free Drocilla! Free Drocilla!”

“Quiet!” shouted Hoaracle. “Obviously, Drocilla’s influence is stronger than we imagined
and has been embedded in several of you. I do not trust where this will lead us. Let me
hide the Hyringex Key so none will ever find it. No one knows the deep, hidden places of
the First World better than I.”



Jadice looked at Mysrai who nodded, and then she handed the Hyringex Key to Hoaracle,
who glared at Drocilla as the key disappeared within the folds of his robes of leaves. The
Twelve Traitors were brought together, and we led them deep into the recesses of Mount
Dynara.

The Fifth Circle had prepared a portal to the Void, a swirling plane of darkness. One by
one, the Traitors were sent into the Void, so deep and far, that they would never be able
to return to the First World. Nemach the Soulless followed them soon after. Never before
had such a punishment been meted out, and afterwards there was an emptiness in the air
among us.

Did we lose the greatest Elders of all the circles? I don’t know. Certainly, they gave us an
edge in our war against the Soulless Ones. Fain’s ruthlessness. Morgfyre’s brilliance. It
was clear even to me that they had turned the tide. Could we learn from them?

The Crimson Eyes met afterwards to drink firemead and just to be together. I drained my
firemead and slammed the empty tankard on the table. My eyes met the eyes of Kalikai,
which were blurry and sad. She knew. We all knew. This was no victory. This was
banishing a part of ourselves, a part that had become sick and twisted.

I drank some more, trying not to think. Thankfully, I’m just a soldier, a warrior without
ambition. I don’t need to make decisions, I don’t need to think. I just follow orders

What small comfort there was to that, I reached for it and drank again.



Chapter 17

Book of Bollikin

Walking along the rolling green hills of the Ackeleheliorna Forest, Tae and I watched
the world burn. Sheets of flames crisscrossed the sky, swallowing clouds and expelling
superheated mists. The smell of burnt wood clogged our noses, and the soot rained down
like twisted snowflakes, typical of a combined attack of the Soulless Zenos and Muud.
Fortunately, it wasn’t common that the Soulless Ones worked together.

“Do not worry, little friend,” Tae said at my side. “The forest is safe. Bear and I protect
it.”

“For how long?” I asked quietly.

“Long enough,” Tae said, as always confident and sure.

Just as suddenly the flames in the sky winked out. I gave a sigh. The Domotheon Spires
had kicked in again, cutting the attack off at its source. But the Fifth Circle kept warning
us that it was only a matter of time before the Spires, hidden within the bubbles between
the planes, would fail.

“There!” announced Tae. “What did I tell you, little friend? Everything will be fine.”

More bravado, but I took comfort in it anyway. Tae gave me a squeeze and hoisted me up
onto his broad shoulders. Humming, he continued his circuit of the Ackeleheliorna. But
as he picked me up, I saw the concern in his eyes. He felt me trembling.

I could not help it. Even now, rabbits burned in an unnamed forest on the other side
of the world. Foxes drowned in floods along the Plains of Shavarti. Squirrels, skunks,
beavers, hedgehogs, fleeing certain death in all the far corners of the First World. My
small creations were not meant to withstand such assaults. They died in droves, and their
Great Spirits, the hive souls that formed from these my creations, felt every death, every



fearful cry for help, as they ran and ran and ran. But nowhere was safe, and the Great
Spirits cried out. And I felt their cries as sharp stabs within my heart.

Ironic that I was once considered the greatest of the Seventh Circle for having so many
Great Spirits form out of my creations. Now, those of the Seventh Circle looked on me
with pity for they knew how much pain I was in. Even though part of my envied those
who had only one or two Great Spirits and thus their pain would be confined, I could not
reproach their existence. I loved them too much and would never regret having created
even the smallest of them.

“Are you ready, little friend?” Tae asked as he carried me on his shoulder.

“What, dear Tae?” I asked, trying to lose myself in the scent of honeysuckle and violets
that grew at the basis of the honeytrees.

“We said we would help move the icebourne fae,” said Tae. “Do you not want to go?”

“Oh, yes. Of course, let’s go,” I said, remembering that we were going to help isolate the
icebourne, creatures that the Traitor Manteekan had created.

Leaving the forest, travelling along the planar byways, we entered the ethereal realm,
where others had already gathered and surrounded a group of fae. As we approached, the
air turned achingly chill. The forms of the icebourne had not yet solidified into a stable
state, though they were obviously awakened from the spirit of snow and ice. Without their
awakener, they were confused yet they were filled with something twisted and wrong. They
stared at us with eyes bright with hate. Even so, who could blame them? We banished
their creator and now rounded them up.

How could I not help but be sympathetic. For aeons our only desire was to procreate, but
alas, creating progeny was beyond us. The Creators of the Seventh Circle created their
creatures, some of whom became the hive souls which we called children. The Awakeners
of the Sixth Circle awakened the fae spirits who sometimes formed into greater spirits.
Even the hamadhi strived to push the half-formed to their potential, but after so many
aeons in their creche, they were stuck as they were.

It was a bitter pill that we never were able to create more Elders like ourselves. For however
much we succeeded and came close, our creations were never our equals. The true power
of creation either died with Dynara and her nameless brother or was simply beyond our
grasp.

The icebourne screamed and cursed at us as we encased them in a sphere and delved into
the space between planes, a cold dark place which I hated. Even so, other elders used
this place to create small bubbles to conduct their research or just offer small spaces to
be alone. We were surprised to meet Crumkane in this space of aether, and I smelled the
breath of the fae on him. I could guess what he did, for his fae followers loved him. Was



he hiding his favorites in a bubble? What would become of them? Perhaps he hoped to
save just a few as it now seemed First World was doomed.

“The Domotheon Spires are almost spent,” said Loboshi, as we travelled through the
aethers.

“There!” said Lisaera. “The bubble of ice is perfect for these creatures.”

Releasing the creatures onto this ice world, they were not grateful but rather ran and hid
in the snows. Tae bellowed with laughter and ran off to play with them, thinking they were
having some sort of sport. Meanwhile, Lisaera and Nocht began directing the building of a
system within the bubble that would rehabilitate the icebourne. However long that would
take would be anyone’s guess.

Loboshi was inspecting one of the Domotheon Spires which was on the ice bubble, She
sighed and pointed out the cracks and fissures along the base. We repaired it as best we
could but knew it was only a matter of time before it broke.

When were about to leave, I had to go and find Tae. He was running back and forth along
the snow banks, laughing and throwing snowballs. Curious, I watched saw some snowballs
being cast back at him. Tae saw me and can jogging towards me.

“That was fun,” he said. “Do you want to play too, little friend?”

“No, thank you, dear Tae,” I said. “What have you and the icebourne been up to?”

“Oh, they’ve been hiding and I’ve been seeking. When I catch them, I pack them into
snow or ice and make little creatures out of them. Do you want to see?”

“No, no, we don’t have time. Loboshi says the Domotheon Spires are more fragile than
she had thought and we should report to the First Circle.”

As we left the ice bubble, I wondered briefly if Tae’s playing would affect the icebourne or
the rehabilitation system we had set but there were greater concerns.

When we gathered atop Mount Dynara, in the House of Xyl, there was a large gathering of
Elders. Apparently, the First Circle had called a convocation. We assembled in the large
crystal auditorium where we normally did. It was then that it struck me how reduced our
numbers were. The hall was practically empty. Unconsciously we all clustered together in
the center to give an illusion of numbers. But looking back, most of the auditorium was
empty. Were there really less than a thousand of us left? So it seemed.

On the dais that floated before us stood Meridian flanked by Eventru and Aslarn. To
their left was Roark Libertas, a Thinker of the Fifth Circle. They waited until we had all
quieted. Meridian stepped forward.

“We know that since the Twelve Traitors were banished, the war has not gone well,” he



said. “But that does not mean that we haven’t been studying the situation. We believe
we have found a solution. It is a small chance, but it offers hope.”

Meridian paused and we all leaned forward. Hope! It was not a word we had heard recently.
But Meridian did looked neither happy nor filled with hope. He nodded to Roark, who
then stepped forward.

“As many of you know,” said Roark, “my research has mainly focused on the interplanar
matrices and study of dimensional anomalies. A theory I’ve often postulated was that
Magnora and Dynara went far beyond just the normal dimensional waves but left our
reality altogether, beyond our knowledge of the multiverse.”

Members of the Fifth Circle nodded in understanding, though others, like Tae, looked
bored or confused. Roark cleared his throat and went on.

“Our first impetus was to return to the First World, Lusternia. After all the First World
is the center of our multiverse, the nexus point of all our known dimensions. While our
instinct may have compelled us here, it was the wrong decision. We came here to wait for
the return of Dynara and Magnora. But instead we should have been seeking them out.
And to find them, we would need to search as far away from Lusternia as possible, for if
there is a rift into another reality be, it would be as far away from the one point of where
reality is most stable, which is, of course, the First World.

“The Void is the only logical area where the fabric of our reality is thin enough to pierce,
through to another reality, the event horizon of possibilities. I have developed a device
which I believe measures the thinning of reality, seeking out the event horizons along the
quantum shifts of the Void; thus, enabling us search out and find the thinning of space-
time where Dynara and Magnora were lost. Then, we can bring them back and restore
equilibrium.”

Silence. We were stunned. This was the solution? To run to the Void? The nervousness
of the proposal was palpable.

“Why couldn’t the Soulless just follow us to the Void?” asked Clangorum.

“We would slip out a few at a time,” said Meridian. “They won’t notice us going if we use
the same fulcrux rift which we used to send out the Twelve Traitors.”

“Lovely,” muttered Mugowumpois. “And ironic. We will ultimately share the same fate
as the Twelve! How do you plan on us escaping the Void?”

Roark said “I can construct a beacon in the Void, and once it is safe to return , Dynara or
Magnora can activate it. When you hear the beacon, it will be safe and you can follow it
home.”

“And if Dynara and Magnora never return,” said Mugowumpois bitterly. “We will be



trapped forever in the Void. That is, until the Soulless Ones consume the First World and
all of creation before going back to the Void and hunting us down.”

Roark had nothing to say to that, just looked on impassively. Meridian stepped forward
and descended down the dais.

“It is hope,” Meridian said softly. “A hard and difficult journey it would be, to confine
ourselves in the Void and search for our progenitors, but it offers hope nonetheless.”

Thus, it was decided that we would abandon the First World and escape to the Void.
Groups of five would leave through the fulcrux complex within Mount Dynara. According
to Xyl, we would be scattered throughout the Void, just as the Twelve Traitors were.
Roark was providing the devices that would search out the thinning of reality so we could
search for the progenitors. As each group left, we would say good-bye. It was unlikely we
would meet each other in the vastness of the Void.

I kept demurring from joining a group. Instead, Tae and I would go wander through the
remaining forests, visiting the last survivors of our creation.

“I’m not going to go, dear Tae,” I said. “I cannot leave my little ones.”

“Of course, you can’t, ” said Tae matter of factly, “We will stay behind.”

“No, dear Tae,” I said. “You needn’t stay. I would rather you go. I couldn’t bear to know
you are lost.”

“Don’t be daft, little friend. We can never be lost so long as we have each other.”

What could I do but laugh and hug, my dear sweet Tae. That decision behind us, we went
to tell the others, to say our last goodbyes.

When we got to the fulcrux chambers within Mount Dynara, there was a lot of activity. The
crystal chambers were pulsating and the air was crackling with energy. The Soulless Ones
had become suspicious at our activity and dwindling numbers. They were all attacking
at once, with Kethuru leading the way, spreading himself up and out, enclosing the First
World.

“The Domotheon Spires are collapsing,” shouted Loboshi.

Turning to a monitoring crystal, Xyl tapped it and images appeared of the Domotheon
Spires, each resting on a bubble in the aethers of space. The Spires trembled and flared with
sudden dark energies. Quickly, Xyl switched the viewing crystal to focus on his research
station in the elemental phase of the aethers.

“Xion Control Unit,” said Xyl into a transference crystal. “Lower the Domotheon Spires.
Code: Sigura-pharx Eight Three Two Five Nine.”



Switching the viewing crystal back to the view of the Domotheon Spires, we watched them
begin sinking down into the ground. But it was too late, they were already crumbling.
Finally, they exploded, leaving behind nothing more than circular rings on their respective
bubbles. As the rings began to fade and sink, the viewing crystal flared black and cracked.

“Who was in the last group that just left?” said Meridian grimly.

“Agnomenon, Fininkora, Carakhan, Luriki and Panamandius,” said Xyl.

“Agnomenon!” screamed Clangorum. “My brother! Did they make it to the Void.”

“I do not know,” said Xyl, gesturing to the cracked crystal. “We have no way of checking.
But that was the last group that would be going out. Kethuru will block any further
attempts.”

So we were trapped here. I know Tae and I had not planned on leaving but somehow
knowing the others will be trapped with us made the decision seem hollow. It was only a
matter of time before the Soulless Ones would break through the final defenses. We had
retreated to the basin below Mount Dynara which was more than just a mountain, but the
manifestation of the heart of the First World. We constructed a shield over the Basin and
held our position within.

We waited to die. I leaned back against the conforming wall that was Tae.

“Little friend,” he said, “I will never leave you.”

“Oh, Tae,” I said bitterly. “I wish you had.”

Meridian watched us, stricken silent. He walked several paces and watched the seas though
tears filled his eyes. Trillilial and Xyl held hands and walked away to a dome. Loboshi
comforted the wolves who followed her around. How many of us were left? Not nearly
enough for the defense to hold long.

My children. I could feel them call to me, the little creatures who were my offspring.
I could feel them turning to me for protection, but what could I offer them? Nothing,
nothing at all. I was never much of a fighter. I never liked violence and always relied on
Tae for protection. Now I’d just get in his way. My forte was hiding and there was nowhere
left to hide.

Their imminent death weighed heavier on me than my own. I began to cry. Something
inside of me was breaking. This was my final farewell. I hugged Tae hard, and he absorbed
it and hugged me back. I could not say what I was going to do.

“I love you, dear Tae,” I whispered. “I must leave now.”

“I love you too, little friend,” said Tae, “but where are you going? When will you be
coming back?”



I didn’t answer. I couldn’t answer. A deep peace filled me. I would join my creations. It
would be my last, final gift to them, to join them in their fate. Tae’s booming voice was
hammering at me but his words became a blur of sound. Other voices were joining his,
but they meant nothing to me. I felt the force of my children’s love surge within me. But
I was helpless to do anything.

My heart breaks for I cannot take you with me, dear Tae.

Good bye.



Chapter 18

Book of Xyl

As I worked on the crystal plinth that was erected on the peak of Mount Dynara, I paused
to listen to the lone yelps and distant whines that came up from the basin below. The
sound had been building for some time, but now it erupted into the full-throated howling
of wolves.

I’m not sure how long I stood there, listening to the howling but a soft hand gently touched
my shoulder. Turning, it was my mate, Trillillial, who had come up behind me unaware,
her brown wings flecked with gold. Her palm felt warm against my crystalline skin.

Standing next to her was Mugowumpois, who moved up to study the crystal plinth I was
working on. It was meant to erect a shield over Mount Dynara. The soft green fingers of
Mugowumpois drifted over the crystal components, panels, lights, but she touched nothing.
She glanced up at me and smiled, politely not voicing the obvious futility of such a device,
a weak response to the Soulless.

“Loboshi splintered?” I asked, perhaps superfluously.

“Yes,” Trillillial said softly.

“Her shards took a lupine form,” said Mugowumpois brusquely. “I assumed she might,
given her relationship with the wolves since Volkh died.”

“It is a testament of her love of Volkh,” said Trillillial.

“You are always the romantic,” I said and reached up to squeeze her hand.

“There are now only five of us left,” said Trillillial. “When will we splinter, Xyl? When
will we join the rest?”

“I need to finish my work,” I said, pulling away from her and avoiding her mournful blue



eyes. Mugowumpois arched an eyebrow.

I knew Trillillial wanted to splinter. She had for the past two thousand years, to join the
rest of the Elders who were now spread across the world as the mortal races.

“Did you want more recording crystals?” I asked Mugowumpois.

“Yes,” she said. “I need to interview the first generation of Loboshi’s splinters. You know
they completely forget who they were by the third iteration.”

I didn’t answer, but just handed her the crystals and turned back to my work, adjusting
some dials. I felt Mugowumpois shrug and leave.

I paused again when Trillillial sighed deeply. She laid her hand again on my shoulder. She
knew my emotions, which ran deeply below the surface, and how I hated it when one of us
splintered.

Bollikin was the first, of course, and the memory of that event still sent quakes through
my crystalline structure. When Bollikin splintered, the scream of Tae shook the entire
First World, even driving the Soulless away as they thought we had unleashed some new
weapon.

We all came running to Tae and found him surrounded by thousands of tiny beings, each
one responding to the name of Bollikin. Tae was trying to gather them all to himself.

“What have you done, little friend?” Tae kept crying.

“I’m sorry, dear Tae,” they kept answering in chorus.

It took some time before we worked out what happened. Bollikin had apparently splintered
his own essence, creating a race of small mortals, each taking on a characteristic of one of
his creations, such as fox or squirrel or rabbit or other small creature of Bollikin’s. The
race was star-shaped, i.e., a head, two arm and legs, bipedal and split into two sexes, which
were able to procreate. We had called them the furrikin.

Tae kept guard over this new, weak race of furrikin. But they aged and died, which we
could do nothing to stop. On the other hand, they also procreated, and grew in greater
and greater numbers. With each generation, they forgot more and more who they were,
and Tae’s despair grew proportionally.

Elfenehoala was the second to splinter, having the studied the shards of Bollikin. She
worked out how he fragmented his own spirit, dividing one into many. But while Bollikin’s
splintering took on a myriad different forms and shapes, the shards of Elfenhoala looked
much more homogenous, graceful green skinned beings who were drawn to the forests.

Since then, others followed, mostly out of despair. Tae was the third, his race taking the
form of his beloved bears, which were known as the tae’dae. Even after several generations



and the tae’dae and furrikin had forgotten who they once were, the races remained close,
the tae’dae forever being the protectors of the small furrikin.

The irony wasn’t lost on us. For aeons we had searched for the secret of our own procreation
and, once found, learned that the cost was our own dissimilation. As more Elders splintered,
the dozens and dozens of races began to spread throughout the First World. As expected,
they were hunted by the Soulless Ones, and so the races were scattered even more.

And, thus, now there was only five of us left: Meridian, Dracnoris, Trillillial, Mugowumpois
and myself. Meridian remained, taking responsibility for overseeing the new races, though
as they were spread more and more, it became clear it was an impossible task. Dracnoris
remained, though I am not sure why. He made flights over the First World, battling the
Soulless, then retreating, often brooding.

The desire to splinter becomes stronger, the smaller our numbers become. Trillillial speaks
of it often, but I resist and she will not splinter without me. It was tempting, allowing
oneself to disperse into a new race, with new experiences, unaware of the knowledge of
impending doom, for though the races stubbornly survived, it was only a matter of time
before the Soulless Ones would overwhelm them. And so I continue my projects, hoping I
could do enough to protect the new races.

Of all of us, Mugowumpois was most intrigued by the splintered races. As her focus of
study in the Fifth Circle was organic, she has become obsessed with the mortal races. She
tracked them, analyzed their customs, interviewed them and often came to the conclusion
that each individual shard had the potential to evolve back into an Elder. While it was
nice to imagine several hundred million Elders rising up to challenge the Soulless Gods,
the reality was much harsher. The mortal races were hunted and consumed relentlessly by
the Soulless.

Not long after Loboshi splintered, Mugowumpois called Trillillial, Meridian and myself
to join her. I am not sure whether or not she asked Dracnoris, but he was more and
more isolating himself from the rest of us. We gathered within the swamps of Balacharia.
Mugowumpois greeted us, holding the hand of a small female furrikin. The furrikin had
probably just entered adulthood. She had ginger fur and long ears like a rabbit. Her dark
eyes looked trustingly up at us through thick lashes. Such was how the mortal races looked
upon us.

“You aren’t afraid, are you, dear?” Mugowumpois asked her in the furrikin’s own language.
It was odd that the mortal races could never master our tongue, each developing their own
language.

“No, Great Mugowumpois,” she answered, though she clearly was terrified.

“This is Ayalala of the Sweetberry tribe,” said Mugowumpois, stroking the furrikin’s arm.
Then she switched to the Elder tongue. “I know I’ve showed you this before, the soul that



inhabits each shard, but indulge me a moment.”

Mugowumpois smiled gently at Ayalala and turned her around. Placing a hand over the
furrikin’s head, Mugowumpois increased the vibration around her aura until the shard of
the soul became visible.

“This is a technique you shall appreciate, Xyl,” Mugowumpois said. “I’m going to use a
small amount of immanidivinus energy to mark the substance of the soul.”

As the aura of the furrikin stabilized, Mugowumpois inserted a finger gently into the
shimmering aura and trickled a very tiny stream of immanidivinus into the aura, slowly
tracing an intricate spiderlike glyph which quickly bonded to the furrikin’s soul. “There.
Her soul is now marked forever more. We can find her anywhere in the known world.”

“Yes,” I said “If we wanted to track individual mortals, that is quite useful.”

“Wait, that’s not what I meant to demonstrate. Watch.”

With a sudden jerk, Mugowumpois snapped Ayalala’s neck. It was done so swiftly that
Ayalala never even had a chance to cry out or express surprise. Trillillial gasped in shock
and stood up.

“Why did you do that!” Trillillial exclaimed. Her lips thinned and she looked at me. I
motioned her to sit down.

“Really, was that necessary?” asked Meridian.

“Yes, it is part of the demonstration,” Mugowumpois said, though she looked slightly
abashed. “Now look. There! The soul is separating from the corpse!”

And so it was, taking on the shadowy form of Ayalala, even while it was slowly losing
shape. Ayalala seemed to try to speak to Mugowumpois, looking reproachful and utterly
sad. Mugowumpois was quick to point to the glyph that stilled shimmered on the soul’s
substance.

“There,” Mugowumpois said excitedly. “See? Track it!”

We each tried to track the soul as it slowly faded away. Mugowumpois brightly asked if
we could find it but none of us could.

“This is only the first part of the experiment,” she told us. “I’ll call us back together for
the next stage.”

It was several months before Mugowumpois once again gathered us together. This time she
brought us to the outskirts of the Gaaglinaaro Forest, where a small furrikin had just given
birth in a crudely thatched hut. The furrikin mother held the infant to her breast. The
offspring looked like the mother, brown furred, with the vague characteristics of a squirrel.



The baby’s eyes weren’t open but it began to cry when Mugowumpois came near, though
she was oblivious to the child’s distress.

“This is Pollipolli of the Green Mud tribe,” Mugowumpois introduced the mother to us.
“She has just given birth to her young son, Rolloriki. May I hold your child, Polli?”

“Of course, Great Mugowumpois,” said Pollipolli, though she hesitated slightly before
handing over the babe.

“I hope you have no plans to kill that child,” said Trillillial icily in the Elder tongue.

“No, no,” said Mugowumpois. “But watch.”

Mugowumpois held a hand over the crying child. The aura glowed and expanding, revealing
the soul. Within the soul was a glyph like that in Ayalala.

“You’ve marked another?” asked Meridian.

“No,” said Mugowumpois triumphantly, “Look closely. It is the same soul!”

We looked and it was true. It was exactly the same glyph as had marked poor Ayalala.
Even Trillillial was astonished.

“Fascinating,” I said in admiration.

“How is this possible?” asked Meridian.

“I do not know how but it is,” Mugowumpois said, handing the child back to the relieved
mother. “When a new baby is formed – in utero as it were – a soul shard slowly forms
and incarnates within the physical body. Body and soul finally merge when the child is
born and takes its first breath. I wondered where these new shards come from. At first, I
thought the parents’ souls somehow propagated more shards. Or perhaps that the bodies
themselves spontaneously generated a new soul. But no. When a mortal dies, the soul
does not dissipate, even though that’s what appeared to happen with Ayalala. Rather, the
soul re-incarnates! The souls are never lost!”

“Reincarnation,” whispered Meridian.

“That isn’t all,” continued Mugowumpois. “I’ve run hundreds of these experiments. Some-
times the soul will split in two and be reborn in two places. Thus, there will never be a
limit to a race’s population as the shards continue to splinter.”

We silently wondered what that would mean. Trillillial hummed a lullaby to Pollipolli’s
child. I sensed she did not want to known how Mugowumpois continued these experiments.

“Of course,” I said, “with a limitless population and the rate at which the mortals breed,
the Soulless Ones will become greater than ever before as they consume the races.”



“But that’s the most fantastic discovery of all, ” Mugowumpois said. “I’ve marked some
of the souls consumed by the Soulless Ones. And they are still reborn! Do you see what
that means? The Soulless cannot absorb the souls of shards!”

“Remarkable,” I said, “that follows the patterns we’ve seen, as well. The Soulless gorge on
mortal flesh, then become lethargic before returning active with an even greater hunger.”

“But they are never stronger than they were before,” said Meridian, his eyes alight with
understanding. “If a Soulless consumes an Elder, the essence will be absorbed into theirs.
When they consume a mortal, the essence eventually is reincarnated. This is a momentous
discovery!”

“What if they consume an entire race,” I asked.

“I assume it would then be impossible to reincarnate,” said Mugowumpois. “In that case,
the Soulless would probably truly absorb that race as though consuming an Elder.”

“So long as a pocket of the race exists, they will have a chance,” said Meridian. “We just
need to each race alive. We should make sure each is spread out.”

“Even so, it is only a matter of time before the Soulless will overcome them,” I said.
“Ultimately, these mortals are weak creatures. Every simulation I have run shows that in
time the Soulless Ones will consume the world. It is inevitable.”

“It does buy us time, though,” said Meridian. “The longer we keep the Soulless here, the
longer Roark and the others have.”

So we had a new purpose, preserving the mortal races. But there were only five of us left,
against the might of the Soulless Ones. We couldn’t do much more than make sure the
races were spread throughout the First World.

Several years passed, when I was again tinkering with the plinth on top of Mount Dynara.,
a cold wind rose up around me. Fearing it was Zenos, I hastily wrapped myself in a shield.
But, no, it was the beings known as the Fates. I was more than a little surprised, being
that it was so rare that these enigmatic beings would appear before us. Indeed, I had
forgotten they even existed. The three beings stood together in the form of mortals, one
young, one mature and one an ancient hag.

“You do not often visit,” I said guardedly, but they did not answer. “Why are you here?”

“We observe and record,” said the mature one known as Lachesis. “We exist in every
reality, in some form.”

“Indeed,” I said noncommittally.

“When these mortal races appeared, that was when our duty truly began,” explained the
young one known as Clotho.



“Recording gods is no challenge,” croaked the ancient one known as Atropos. “Your
destinies may as well be straight lines, so predictable. Mortals, however, they can surprise
us, how often do we have to reweave the tapestry patterns.”

“Your job of recording will not last long, I fear,” I said. “The rate the Soulless Ones
consume the mortals, they will eventually be overwhelmed.”

“True,” said Atropos with a toothless grin. “It is inevitable that the Soulless will triumph.
For mortals, as you call them, are weak, not strong enough to survive.”

“Yes, you are correct about us,” said Lachesis. “Our duty in this reality would then soon
end. It is a shame, for the interesting parts have just begun.”

“And we do not interfere,” said Clotho, then she hesitated and glanced at the others. “We
do not interfere often.”

“Often?” I asked. “So sometimes you do interfere?”

Clotho and Lachesis smiled while Atropos grimaced. Clotho hesitantly stepped towards
me, and then dropped a roll of parchment at me feet, quickly backing away. The Fates
waited expectantly. Curious, I picked up the parchment and unfurled it. It was a set of
blueprints, schematics of great complexity. I felt my crystalline body pulsate quickly as I
studied the blueprints and enlightenment dawned on me.

“This is a portal!” I said. “A gateway that pierces reality. Will this take us to Dynara
and Magnora?”

“No, you Elders could not step through,” said Lachesis.

“Only the mortals could enter this portal,” said Clotho.

“Why is that?” I asked. “If you have this knowledge, then do you not have the knowledge
to pierce other realities? Roark needn’t have gone looking in the Void! You could help us.”

“No, it is not possible to follow your progenitors,” said Lachesis. “At least not for several
aeons. Your Roark’s device is useless now, but in time perhaps it would work.”

“Why several aeons?” I asked. They remained silent, so I said again, “What happens in
several aeons that cannot happen now?”

“You suspect already!” cackled Atropos.

“You mean,” my mind was whirling. “Of course, the laws of physics evolve, along with
everything else. If realities are forever in flux, then Roark would have to wait until evolution
takes its course and the quantum states are in alignment. I wish there was a way we could
to tell him.”



“It would hardly matter,” said Lachesis. “Once the Soulless finish with the First World,
they will move out and consume this entire multiverse, even the other planes would not be
safe.”

“Including you,” I pointed out.

“We will be the last to go,” shrugged Atropos “We always are.”

“So why give me this?” I said, waving the parchment. “What is its purpose? If Elders
cannot enter, you say that mortals can. Will they go someplace safe.”

“They will go through,” said Lachesis, “be transformed and then return. It will give
mortals a chance, no more, a small testing and strengthening of their character, some may
not survive portal, but those that do will shape the destiny of the world.”

“It is only a small chance,” said Clotho.

I went back to studying the blueprints laid out before me. The Portal would need to tap
into the very heart of the First World just to power it. It would take all my skill and all
my knowledge to construct it. I’m not sure how long I studied it, but when I looked up,
the Fates were gone.

Over the next year, I labored on what would be called the Portal of Fate. I constructed it
within Mount Dynara, for this mountain was the fulcrux of all of the essence of the First
World itself. I took down the plinths and protections around the top of Mount Dynara,
for this great peak must become unobtrusive and hidden from the Soulless. I would create
a resonating vibration within the mountain to repel the Soulless.

Meridian was greatly intrigued by the Portal of Fate. He had gathered a group of mortal
heroes who would be the first step through. Dracnoris showed interest, often visiting me
to watch its construction.

When finally it was complete, the Portal of Fate stood within a cave about midway up
the mountain peak. All the Elders had gathered, plus the heroes selected by Meridian. I
triggered the final glyph and crackling arcane energies erupted within the portal. We could
not see into through the coruscating field, yet the air warped around us, and we could see
reality shifting within the very cave itself. I tried to place a hand through the Portal but
was repelled. So it was true that Elders could not enter.

Meridian urged the first of the heroes through. She was an orclach warrior, who strode
through without hesitation. Next was a furrikin mystic with a tae’dae protector. Three
elfen went through, as well as a taurian, loboshigaru, krokani and aslaran. Ten entered the
Portal of Fate, and only eight returned. We had lost an elfen and the taurian.

The rest of the heroes returned but with little memory of their past. Mugowumpois gave
a thorough examination of each but could not tell how they were changed. They seemed



unremarkable except for the loss of memory.

But we saw in time that everything the Fates said was true. The mortals who survived the
Portal of Fate were somehow transformed. Almost without exception, they ended up doing
great deeds, becoming the leaders and champions and heroes of Lusternia, sometimes even
the villains.

Mortals would make pilgrimages from all over to enter the Portal of Fate. To help, Trillillial
wrote songs and stories, encouraging mortals to do the same, to spread word of the Portal
of Fate, so that all who had heart enough would come and strive to make their mark.

Gradually, mortals began to withstand the Soulless, though their resistance was subtle and
painfully incremental. Would it be enough? We could only hope and believe.

Discovering the secret of how the Portal of Fate changed mortals became the great obsession
of Mugowumpois. She studied each mortal who passed through, marking their souls,
following them through their incarnations. But the answer always eluded her.

“I will crack this code if it is the last thing I do,” she would often say to me.

Trillillial wanted to splinter more than ever now. She wanted to join the others, to be part
of this mortal endeavor. Of course, she still waited for me. I kept putting off the inevitable.

When Trillillial came to me one day while I was working on tuning some crystalline vortexes
that would hopefully help repel the Soulless from Mount Dynara, she had a hesitant look
in her eyes. I thought she was again going to ask me to splinter with her. But instead she
took my hand and pulled me away from my work. I did not protest for something in her
eyes told me to keep silent and follow.

Spreading her wings, Trillillial flew off the side of the mountain. I floated up after her, and
she led me to the Balacharia Swamp. There in the swamps, I noticed a group of mortals
had settled there. They were building structures of surprising complexity. The race had
dark green mottled skin but I couldn’t quite place who they were.

It took me some time to figure it out, but when I did, I stared at Trillillial. She nodded.
Mugowumpois had splintered.

As this was the first generation, they retained some memory of Mugowumpois. One tall
member of this new race walked towards me, hesitant and unsure.

“I have a message from her,” the newly formed shard said softly. “From me. Who I was.”

The shard of Mugowumpois whispered the message in my ear. Then, she stepped back and
nodded. I took her to the Portal of Fate, wherein she stepped through. Sometime later,
she emerged from the portal, looking serene though confused as mortals often did when
first returning.



“Do as she asked,” said Trillillial softly to me.

* * *

Afterwards, we travelled to a range of high mountain peaks to the south. The sky was
blue, streaked with wisps of white cloud. The Soulless Ones were on the other side of the
world and for this moment at least, it was serene.

“Are you ready, beloved?” Trillillial asked, holding my hand.

She kissed me, pressing her warm lips against my cool lips, her wings wrapped around us,
her feathers brushing against me. My body pulsated, suffusing us with a scintillating light.

It was time.



Chapter 19

Book of Meridian

I knew I would find him there.

Dracnoris was perched on the lip of the Zokona Volcano, tendrils of smoke and steam
swirling around his enormous form. He gazed intently into the fiery well, his golden-red
scales gleaming against the waves of heat. I had to wrap a dampening field around myself
just to draw near him.

As I settled next to Dracnoris, he glanced at me, then went back to staring into the swirling
magma below. We sat silently beside each other, buffeted by the waves of heat.

“Are you going to splinter?” I asked.

“You still wait for me,” Dracnoris rumbled. “Waiting for me to splinter so you can make
sure my shards will be dispersed across Lusternia.”

“Will you?” I asked softly.

“I am not sure yet,” he said. “I am not a star god. What would I splinter into?”

“I do not know,” I said.

“Perhaps the same thing will happen to me as what happened to Eyos.”

I did not say anything. We frankly were never sure what happened to Eyos, another
Primordial One who splintered. His shards were never found.

“And if I choose not to splinter?” Dracnoris asked, sending rocks tumbling to splash in
the molten soup below. “Will you remain whole, Meridian? Will you and I be protectors
of these mortal races as we have been for these last thousand years since Mugowumpois,
Xyl and Trillillial left us?”



“If need be,” I said.

“Why do you persist? Amberle has been long gone, but each day you act as if it is
your penance to remain here with me. Why don’t you splinter. Are your memories so
important?”

“Do you wish to forget?” I asked

“No! Why would I want to? I have no desire to give up my identity, to never again have
the sense of who I am . Perhaps it is cowardice. To want to hold on to this perspective
that is myself. And lose it for what? Perhaps to become a mortal race, to subsume my
identity among the many shards. Do you yearn to forget, Meridian?”

“I do and I don’t,” I said “I wish to forget the pain but all that is left of my love for
Amberle is my memories of us together.”

As Dracnoris looked at me, his green eyes watered, like emerald ice melting. He raised
himself up, and shook his wings.

“Yes,” he said simply. “I will splinter.”

With a sudden roar, Dracnoris spread his wings and dove into the roiling lava pool below.
As soon as he hit the surface, great plumes of lava shot up. The mountain rumbled and fiery
balls spit up into the air. I strengthened my shield and stayed to witness his splintering.

From the top of his neck to the tip of his tail, Dracnoris split in two, out of which bubbled
his shimmering green essence. The essence spurt forth smaller winged forms, miniature
versions of Dracnoris. They flew into the air, spinning and screeching with their newborn
voices. As each one shot out of the volcano, they paused briefly before me and nodded.
Hundreds rose up, circling the volcano that continued to erupt with furious explosions of
rock and magma. The shards circled around like a flock of birds, then broke apart into four
groups that drifted off in each of the cardinal directions. Thus, were the dragons born.

As the volcano eruption died down, I noticed the skin of Dracnoris still floated in the lava
pool, foaming with a green luminescence. It slowly drifted and washed up onto a rocky
ledge.

Then, something amazing happened, another race began to splinter from this final pool of
essence. And they were star shaped, a new race. Finally, Dracnoris would know what it
would be to be star formed. I hoped he would not be disappointed.

Later, as I spread the dracnari race throughout the world, I would occasionally come across
one of the four dragon clans. They were much longer lived than the rest of the mortal races,
for their aging was so slow, perhaps they’d have a lifespan of centuries. Thus, the memories
of Dracnoris were more intact, for these giants remembered more of who they once were
than any other splintered race. Such powerful creatures, I imagined they would challenge



the Soulless. But dragons could not go through the Portal of Fate, and they were slow to
procreate so their numbers never increased at any relevant rate. Also, they rarely interacted
with any other race except the dracnari, and even them rarely.

I never realized how much Dracnoris and I kept each other in check, how I had grown
to rely upon his advice, his thoughts, his company. Without him I was lost, rudderless,
without perspective. My only intent was to protect the mortal races, but how spread out
they were now, and how relentlessly the Soulless remained. I learned being the last of one’s
kind breeds a deep pain born of loneliness. It was out of this melancholy that I became
rash, filled with a false courage born of carelessness.

It was only a matter of time before I fell into a trap. The City of Lamerea was recently
settled by a group of taurians. Like many mortal cities, they held a golden horn that would
call me if in need. When the Horn of Lamerea blasted, I rushed forth, riding on the wind.
Arriving, I saw thousands of auras of taurian citizens, so I landed in the town square.
They were all around me, reflections of Tauro, large eyed and hot tempered. But I knew
something was wrong when turned and looked at me in unison. There was a hollowness
behind their eyes. I smelled something burnt and damp shifting beneath the surface.

Suddenly, the taurians began split apart, exploding in fountains of blood and bone and
flesh, which twined together and rose up around me as a bloody net. The souls of the
taurians still clung to the fleshy net, like flies caught in the web. It was none other than
Kethuru, whose underlying pervasive presence held the screaming souls together, bound
by his black hatred.

Casting domotheon spears of light, I burnt through Kethuru’s foul skin, but as soon as
holes opened up, they closed just as swiftly. Kethuru had trapped me, caught in a diseased
skein of flesh and soul, madness made flesh, closing around me. I screamed in rage and
pain but to no avail. How long I fought, I do not know, but nights and days passed, until
I knew I was being toyed with, caught in a nightmare without end.

But then the skein around me shuddered. What was happening? I did not know. The
thousand eyes that hungrily watched my pain and suffering suddenly looked away. And as
soon as Kethuru’s attention turned elsewhere, it was like a fresh wind revived me as I was
no longer suffocated by his dark regard.

Self preservation finally kicked in, and I fought with renewed strength. Battling past the
visions of hate and the darkness born of the void, past the souls trapped within Kethuru’s
cloying aura, I was finally able to burn through a thinning layer of diseased flesh. Blue sky
opened up above me, and I shot up into the air, buffered by domotheon energies. Exalting
in freedom, I looked down and saw what saved me.

The mortal races had come to my rescue.

Glittering armies of lucidian, tribal bands of loboshigaru and aslaran, aerial battalions of



trill, furrikin, tae’dae, clangoru, orclach, sileni, igasho and many more. The mortals were
throwing themselves at Kethuru. To save me. The Last Elder.

As soon as I realized what was happened, I screamed at them to retreat. Some inner
strength born purely of my own terror at what they did blossomed within me and I threw
roiling balls of pure immanidivinus energies at Kethuru. He shuddered and backed off, but
his foul form covered the entire valley that surrounded the City of Lamerea. I tried to save
as many mortals as I could, but their losses were ludicrously high.

It was clear now that I was a liability. After that battle, I did what I could to sink
into obscurity, hiding myself from mortals, becoming a fading legend. How many decades
passed, I do not know.

One day, as I walked along the shores where Jojobo met the sea, I met a shipwrecked
company of mugwumps. They had built a temporary shelter at the edge of the trees.
Covered in a cowled robe, I approached them to see if they needed assistance. At first they
were cautious, but I was one and they were many. They said they were refugee scholars
whose island was devoured by Illith. Indeed, they were protecting chests of books, each
volume water proofed and securely bound together. It was a veritable travelling library.
I gave them what information they needed about the local land and directions to get to
a local settlement of dracnari. Throughout this exchange, an elderly female mugwump
stared at me. When I left the company, she followed me.

“Wait, sirrah,” she rasped. “Please, wait.”

“Yes?” I asked. “Is there something I can do for you?”

“My name is Mlorag and I know who ye are,” she said. “You are the Last Elder. Meridian.”

“The shipwreck must have addled your mind, gentle lady,” I said. “You speak of legends.”

“I speak the truth,” Mlorag said. “We are the Keepers of Mysteries and are custodians to
many prophesies, ancient histories and other secrets, handed down from keeper to keeper.
One such thing is a History of the Elder Wars.”

Rummaging through a satchel at her side, Mlorag picked out a volume bound in white
leather. Intrigued despite myself, I came forward and she handed it to me. Opening up the
volume, each chapter was told from the point of view of an Elder, together comprising the
history of the Elder Wars. I began reading the sad history as Mlorag stood politely beside
me. Tears began to stream down my cheeks as I read about the death of Amberle, the
beginning of the wars, the folly of the traitors, and even of Xyl’s last thoughts. It couldn’t
have been fiction, too much rang true. Then I noticed it was written in the script of the
Elders.

“Do you understand the Elder tongue?” I asked, surprised.



“I can read and write in that language,” said Mlorag, “but only Elders can speak it.”

“Where did you get this book?”

“At one time, the stories were collected in magic gems by Mugowumpois, who was our
progenitor. She interviewed the first generation of each race, collecting the final thoughts
and putting it together in the story you hold in your hands. After she splintered, we, her
shards, transferred the history into books. We continued her great project, interviewing the
first generations of lucidian, trill and dracnari. There is only one chapter left, unwritten.”

“You are looking for Meridian. The Last Elder. You are waiting for him to splinter so you
can finish the history?”

“Yes.”

“How do you know that I am this Meridian?”

“Because we told her,” said three voices in unison behind me. I spun around and there
stood the Fates. Lachesis stepped forward and said, “Many of the secrets Mlorag and the
Keepers protect are of interest to us and we keep an eye on their movements and progress.
We felt this would be a good time for you to meet her.”

“And why is that?” I asked.

“Do you not want to know the message Mugowumpois gave to Xyl to cause him to want
to splinter?” asked Clotho.

“We have kept this for the one called Meridian,” said Mlorag, pulling a chain over her
head. The chain held a pendant with a small crystal. “We cannot read this crystal, for
that skill has been lost to us. But it contains the message Mugowumpois wanted given to
Xyl. Only the Last Elder can read it now.”

With a sigh, I took the crystal from Mlorag. The Fates were watching me intently. An-
noyed, I turned my back on them and released the message. The voice of a mugwump,
sounding almost identical to Mugowumpois, whispered into my mind, “You want to know
the secret of the Portal of Fate. Look into their eyes.” That was all.

“Have you walked through the Portal of Fate, Mlorag?” I asked.

“I have,” she said proudly.

Ignoring the Fates behind me, I looked into the eyes of Mlorag. She stared back at me, her
eyes were gold, flecked with green. Beautiful but otherwise unremarkable. Mugowumpois
wanted Xyl to look into their eyes. He must have found something for he splintered soon
after. I shifted my perception and searched deeper. Yes, the eyes reflected how Mlorag
perceived the world around her, her individuality, her perspective.



Then I noticed it. Beyond her own perception was that of another, as if someone or
something else stared out with her. This other presence must have become entwined when
she entered through the Portal of Fate.

“They are quite unaware of the Other,” said Clotho quietly in the Elder tongue so Mlorag
wouldn’t understand. “When they step through the portal, they brush against another
reality, finding another soul that resonates with their own, a quantum twin.”

“They think this is a game,” I said, studying the Other as it studied me. “They don’t
believe in this reality.”

“Does it matter?” asked Clotho. “They shape its story nonetheless.”

“And behind the eyes of the Other,” I said, looking even deeper. “There is even another
presence! Just as the Other shares space with Mlorag, so too does the Other share space
with another.”

The Fates said nothing.

“It is a gameboard within a gameboard,” I said. “Is this what consciousness is? A fractal
pattern that goes on without end? Each reflection thinking they are in control when in
truth there is always someone behind them pulling strings?”

“There’s always an end,” said Atropos.

Without saying another word, I turned away from Mlorag and the Fates and walked out
to the ocean, letting the azure waters lap my feet. I had called this the Amberle sea, for
the waters were the colour of her eyes.

When the warm waters reached my thighs, I turned around. The Fates stood together,
watching me along side Mlorag, witnesses to the splintering of the Last Elder.

“Does it hurt?” I asked. “Does dying hurt?”

“Oh yes,” cackled Atropos. “It is very painful.”

I nodded and went deeper into the ocean, swimming further out into the waters, letting
myself float out on the tide. The soft voice of Clotho carried to me.

“My sister is wrong,” she said. “It is not death that is painful. It is being born.”

And so I was.



Part III

The History of the Vernal Wars



Chapter 20

Rise of the Vernal Gods

Aeons passed as the mortal races were hunted, slowly and cruelly, to extermination. Civi-
lizations rose and fell to the rhythm of the Soulless Gods’ feasts.

During one such lull, a merian known as Gorob became perhaps the most famous of all
mortals. He devised the creation of the Edifices of Power from which mortals could fan the
spark of their own divinity and rise to godhood themselves, challenging the Soulless.

Though Gorob was the first Vernal God to rise, he could not save his precious home city
and suffered a defeat by Illith. After that, Gorob wandered Lusternia, and the mortal
people he visited variously fled from his might or flocked to him as their savior. In the
ancient tongue, he became known as Gorob d’Varsha, which meant Gorob the Teacher. As
the decades passed, the name of Gorob was forgotten, and so came to be D’varsha, first of
the Vernal Gods.

The seed of hope for salvation slowly grew in the mortal races, a hope beyond just merely
surviving the hunger of the Soulless, but a hope to overcome, to win for themselves a new
life. The hope of safety. The stronger civilizations began to build their own Edifices of
Power based on D’varsha teachings.

In dozens of city-states, some who were strongholds of one race while others held popula-
tions represented an amalgam of different races that banded together for survival; Edifices
of Powers were also constructed. Hundreds of Vernal Gods rose to challenge the Soulless
and the battles changed the landscape of Lusternia, as mountains sank, oceans boiled, and
the very sky bled with blood.

Despite the overwhelming numbers, and like the Elder Gods before them, the Vernal Gods
could not defeat the Soulless. In the end only nine Vernal Gods remained. They were
known as the Council of Nine, and were considered the greatest and most powerful of the



Vernal Gods. Sometimes they were referred to as the Final Nine or, sometimes, just the
Nine.



Chapter 21

Council of Nine

D’varsha the First

During one such lull, a merian city of polished coral spires called Glomborolum rose beneath
the Amberle Sea. The city stood for several centuries underwater without being preyed
upon by the Illith, time enough for a civilization to establish itself. In this city of gleaming
white and pink, amidst the silky sands beneath azure water, there was born the merian
known as Gorob, who became the most famous of all mortals.

Gorob studied magicks and power. As his knowledge grew, he learned to design what he
called the Edifice of Power, a structure that could be used to focus enough power and
magic to challenge the Great Ones themselves. So Gorob planned to build an Edifice of
Power in the center of Glomborolum. It would be a magnificent spire of polished black
coral, etched with runes and infused with all the power of Glomborolum.

Construction was a momentous undertaking that would take decades to complete, but the
merians of Glomborolum concentrated all their resources to its creation. But, with more
than a year left to its completion, a warning came that the maw of Illith the Leviathan
headed towards Glomborolum. Those mortal races that lived underwater were in constant
fear of the day that Illith’s maw in its travel around the globe’s circumference would finally
find them. Though the scholars of Glomborolum had not predicted Illith to reach their
city for hundreds of years yet, her great teeth were sighted in the distance.

Instead of despairing, Gorob ordered his people to quicken their building. What should
have taken a year to complete was done in a month, for Glomborolum forsook all else
except the completion of the Edifice of Power. Yet even that was barely time enough,
for just moments before the spire was completed, Illith crashed into the outer reaches of
Glomborolum. With destruction raining down, Gorob stood at the pinnacle of the Spire



and uttered words of power, while all the merian below channeled energy into the magical
construct.

As Illith the Leviathan approached the Spire of Glomborolum, the magical working came
to completion. Gorob rose over the city, his body expanding and power crackling around
him in a fury. His eyes glowed golden and his hands shaped spheres of liquid power from
the waters around him. Gorob became mightier than any mortal had ever become. Gorob
became the first of the Vernal Gods.

Throwing sphere after sphere of liquid power at Illith, Gorob was intent on saving his
people from the Soulless One’s wrath. And, for the first time since the Elder Wars, Illith
knew pain. Her body encircled the globe and gave a great spasm, causing earthquakes to
wrack throughout the lands of Lusternia. But Illith was a Soulless One, forged from the
fires of the Elder Wars, and she would not be easily cowed.

She opened her maw and spat out a thick black miasma that covered all of Glomborolum
and Gorob who floated above. Fighting against the foul corrosive ink, Gorob heard the
collective cry of his people reach out to him as their life force was extinguished and absorbed
into Illith.

Howling in rage, Gorob drew upon inner reserves that he had not known he had, and
renewed his attack on Illith with such fury that she actually drew back. But despite this
tremendous assault, Gorob could not vanquish Illith the Leviathan, and finally, he fled
from her awesome power, demoralized and spent.

Tzaraziko the Enigmatic

Tzaraziko came to power early in the Vernal Wars and is counted as one of the most pow-
erful of the Vernal Gods. She led many daring campaigns against the Soulless Gods, where
her tactics would suddenly change for little or no apparent reason and, either through
brilliant strategy or plain dumb luck, she always managed to stay alive and inflict consid-
erable damage against the Soulless. Though little understood by the other Vernal Gods,
her seemingly convoluted and brash plans were almost always followed because of this.

One of the most notable legends of Tzaraziko recounts that during a battle with Illith
the Leviathan, Tzaraziko pried out one of Illith’s eyes. The eye fell to the ground and
exuded a clear liquid that quickly formed a small pool. When Tzaraziko began to reach
into this clear pool, the flesh on her fingertips immediately dissolved. Rather than pulling
her hand back, she quickly plunged her arm into the pool up to her elbow and grasped the
eye. From that day forward, that section of her arm was a black skeleton with the fingers
fused around a gleaming orb that was once Illith’s eye. Tzaraziko’s behavior became more



erratic after that, but there is no question that her power greatly increased. Indeed, she
later masterminded the defeat of Illith.

Tzaraziko was a mistress of illusion and shape changing. Whatever form she took, how-
ever, was almost always female and, after her arm was transformed, could never hide the
appearance of her skeletal forearm. During the last days of the Vernal Wars, she lost that
arm in a battle with Almighty Kethuru.

Though it is uncertain which Edifices of Power raised Tzaraziko, it is generally thought
to be either the Great Pyramid of Alin’dor or the Crystal Spire of Lancenti, both cities
of which were destroyed early in the Vernal Wars. Interestingly enough, lucidians and
dracnari each claim she originated as their own race, and this disagreement fomented
racial tensions between these two peoples who earlier had evolved harmoniously in the
deserts. The climax of these racial tensions, of course, peaked during the Taint Wars when
the lucidian leadership of the city of Hallifax persuaded their trill counterparts to go to war
with the predominantly dracnari city of Gaudiguchi. The result of that was the closure of
two higher planes of existence and both cities being lost in time. Some descendents of the
survivors still search for the Hand of Tzaraziko, which many scholars believe lies hidden in
the desert sands of the Skarch.

Klangratch, the Axe of War

Klangratch was raised as a Vernal God from the dwarven stronghold of Grimkeep, which
was destroyed late in the Vernal Wars by Great Muud. Never forgetting his dwarven
heritage, Klangratch appeared as dwarf male with platinum hair and full beard, albeit
about 5 times larger than an average dwarf. He invested much of his power into a mighty
battleaxe, that was said to be able to slice through rock as though it were air.

Though many of the Vernal Gods were uneasy of Urlach’s unconventional means of using
the dead as fighters, Klangratch early saw the strategic advantage of this, and campaigned
with Urlach for many battles. Together, they finally overthrew Great Muud, though the
battle laid waste to Grimkeep and the surrounding mountains.

Though Klangratch held no qualms of using undead as shock troops, he never allowed
Urlach to touch the dwarves in this manner. Perhaps mistrusting that Urlach would keep
to this agreement, Klangratch enchanted a stone that would immediately release the souls
of dwarves onto the wheel of rebirth, rendering the bodies not able to be raised as undead.
To this day, the dwarves revere this stone as their most holy artifact.



Shanth of the Quiet Mind

The Vernal God known as Shanth rose from the only Edifice of Power created solely by
the aslaran race, a megalithic stone statue called the Claws of Liberty. Shanth was the
quietest of the Council of Nine, given to deep introspection and contemplation. Appearing
as a giant aslaran with jet black fur and dressed in simple dun-coloured robes, Shanth did
not appear as the most formidable of the Vernal Gods. But he certainly was the fastest.
Legends often speak of Shanth sitting as still as a rock in meditation yet suddenly jumping
up and moving at a speed so great that he was practically invisible. Because of this, he
was often called the Starleaper, as his aslaran followers would often boast that he could
leap over the stars.

Shanth was a loner and reckoning force unto himself. With great focus, he concentrated
his efforts upon Crazen, who had enslaved almost the entire aslaran race who roamed free
across grasslands. Those that Crazen did not catch were driven to environments unnatural
and hostile to the aslarans. Shanth began stealing slaves from Crazen and taking them
to places of relative safety. Though never able to free many of Crazen’s slaves, it drove
Crazen into a frenzy and he gave chase whenever he spotted Shanth. The great hulk that
was Crazen rolled across many miles of open plains, carving great ravines into the earth,
pursuing Shanth, who always remained several steps ahead of him. Eventually, Shanth led
him into a giant crater at the end of the world and there trapped him forever.

After his ascension to godhood, Shanth was hardly noticed by the other Vernal God. That
is, not until Crazen suddenly disappeared and D’varsha investigated, soon discovering that
it was Shanth and Shanth alone who single handedly defeated a Soulless God, a claim no
other Vernal God could make.

Juliana the Evenhanded

Raised from a merian in the jeweled city of Climanti, Juliana the Evenhanded was primarily
known for her ability to mediate amongst the various Vernal Gods, bridging common cause
from often disparate or even hostile individuals. Famously, she brought together Urlach
and Dionamus several times after each swore never to suffer the presence of the other.
Though certainly never considered the strongest Vernal God in power, Juliana was widely
sought out for advice and to coordinate campaigns.

Perhaps her greatest impact was organizing the mortal races, helping each to see past the
differences of the other. Several multi-racial edifices of power, and the subsequent vernal
gods who arose from them, owe their existence completely to Juliana’s working.

During the last days of the Vernal Wars, when all but Zenos and Kethuru were defeated,



Juliana orchestrated a subtle plot that ended up in trapping Zenos within a icy prison.
First, she arranged for Klangratch and Urlach to use their undead legions to keep Kethuru
busy in the southern sphere. Meanwhile, she convinced Vestera to be bait to lure Zenos
to the northern icecap where Juliana, Kiakoda, Dionamus and several other Vernal Gods
laid waiting. Through surprise and sheer strength, they were able to force Zenos into a
misty form that were able freeze and sink into the depths. The battle was not without
cost, however, as before his defeat Zenos was able to consume several Vernal Gods, whose
names are now lost to history.

Kiakoda Guardian of the Green

Coming from furrikin stock, it is commonly held that Kiakoda was the smallest of the
vernal gods in size, retaining her diminutive furrikin stature, though reports vary as to
whether she appeared as a small bear-like furrikin or more fox-like. Despite her innocuous
form, however, Kiakoda was the most powerful of all the vernal gods.

Not only did Kiakoda have the power of a vernal god, but she also drew considerable
power from, and thus empowered, the forests of Lusternia. Though none of the mortal
races, or even the other vernal gods, seem to have been aware of the fae or the great spirits
of nature at this point in history, scholars have confirmed that she was in constant touch
with Faethorn Realm on the ethereal plane. Most wiccans and druids believe she hid the
existence of the fae in order protect them from the Soulless Gods, while her detractors
(mostly nihilist scholars) believe she did so in order to hoard the power of the fae for
herself.

Whatever the case, she was a force unto herself, repelling both Crazen and Muud in
spectacular battles, which hurled them physically out of the forests they invaded. Though
she was not overly concerned with what went outside the forests, Juliana the Evenhanded
was able to draw her out to help out in several campaigns, where it was painfully apparent
that her powers were diminished outside of the forests. Even so, she was looked upon with
great awe and sometimes even jealously from the other Vernal Gods.

Vestera the Dreamweaver

Perhaps the most curious of the Vernal Gods arose from the edifice of power known as the
Bubbling Cauldron in the Ghalphalshi Swamps, a predominantly mugwump community
from which Vestera originated. Interestingly, no one is quite certain what sex Vestera
originated but certainly he or she never manifested such bodily conceits once transformed
into a Vernal God.



Indeed, the form of Vestera was extremely ethereal and so insubstantial that mortals for
the most part could not see this Vernal God. Unfortunately, this made Vestera all but in-
effectual in direct combat with the Soulless God, and was extremely vulnerable to Kethuru
and Zenos, who shared this out-of-phase form. In self-defense, Vestera developed great
skills of illusions, able to hide from the Soulless or creating diversions or false images.

Despite not being effective in fighting the Soulless directly, Vestera had a tremendous
impact in the Vernal Wars through interaction with mortals, visiting them in dreams and
visions, inspiring architectural wonders, which included several edifices of power. While
these citadels and strongholds could be counted as the most beautiful and splendid of the
time, they were also able to withstand attacks of the Soulless, and certainly saved countless
mortals.

Vestera is also credited for the development of the arcane skills of illusions and, most
especially, dream crafting, for only in the dream state could mortals truly visit Vestera.

Dionamus the Healer

Along with D’varsha and Juliana, Dionamus also came from merian stock, arising from the
White Shell in the lost city of Alabellalum. Dionamus was perhaps the first to discover the
higher planes, making a connection initially with Celestia, which was later the inspiration
for the creation of the Pool of Stars in Celest. Unlike Kiakoda, who kept the existence of
the fae secret even from the other Vernal Gods, Dionamus actively sought and received
assistance from the Holy Supernals of Celestia. It is unclear why the Soulless never attacked
the higher planes, though it is widely believed that the denizens of the outer planes were
considered lesser food as their souls were only half-formed as Dynara never finished creating
them before she disappeared. Equally likely, the Soulless could simply have forgotten or
overlooked their existence during the Elder Wars and later in their pursuit to devour mortal
kind.

Taking extreme pity upon all mortals, Dionamus saved countless by either sequestering
them in times of danger or healing wounds after attacks by the Soulless. Greatly revered
by all, he was perhaps the most widely worshipped of the Vernal Gods. Because of his
association with Celestia, he often took the form of an angelic being himself and many
surviving paintings during that time depict Dionamus sweeping through the heavenly skies
carrying mortal children in arms to safety.

Though revered by mortals, he was not as well thought of by some of the other Vernal
Gods, most especially Urlach, the Master of Death. Many stories recount their open
enmity towards each other, which stopped just short of outright violence. Perhaps if it
wasn’t for the mediations of Juliana, there may have been civil war amongst the Vernal



Gods, which certainly would have given victory to the Soulless.

Though Dionamus surely earned his reputation as a healer, he was neither passive nor
averse to martial campaigns. Extremely powerful, especially when backed by the angelic
hosts sent to him from Celestia, Dionamus figured in countless battles. Both he and Juliana
are credited in trapping Zenos in an ice prison during the final days of the Vernal Wars.

Urlach, Master of Death

The name of the edifice of power that raised Urlach has been long lost and forgotten,
but he definitely originated from orclach stock. While many other orclachs were raised as
Vernal Gods, they took the path of their orclach heritage and became enormous warrior
gods, expanding their strength and might. They were also the Vernal Gods most likely to
perish in their first forays against the Soulless. Urlach, on the other hand, chose instead
to channel his powers into expanding his mind and consciousness. In the end, his intellect
rivaled that of D’varsha. He often appeared as a dark figure shrouded in shadows.

Urlach used his impressive mind to pioneer a method of fighting the Soulless, which was
both unorthodox and greatly despised by many of the other Vernal Gods. He was able
to capture the souls of dead and partially restore them into their bodies, creating undead
warriors who felt no pain and who tirelessly fought past the point where their bodies could
maintain cohesion. Even Urlach’s greatest ally, Klangratch, would not allow Urlach to use
the dwarves he loved in this manner. Thus, the majority of the Urlach’s undead army
were orclach themselves, though he was not adverse to raising the dead of other races if he
came across them despite protestations from his peers. The orclach themselves considered
becoming the undead a great honour, and called themselves Urlach’s Death Guard. After
the Vernal Wars, undead were not seen again until the Taint entered the world.

The other great innovation of Urlach was a series of multi-dimensional gates that he created
and maintained throughout the land. He could move his armies quickly and precisely to
either retreat or to reinforce. These gates were also responsible for saving the lives of
countless mortals who were able to use them to escape the rampages of the Soulless, a
fact that even the loudest detractors of Urlach grudgingly recognize. Both Urlach and
Klangratch used these networks of gates to finally trap and imprison Great Muud.

The last known network of Urlach’s gates was in Shallach and controlled by those orclachs
who served the Holy Celestine Empire as holy defenders. When Shallach fell to the Taint,
it is interesting to note that those orclach who succumbed to the mutations of the Taint
degenerated into the pitiful creatures known as orcs, while the orclach who held their forms
(and died) transformed into the most powerful of the undead lords, perhaps an indication
that Urlach’s presence is still manifest amongst the orclach.



Chapter 22

The Final Working

Towards the End of the Vernal Wars

In the first skirmish of the Vernal Wars, seven of the Vernal Gods fell, but new ones rose
as the mortal races quickly used the Edifices of Power to raise their bravest and greatest
commanders to godhood. At first, it seemed they could not lose for two new Vernal Gods
rose as soon as one fell, but resources dwindled and using the Edifices of Power became
more difficult. And the wrath of the Soulless was awakened and what was once viewed as
food was now viewed as a threat. There was no choice for the mortal races but to continue
the fight, even if it meant they must cannibalize their resources and themselves to continue.

Slowly, the Vernal Gods succeeded in their campaigns. First, Illith the Leviathan was frozen
in the icy depths of the ocean. Then, Zenos the Insubstantial was lured to a mountain
cave where he was trapped inside by great magicks. Great Muud was driven and trapped
in beneath the earth itself, smoke and steam rising for decades afterwards. Finally, Crazen
the Greedy was driven into a pit and there was imprisoned.

But the powers of Illith and Zenos, of Muud and Crazen, paled in comparison to that of
Kethuru the Almighty, who consumed more of the essence and power of the lesser Elder
Gods during the Elder Wars than any of the other Soulless. How could the Vernal Gods
prepare for such strength? They could not.

Kethuru’s foul amorphous body began to bloat and expand, becoming so gargantuan that
it blanketed the entire globe of Lusternia in its viscous, suffocating skin.

The Vernal Gods retreated to the defensive, having to create pockets in the body of Kethuru
that the mortal races might survive. But it would only be a matter of time before Almighty
Kethuru slowly absorbed the mortal races, and eventually even the Vernal Gods themselves.



Avechna the Avenger

Of the hundreds of Vernal Gods raised during the Vernal Wars, only nine remained at
the end. No more would arise because the mortal races could not gather the resources
necessary to use their Edifices of Power. The nine gods met on a mountain peak to make
their last stand.

Shanth the Gentle first suggested the Merging, a magical working that could have a chance
to defeat Kethuru. But the cost would be great, as the last nine would sacrifice themselves
in the undertaking. D’varsha agreed that it could be done, but not all the Vernal Gods
were so convinced. Urlach raged against it. Tzaraziko feared it. Klangratch and Juliana
were convinced they could defeat Kethuru in battle. But even as they argued, Kethuru
contracted his skin and several mortal races ceased to exist.

There was no choice but to implement Shanth’s plan and time was running short. So
the last nine Vernal Gods began an elaborate ritual, each giving themselves up to the
working. Their bodies became great arcs of power that rose over Mount Shalamar and met
in a mighty column of energy. That column of energy solidified and became Avechna the
Avenger, a merging of the Vernal Gods whose sum was greater than its parts, and indeed
Avechna wielded a power that could challenge Almighty Kethuru.

Plunging his hands into the amorphous body of Kethuru the Almighty, Avechna created
a vibration so powerful and mighty that Kethuru’s vast body began to tremble. Not
able to withstand this great magick, Kethuru screamed in agony and rage just before he
shimmered and disappeared from existence. So the last and mightiest of the Great Ones
was imprisoned out of phase from the rest of Lusternia, always close but never able to
touch its lands.

Once the magical working was completed, Avechna dwindled into the form of a statue,
high atop Mount Shalamar. Of the nine who sacrificed themselves to save the first world,
all that remained were nine small stones, living seals that contained the remnants of power
that kept the Great Ones trapped. And while all nine seals remain intact, never will a
Great One rise again. So came to be the Living Seals:

D’varsha became the Seal of Knowledge Shanth became the Seal of Harmony Tzaraziko
became the Seal of Chaos Klangratch became the Seal of War Juliana became the Seal of
Justice Vestera became the Seal of Beauty and Art Kiakoda became the Seal of Nature
Dionamus became the Seal of Life Urlach became the Seal of Death

The Soulless Gods were imprisoned and the Vernal Gods were no more. The great cities
lay in ruins, the Edifices of Power silent. Lusternia, once lush and full of life, was now
devastated by the wars. Slowly, the surviving races made a slow pilgrimage to the Basin
of Life, as it was known, for only there was some vestige of nourishment. And the slow



process of rebuilding civilization began.

For a hundred years, survival was a struggle. The first order of business was protecting the
plants and animals, delicate resources that, if they were to perish, so too would the races
perish.



Chapter 23

The Aftermath

Nature held its own fragile consciousness, but it was fragmented and dying, having been
devastated by the divine wars. Further, those Soulless Gods who were trapped within the
earth itself were poisoning these spirits of nature. The elfen, closest to the forests, first
noticed this cruel fate. One elfen woman, Ellindel Treeheart, was the first to contact the
fae, the spirits of the earth, who were dying. She drew these nature spirits forth to take
physical form, and thus was able to heal them. She taught other elfen how to contact and
heal the fae, and they worshipped the earth and called themselves the wiccan.

When the fae were strong enough to help in the healing, they taught Ellindel’s hearthmate,
Glinshari Strongleaf, how to control the forests in the Basin of Life. Glinshari taught others,
who became known as the druids, who were the physical guardians of the forests just as the
wiccans were the spiritual guardians of nature. With the help of the fae, the wiccans and
druids raised the Great Trees, enormous concentrations of power that quickened the healing
of the forests. Three Great Trees were raised, one in the northern forest of Serenwilde,
another in Ackleberry forest, and the third in the southern forest of Gloriana. Thus were
formed the first three nature communes, who together ruled the Basin of Life with a harsh
compassion, borne from the struggle to survive, and bent the races to the worship of nature.

One place that was little touched by the ascendancy of the forests in the Basin of Life
was the island of Celest in the Crystal Sea, small companion ocean to the Great Inner Sea
within the Basin. Predominantly merian, a seaborn race, they built a great city upon the
island. Their quest was to heal the waters of the sea and they did so by reaching upward
or outward, seeking the elemental vibrations of creation itself. The first mages were able to
transverse the ethereal waves, where all matter was in flux. Thus, they found the elemental
plane of water, where they mastered the art of Aquamancy. These Aquamancers were able
to cleanse the oceans and seas, their mastery over the element of water equal to the mastery
of druids over the forests.



The Communes first greeted the cleansing of the waters with joy, but then looked on
with skepticism as the mages plundered further and deeper into other planes of existence,
traveling through the ethereal plane and tapping into other planes of power.

As the Aquamancers transversed to higher vibrations, they discovered yet another plane
of existence, wrapped around the plane of water like a womb wrapped around an unborn
child. It was a plane of life and healing, of angelic beings and liquid light. They called
the plane Celestia and the more devout mages left the path of elemental magic to devote
themselves to the Holy Supernals, the Guardians of Celestia.

Within the City of Celest, the Aquamancers and Celestines channeled the power of the
planes they commanded into the city itself, creating the Pool of Stars, liquid power from
which all could draw from. Thus came the Paladins, Holy Warriors of the Light, who drank
from the sacred pool and were granted miraculous powers. They were charged to safeguard
these mystic waters.

But Celest could not contain all those who sought to partake of its wonders, and soon citi-
zens of Celest spilled out to other parts of the Basin, founding other cities and researching
other planes of existence. The Communes watched the inevitable expansion with a growing
misgiving, for the thirst for power seemed to outpace any pause for wisdom.

The next 500 years spanned the Golden Age of the Holy Celestine Empire, when civiliza-
tion spread throughout the Basin of Life and other planes were discovered, and great cities
founded, each with a nexus of power unique unto itself. Mages wielded new elemental pow-
ers, and guardians of the outer planes developed competing philosophies, perhaps evolved
by the nature of the plane they guarded.

The city of Gaudiguch rose next, mostly built by the dracnari race, which devoted itself to
the elemental plane of fire and the cosmic plane of the Vortex. So came the Pyromancers,
masters of fire, and the Illuminati, Guardians of the Vortex. They created the nexus known
as the Eternal Flame within their great pyramids.

The races of lucidian and trill built Hallifax, a city in the clouds, an architectural wonder
of crystal spires and aeromantic engineering. Devoted to the elemental plane of air and
the cosmic plane of the Continuum, they constructed the Matrix, a nexus of power that
was a strange construct of gems and spiraling lines of power.

The City of Magnagora held sway over the elemental plane of earth and the outer plane
of Shallamar, where lived three powerful beings who were said to be sisters and called
themselves the Fates. Geomancers, the masters of earth, and the Fatalists, guardians of
Shallamar, created the Stone of Truth, the last nexus of power.



Part IV

Chronicles of the Holy Celestine
Empire
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Part One: The Emperor’s Grand
Proposal

Imperial Proclamation: Project Cosmic Hope

OFFICIAL IMPERIAL PROCLAMATION MLXXIV

We, Emperor Ladantine VII, on this twenty-third day of the month of Elohian in the year
of Our Holy Empire five hundred and forty-two, announce that it is Our Will and pleasure
to proclaim, for the people of the Empire, the unveiling of Project Cosmic Hope. With the
support of the Imperial Star Council, We do proclaim and ordain that the Holy Empire
shall heretofore embark on a Most Holy mission to expand Our influence over and beyond
the Cosmic Planes of existence to reach the Supra Plane and thereby further empower
the Empire and Her People to heal the Basin of Life. We do hereby beseech the Imperial
Protectorates of Gaudiguch, Magnagora and Hallifax to offer aide in this Most Holy Mission
to Our Ambassador, who is also Our Most Glorious Daughter.

Our Proclamation will go into effect at noon on the day following its issuance.

Magnagora Chronicle: Empire Announces Project Cosmic Hope Celest, Crystal Sea - 23rd
of Elohian in the 542nd Year of the Imperial Empire - This morning His Most Divine Grace,
the Emperor Ladantine VII, unveiled a new planar research initiative that could potentially
expand the Holy Empire’s scope and reach beyond even the higher planes of Celestia, the
Continuum, Shallamar, and the Vortex. Grand Vizier of Magnagora, Rushdam d’Murani,
quickly offered his support to the Imperial pronouncement.

Planar experts were amazed and cautious as His Most Divine Grace presented documents
detailing in-depth analyses of advanced planar theories and practical applications. In



Magnagora, Ghani n’Rotri of the Master Prophets stated that the Emperor is “guided
by the Light of the Holy Empire” which would shepherd this project to its conclusion.
Not all experts were so optimistic. “Though theoretical planar physics allows for what we
experts term a ’supra-plane’,” opined Professor Lars of the Hallifax Matrix Institute, “the
research His Most Divine Grace has conducted goes far beyond theory and could indeed
pave the way for actual exploratory expeditions into the ’supra-plane’. I should hasten to
add, however, that it would take decades to reach a point where such an expedition could
be safely undertaken.”

But the Imperial Star Council, at the behest of His Most Holy Emperor, do not plan to
wait decades, and announced the goal to launch an expedition as early as the end of the
year. “What my lucidian colleague, Professor Lars, fails to take into account,” stated
Grand Cipher Tlochaka Chum of the Illuminati in Gaudiguch, “is the ambition, precocity
and divine grace of those of us supporting this venture. We will succeed in meeting the
Emperor’s deadline and we will bring great glory to the Empire!”

His Most Holy Emperor made his pronouncement before a full meeting of the Imperial
Star Council in the Holy Capital of Celest, representatives attending from Gaudiguch,
Hallifax, and Magnagora. At His Holy Grace’s side was his daughter and High Celestine,
Princess Marilynth, who expressed her support for the initiative. Also in attendance were
honorary members from the Alliance of Forest Conclaves, some of whom expressed grave
misgivings. “The Empire has already plumbed the vast reaches of the cosmos,” stated
High Priestess Rowena of the Gloriana Preserve, “and has more power than ever dreamed
of by mortalkind. The land is still healing from the abuses of the past, so why not be
satisfied with the power the Empire already possesses and join us in the restoration of
all of Lusternia. Why must so-called civilization continuously tamper with the fabric of
creation?”

Though the other members of Alliance of Forest Conclaves seemed unified in their oppo-
sition to the initiative, the Imperial Star Council made assurances that every conceivable
caution and safeguard would be taken to guaranty a safe and cautious expedition to the
’supra-plane’. “What our cousins in the forest fail to understand,” stated Emperor Ladan-
tine, “is that the potential for power is beyond anything known even during the Vernal
Wars. And with this power, the healing of the lands would be accelerated at a rate where
it would not be future generations that would see a healed land, but today’s generation.
Glory to the Light!”

Celebrations are scheduled throughout Magnagora this week to rejoice in the continued
providence that guides the Empire in divine glory and grace.



Diary of Rowena Nightshade : The Task of Mother Night

Summer Solstice, Year 542: Sitting under the Great Ravenwood Tree under the darkness
of Mother Night, I contemplate the bright shining stars and this Emperor’s latest procla-
mation to plumb further into the hidden dimensions of our cosmos. Oh, Mother Night,
what does it mean’ Is it folly that those of mortalkind who choose the path of stone and
mortar, of buildings and constructs, to always pursue this vainglorious lust for knowledge
and power?

Your words continue to haunt me, those words you set upon my tongue as I channeled
your wisdom to the coven during our equinox ritual. My gown of dark night hides many
secrets, secrets that should not be uncovered. Teach those who seek to dwell behind the
walls of civilization that there are rhythms of the natural cycle. For, lo, there are times
when it is wise to leave the earth unchurned, to let the field be fallow, not to throw stones
into the placid lake. And so you left me, standing with my brothers and sisters, with the
Crown of Gloriana growing cold upon my brow, a bad omen for the summer rites.

I am the High Priestess of the Night Coven, known for wisdom and quiet reflection, but
Mother Night has set an unwanted task upon me. Brennan, my Summer King and High
Priest, comforts me and makes me strong, and I have word from our sister coven of the
Moondance that they too have been charged to curb the Empire’s rapacious quest for
power. Have they not learned from their previous failure that drove the mugwumps from
the Balach swamp?

But will the Empire listen to the forest communes? So powerful this Empire has grown,
their nexuses of power filling them with such strength and such arrogance. But Mother
Night has given me my duty and I shall not shirk it. Tomorrow I leave to visit the great
cities of the Empire. And tonight I pray to Mother Night that they will listen.

Hallifax Minutes : Partial Support for Project Cosmic Hope

MINUTES OF THE HALLIFAX BOARD OF GOVERNORS

I. MEETING - CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by the Vice Chair on
the 25th of Elohian the 542nd Year of the Imperial Empire at 9:00 a.m.

II. RECOGNITION OF MEMBERS PRESENT: Cr’rik Adom, Chair of the Board and
Chief Executive Hieli Goldfeather, Vice Chair Lilali Skysoarer, Secretary Professor En’oonki
Lars, Member Minister Sweeloh Sunfar, Member Minister Ieck’co Shevat, Member Minis-
ter Ke’kix Oolin, Member Minister Tooli Goldfeather, Member Minister Chia Cloudwalker,
Member



MEMBERS ABSENT: None

INVITEES PRESENT: Princess Marilynth Ladantine, representative of the Imperial Star
Council Tarrawen Falgirn, Dwarven Ambassador to the King of the Mountains Brennan
Stormcrow, High Druid of the Gloriana Forest Conclave Rowena Nightshade, High Priestess
of the Night Coven, Gloriana Forest Commune

III. APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES: Secretary Skysoarer moved that
the Shakinar 1st, 542 C.E. minutes be accepted as amended. Minister Oolin seconded the
motion and it passed unanimously.

IV. STAFF COMMENTS: Minister Lars, of the Matrix Research Institute, updated the
Board on the cosmic energy levels of the nexus, which currently were at satisfactory levels.
He also submitted for the Board’s review a report prepared by the Monitor Panel. The
Board reviewed the report and found it in order.

V. OPEN FLOOR: The Board opened the floor to several matters brought by visiting
dignitaries.

The Board recognized Tarrawen Falgirn on behalf of the Mountain Kingdom. She presented
a report of complaints against certain Hallifax Companies allegedly infringing on certain
mining claims of the new Angkrag mining colony. Chair Adom accepted the report and
moved to table the matter until the next meeting for review and investigation. Vice Chair
Goldfeather seconded the motion, which subsequently passed with 8 yeas, 0 nays, and 2
abstentions.

After the vote, Ambassador Falgirn recused herself.

Princess Marilynth presented the official Imperial request from the Star Council for the
Board’s assistance in research and development of Project Cosmic Hope. Specifically, the
Empire seeks access to the Matrix for certain planar experiments and collaboration from
the Matrix Institute to conduct certain feasibility studies.

The Board recognized the delegation from the Gloriana Commune. High Priestess Rowena
Nightshade strongly objected to further planar research and urged the Board to withdraw
support from Project Cosmic Hope in an emotional appeal regarding cycles of nature and
vague statements of prophetic “times when fields should remain fallow”. Minister Shevat
pointed out that the prophesies of the great nature spirits are rarely authenticated by
the Magnagoran House of Prophets. High Druid Brennan Stormcrow made more logical
appeals, stating that healing the Basin of Life is best served through utilizing powers
currently in possession rather than looking for potentially dangerous sources of unstable
power and citing possible ’reality denigration’ from opening worldgates so far from the
prime material thread.

A brief scientific discussion ensued. Princess Marilynth disagreed with the Gloriana assess-



ment, pointing out that research and study had not revealed any dangerous potentialities
and the objections thus far raised were based on emotional fear rather than scientific
scrutiny. Minister Shevat and Minister Oolin agreed with this appraisal. Professor Lars
of the Matrix Institute stated that there was some scientific basis for caution as several
planar theories postulated certain abnormalities in reality shifts. The Chair tabled further
discussion for the Executive Session.

VI. OLD BUSINESS: There was no old business.

VII. NEW BUSINESS: Subject: Report of Impropriety of Certain Hallifax Companies
Regarding the Dwarven Kingdom

Board Decision: At the request of Princess Marilynth, the Board re-reviewed the report,
and Minister Oolin moved that, since this was an inter-imperial matter, the report should
be forwarded through proper channels to Imperial authorities for mediation. Minister
Sunfar seconded the motion, and the motion passed with 5 yeas, 3 nays and 1 abstention.

There was no New Business except for the request from the Imperial Star Council which
would be heard in the Executive Session. At this time, the Invitees to the Board recused
themselves.

VIII. EXECUTIVE SESSION: The matter of the request from the Imperial Star Council
was reviewed in the private, executive session. Professor Lars moved to decline any access to
the Matrix until research and investigation proved conclusively safe. Minister Goldfeather
seconded the motion, and the motion passed with 6 yeas, 2 nays and 1 abstention.

On the matter of scientific collaboration with the Imperial Star Council, Professor Lars
moved to support collaboration into planar research. The Chair amended the motion to
state that Professor Lars would be the head of any Hallifax scientific delegation. Minister
Goldfeather seconded the motion, and the motion passed unanimously.

IX. ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business to come before the Board at that
time, the Board meeting was adjourned at 3:04 p.m.

Approved this 25th day of of Elohian in the 542nd Year of the Imperial Empire. By: Lilali
Skysoarer, Chair Secretary

Gaudiguch Gossip : COSMIC HOPE PARTY!

OFFICIAL COSMIC HOPE KICKS OFF WITH FLAMING PARTY

Some ambassadors got more than they bargained for when they met with our most es-
teemed Illuminati to discuss Gaudiguch’s participation in the Glorious Empire’s new ven-
ture, Project Cosmic Hope. They got a party!



You guessed it–our own High Flame (and I do mean high!), Dr. Scuchidira Tliwx, not
only embraced the project and promised the Gaudiguch’s full support, but she rocked the
skies with a pyrotechnic display to celebrate, setting off a series of revelries that turned
the Great Pyramid into party central! Little did the ambassadors from the Imperial Star
council, Gloriana, Hallifax and Magnagora realize that the new High Flame (let’s again
emphasize HIGH!) is known locally as Scuchi Mabuchi the Party Girl!

With her scales glowing with the absolutely fabulous new rage of emerald powder (recently
imported from Newton), Scuchi caused quite the stir when she set the robes of Professor
Lars, the Hallifax Ambassador, on fire (accidentally, I’m sure! *wink*) after the stone-
faced lucidian was overheard to say, “Gaudiguch is a cesspool of illogical extremism.” Go
Scuchi!

After the Hallifax Ambassador made a hasty exit, the Representative from the Star Council
(none other than Princess Marilynth herself) loosened up a bit and partook of our famous
fire wine and was soon dancing it up with His Wisdom, Bhodifucius Xiim! Even the
doom-and-gloom High Priestess from Gloriana, Rowena Nightshade, cracked a smile when
she tried to convince the High Wisdom to influence the Illuminati not to support Project
Cosmic Hope, and Bhodifucius simply said, “Consider the pugnacious rabbit who found a
wooden carrot and broke its teeth, thus finding enlightenment.” That’s our Bhodi!

All in all, a great time was had by all. Even this reporter can’t remember when she’s had
such a blast –it must have been over a week ago!

Aether Broadcast : Interview with Princess Marilynth

This interview with Princess Marilynth was broadcast live from Celest on the aether waves
to each power nexus in the Imperial Protectorates on 3 Methril 343 by the then popular
aether host, Globglob Mesherbrub.

ANNOUNCER: And now for your listening pleasure, we are pleased to present an exclusive
interview with Princess Marilynth by our favorite mugwump ... Globglob Mesherbrub!
Sponsored by Orerl Platemail, the number one dwarven armor favoured by the Orclach
ur’Guard.

GLOBGLOB: Helloooo loyal listeners! As promised, I have here before me the gorgeous
Princess Marilynth to discuss her father’s – and our Emperor’s! – much talked about and
publicized mission to saaaaave the Basin of Creation! Yes, we’re talking about Project
Cosmic Hope! How are you today, Your Highness?

MARILYNTH: Very well, Globglob. Thank you for having me here today.



GLOBGLOB: Noooo, thank yoooouuu! And, listeners, I have to tell you that Marilynth
is absolutely gorgeous, her skin is a the loveliest shade of aqua I have ever seen! Your
Highness, you must have a little mugwump blood in you!

MARILYNTH: (laughs) Maybe, Globglob, you never know! But I’d think father would
have told me!

GLOBGLOB: Hehe! Well, would your father mind if you dated a mugwump?

MARILYNTH: (laughs) Are you asking me, Globglob?

GLOBGLOB: Hey, there’s a fine lily pad just around the corner that serves the juiciest
flies in the Basin!

MARILYNTH: (laughs)

GLOBGLOB: Your Highness, we really must get the scoop on the ’incident’ last month
when the High Flame of Gaudiguch literally scorched the Hallifax Ambassador.

MARILYNTH: Oh, I’m sure that was an accident. The High Flame is quite a character,
she really is, but I don’t think she purposefully breathed fire on the Ambassador.

GLOBGLOB: Hallifax and Gaudiguch always seem to be cool to each other – or, in this
case, should I say hot?

MARILYNTH: (laughs) Oh, Globglob!

GLOBGLOB: But, seriously, why does the Illuminati of Gaudiguch and the Board of
Hallifax always seem to disagree about . . . oh, everything?

MARILYNTH: Gaudiguch and Hallifax have core differences, Globglob. Each of their
nexuses represent a totally different outlook on life. Gaudiguch is famously independent
and freewheeling, with a ribald sense of humour and inscrutable philosophies. On the other
hand, Hallifax is cautious, precise and logical. But, I wouldn’t say . . .

GLOBGLOB: Excuse me one moment, Your Highness, but from that description, you’d
think Gaudiguch would be the troublemaker, but isn’t it true that Hallifax is the one that
seems to get in trouble with other Imperial provinces? Isn’t it true that there’s some
dispute over mining rights in Avechna Teeth with the Dwarven Mountain Kingdom over
the newly opened Angkrag mines?

MARILYNTH: Oh, I wouldn’t put much stock in that, Globglob. Imperial mediators are
working with both sides to smooth things out as we speak.

GLOBGLOB: Your Highness, I must apologize. I interrupted you as you were saying
something. What were you going to say?



MARILYNTH: Oh, I was going to say that despite philosophical differences, both Hallifax
and Gaudiguch are Protectorates of the Empire and walk in the Light.

GLOBGLOB: Well said, Your Highness!

MARILYNTH: Thank you. Also, they don’t disagree about everything. Indeed, both the
Illuminati of Gaudiguch and the Matrix Research Institute of Hallifax have been working
with the Imperial Star Council on Project Cosmic Hope.

GLOBGLOB: Isn’t the Matrix Research Institute blocking planar experiments into the
Matrix itself?

MARILYNTH: They are being cautious, yes. But they’ve contributed in other ways that
have been invaluable. Simply put, the Institute holds some of the finest minds in the Basin
that have been hard at work in unraveling some of the conundrums of planar physics.
(pause) Also, we’ve had plenty of opportunity to conduct experiments through the other
nexuses, including the Eternal Flame in Gaudiguch, the Pool of Stars in Celest, and the
Stone of Truth in Magnagora.

GLOBGLOB: Is there any news on the progress, Your Highness?

MARILYNTH: Actually, Globglob, that’s one of the reasons I’m here today. My father
has authorized me to release to you –

GLOBGLOB: This is an exclusive, folks!

MARILYNTH: – that progress in Project Cosmic Hope has moved more quickly than we
expected. In fact, I am proud to announce that our first expedition is planned to proceed
by the end of the year.

GLOBGLOB: That’s tremendous news, Your Highness! Is a date set?

MARILYNTH: Not yet, Globglob. We’ll want to confer with the High Prophets of Mag-
nagora before setting a date.

GLOBGLOB: Of course, of course. Now, the Alliance of Forest Conclaves – who have not
been shall we say overly enthusiastic about the Project – have they had anything to say
about this expedited schedule?

MARILYNTH: This is the first announcement, Globglob! I’m sure we’ll be hearing from
them shortly though!

GLOBGLOB: (laughs) You heard it here first! Project Cosmic Hope will proceed by the
end of the year! Thank you, Your Highness, for your time and terrific news! May you
forever walk in the Light!

MARILYNTH: Thank you, Globglob. May you never thirst.



GLOBGLOB: Now about those flies . . .

MARILYNTH: (laughs)



Chapter 25

Part Two: Preparations for
Project Cosmic Hope

Diary of Rowena Nightshade: Travels to the Great Cities

Autumn Equinox Year 543: Brennan and I first journeyed through the Great Ravenwood
Tree to the Faethorn Realm, the ethereal plane where the great spirits dwell, where the
reflected souls of our dear forests stand, newly healed and now vibrating with life. In
accord with our symbiotic ties to the fae, Queen Maeve did pledge the support of Faethorn
to the decree of Mother Night, to help convince the Empire to stop their scheme to further
tear into the fabric that binds the cosmos. It heartened me greatly that the covens of the
Moondance and Lakewood also beseeched Faethorn to join them on this mission.

After bidding farewell to silvery Faethorn and departing the ethereal plane, to Hallifax we
traveled. Indeed, the crystal spires that float upon the clouds are majesty themselves, but,
oh, I cannot feel the vibrations of the living ground beneath my feet, nor smell the green
of life, nor even sense the beating of the earth’s heart. Is it no wonder, Mother Night, that
those who live in cities do not hear the rhythms of the cycles and cannot understand the
wisdom of the great spirits?

Chairman Adom heads the Hallifax Board of Governors, who is as passionate as stone and
cold as ice as are most of the race of lucidians. The Board is made up of lucidians and trill,
and it was to the trill that I made my strongest appeal. Perhaps the winged race of trill
hear the cycles of nature at least a little, for indeed they were more responsive to my plea
than their lucidian counterparts. Or perhaps an elfen like myself just cannot fathom the
race of crystal beings, whose expressions never change and eyes fall upon me like icicles.
Only Mother Night knows how these two peoples came together.



Alas, after the Board adjourned to a private meeting, it was decided that Hallifax would
support the Empire’s project. Later, Llisilli Cloudwalker, one of the trill board members,
told me in confidence that political considerations played no small role in their decision since
Hallifax was seeking imperial mediation over mining rights with the dwarven kingdom. Her
words perhaps were meant to comfort me, but only made me sadder to think such secular
concerns were given greater weight than the spiritual wisdom of the great spirits. Still,
some small hope was offered as the Board agreed not to use the Matrix, the nexus of power
in Hallifax, for these imprudent experiments.

Next, we traveled to the great dracnari pyramids of Gaudiguch, ruled by the mysterious
Illuminati and spiritually led by the enigmatic Most Venerable Bhodifucius. Where Hallifax
was cold and aloof, Guadiguch was hot and tempestuous. The dracnari are not called
dragon lords for nothing, as they live among the volcanoes of the Razines and swim in
flames as easily as the merian swim in water. Though they listened to me with sympathy
and made many placating platitudes, it was obvious they were much excited by the Empire’s
quest.

Indeed, they danced and feasted, reveled until deep into the night. When intoxicated,
the dracnari make little effort to hide old racial tensions, as certainly was the case when
the High Flame belched fire upon the ambassador from Hallifax, who was one of the cold
lucidians on the Board who I had met previously. My only hope is that the dracnari spiritual
leader, the Most Venerable Bhodifucius, hears the ring of truth from the words of Mother
Night, for one of his cryptic remarks to me made me think that perhaps he understands
more deeply than the others. But the Most Venerable does not lead his people, but teaches
through paradox and conundrums.

Mother Night, I fear I have failed you in this mission. Will no one listen to your words?
Does your wisdom fall upon deaf ears? Despite all our protestations, the Empire pursues
their quest for power relentlessly. Even pointing out the Empire’s previous failure of
Project Soulforce that drove the mugwump from their ancestral home makes no difference.
Our words fall like snowflakes upon the hot skin of a dracnari, melting into nothing and
disappearing as so much steam.

Magnagora Chronicle: Fates say, “You will find that which
you seek.”

FATES GIVE OPTIMISTIC PROPHESY FOR PROJECT COSMIC HOPE

Magnagora - 18th of Methril in the 543rd Year of the Imperial Empire - “You will find that
which you seek,” stated Clotho, according to the Cosmic Hope Committee, who returned
from the Plane of Shallamar last night, led by the High Prophet of Magnagora. The



Committee is touting this phrase as the centerpiece for going forward with an earlier than
expected expedition to the ’supra plane’ as early as the beginning of next month.

The House of the Prophets in Magnagora was abuzz with activity throughout the evening
as runes were cast and tarot cards spread in an effort to translate the prophecy of the
Three Sisters.

Members of the Cosmic Hope Committee include Emperor Ladantine VII, High Prophet
Ghani n’Rotri of the Magnagora House of Prophets, Princess Marilynth of the Celestines,
Grand Cipher Tlochaka Chum of the Illuminati of Gaudiguch, and Professor Tomasol Lars
of the Hallifax Matrix Research Institute. Assembling at the Stone of Truth in Magnagora
at dusk yesterday, the High Prophet opened a portal to Shallamar, the Higher Plane of
Truth, and the Committee returned approximately five hours later.

According to a brief statement by the High Prophet, the Committee first met with King
Gorgaliel the Peacemaker, Supreme Holy Emanation of Shallamar, who graciously wel-
comed the Committee before escorting them to the Three Sisters of Fate.

Upon being granted audience with the Fates, the Three Sisters said in unison, “We live in
all realities. We see all probabilities. We are the Fates and will show you the paths that
could be.” As Magnagorans know and as the High Prophet explained to other Committee
members, this is their usual statement before unveiling a major prophesy.

“You will find that which you seek,” prophesied Clotho, the youngest of the Fates. This
statement was taken with great optimism by the Committee.

“Your name will be remembered through time,” prophesied Lachesis to Emperor Ladantine,
who later said he was “honoured and humbled” by her words.

“You will die and be reborn. You shall live and not live to see the fruits of your fate,”
prophesied Atropos, also directed to Emperor Ladantine. Atropos, the eldest of the Three
Sisters, often gives obscure and enigmatic prophesies, and this one was hotly debated and
scrutinized in the House of Prophets upon the return of the Council through the Stone of
Truth.

“Overall, we are optimistic and confident in this prophesy,” stated High Prophet Ghani
n’Rotri. “Certainly, there were no portents of great catastrophe like those that led to the
abandonment of Project Soulforce. Quite to the contrary, the Cosmic Hope Prophesies
appear to be most fortuitous.”



Gaudiguch Gossip: WHERE WILL COSMIC HOPE BLAST
OFF?

The Empire rocked the Basin of Life by announcing that the Cosmic Hope Expedition
will not launch from the Pool of Stars! Apparently our lovely Emperor wants to make
a statement of an upcoming age of unity and solidarity with all prophecies pointing that
Project Cosmic Hope will be an resounding success. In further developments, our favorite
High Flame, Scuchi Mabuchi, is no longer part of the Cosmic Hope Project, being replaced
by Grand Cipher Tlochaka Chum of the Illuminati to represent Gaudiguch–which is ironic
since the High Flame of the Pyramid of Pyromancers was originally chosen to represent us
because the Illuminati are too–shall we say, scary?

In any event, you can hear gold sovereigns tinkling from blocks away of the gambling houses
here in Gaudiguch as bookies collect bets on which Protectorate will receive the honour.
Interested in the odds at the time of this writing? It’s 2:1 for Magnagora’s Stone of Truth;
3:1 for Gaudiguch’s Eternal Flame; and 25:1 for Hallifax’s Matrix.

No surprise that the odds on Hallifax are hitting rock bottom. The poor dears are aflutter
with embarrassment over a continuing conflict with the Dwarven Kingdom over the newly
opened Angkrag mines in the Teeth. Rumour has it that Imperial Mediators are escorted
with orclachi ur’Guard using the ur’Gates of Shallach. Indeed, orclach enforcers have been
using the gates to make their presence known in all outlying villages. Is it perhaps because
the Alliance of Forest Enclaves are still in a snit over the expedition proceeding at all? I
don’t know, but I’ve even seen a few of those hunky green orclachi in Gaudiguch. Yum!

The scuttlebutt is that Scuchi Mabuchi’s little fiery fun with the Hallifax Ambassador are
hurting Gaudiguch’s odds for being chosen as the expedition’s launch point (any wonder
why she was replaced by the robed and hooded Grand Cipher?). Still, we’ve been the most
enthusiastic supporters of Project Cosmic Hope since the Imperial Proclamation last year.
And that’s why yours truly is betting her hard earned golds on Gaudiguch. Besides, I like
them odds! *wink*

Hallifax Minutes: Full Support for Project Cosmic Hope

MINUTES OF THE HALLIFAX BOARD OF GOVERNORS

I. MEETING - CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by the Vice Chair on
the 1st of Ashmonth on the 543rd Year of the Imperial Empire at 9:00 a.m.

II. RECOGNITION OF MEMBERS PRESENT: Cr’rik Adom, Chair of the Board and
Chief Executive Hieli Goldfeather, Vice Chair Lilali Skysoarer, Secretary Professor En’oonki



Lars, Member Minister Sweeloh Sunfar, Member Minister Ieck’co Shevat, Member Minis-
ter Ke’kix Oolin, Member Minister Tooli Goldfeather, Member Minister Chia Cloudwalker,
Member

MEMBERS ABSENT: None

INVITEES PRESENT: Closed Session

III. APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES: Secretary Skysoarer moved that
the Methril 1st, 543 C.E. minutes be accepted as amended. Minister Cloudwalker seconded
the motion and it passed unanimously.

IV. STAFF COMMENTS: Minister Lars of the Matrix Research Institute updated the
Board on the cosmic energy levels of the nexus, which currently were at low levels. He
also submitted for the Board’s review a report prepared by the Helix Ministry. The Board
reviewed the report and found it in order.

V. OLD BUSINESS: Subject: Imperial Mediation with the Dwarven Kingdom

Board Decision: Minister Sunfar reported that the mediations between the Dwarven King-
dom and the Hallifax Board were not productive. The dwarves appear hostile to the Board’s
latest offer to renounce all claims of precious metals in return for 50% of all precious or
semiprecious gems harvested in Angkrag. The Dwarven Kingdom have taken the position
that it has proprietary rights to all mountains surrounding the Basin of Life. Professor
Lars reiterated a need for the gemstones to reinforce the Matrix, especially in light of the
demands on the energy levels of the Matrix this past year. Vice Chair Goldfeather pointed
out the diplomatic need to resolve the Angkrag incident before the Emperor makes a deci-
sion on where to launch the upcoming Cosmic Hope Expedition. Vice Chair Goldfeather
then moved to accede to the dwarves demand which was seconded by Minister Sunfar. The
motion failed with 3 yeas, 4 nays and 2 abstentions.

Minister Oolin moved for a compromise counteroffer to the Dwarven Kingdom of the
Board’s renounce all claims of precious metals in return for 25% of all precious or semi-
precious gems harvested in Angkrag. The motion passed with 5 yeas, 1 nay and 3 absten-
tions.

VI. CLOSED SESSION: Subject: The Cosmic Hope Expedition

Board Decision: Minister Goldfeather expressed the diplomatic necessity for the Board to
open the Matrix more fully for experiments concerning the upcoming preliminary Cosmic
Hope tests in order for Hallifax to more fully be considered for the Cosmic Hope Expedition.
If the Matrix was chosen as the launch site, this would be an important advancement of
Hallifax’s role in imperial politics and would have many favorable repercussions in the
future. Professor Lars objected on the grounds of security and safety, citing the Emperor’s
previous planar undertaking, Project Soulforce, and its subsequent dissolution because of



concerns for nexus safety. Minister Oolin and Minister Shevat pointed out that, unlike
Project Soulforce which was plagued by many unpropitious divinations, the recent Hope
Prophesies curtailed much of these concerns. The Chair moved to fully open the Matrix
and the motion passed with 7 yeas and 2 nays.

VII. ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business to come before the Board at that
time, the Board meeting was adjourned at 3:04 p.m.

Approved this 1st day of Ashmonth in the 543rd Year of the Imperial Empire. By: Lilali
Skysoarer, Chair Secretary

Imperial Proclamation: Date and Place for Expedition Cos-
mic Hope

OFFICIAL IMPERIAL PROCLAMATION MLXXV

We, Emperor Ladantine VII, on this twelfth day of the month of Ashtar in the year of Our
Holy Empire five hundred and forty-three, do hereby proclaim and ordain that the Holy
Empire’s most glorious and Holy mission to reach beyond the Higher Planes shall be held
on the Thirteenth Day of Gorgani of this year. Expedition Cosmic Hope will launch from
the Stone of Truth in Magnagora.

Our Proclamation will go effect at noon on the day following the issuance of Our Procla-
mation.

Magnagora Chronicle: Honours for Magnagora

STONE OF TRUTH CHOSEN TO LAUNCH EXPEDITION COSMIC HOPE

Magnagora - 13th of Ashtar in the 543rd Year of the Imperial Empire - The Stone of
Truth in Magnagora will be the launch point for Expedition Cosmic Hope, Holy Emperor
Ladantine VII announced yesterday by Imperial Proclamation. The launch will commence
exactly one month from today.

“This is a great honour for Magnagora,” commented the Most Eminent Rushdam d’Murani,
Grand Vizier of Magnagora. Cheers were heard throughout the city as the proclamation
was read.

When asked about the sudden disappearance of the Fates in Shallamar, High Prophet
Ghani n’Rotri stated, “The Three Sisters have been known to leave the higher planes from
time-to-time. They are beyond our ken and I would not read too much into their absence.



It certainly has nothing to do with Cosmic Hope. I think its been proven often enough
that the Light has blessed the Empire in this endeavor.”

The High Prophet would not comment on rumours from the House of Prophets that high
percentages of the reversed tarot cards and inverted runes were turning up in minor cast-
ings, and dismissed reports that the Circle of Prophets were ordered to stop casting minor
prophesies until after Expedition Cosmic Hope was launched.

“The Circle of Prophets stands by its earlier analysis of the Hope Prophesies,” said the
High Prophet. “Nothing comes close to the dangers foretold by the prophesies surrounding
Project Soulforce, which we vehemently opposed at the time. I hope we can put behind us
any pessimism about this project, for now is a time for celebration in Magnagora, blessed
indeed by the Light and the Emperor!”

The launch of Expedition Cosmic Hope will be broadcast live by popular aethor host
Globglob Mesherbrub and a team of planar correspondents.



Chapter 26

Part Three: Cosmic Hope
Expedition

Aether Broadcast: The Launch of Cosmic Hope, Part 1

This interview was broadcast live from Magnagora at the Stone of Truth on the aether
waves to each power nexus in the Imperial Protectorates on 13 Gorgani 543 by the then
popular aether host, Globglob Mesherbrub.

ANNOUNCER: And now a special live broadcast from our favorite mugwump ... Globglob
Mesherbrub! Sponsored by Estelbar Fruit Juicies, provider of nine delicious juice beverages.

GLOBGLOB: Helloooo loyal listeners! The excitement here is high at Magnagora, as I
stand in the center of it at the Stone of Truth. For those who haven’t seen the Stone, it
is a beautiful sight to behold, roughly forty feet high and a sparkling pearly white. We
have a crack team of correspondents, all furrikin you may have been familiar with on other
broadcasts, in place on the other planes where the Stone of Truth exists: the Elemental
Plane of Earth and the Cosmic Plane of Shallamar. Lets check in on them. Leela, can you
hear me?

LEELA: Loud and clear, Globglob!

GLOBGLOB: How are things on the Plane of Earth?

LEELA: I’m here with a team of geomancers observing the Stone of Truth. It’s located
here in a large cavern that glitters with flecks of gemstones. Excitement is in the air!

GLOBGLOB: Thank you, Leela! Now, lets see how our connection to the Cosmic Plane
of Shallamar is. Timmie, can you hear me.



TIMMIE: I sure can, Globglob! I’m on a beautiful green hillock where the Stone of Truth
exists on this plane. And I have a special guest next to me. May I present one of the Holy
Emanations of Shallamar, King Gorgalial the Peacemaker.

GORGALIEL: Be well and true.

GLOBGLOB: It’s a humbling honour to have you observe with us, Your Holy Majesty!
Can you tell us your view on expedition’ I know there are many listeners here who are
worried that the Three Sisters of Fate are no longer residing in Shallamar.

GORGALIEL: The Fates exist above and beyond even our knowing, gentle mortals. They
come and go of their own choosing and their own time. And time does not exist for
them as you would understand. As you know, the Holy Emanations of Shallamar and
Holy Supernals of Celestia are beings bound to our respective realms as surely as Light is
bound in Love. Yet, we feel a power that vibrates above our cosmic existence and give our
blessings that this power can be brought to heal your lands. Now, if you will excuse me.

TIMMIE: His Holy Majesty has just lifted a hand and disappeared in a flash of blinding
white light, Globglob.

GLOBGLOB: Thank you, Timmie! That was exciting, folks! You’ve just heard the bless-
ings of an Exalted Being right here on these aether waves. Next to me now is our final
correspondent, Lolly Pringle who you’ve probably heard on our morning broadcasts. He’s
been given the honour of joining the Cosmic Hope Expedition especially for this broadcast.
Are you nervous, Lolly?

LOLLY: (laughs) Extremely nervous, Globglob! We’re not sure if the aether waves will
breach the ’supra plane’ but if so, you’ll get a first hand account of what we find.

GLOBGLOB: You certainly are a brave furrikin, Lolly. Can you tell us who else has been
selected for the expedition?

LOLLY: Well, Emperor Ladantine himself is personally leading the expedition, as well as
the High Prophet of Magnagora, Ghani n’Rotri. From the Matrix Research Institute is
Professor Tomasol Lars. From the Illuminati in Gaudiguch will be Grand Cipher Tlochaka
Chum. And the Celestines from the capital are sending Holy Mother Shellma Natharian.
We’ll also have about a dozen ur’Guard with us.

GLOBGLOB: That’s quite august company you’re keeping, Lolly!

LOLLY: (laughs) Yes, and then there’s little ole me.

GLOBGLOB: Why isn’t Princess Marilynth on the expedition, Lolly?

LOLLY: While the Emperor has stated this mission is blessed and holy, there’s still some
risk. And since the Princess is next in line to the Star Throne, it was decided she should



remain in Celest. (pause) It looks like the expedition is forming, Globglob, so I better be
going. Let’s hope you’ll next hear from me from the supra plane!

GLOBGLOB: Good luck, Lolly! And our prayers go with you. Okay, folks, this is it. The
team is forming before the Stone of Truth. There’s Lolly giving us a wave good-bye and a
big ole wink. The High Prophet is laying his hands on the Stone and a portal has opened.
The expedition is off! The Stone is continuing to glow with a very bright light.

Aether Broadcast: The Launch of Cosmic Hope, Part 2

GLOBGLOB: Leela, how’s the Stone look on the Plane of Earth?

LEELA: Nothing right now . . . oh, there it goes. It’s glowing like a bright star, Globglob.
The geomancers are all cheering.

GLOBGLOB: Timmie? How’s the Stone look on the Higher Plane of Shallamar?

TIMMIE: It’s glowing like crazy, Globglob! The Prophets here are smiling from ear-to-ear
and all five of the Holy Supernals have turned out to watch, surrounded by a host of angelic
beings.

GLOBGLOB: Simply amazing! The Stone of Truth here in Magnagora is glowing even
brighter than before! I bet that’s happening on the Plane of Earth and Plane of Shallamar
too. Lolly, can you hear me? Come in, Lolly. Lolly? (pause) We still can’t hear from Lolly
and we may not be able to, folks, because the aether connection may break down before
the expedition reaches the supra plane. I have a feeling . . .

LOLLY: (garbled) . . . not what we expected, Globglob. There’s . . .

GLOBGLOB: Lolly! We’re having trouble hearing you. Are you there? Can you –

LOLLY: (garbled) . . . and the Emperor –

GLOBGLOB: – describe what’s happening?

LOLLY: (garbled)

GLOBGLOB: Max, can you boost this signal? (pause) Can you hear me now, Lolly? Lolly?

LOLLY: I can hear you, Globglob. It’s very strange here . . . (garbled)

GLOBGLOB: We lost you before, Lolly. Can you describe the supra plane?

LOLLY: (garbled) . . . and metal everywhere, but the Grand Cipher says it’s not real
metal, it’s . . . (garbled) . . . The Emperor would like to say something now.

GLOBGLOB: Folks, live from the supra plane is Emperor Ladantine!



LADANTINE: As prophesied and as guided by the Light, Cosmic Hope is a . . . (garbled)
. . . and with the power invested in us, we hereby name it the Astral Plane . . . (garbled)
. . . and the Light shall guide us.

GLOBGLOB: Thank you, your Divine Grace! We’re still having a little trouble with our
connection, folks, and it may not get better. But you heard it here! The supra plane is to
be known as the Astral Plane. Lolly, what’s happening now?

LOLLY: We’re cautiously moving around a metal forest . . . (garbled) . . . Sweet Light,
what’s that! It looks like a metal . . . (garbled)

GLOBGLOB: Lolly, are you alright?

LOLLY: (garbled) . . . and it’s dead now. Just a strange and very hostile creature here
on the Astral . . . (garbled) . . . The Emperor sees something up ahead. It looks like a
column of crystal. We’re cautiously approaching . . . (garbled) . . .

GLOBGLOB: Bear with us, folks.

LOLLY: (garbled) . . . huge reservoir of cosmic energy! It’s all we’ve dreamed of . . .
(garbled) . . . so the Emperor is being the first to approach it and is laying his hands on
it . . . (garbled) . . . so get ready, Globglob, they’re going to send it straight through the
Stone of Truth!

GLOBGLOB: Send what? Cosmic energy? Folks, I think the Emperor is making some
sort of link with the Stone of Truth to channel pure energy into it. Yes, a Major Prophet
just nodded at me in confirmation. This is it, folks! Everything we’ve been promised may
just be coming any moment!

Aether Broadcast: The Launch of Cosmic Hope, Part 3

GLOBGLOB: Timmie, what’s happening to the Stone in Shallamar?

TIMMIE: There’s some sort of surge here, Globglob! It’s beautiful! Glowing rainbow
colours are swirling around the Stone of Truth here.

GLOBGLOB: Okay, stay with it, Timmie. Folks, it appears we’re getting pure cosmic
energy . . .

LOLLY: Oh, Sweet Light . . . (garbled) . . . they’re coming at us from all directions!
The Emperor . . . (garbled) . . . Sweet Light, NO!

GLOBGLOB: Lolly? Lolly? That didn’t sound good. What? We seem to have lost our
connection with Lolly, folks. Timmie, what’s going on in Shallamar?



TIMMIE: I’m not sure, Globglob, the light in the Stone has suddenly darkened and the
Holy Emanations are arriving.

GLOBGLOB: Looks like something is going wrong, folks. We’ve lost our connection with
the expedition and something is going on in the Plane of Shallamar. Timmie, could you
describe what’s happening there?

TIMMIE: The Holy Emanations of Shallamar are arriving upon discs of light, circling
around the Stone. The Holy Emanations are conferring with each other. They seem to be
in agreement about something. Lord Luciphage is coming over to us and motioning us to
fall back to the Fields of the White Amaranth.

GLOBGLOB: Can you still see the Stone, Timmie?

TIMMIE: Yes, Globglob. Its distant now, but we can still see it. King Gorgalial has
kissed his wife Nifilhema, Queen of Illustrious Beauty. Now, the other Holy Emanations
are backing away except for Gorgalial who is approaching the Stone. Lord Luciphage has
taken in charge of us.

GLOBGLOB: This is amazing, folks! We’re getting a firsthand account of a Holy Emana-
tion in action. The Holy Emanations, like the Holy Supernals of Celestia, are enigmatic
immortal beings of Light and Love. Though unable to leave their own cosmic planes, they
have often helped . . .

TIMMIE: Globglob, sorry to interrupt . . .

GLOBGLOB: Go ahead, Timmie!

TIMMIE: King Gorgalial is now approaching the Stone of Truth. He’s placing his hands
on it and bathing the Stone in white light. I can feel his power from here! It’s amazing,
simply amazing. It looks like he’s driven back whatever . . . wait, something is . . . (loud
crack) Oh, Sweet Light! No!

GLOBGLOB: What’s happening, Timmie?

TIMMIE: The Stone has cracked and Gorgalial has fallen! No, wait, he’s up . . . oh,
Sweet Light, he’s . . . he’s . . . I can’t describe it! It looks like his skin is bubbling and
he’s losing his form! Queen Nifilhema is trying to reach him but Blessed Lord Ashtorath
is holding her back. She’s clawing at her own face and bosom! Blood is running down her
face! The Queen of Illustrious Beauty is tearing herself apart trying to reach her husband!
Lord Ashtorath is screaming something I can’t make out! He’s screaming and screaming
and screaming! Lord Luciphage is telling us to move back, that he’ll lead us out of danger.
Oh, this is horrible . . . (garbled) No! NO! NO! NO!

GLOBGLOB: Timmie! Timmie! What’s happening? Timmie! (pause) We’ve lost our
connection to Shallamar. I don’t know what . . .



LEELA: Something is happening at the Stone here on the Plane of Earth, Globglob! The
geomancers are saying it’s filling with power, but . . . (loud crack) Aaaah! It’s . . .
(garbled) . . . and we can’t . .

GLOBGLOB: Leela? Leela? Sweet Light, folks, I don’t know what’s going on but ap-
parently some disaster is occurring, but . . . Wait! Now, the Stone of Truth here in
Magnagora is darkening! The light has left it and some sort of black oil is oozing out of
it. What the . . . (garbled) . . . The prophets who were standing around the Stone have
fallen! A black smoke is pouring out of the Stone now . . . the prophets are slowly getting
back up but they’re . . . (garbled) . . . Sweet Light, it’s moving fast! We’ve got to get
out of here! Run! RUN! . . . (garbled)

TRANSMISSION ABRUPTLY ENDS

Aether Broadcast: Resumption of Cosmic Hope Broadcast

The live broadcast from Magnagora came nine hours after the initial transmission abruptly
ended. Though the speaker introduced himself as Globglob Mesherbrub, there was consid-
erable doubt and uncertainty if it was the same mugwump as the voice was substantially
altered in both tone and modulation.

GLOBGLOB: This is Globglob Mesherbrub. There has been a small mishap in Magnagora
but it is now under control. If you see a dark cloud over Magnagora, do not be concerned.
It is completely harmless. However, some injuries have occurred and we request everyone
who is listening to come to Magnagora in order to help us in this time of need. I repeat,
please come to Magnagora in all haste if you are able. Do not be concerned about the dark
cloud. It will not harm you. This is Globglob Mesherbrub. There has been a small mishap
in Magnagora . . .

The above-message continually repeated for over twelve hours.

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: The Astral Plane

Being one ‘Who Was There And In The Middle of It’, I have been asked on numerous
occasions to write down my memoirs of the Taint Wars as it has come to be called, so now
in my grey furred years when literally I am long of tooth I shall do so. May whomever reads
this remember that I am but a furrikin, very small and of no importance, of the type called
the tae’kin because of a resemblance to the tae’dae (though, of course, about a fraction of
the size of those massive warriors). In my younger days, I was an aether broadcast host,
a small personality who, as the Fates would have it, was chosen to accompany Expedition



Cosmic Hope in its first foray into the Astral Plane. So, yes, I was there with Emperor
Ladantine VII when he let loose the Taint, causing the evil that is now Magnagora to chase
us through the generations evermore.

The brightest and bravest minds of the time, perhaps of all times, were there: Emperor
Ladantine VII, a merian Aquamancer who was rightly called a prodigy in the field of planar
physics; High Prophet Ghani n’Rotri of the now destroyed House of Prophets representing
Magnagora, a trill of extraordinary talent and wisdom; Professor En’oonki Lars of the
Matrix Research Institute representing Hallifax, as cool and logical as ever a lucidian could
be; Grand Cipher Tlochaka Chum of the Illuminati of Gaudiguch, a strangely intense
dracnari who was hooded and cloaked in the golden robes of his office; and Holy Mother
Shellma Natharian representing Celest itself, an aged and quite powerful merian. Then,
there was me, whose only purpose was to provide a planar link to report on what we found
to aether superstar Globglob Mesherbrub. Accompanying us were about a dozen of the
Orclach ur’Guard, the Imperial elite troops at that time.

The expedition launched through the Stone of Truth, the nexus of power in Magnagora from
which flowed all aether energies that powered the House of Prophets and the Geomancer’s
Guild in that city. As we caught the cosmic eddies from the Stone and traveled through
null space, it was quite evident we were being transported by the best. For any who have
experienced planar travel, I will only say there was little disturbance as we rose through the
elemental plane of earth and the cosmic plane of Shallamar. Of course, that was when the
true work of the expedition began. I can only describe the breaching into the plane above
and beyond the known cosmos as both magnificent and terrible. Led by the Emperor, we
followed his quite spectacular and intricate weaving of energy lines and when this energy
web was complete we ’pushed’ and reality expanded around us like an iridescent bubble.
And when the bubble burst, we shot upwards or outwards and found us thusly in what is
now called the Astral plane.

It is difficult to describe that strange place of floating islands or spheres that continuously
knock against each other like apples bobbing in the barrel. Indeed, the Emperor’s theories
proved correct, as the Stone of Truth also existed on this plane, which served as the anchor
in our travels, though it was so much diminished here that we at first didn’t recognize it.
The floating island we found ourselves on was a twisted, metal monstrosity of iron bars
and bridges. But nothing that I can describe of the strangeness of the place can tell you
what the feeling of being there is like. The atmosphere itself is thick and heavy, though
not with smoke or indeed anything visible or detectable. It weighs heavily in your lungs
and clings to your fur, though no amount of coughing or cleaning yourself will get rid of
it. And, most disconcerting of all, is the feeling of being watched, as though we were but
tiny ants being observed by a monstrous child.



Diary of Rowena Nightshade: Raising Gloriana’s Defenses

Winter, Year 543: Oh, Mother Night, the Empire did not heed your warnings and look
at what it has wrought. A dark cloud hangs over the city of Magnagora, engulfing all
around it and spreading like a foul disease. We see the unnatural creatures within its
smoky depths, twisted and hungry, but hungry for what I do not know. But what is worse,
oh so much worse, is the evil presence we sense within that cloud, an intelligent force that
is anathema to the living realms.

Not even in my darkest nightmares did I imagine such a disastrous consequence as the
result of the Empire’s recklessness. How I wish you were wrong, Mother Night! How I wish
all who dismissed your prophesies were right and that our warnings were but irrational
ravings. Alas, that was not to be and so we must meet the challenges of this new horror.

As the Gloriana Forest is so near Magnagora, Brennan has gathered his druids of the Raven
Circle and melded with the forest, bringing to bear all the defenses of wood and earth to
protect against the evil cloud if it tries to sweep this way. I have contacted the Moon
Dance Coven of the Serenwilde and the Lake Wood Coven of Ackleberry, and they too are
raising the defenses for their forests.

I cannot understand why the centaurs of Gloriana, who have lived with us in harmony since
the time of Ellindel, now leave us in our time of need. I met with Nintoba, the centaur
chief and mystic, and asked him why he leads his people out of Gloriana. He told me that
the centaurs have their own means of augury and the time for the centaurs in Gloriana has
passed. Then, Nintoba begged me to gather the elfen of Gloriana and leave with him.

Leave Gloriana? How can I even think of such a thing. This is the forest of Mother Night
and Raven, where those of us in coven or circle draw our strength and our spirit. Nintoba
might as well ask the turtle to leave his shell or the stars to leave the sky at night. Still,
his words trouble me and I go forth to gather the Night Coven to call forth the cone of
power.

And then we shall pray to the great spirits and wait.

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: The Emperor’s Working

Though the Emperor made a rousing speech that lifted our spirits, I could not help but
detect the slightest quaver in his voice and small sideways glances at this terrible place.
I did the duty I came for and linked through the Stone of Truth to communicate with
Globglob. It was then we were first attacked by one of the improbable creatures of the
Astral realm. At first, we thought it was a goat living in this metal waste but as it came
closer, we saw it was made of metal, eyes glowing a hellish red and breathing steam that



could boil flesh from bone. Two ur’Guard were wounded before we were able to destroy
it. Though a terrible beast, after Holy Mother Natharian healed the wounded orclachs, we
felt emboldened by our victory and began our exploration.

We soon found a pillar of glowing crystals, and the Emperor was ecstatic, for this was the
object and reason for the expedition. A new source of power that could be used to heal
and restore the land, that would be a font of energy for each city’s nexus of power, that
would herald a new age of untold promises. Or so we believed.

After leading us in a brief prayer of thanks to the Light, the Emperor set his hands upon
the glowing crystal pillar. Around him rose a beautiful halo of multicoloured light, and his
face filled with divine ecstasy as he harnessed the energy and channeled it into the Stone
of Truth. We witnessed the stream of pure energy arc up from the pillar and link to the
Stone of Truth, pumping power into the nexus in great waves of iridescent light.

Then they came. First another of those monstrous metal goats attacked us, then another,
and another. We formed a circle around the Emperor, whose eyes had rolled back behind
his lids, and was blissfully unaware of what went on around him. They came at us in wave
upon wave, stinking of metal and death. Swords flashed from the ur’Guard and magical
bolts flew from the hands of others, but the beasts still came, as though killing one created
a dozen more. After three ur’Guard fell, things got worse. That beam of pure energy that
the Emperor was channeling into the Stone of Truth turned dark and forbidding, expanding
into a larger and larger stream until it looked like a river of shadows was being pumped
into the Magnagora nexus. The expression on the Emperor’s face turned from ecstasy to
pain, and his hands begin to blister and weep fluids.

High Prophet n’Rotri, Professor Lars, Grand Cipher Chum, and Holy Mother Natharian
quickly went to the Emperor’s aid, grabbing hold of him, both physically and magically,
and attempting to wrest him away from the crystal pillar, which was now pulsating with
a darkly swirling light. Tendrils of foul energy erupted from the pillar, writhing around
the would-be rescuers, plunging into their mouths and eyes or any orifice they found. The
nightmare quickly went from bad to worse, as the Emperor fell heavily to the ground, his
chest ripped open and eyes burned out. Surely he was beyond even the Holy Mother’s
healing power, even if she wasn’t lying on the cold metal ground being thrashed by the
dark energies.



Chapter 27

Part 4: Scourge of the Taint

Hallifax Minutes: Emergency Meeting Re: Cosmic Hope Dis-
aster

MINUTES OF THE HALLIFAX BOARD OF GOVERNORS

I. MEETING - CALL TO ORDER: The emergency meeting was called to order by the
Vice Chair on the 14th of Gorgani on the 543rd Year of the Imperial Empire at 9:00 a.m.

II. RECOGNITION OF MEMBERS PRESENT: Cr’rik Adom, Chair of the Board and
Chief Executive Hieli Goldfeather, Vice Chair Lilali Skysoarer, Secretary Minister Sweeloh
Sunfar, Member Minister Ieck’co Shevat, Member Minister Ke’kix Oolin, Member

MEMBERS ABSENT: Professor En’oonki Lars, Member Minister Tooli Goldfeather, Mem-
ber Minister Chia Cloudwalker, Member

INVITEES PRESENT: Closed Session

III. EMERGENCY SESSION: Subject: Crisis in Magnagora; Failure of Cosmic Hope Ex-
pedition

Discussion: Chair Adom summarized recently events surrounding the debacle of the Cosmic
Hope Expedition. When the expedition attempted to channel cosmic energy into the
nexus of power known as the Stone of Truth, a backlash of unknown origins infected the
Stone of Truth in all of its multidimensional manifestations, including the Higher Plane
of Shallamar, the Elemental Plane of Earth, and Magnagora itself. The expedition was
apparently lost, which included Professor En’oonki Lars, a member of this Board. A black
cloud subsequently appeared over and in Magnagora. Calls for help were sent through
the aether broadcast network. Minister Tooli Goldfeather and Chia Cloudwalker, both



members of this Board, flew to Magnagora with a delegation of rescue volunteers to offer
assistance. They have not been heard from since.

Minister Shevat reported that subsequent observations indicate the black cloud is growing
and spreading in all directions, notably west into the Crystal Sea, south towards the Glo-
riana Forest, north towards the Shallach River. To the east, the cloud seems to have been
stopped by Avechna’s Teeth (including the Angkrag mines), generating the theory that the
cloud can be physically contained. Unverified reports of the cloud infecting plants, animals
and minerals with accelerated mutagenic properties are causing widespread panic.

Board Decision: Minister Sunfar moved that aeromantic countermeasures be immediately
employed to raise winds to push the cloud away from its northerly thrust, which threatens
Hallifax and the Isle of Celest in the Crystal Sea. Theoretically, a strong pressure of
aeromantic force could completely disperse the cloud. Minister Oolin advocated further
observation, though Minister Sunfar pointed out that hesitating even for objective analysis
may prove fatal. Vice Chair Goldfeather seconded by the motion, and the motion passed
with 4 yeas and 2 nays.

IV. ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business to come before the Board at that
time, the Board meeting was adjourned at 1:23 p.m.

Approved this 14th day of Gorgani in the 543rd Year of the Imperial Empire. By: Lilali
Skysoarer, Chair Secretary

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: Journey Into Nightmare

There were four orclach and myself left standing, and I was resigned to the inevitability
that the Fates had chosen a most horrible death for me. I recall I even shut my eyes tight
in preparation for certain doom, but it did not come. I slowly opened my eyes and gazed
around me in amazement as the hideous beasts, those terrible metallic goats, did not attack
us but simply stared at us with their glowing red eyes. Dozens surrounded us but none
came near. I looked at the orclach ur’Guard and they were as confused as me. The river
of darkness was still pumping into the Stone of Truth, and the Emperor was dead at our
feet. The other expedition members still violently twitched on the ground, and it was then
I saw their terrible transformation. Their skin was bubbling and turning red, their wide
open eyes were foggy and yellow, their bones were lengthening and skeletons twisting upon
themselves. They were turning into monsters, more hideous for the fact that their features
were recognizable, though barely, of who they once were.

We were frozen with indecision. I knew the orclach would have preferred the metal beasts
to attack us for it would at least give them some action to focus on, but there was nothing
we could do but watch. Then, the Emperor’s dead and smoking body began to twitch and



violently flop about on the ground. Slowly, the spasms subsided and the Emperor opened
his eyes, which glowed the same ominous red as the metal beasts. He stood up and gazed
at us. The orclach fell to their knees and prostrated themselves before him.

Though perhaps not clear to me at the time, it was then that the first glimmer of un-
derstanding slowly began to dawn in me. It was common knowledge that in the orclachi
tongue ’ur’Guard’ means the Death Guard, in honour of the Vernal God Urlach, Master
of Death, who legend said brought orclach warriors back to life to fight again in the Vernal
Wars. But it wasn’t life that Urlach granted but undeath. And so the legends of conflict
between Urlach and several of the other Vernal Gods came to make sense. But the orclach
never forgot and religiously felt that becoming undead was a singular honour–a mark of
Urlach, if you will–and here was the Emperor brought back as one of the undead, some-
times called the ur’dead. Of course, I did not come to fully understand all of this at the
time, but the Emperor seemed to grasp that they were his willingly obedient servants.

At first the Emperor tried to open a gate through the Stone of Truth, but the river of
darkness that still flowed into it prevented him from even making the attempt. Cursing,
he ordered the orclach pick up the mutating members of the expedition and we went in
searching of another way to leave the Astral plane. But, as I said, we were on a small
island that floated in this astral space, and it didn’t take long to realize there was no hope
of escape if we stayed here. Other strange, spherical islands floated nearby, and we could
do nothing but wait and hope that one of them would come close enough so that we could
leap onto it.

And I slowly began to wonder if the Fates had a more terrible destiny in store for me than
I had first imagined.

Diary of Rowena Nightshade: Meeting Destiny

Final Entry, Year 543: Mother Night, has there ever been a greater fool than the one who
wrote these prior entries? How blind and stupid are these scribblings! How pathetic! What
a waste of ink and paper. But perhaps not an utter waste, for I suppose it could be an
amusing epitaph to the old ways of Gloriana.

Oh, the Night Coven did raise a cone of power over Gloriana, and the druids of the Raven
Circle did meld their spirits to the forest, and all the while the tainted cloud of Magnagora
rose higher into the sky, a swath of darkness across the drab blue bowl of the heavens. And
I, Rowena Darkshade, High Priestess of the Night Coven, stood proud and tall next to the
Great Ravenwood Tree, certain in the powers of the Great Spirits that oversaw the Gloriana
Woods. “Mother Night and Wise Raven shall protect us,” I said to my brothers and sisters
of the forest. “While our hearts are true and our spirits bright, we shall overcome even



this great struggle.” On and on I went in this manner.

But then the great winds rose. Like a tumbling wall did the tainted cloud fall upon the
Gloriana, its great, stinking mass bearing down under the weight of hate and fury. As
one, the druidic circle gasped as the oily darkness soaked into the soil of the earth. We
watched helplessly as Brennan and his brothers swayed upon their feet like the trunk of
a rotted tree in a storm. As the earth became tainted, so did they, fine cancerous green
lines spreading through their flesh as skin flaked away like old parchment. The voice of
the Great Spirit of Wise Raven cawed throughout Gloriana, his vast cries stabbing like a
knife deep into the forest’s soul. An enormous bolt of black lightning sundered the Great
Ravenwood Tree and the forest trembled until we thought we were doomed.

In desperation, the Night Coven focused the cone of power upon me, and I raised my
consciousness to the heavens and embraced the Great Spirit of Mother Night to come to
our aide and deliverance. The rushing of her power flowed into me and we became one.
And thus did I finally, truly see.

This roiling cloud that just drank Gloriana’s essence like a thirsty bat upon a starving doe,
this sentient hunger was but a tiny fragment of something larger, greater and more glorious
than ever could be imagined. It held Mother Night in its embrace, changing her and Wise
Raven too, becoming more powerful than all the other Great Spirits of Nature combined.
As Mother Night and I were one, we laughed together as Sister Moon fled before us, as
Sister Lake cried out in sorrow, as White Hart fled before the might of Raven whose eyes
now glowed as red as embers and who molted his feathers and became Crow. Powerful
Crow! Dark Crow! Together, Mother Night and Brother Crow would rule the forests,
ushering forth a new age of rot and ruin, darkness and despair. Only those of us chosen
few will be allowed obeisance to the glorious master who shall consume us and make us
part of him!

While I lingered with Mother Night, I felt that Presence, that Almighty Presence, push
forth further into the world, making more of it his as should be his right. And, no, this
great and powerful Presence did not just transform the body, but transformed the spirit too!
Already, he transformed the Higher Plane of Shallamar into an image pleasing to himself.
Even the Holy Emanations of Shallamar were remade into reflections of the Presence, more
powerful and magnificent than before. The elemental plane of earth was his, and through
Gloriana, the Presence reached into the Faethorn Realm.

The fae, however, are resistant to the Almighty Presence, and we travel through the rent in
the earth that once was the Great Ravenwood, and pass into the ethereal realm, claiming
all that the Almighty touches. As I squeeze the essence from the pixies and willowisps,
from the sylphs and wood nymphs, and feed my ravenous Master, I cannot help but feel
bemused that once I protected these weak and pathetic beings. They cry at me, “D’or
glom! D’or glom!” That means “have mercy upon us” in the tongue of the fae. I answer



back, “F’ai glomdoring!” That means “I have no mercy.”

Soon all will be under the Presence. And I ... I shall be a Queen in this new order. All
shall bow and serve me–for am I not as beautiful as I am terrible? Am I not as powerful
as I am glorious? Am I not Rowena Darkshade, Mistress of All She Surveys! I will spread
a twisted forest that will choke the Basin of Life. It will be called the Glomdoring Forest
– the Forest without Mercy!

Enough prattling in this diary. The time for weakness is over. Let the forests fall under
the sway of Mother Night and Crow, newly born into something greater than they were. I
too am remade and I shall go forth and all who see my beauty will love me or be destroyed.
But who could not love me? My beauty is now beyond compare.

Even though my heart no longer beats.

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: Dark Conversations

With the ur’Guard practically worshipping the undead Emperor Ladantine as though he
were the second coming of Urlach and the other members of the expedition mutated beyond
recognition, I felt isolated in my horror at what had happened. Fortunately, as furrikins
are easily overlooked by the larger races, the others took little notice of me. Thus, it was
in this position that I was able to learn so much about the Emperor and his plans.

Unlike the Emperor, who was an animated corpse, the only way to describe the mutated
members of the expedition, that is Lars, Chum, Ghani and Shellma, are as monstrosities.
Lars grew to be a third larger than he was, his crystalline lucidian skin replaced by a shiny
blood red carapace, and his mouth distended to reveal thousands of sharpened teeth. It’s
hard to tell what was different with Chum, who was hidden and hooded as he always was
in the golden robes of the Grand Cipher of the Illuminati, but surely his hands never had
such talons on them. Ghani, who was trill, looked like a winged demon out of a cub’s
storybook. And Shellma, who was an elderly merian, looked the worse of the lot, her body
bloated and blackened beyond recognition, bulbous eyes bulging out of their sockets on
stalks.

There was a brief power struggle when the others began to regain consciousness, but the
Emperor easily subdued them, certainly helped by the fact that the ur’Guard were clearly
loyal only to the Emperor. We had to find another way to exit the Astral plane, which
was a matter of waiting for one of the neighboring floating spheres to come close enough
to jump onto it. While we waited, the Undead Emperor and his Dark Council (what I
came to call them) would plot together and discuss what was happening. Though they
whispered together so that the ur’Guard couldn’t hear them, they didn’t seem to know (or
at least care) that my furrikin ears could pick up their conversation.



“I agree,” whispered Shellma. “The force we released must have been Almighty Kethuru.
You felt how easily it corrupted Shallamar and the Plane of Earth. He’s trying to free
himself. What do we know of Kethuru?”

“We know he was the mightiest of Soulless Gods,” said Chum. “And we know he led the
Soulless to defeat the Elder Gods. We know he decimated the Vernal Gods when they
arose. And we know, if it wasn’t for the Sacrifice of the Nine, he would have consumed all
worlds.”

“In order to release himself, he’ll have to break through the prime material plane,” said
Lars. “But we all felt how his strength was being diluted the further through the planes
he spread himself. It will take time before he can loosen the Nine Seals and be freed.”

“Can we appease him?” croaked Shellma. “Does he want to be worshipped? We could
create a church to him, and place ourselves as his high priests. If we give in to all his
demands, we could be the rulers of Lusternia.”

“Don’t be a fool,” hissed the Emperor. “Remember what it felt like when we were connected
to him. It was as if we were a part of him, merely tools to carry out his whims. Once he
breaks through the Nine Seals and returns in all his power, he’d absorb us into him and
we’d be destroyed.”

“So we’d be mindless slaves and then food,” agreed Ghani. “Well, give him Lusternia then.
We can survive here. Find a new world to settle.”

“That would buy us time,” said Chum. “But eventually he’d consume everything, all of
creation.”

“We need to awaken Avechna the Avenger,” said the Emperor. “The Avenger was created
by the Nine’s sacrifice to trap Kethuru behind the Seals.”

“Only a Vernal God can awaken Avechna,” said Shellma, “and there are none left.”

“Not unless we become Vernal Gods,” said the Emperor. “Once we find our way back to
Lusternia, we’ll drain the nexuses of power as they did during the Vernal Wars and raise
ourselves up as gods. Then, we awaken Avechna who will drive back Kethuru. Afterwards,
we can divide Lusternia up among us and be worshipped as the new gods and command
all that we survey.”

“Interesting theory,” said Ghani, “but a nexus, assuming it has enough power, can only
raise one Vernal God. As far as I know, there are only 4 nexuses of power, and there are
5 of us.”

“I’ll obviously take the Eternal Flame,” said Chum. “The Emperor would take the Pool
of Stars. Lars will take the Matrix. And Ghani, you get the Stone of Truth.”

“And what about me?” demanded Shellma. “I should get the Pool of Stars!”



“Shall we fight for it, Shellma?” the Emperor asked, smiling coldly. “No? I thought not.”

“And if no one was paying attention,” said Ghani. “The Stone of Truth is subjugated by
Kethuru already. How am I supposed to use it?”

“Once Kethuru is driven back, we can worry about you and Shellma,” said the Emperor
confidently.

“The other problem,” said Lars, “is how will we convince our people to raise us to be
Vernal Gods when we look like . . . like this!”

“I shouldn’t have a problem in Gaudiguch,” smiled Chum. “The Illuminati are quite used
to physical transformations of the body.”

“Once you become Vernal Gods, how can we trust you’ll raise us?” demanded Shellma.

“I agree,” said Ghani. “I do not like drawing the short end of the stick.”

“Silence!” hissed the Emperor. “We can talk about this later. First, we must figure out
how to leave the Astral and I do believe there is an island approaching as we speak.”

So we began the long journey through the astral plane, hopping from island to island,
encountering creatures so warped and terrible that nightmares haunt me to this day.

Gaudiguch Gossip: Expedition Recovered!

EXPEDITION RECOVERED BY GAUGIGUCH; HALLIFAX CAUSES TAINT SPREAD
TO ACCELLERATE Amid the tears and grief that swept through Gaudiguch in the past
week from what the Illuminati are calling the “Taint”, a small bud of hope has sprung
with the recovery of Expedition Cosmic Hope. All members of the expedition, including
Emperor Ladantine and Grand Cipher Tlochaka Chum, were recovered in the Cosmic Plane
of the Vortex by the Illuminati.

The Illuminati are keeping the expedition sequestered, and rumours are flying regarding
why the Emperor hasn’t made an appearance. Officials neither confirm nor deny reports
that the Emperor is extremely injured. Princess Marilynth is supposedly on her way,
though she must take a circuitous path over the Inner Sea in order to avoid the areas
infected by the Taint. She will most likely arrive in Gaudiguch by late tomorrow.

Meanwhile, hostilities are mounting against Hallifax whose aeromantic assault of gale force
winds against the Taint has accelerated its spread to the south, which immediately engulfed
Gloriana. The Illuminati are concerned that the Southern Mountains will push the Taint
to Gaudiguch next. Ironically, Hallifax apparently created the winds to save themselves,



but it still creeps forward despite these efforts. It is assumed that Shallach is the latest
casualty of the Taint as the ur’Guard have suddenly stopped using the Shallach Portals.

Though the Taint has infected the southern end of the Crystal Sea, the Isle of Celest has
raised a bubble of light from the Pool of Stars, protecting the Imperial Capital and much
of the northern section of the Crystal Sea.

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: Escape from the Astral

Hope had all but died for me as I was dragged along behind the Undead Emperor and
his Dark Council, journeying among the floating spheres of the Astral plane, encountering
horrors so bizarre and horrible that you thought nothing more could surprise you. But
then, not having found a way out, we would jump to a another sphere and discover new
horrors more repulsive than the last. Even so, I think it was the waiting that was the truly
awful experience, when the sphere we were on floated alone and we would hanker down
and stare at the shifting sky, waiting, waiting, waiting for another sphere to come close
enough for us jump to.

It was finally in one of most hideous places imaginable, what looked like a library run by
portly librarians in the distance but up close was smoldering ruins run by obese creatures
out of nightmare, that we found a thinning of the aether fabric that would allow us our
escape. It was a pile of rotting paper that smoldered on the ground, releasing a foul
smelling smoke that hung heavy in the air. We almost walked by it, but Chum stopped in
his tracks and crouched down, his burning red eyes glaring at the smoldering pile.

“Feel this!” he hissed in his rasping voice as he placed his hand over smoke. “I know this!
I know it!”

The Undead Emperor quickly shoved Chum out of the way and held his rotting hand in
the smoke. We paused there for several moments, none of us brave enough to disturb him.
Finally, he laughed and clapped Chum on the back. It was a terrible and wicked laugh,
but I am ashamed to admit that relief flooded through me and I whooped and pranced
around the ur’Guard, who simply nodded sagely as if they would expect nothing less of
their emperor.

“It’s the Eternal Flame of Gaudiguch,” Chum breathed. “It’s a pale reflection from what
it is on the other planes we know, but nonetheless it is connected. Quickly, let us open a
gate to the Vortex so I may take control of the Illuminati.”

“Wait,” said the Emperor, thoughtfully looking around at our ragtag party. “I don’t care
how broadminded the Illuminati are concerning ‘physical transformations’ as you call it,



Chum, but the Illuminati will not be the only ones who see us. Certainly, I will need to
address the people and take control.”

With that, the Emperor placed the palms of his hands over his face and a blue light
shimmered across his body. When the light vanished and he lowered his hands, a small
cry burst forth from my throat as the rotting, undead form was wiped away. Before me
stood Holy Emperor Ladantine VII, noble merian worshipped by all civilization, master
mage and planar physicist, untouched by recent events.

Tears filled my eyes as the Emperor looked around himself and his gaze settled upon me.
With a gentle smile, he kneeled before me until his face was at the same level as mine.
Was all that happened but a nightmare? Was I finally now awake and all the horrors of
the past to be swept away to distant memory?

“Do not think that I have forgotten you, loyal Lolly,” the Emperor gently said to me.
“When we return to the Empire, I will need your support more than the others.”

Then, he placed a hand on my shoulder and his touch was as cold as the grave. The
Emperor bowed his head and closed his eyes and a fog seeped into my mind, numbing my
tongue. Suddenly, his head snapped up and his eyes bore into mine. Deep within his ice
blue gaze I saw the crimson glow of cruelty and corruption. The utter evil of the undead
was now hidden behind illusion. He laughed and pushed me back.

“Now, I think we’re ready,” said the Emperor. “Let’s open the gate and find out how fares
my Empire.”

As Chum began opening the planar gate through the Eternal Flame, the Emperor snapped
his fingers in my direction. Against my will, I stood up and marched towards the Emperor.
He smiled coldly at me.

So, this is how I escaped the Astral plane but fell into a new trap ... this time as the
puppet of the Undead Emperor.



Chapter 28

Part Five: The Taint Wars

Hallifax Minutes: Emergency Meeting Re: Possible Second
Taint

MINUTES OF THE HALLIFAX BOARD OF GOVERNORS

I. MEETING - CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by the Chair on the
22nd day of Gorgani in the 542nd Year of the Imperial Empire at 9:00 a.m.

II. RECOGNITION OF MEMBERS PRESENT: Cr’rik Adom, Chair of the Board and
Chief Executive Lilali Skysoarer, Secretary Minister Sweeloh Sunfar, Member Minister
Ieck’co Shevat, Member

MEMBERS ABSENT: Hieli Goldfeather, Vice Chair Professor En’oonki Lars, Member
Minister Tooli Goldfeather, Member Minister Chia Cloudwalker, Member Minister Ke’kix
Oolin, Member

III. EMERGENCY SESSION: Subject: Cosmic Hope Disaster

Discussion: The aeromantic countermeasures to disperse the Magnagora cloud (colloquially
referred to as the ‘Taint’) were generally determined to be a failure by the Board. The
Taint continues to move northward, though Minister Shevat pointed out that its progress
has been slowed. Regrettably, these same countermeasures appears to have accelerated the
Taint’s spread to the south, notably infecting the Gloriana Forest.

Minister Shevat reported on the research team the Board sent to study the alleged muta-
genic effects of the Taint. The Board was distressed to learn that Vice Chair Goldfeather
and Minister Oolin, who were part of the research team along with Minister Shevat, were
presumably casualties of the Taint and are to be considered missing in action. Despite



these grave losses to the Board, Minister Shevat was able to produce a detailed report on
the Taint.

In summary, there does appear to be mutagenic aspects within the Taint cloud, manifesting
in two manners. The first and least common effect of the Taint is to immediately arrest the
heartbeat of a victim, resulting in instant death. The body, however, soon animates into
what is being described as the ‘undead’. For those who mutate into the undead, there are
reported advantageous side effects, including, but not limited to, increased strength and
intelligence, an enhanced constitution, a seeming immunity to pain, and a limited ability
to control the Taint.

The second and more common effect of the Taint is a radical restructuring of the victim’s
physiology including, but not limited to, an increase in size and weight, a shedding of fur
and/or feathers (depending on race), a modification of skin colour tending to red and/or
black, and the development of horns, bony plates, barbed tails or other abnormal traits.
The exception to this appears to be members of the orclach race whose victims (at least
those who do not immediately die and transform into the undead), instead of mutating in
the aforementioned manner, seem to devolve into weak, smaller beings with a substandard
intellect.

Whatever the transformation, the victims also undergo radical personality changes and are
considered extremely hostile and aggressive. They also appear to be organizing in large
numbers along the borders of the Taint, often abducting individuals and dragging them
into the Taint, sometimes retreating into the Taint when met with opposing forces. At
least two unsubstantiated reports indicate that a ‘Taint Army’ has attacked the Dwarven
Mountain Kingdom, killing King Varrim and dispersing the dwarven defenders.

Though the Taint represents a grave concern to Hallifax, the Board examined an even
more alarming development in Gaudiguch. The Board believes that the members of the
Cosmic Hope Expedition who were allegedly ‘rescued’ through the Eternal Flame, the nexus
of power in Gaudiguch, have been infected by the Taint, including Emperor Ladantine
VII. From scattered intelligence the Ministry of Information has been able to gather from
Gaudiguch, it appears as though the Emperor is amassing the ur’Guard there. The Board
notes that the orclach hold that the ur’Guard were created in honor of the Vernal God
Urlach who allegedly brought orclach warriors back from the dead. If, as many of the
Board have postulated, members of the Cosmic Hope Expedition were infected by the
Taint and mutated into the undead variant, the ur’Guard would be ripe for indoctrination
based on the misguided assumption that the Taint undead are somehow a mystic recreation
of Urlach’s resurrections. (One Board member hypothesizes that Urlach did indeed turn
many orclach warriors into undead, but, if true, the Taint undead are obviously a separate
variety.)

The Board is most concerned that infected members of the failed expedition will influence



the Illuminati of Gaudiguch into precipitously dangerous actions, such as allowing further
spread of the Taint through their nexus of power.

Board Decision: Chair Adom moved that the Ministry of Defense assemble a company of
the Matrix Legion to enter the Elemental Plane of Fire and possibly the Vortex Plane on a
reconnaissance mission to determine if any actions of Gaudiguch could potentially unleash
another Taint through the Eternal Flame. Minister Shevat seconded the motion and it
passed unanimously.

IV. ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business to come before the Board at that
time, the Board meeting was adjourned at 10:05 a.m.

Approved this 22nd day of Gorgani in the 543rd Year of the Imperial Empire. By: Lilali
Skysoarer, Chair Secretary

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: The Return of the Emperor

If I had not just come from the Astral plane and witnessed all its strange horrors, the
cosmic plane of the Vortex may have struck me as extraordinarily bizarre. This cosmic
plane manifested without the familiar environs of the prime material plane, unlike the
beautiful fields or rolling hills of the cosmic planes of Shallamar or Celestia, which I had
visited as an aetherwave correspondent. Perhaps it is no wonder that the Illuminati of
Gaudiguch kept the Vortex sequestered from the public for their own use, as what would
the uninitiated think of the strangely organic, bulbous landscapes that seemed to breathe
of its own accord and a sky that pulsated with swirling multicoloured lights?

The Eternal Flame from which we entered the Vortex was certainly not the feeble fire that
we found on the Astral plane, but a towering inferno of white fire that flickered with all
the colours of the rainbow. We were immediately met by the robed and hooded Illuminati,
who were surrounded by strange snuffling creatures that seemed part-dog and part-lizard.
Indeed, the entire Vortex seemed populated by an assortment of strangely shaped and
peculiar creatures, which might once have frightened me except they were pitifully normal
when compared to the abominations of the Astral plane.

In any event, the Emperor, still under the glamour that hid his undead form, immediately
began thundering commands and benevolently praising the Illuminati, promising rewards
and positions of power in the ‘New Empire’ that would arise. I tried to cry out and warn
them, but whatever power the Emperor had over me kept me nodding in agreement to
everything he said and smiling like a village idiot.

The black robed members of the Illuminati bowed deferentially to the Emperor, whispered
amongst themselves, and one scurried off and disappeared through the Eternal Flame.



Meanwhile, Chum, back in his role as Grand Cipher, practically gloated over Lars, Ghani
and Shellma, as he ordered fresh robes to be brought for all of them. They were immediately
given voluminous black robes with deep cowls, which thankfully covered their mutated
forms, though Chum complained loudly when no fresh golden robes could be found for
himself.

However, both Chum and the Emperor were becoming restless as we continued to be
kept waiting, however politely. Finally, the Eternal Flame flared and out stepped the
entire ruling council of Gaudiguch: His Wisdom Bhodifucius Xiim, the spiritual leader and
nominal head of Gaudiguch; High Flame Scuchidira Tliwx, Archmage of the Pyramid of
Pyromancers; General Gorab Iborchi, a massive dracnari in charge of Gaudiguch’s militia;
and another dracnari in the golden robes of the Grand Cipher of the Illuminati.

Chum immediately fell silent as he spotted this latter member in the robes of his office. I
heard Shellma snort contemptuously, but she quickly fell silent at a glare from the Emperor.
The Gaudiguch council stopped several paces before us, and it was High Flame Scuchidira
Tliwx who finally stepped forward. She quickly bowed to the Emperor, though her eyes
never left his face.

“What is the meaning of that,” demanded Chum immediately, pointing to the golden robed
dracnari. “Have I been replaced as Grand Cipher of Illuminati?”

“Always quick to figure things out, eh?” High Flame Tliwx asked. “Of course, you’ve been
replaced. We thought you were dead.”

“I am back now,” said Chum. “I take it I shall be reinstated immediately?”

“That’s the business of the Illuminati,” shrugged the High Flame, then turned to the golden
robed dracnari. “Grand Cipher Dith? Will you be stepping down so that the remarkably
resilient Tlochaka Chum can return to the office of Grand Cipher?”

“With respect, ex-Grand Cipher Chum,” said the soft feminine voice of Dith, shuffling
forward, “the Illuminati cannot at this unfortunate time accept you in this position of
leadership.”

“Drortaka Dith,” muttered Chum. “I never realized you had your eyes set on the golden
robes.”

“Don’t be a worm, Chum!” boomed General Iborchi. “You disappeared for weeks. There’s
a crisis that threatens all of the Basin of Life. And you think you can waltz back and take
up your old position, without knowing what’s been going on, what we’re facing, or that
we might just have reasons, just possibly might have very good reasons to suspect you are
not quite what you say you are? This is the Gaudiguch Council, Chum, not some desert
camp for whelps!”



“Thank goodness the Illuminati are broadminded concerning ‘physical transformations’,
isn’t it,” whispered Shellma nastily to Chum.

Shellma apparently didn’t quite realize that dracarni have hearing almost as good as fur-
rikins, for she was shocked when the general rushed towards her and ripped the cowl from
her face. Her bulbous eyes bulged as he grabbed her foul, bloated cheeks and turned her
head from side to side, as though studying a piece of meat. He then pushed her towards
the newly appointed Grand Cipher Dith.

“The Illuminati are experts on physical transformations,” said General Iborchi, and then
pointed at Shellma. “ Well, Dith? What’s your analysis of that?”

“Holy Mother Shellma Natharian appears to be Tainted,” said the Grand Cipher, her voice
soft yet clear. “Though she does not appear part of the ‘group mind’ of the other Tainted.”

Though my body was controlled by the Emperor, my mind was still my own, and hope
sprang up within me. This was not the welcome that the Undead Emperor and his Dark
Council had expected. Though the reputation of Gaudiguch may have been that of a circus
of frivolous and capricious creatures by the rest of the Empire, they obviously were much
more intelligent, perceptive and wise than they were usually given credit.

But the Emperor must have come to the same conclusion, for, though he was changed into
a monstrous undead creature, he still had the memories and skills of the diplomat and
ruler and knew how to use them. He clapped his hands and got the attention of everyone.
Then he smiled sadly, compassion and sorrow in his eyes, and he gestured to Shellma and
the others.

“I do not know what you mean by ‘Tainted’,” he said in a moderate, reasonable tone, “but
Holy Mother Shellma, Grand Cipher–excuse me, ex-Grand Cipher–Chum and the others
suffered a horrible accident upon the Astral plane. But, bless the Light, they survived,
their minds and spirits intact if not their bodies. I can only guess what must be happening
here, but we have vital knowledge and information which may be of some use. Now is not
the time to bicker amongst ourselves. The Empire must remain united and pure. Only
then can we face perhaps our greatest challenge!”

How reasonable he sounded, how noble he looked. Even I, who knew what he was behind
his glamour, felt drawn by his charisma, wanted to believe him. But, of course, it wasn’t
I he needed to convince. By the looks on the faces of the dracnari, it appeared that
they were convinced, heads nodding in agreement, even General Iborchi stroking his chin
thoughtfully. But then the Wisdom of Gaudiguch, Bhodifucius Xiim, coughed softly and
the rest of the dracnari froze, their eyes reverentially upon the tubby little dracnari who
was little bigger than me.

“Most Gracious Emperor,” said Bhodifucius with a comic bow. “I humbly honour your
wise words and truth indeed is in your words. With respect, you have changed since last



I saw you, and, as we say, ‘Always bow to the winds of change or be driven to the ground
by the gales of inevitability.’ We have another saying too, and that is, ‘When the winds
of change blow, never shut your eyes for what was once your house may be about to fall
upon your head. It is the wise dracnari who knows when to leap out of the way.”’

“Very interesting, Wisdom Xiim,” said the Emperor–did his voice now have a measure of
doubt?

“I ask you this,” continued Bhodifucius, addressing the Gaudiguch Council, with no indi-
cation of having heard the emperor. “If you cut off the legs of a chair, is it still a chair?
And if you place a sea turtle in the desert, will it turn into a desert tortoise?”

With that, the Wisdom of Gaudiguch grinned widely, waved energetically, and left through
the Eternal Flame. No one spoke, and the Emperor’s lips were pressed tightly together,
as he had to contain himself. The ur’Guard around him were, of course, unphased and
silent, as the Emperor had earlier commanded them to be. Finally, the Emperor laughed
and shook his head, waving his hand in the air as though that would clear up some small
misunderstanding.

“I do indeed love the wisdom of your Bhodifucius,” said the Emperor. “But now is not the
time for his games for puzzles and paradigms ?”

“Perhaps not,” said High Flame Tliwx, her deep voice resonating in the air. “But tell me
this, Your Highness, the temperature in the Vortex is many degrees higher than that of
the Basin of Life, and much, much drier. How is it that a merian, such as yourself, is not
demanding water? Indeed, you seem remarkably refreshed for standing out here for several
hours.”

“That is irrelevant!” shouted the Emperor. “It is a time of crisis! We cannot remain idle
!”

“But we have not been idle,” said Grand Cipher Dith. “Before we came here, we sent word
to your daughter, who has been acting as head of the Empire while you were ... indisposed.
She is on her way here as we speak. I am sure she will be most overjoyed to meet with you.
And consider turning matters back over to you ... as long as your health was not unduly
... compromised ... during your planar adventures.”

A look of black fury passed briefly over the Emperor’s face, as the meaning was clear.
They would not recognize him as head of the Empire until Princess Marilynth said so. But
always the consummate diplomat, his expression quickly smoothed over with a smile, and
he straightened his back and gestured towards the Eternal Flame.

“Excellent,” said the Emperor. “I am most anxious to see my daughter. Meanwhile, let
us go to the Great Pyramids of Gaudiguch where we might rest after our ordeals, and you
can fill us in on what has been happening while we were away.”



“And we are most anxious to hear your tales too,” said General Iborchi, then looked
directly at me. “All of your tales.”

Gaudiguch Gossip: INVASION!

INVASION!

As if the horrors of the Taint weren’t enough, the High Flame revealed that Hallifax has
invaded the Elemental Plane of Fire. A declaration of war with Hallifax immediately
followed, and speculation mounts as to the motives of Hallifax. Are they infected by the
Taint? Are they taking advantage of these uncertain times to settle old grudges? Is this a
coup against the Empire itself?

As many of you already know, since Holy Emperor Ladantine was rescued by the Illuminati
through the Higher Plane of the Vortex, he has been in residence in the Great Pyramid
and apparently been calling the Imperial forces here to form an army to battle the Taint.
The ur’Guard have arrived here in great numbers, and many ranks of krokani and tau-
rian warriors have also assembled here in answer to the Emperor’s call. Even a tribe of
loboshigaru has been seen awaiting the Emperor outside of the Gaudiguch!

Princess Marilynth arrived early yesterday to meet with her farther but left rather suddenly
this afternoon. Word is that the Emperor has given his daughter special instructions on
how to deal with the Taint, and she is going back to Celest to coordinate operations at the
Pool of Stars. Meanwhile, the Emperor has announced that he would lead the Imperial
forces gathered in Guadiguch to battle the Taint spawned mutations, which have been
spilling out onto the Grey Moors. Though the new Grand Cipher has assured us that the
Empire will support Gaudiguch against the incursions of Hallifax, right now the Emperor’s
army is better needed elsewhere.

Perhaps the most amazing news of all, however, is that our spiritual leader, the Most
Wise Bhodifucius Xiim has stepped down from the Gaudiguch Council and is making a
pilgrimage to the Skarch Desert. “Consider the elderly lizard who thought he was still an
egg,” said Bhodi, “he tripped and fell, but his shell did not break and no yolk was spilt.
Thus, did he find enlightenment.” Not only are the Bhodi’s disciples following him into the
Skarch, but so too are many other dracnari, frightened of the Taint which seems poised to
consume the Basin of Life, and Hallifax invading the realms of the Eternal Flame. Perhaps
it is time to go back to simpler ways and simpler times, and let these terrible events pass
us by.

Well, I don’t know about you, loyal readers, but it doesn’t sound like a bad idea to me.
I’m packing my bags and heading south to follow Bhodi where he may lead us.



It was great while it lasted, Gaudiguch, but the Gossip is retiring!

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: The Emperor’s Gambit

Whoever said the dead don’t sleep obviously never knew Emperor Ladantine. While we
were alone within the lavish suite of rooms in Gaudiguch, the Undead Emperor would sit
as motionless as stone for hours, the red light in his eyes dimming and his skeletal body
slumping. During that time, he must have placed some spell upon me as I could do nothing
but stare at the corpse that was the Emperor and consider the fate of the Basin of Life.
There was certainly a lot to consider. We were updated on what happened in Magnagora,
and the release of what they called the ‘Taint’. I was appalled to hear that the beautiful
forest of Gloriana had been consumed, and the entire commune of the Night Coven and
Raven Circle were turned into either undead or monstrosities.

When the red light returned to the Emperor’s dead eyes, flaring like sparks of hate, he
would get up and rub his hands together, weaving the illusion of health back around him.
It was only then that I could finally move again. Perhaps looking back on it, I should have
realized the Emperor, adept at so many lost arts, was also a dreamwalker, having mastered
that rare and strange magic called dreamweaving which few mages even knew about and
fewer still ever studied. They tell me now that it is a lost art, and if so, one that I will not
mourn.

At the time, though, the Undead Emperor put his arcane skills to good use, dreamwalk-
ing unnoticed through Gaudiguch, spying upon the meetings of the Gaudiguch Council,
conferring with the Undead Council, and sending messages to the ur’Guard. When Lord
General Iborchi summoned me, I was surprised when the Emperor offhandedly dismissed
me but when I was in the sitting room alone with the huge dracnari, the Emperor’s pres-
ence flowed into me and my spirit was pushed to the side. I had no control of my body and,
however much I wanted to scream and warn the Gaudiguch of the threat of the Emperor,
I had no control of my tongue which responded only to the Emperor’s will, forcing me to
say what the he commanded, spewing the absurd senseless story that the Emperor and
his Undead Council concocted. But through the hate and darkness, the foulness of the
Emperor’s spirit within my body, I forced myself to try to reach out to Iborchi. I think I
may have somewhat succeeded because he paused as though he saw something in my eyes
then ended the interview abruptly.

Although we were kept isolated by and treated as though under house arrest, the Gaudiguch
Council did not count on the mischievousness of the ur’Guard, those six surviving hulking
orclachs who were unaffected by the travails on the astral plane yet unbeknownst to the
Gaudiguch Council were now fanatically devoted to the Emperor. Somehow they managed
to make their way through the Shallach Portals, and spread word through their ranks.



The ur’Guard appeared in thousands, converging at the gates of Gaudiguch, spreading the
word to all corners of the Basin of Life that the Emperor was raising an army to defeat the
Taint. Throughout Empire’s history, the more naturally aggressive races were always kept
in check by the pure might of the Empire itself. But now with a call to war, they hungrily
amassed with the ur’Guard.

The krokani arrived in great numbers, those huge one-eyed giants standing heads above
even the tallest orclach. A pack of loboshigaru, the wolf-like beings rarely seen in those
days, came howling with glee at the prospect of bloodshed. I must admit they frightened
me as every furrikin cub was always warned that if he misbehaved, “The loboshigaru will
come and eat you!” But most distressing of all were rank upon rank of taurians, their
great horns glittering in the hot sun, their bovine nostrils flaring in anticipation. Never
allowed to gather in such large groups since the Stampede Massacres, now here they were
in numbers great enough to ignite their awful group rage. The Gaudiguch Council wouldn’t
allow them within the city’s walls, however, and only allowed the Emperor to address from
the walls. But it was only a matter of time before their numbers became great enough that
Gaudiguch would have no choice but to allow them access to the Emperor.

All this led to the most momentous episode during our confinement in Guadiguch, which
was, of course, the meeting between the Emperor and Princess Marilynth. She arrived
from the sky carried by the angelic beings of Holy Celestia with a retinue of the elite
Celestine Paladins, their armour glowing with light. When she came before the Emperor
who was brought out to the Chamber of Flame to meet his daughter, she ran to him and
threw her arms around him. For several blissfully unaware moments, Marilynth enjoyed
her reunion with her father. But I knew, oh how I knew, that when she stiffened in her
father’s embrace, she understood that not all was right with him. Perhaps she did not hear
his heartbeat, or perhaps she felt the unnatural chill, or maybe her pure spirit was repulsed
by him. Whatever the reason, she slowly removed herself from the Emperor’s arms and
stepped back.

“What has happened to you, father?” she asked as everyone fell silent around them.

“I have survived, Marilynth. I have survived,” said the Emperor. “But now is not the time
to worry about me. Now is the time to protect the Basin of Life! This Taint is spreading,
eating the land. And do you know what the Taint is, daughter? Almighty Kethuru, the
Eater of Gods, the Scourge of Existence–the greatest of the Soulless Ones! The Nine Seals
of the Sacrifice are coming undone. He must be stopped, Marilynth! He’ll destroy us–nay,
he will destroy all of creation! This goes beyond all other concerns. We must come together
in this!”

With each word he uttered, his voice booming through the Chamber of Flame, the Emperor
advanced on Marilynth who backed further away from him. It wasn’t until several Paladins
stepped forward and stood protectively to either side of the Princess that the Emperor



stopped. He opened a beseeching arm toward Marilynth, beckoning her into his embrace.
When she did not move, he sighed dramatically, sorrow welling up in his eyes. Oh, what an
actor was the Undead Emperor. Marilynth was moved to tears but she did not approach
him.

“Father,” she said. “If what you say is true, what can we do?”

“There is only one solution, child,” said the Emperor. “Avechna the Avenger must be
awoken by a Vernal God. We must go to Celest, and the Pool of Stars must be used to
raise me to godhood. My daughter, my poor daughter, I know I have changed. I know
what was unleashed on the astral plane. Sweet Light, don’t you think I know? But let me
redeem us. Let me make things right. Marilynth! Help me save the Basin!”

“The Pool of Stars is all that’s protecting Celest, father. If its power is drained, the Taint
will claim it.”

“Then use the nexus of power here!” said the Emperor. “The Eternal Flame would work
just as well. We must order the Gaudiguch Council to use it to raise me to godhood. They
don’t trust me now, I know that. They’re unsure what happened on the astral plane. But
they will listen to you, Marilynth! It’s our only chance!”

“No!” screamed Chum. “The Eternal Flame is mine! It was promised to me!”

That outburst broke the spell that the Emperor’s words were weaving. Marilynth, who had
taken two steps towards her father, now recoiled in horror. Tears rolled down her cheeks,
the gills on her neck shuddering as she sobbed, but still her voice held firm.

“Good-bye, father,” she said, then turned around and left the Chamber of Flame, the
Paladins forming around protectively around her.

If looks could kill, Chum would have been ash from the Emperor’s gaze, but the Emperor
instead rounded upon Grand Cipher Dith and General Iborchi, the two members of the
Gaudiguch Council in attendance. Iborchi seemed mildly amused, the bone ridge on his
forehead lifted up questioningly.

“What of the Council of Gaudiguch?” asked the Emperor. “You know what must be done!
Use the Eternal Flame! Raise me up! All our people are waiting!”

With that he gestured to the south where the gathered army was encamped. Though his
voice was silken and beseeching, the threat was there. Give him the Eternal Flame or he’ll
take it by force. What General Iborchi would have said will never be known, because High
Flame Tliwx came running into the chamber, her thick green skin smoking.

“Invasion!” she panted, coming to a stop. “Hallifax has invaded the plane of fire.”

“What!” boomed Iborchi.



“Dozens of lucidian and some trill were seen in the inferno fields,” she said. “It looked like
they were scouting around the Eternal Flame. My pyromancers chased them away. We
killed a lucidian, I think, but weren’t able to recover the body.”

“Incinerated him you mean?” Iborchi asked dryly.

“You know lucidians and fire,” Tliwx’s shrugged.

“The question is were they Tainted?”

“We don’t know. But they must have snuck in using a gate we didn’t know about, and
most of them escaped. They’ll be back, I know they will. In force this time. I feel it in my
bones.”

“Well, Ladantine?” asked Iborchi, turning to the Emperor. “If you’re still our Emperor,
we need your help now. Gaudiguch is being invaded. You have an army here. Use it and
help us!”

If the situation wasn’t so serious, it would have been comical. The Emperor was speechless.
He couldn’t allow himself to be distracted by a war between Gaudiguch and Hallifax, where
both cities’ nexuses of power would be locked against each other and useless for his dreams
of godhood. Still, it would allow him access to his army. He shook his head.

“You fight among yourselves,” the Emperor said softly, “while Almighty Kethuru is poised
to devour all of creation. If you continue this madness, at least let me go to my army. At
least give me the chance to stop the Taint.”

For whatever his motives, however twisted the Emperor had become, in this at least he
was right. The Gaudiguch Council could not deny it. So they let the Undead Emperor go
free as they prepared for war.

And I, of course, had no choice in the matter and went with him.

Aetherwave Transcript: Record Of Last Known Transmis-
sions From Gaudiguch (declassified)

This transmission was a secured military aether channel which linked to Gaudiguch, the
Elemental Plane of Fire, and the cosmic plane known as the Vortex. The transcript was
kept in the libraries of Dairuchi for several centuries before they were released into the
historical records.

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: The elemental plane of fire is pretty calm here. My pyro-
mancers are spread out and our gateweavers are searching for gates. But so far nothing
has turned up.



GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: Well, here at Gaudiguch its business as usual. They’d be
fools to attack the city proper, especially if they saw the Emperor’s army surrounding us.
Though he’s pulling out, damn him. Has my Champion arrived yet, Scuchi?

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: Yeah, Champion Ketsaco is taking the wyvern riders you
sent to make an aerial reconnaissance. How’s the Vortex, Dith? You there?

GRAND CIPHER DITH: Indeed, I am here, High Flame. I take it all is going to your
satisfaction?

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: So far, so good. All stray gates blocked to the Vortex?

GRAND CIPHER DITH: We’ve placed distortion fields on all known gates, but it is the
unknown ones that make me uneasy.

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: You and me both. I’d love to know how they’re hiding
them. You hear rumours about Hallifax’s spy network but ... wait a sec, something is
happening in the fireblossom gardens. Gate activity!

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: Ha! Champion Ketsaco, can you hear me? Move your
green tails into position.

CHAMPION KETSACO: Ok, whelps, you heard the General! Stay together if you can
and don’t forget to keep your snouts clean. Remember, these fraggers can fly!

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: Ok, I see the wyvern riders now. If things get hot, Ketso,
you retreat and I’ll move the pyromancers forward.

CHAMPION KETSACO: They’ve come through! Great Tzarin, there’s a lot of them.
Let’s say about two hundred, maybe three hundred lucidians and trill, though there’s still
more coming through the gate. Okay, I’m flying in! Let’s go, whelps, and keep your snouts
clean!

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: Ketso, dismount first! Dismount! Don’t fly in! Frag it!
They have aeromancers!

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: By the Hand, Ketso’s hit hard! Some type of whirlwind
just drove them all to the ground!

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: Report, Ketso! Report!

CHAMPION KETSACO: Okay, that was bad. We’ve lost about a dozen riders. Let’s
organize and . . . NO! I TOLD YOU TO KEEP YOUR SNOUTS CLEAN!

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: What’s happening? Scuchi, can you see?

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: Great fragging enigma! Half of Ketso’s troops have charged.
They’re in a battle frenzy, Gorbo. Ketso’s taking the rest forward. Right, I’m going in



with the pyromancers. By my tail, this is the plane of fire! Let’s show them what that
means!

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: Ketso, report, damn your hide!

CHAMPION KETSACO: We’ve taken some losses but Scuchi is moving in, General. By
the Hand! She’s burning through the crystal freaks like they’re pieces of coal in a forge!
Scuchi Mabuchi rules the flames! Go, Scuchi! Go!

GRAND CIPHER DITH: We have a situation in the Vortex! Gates are opening everywhere!
At least five ... no, six ... nine gates! They’re laid out in a circumference with the Eternal
Flame in the center. I’m sending the Illuminati out but we need assistance! Can anyone
hear me?

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: I hear you, Dith, for all it’s worth. Damn, it’s a classic
misdirection. Scuchi and Ketso, how soon can you get to the Vortex?

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: I’m heading back now, but our main forces are tied up.
They’re throwing themselves at us like lemmings, those heartless bastards.

GRAND CIPHER DITH: At each of those nine entry points, they’re setting up some kind
of barrier that’s preventing us from entering. They’re up to something. We can see they’re
setting up some type of crystal pillar at each point. I have a bad feeling about this.

CHAMPION KETSACO: I’m not going to be able to make it any time soon to the Vortex,
these cold lucidian bastards are tying us up pretty badly.

GRAND CIPHER DITH: There’s beams of light now coming out of those crystal pillars,
connecting and making geometric patterns overhead. The Eternal Flame is reacting to it!
Our power’s dwindling!

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: The Eternal Flame is wavering in Gaudiguch too! We
need to release Project Paradox!

GRAND CIPHER DITH: Are you insane? It’s never been tested and we haven’t even
received Imperial sanction to research the project!

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: Frag the Empire! Come on, Dith! The Empire released
the Taint–it’s not like they have the market on wisdom here. Scuchi, you hearing this?

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: Yeah, I’ve just arrived at the Vortex. It doesn’t look good,
Gorob. They’re definitely draining the Eternal Flame. I agree with you. Let’s release
Project Paradox.

GRAND CIPHER DITH: We don’t know what it’ll do! And this could all be a misunder-
standing! The lucidians and trill I see don’t appear Tainted.



GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: Who the frag cares, Dith! They could be infected with
a new type of Taint. You’re the one who’s been saying the Taint’s been mutating ever
since its release. Even if they’re not Tainted, we know what cold, merciless bastards the
lucidians are.

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: Dith, we are sworn to protect the Eternal Flame. I don’t
want to be the one known to have been responsible for the Eternal Flame being not so
eternal on my watch.

GRAND CIPHER DITH: We need the entire Council to approve this!

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: We are the entire council, you fool!

GRAND CIPHER DITH: Bhodifucius isn’t here! And I haven’t been confirmed ...

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: What do you want a confirmation party, Dith? And Bhodi
has resigned. It’s us three. And we need to act quick!

GRAND CIPHER DITH: I’ll agree on one condition. If something goes wrong, we’ll need
a back-up plan. We need to send someone to find the Hand of Tzaraziko.

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: That’s just a myth!

GRAND CIPHER DITH: No! It’s not! The Illuminati have documents indicating that
it’s in the Skarch. General, you must go there and find it. If something goes wrong with
Project Paradox, that artifact may be the only thing that could help us. Find Bhodifucius
and he’ll tell you what information we know.

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: You expect me to abandon Gaudiguch now! To go on this
wild wakabi chase? And I’m needed here for Project Paradox. Tell him, Scuchi!

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: Once you set the sequence at the Eternal Flame in Gaudiguch,
you’ll have time to leave, Gorob. The Illuminati and their damn secrets. Funny, how Bhodi,
once the Grand Cipher of the Illuminati, just happens to have retired to the Skarch where
now we may need him. I agree with our Grand Cipher, though, a back-up plan is always
smart.

GRAND CIPHER DITH: I’ll only agree to start Project Paradox if you agree to search for
the Hand in the Skarch, General.

GENERAL GOROB IBORCHI: Damn you both! Fine! I’ll go to the bloody Skarch for all
the good it’ll do us. Now, can we start the sequences?

HIGH FLAME SCUCHIDIRA: Yes, and we better hurry. It looks like whatever Hallifax
is setting up is almost complete ...



Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: The Taint

With the enormous army of taurians, loboshigaru, krokani, and of course the orclach
ur’Guard, the Undead Emperor and his Dark Council left Gaudiguch as quickly as they
could, rushing up the Imperial Road and heading towards the Great Pass into the Basin
of Life proper. As we passed between the enormous peaks of the Southern and Razine
Mountains, we first were able to see the Taint. Though still far off to the east well past
the Grey Moors, we saw the black haze that enveloped the Gloriana Forest. The Emperor
was determined to reach the Isle of Celest but there was no way to approach the Crystal
Sea from the south without going through the Taint. He called a war council together.

Besides the Dark Council, who were cloaked in their dark robes, and the Emperor, whose
monstrous form was still hidden behind the illusory glamour, the council included Captain
Galvorg of the ur’Guard, Lord Trogak of the krokani, Packleader Oolit of the loboshigaru,
and Meldoonia Sher, a matriarch of the Taurian Mercenaries. The Emperor presented the
situation simply: they needed to get to Celest at all possible speed.

“What about the Shallach tunnels?” Meldonia asked Captain Galvorg.

“Taint has the tunnels,” he said. “We entered tunnels many times, but orclach never
returned. It is closed to us. We should head through Balach Swamp.”

“Balach is at the borders of the Taint last I heard,” said Meldonia. “Its most likely infected
by now.”

“We can go through the Balach Swamp,” said Lord Trogak, his huge, great eye blinking
slowly at the Emperor. “Djarrakh holds back the Taint from moving west. Balach is not
infected.”

“What?” said the Emperor sharply, rounding on the krokani. “Castle Djarrakh is holding
back the Taint? That is news to me. How have the krokani managed that? No offense,
Trogak, but your people are not known for their strength in magic.”

“The cat people have given us use of the Claw of Shanth,” said Lord Trogak. His great eye
blazing at the Emperor as he added, “We have our magics. Maybe not as great as yours,
but our memory is long and we know perhaps secrets you do not. I tell you we are holding
back the Taint at Djarrakh.”

“With the help of an artifact of one of the Vernal Gods,” said the Emperor thoughtfully.
“The aslaran, or the cat people as you call them, must have been desperate to give up their
holy relic.”

“They live in the Grey Moors too,” growled Packleader Oolit. “We have many battles with
the aslaran over that land.”



“If the artifact is working against the Taint,” said Lars from behind his robes, “perhaps
other artifacts of the Vernal Gods could be useful. Galvorg, don’t the ur’Guard hold an
artifact of Urlach?”

“The Horn of Urlach, yes. It is our most holy of artifacts,” said Captain Galvorg.

“Legend says that when it was blown, it would make armies invincible,” nodded Lars. “I
have read about it.”

“Only Urlach’s armies of the dead,” said Galvorg, “but it will not help us. The ur’Guard
have tried it many times.”

“Armies of the dead!” the Emperor clapped his hands. “Of course! Galvorg, I must have
that artifact! I do believe that the time for Urlach’s promises are about to come true!”

“Of course, my Emperor,” said Galvorg, bowing deeply, and with reverence in his voice.
“But without access to the Shallach tunnels, we will have to travel by ship through the
Inner Sea to retrieve it. It will take long.”

“Yes, of course,” hissed the Emperor in frustration. “I will write orders for the Imperial
Ships to give you whatever assistance you need. Take a small force, retrieve the Horn of
Urlach, then I’ll meet you in Celest.”

“As my Emperor commands,” said Galvorg, again bowing deeply before departing.

“Balach Swamp, eh?” said the Emperor, looking at those gathered around him. “It is
not a hospitable place, especially after the incident with Project Soulforge . . . well, no
matter. With this army, we won’t have any trouble. And I’d like to get a closer look at
this Taint. Very well, let’s move out.”

Thus, we headed east directly towards the Taint. The closer we got, the more we saw
that it was a living wall of black smoke, roiling and churning with a foul malevolence that
even made the Undead Emperor jumpy. But whatever the krokani and the aslaran did at
Castle Djarrakh seemed to be working. A rippling web of silvery energy held the Taint
from spreading westwards, though it bowed and bulged in places, making us wonder how
long it would hold. It was here that the Lord Trogak commanded his krokani forces to
break away from the army.

“Where are you going?” demanded the Emperor, seething in anger.

But the krokani didn’t answer, they just trotted south into the Grey Moors, heading
towards Castle Djarrakh. It was then I remembered the saying that, though the krokani
giants only had one eye, that one eye would always see true. Of course, I thought with
glee, their gaze could pierce through the Emperor’s illusion and see him as the undead
abomination that he was.

“Traitors! Traitors!” the Undead Emperor screamed in rage.



He was impotent to stop them, though. He couldn’t risk delay from his mad quest, and
I’d like to think he was afraid they’d reveal what he was to the taurians and loboshigaru.
After cursing them some more, he steered the army north towards the Crystal Sea. We
could see already that whatever protection came from Castle Djarrakh was weakening and
the Taint was rolling into the sea itself, turning its waters black. But like a beacon of hope,
the Isle of Celest cast a large globe around itself, deflecting the Taint.

Just as we were about to head northwest towards Balach Swamp, the world turned inside
out. How can I describe what it was like to those who weren’t there? There was no sound,
yet it was deafening. There was nothing to see, yet it was blinding. It felt as though for an
eternity I was floating and falling, drowning and sleeping. When I came to myself, I was
flat on my back screaming, tearing at my eyes. I thought it was some torture the Emperor
had inflicted on me, but looking around I saw the entire army was laid low. The Emperor
was just as bad off as the rest. Did the Taint overcome us? But it was still to the east.

How long it lasted I do not know. It could have been as fast as the blink of an eye or as
long as an age, but it took us several hours to regain our composure. The Emperor and
his Dark Council were obviously shaken.

“Could that have come from Castle Djarrakh?” asked Shellma.

“No,” said Lars, adjusting his robes. “Reality was disrupted, as though the fabric of the
aether itself was torn asunder.”

“Kethuru!” whispered Chum loudly. “Could he have finally broken the seals.”

“No,” said the Emperor walking towards the Taint, then his voice taking on a note of joy.
“I don’t know what it was, but it wasn’t Kethuru breaking free! Feel it! There’s no mind
in the Taint.”

The others followed in the Emperor’s wake, holding out their hands as though tasting the
air with their skin. I must admit that the atmosphere didn’t seem quite so unpleasant,
that the lurking madness that pervaded the air was somehow gone. Could it be true? Did
whatever we experience also drive Kethuru’s presence out of the Taint? Surely that was
what the Emperor thought, but he wasn’t quite sure. He turned around and came towards
me, then picked me up by the scruff of my neck as though I were some kitten.

“Well,” said the Emperor merrily. “I wasn’t sure if we’d need the furrikin, but he’ll make
an excellent subject. If he mutates or dies, we’ll know the Taint is still controlled by
Kethuru’s presence. If he survives, we’ll know it’s safe to enter.”

Just as his words sunk in and I started screaming, I found myself being hurled into the
dark clouds of the Taint.



Aetherwave Transcript: Record Of Last Known Transmis-
sions From Hallifax (declassified)

Kept for centuries by the Mesa Outpost, these records were finally declassified and released
into the historical records. It contains a transcript of an aether transmission among the
Hallifax Board of Directors.

MINISTER SWEELOH SUNFAR: What have you got us into, Adom! We knew we couldn’t
remain undetected for long on the plane of fire! Not the home of the paranoid pyromancers!

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: Let us analyze the situation calmly, Minister Sunfar. Re-
grettably, our reconnaissance was uncovered, but Intelligence assures me that the entire
Cosmic Hope party is confirmed to have been Tainted. We must determine if a second
Taint will come through the planar nexus in Gaudiguch. Force Commander Pavok, what
is the situation now on the plane of fire?

FORCE COMMANDER SKORI PAVOK: Situation critical, Chairman. After our brief
success in a skirmish with the dracnari wyvern riders, we have been taking substantial
losses from pyromantic assaults. Our aeromantic support team is not providing adequately
support in our subsequent offensive movements.

SECRETARY LILALI SKYSOARER: Didn’t I say it was stupid to use aeromancers on an
elemental plane that wasn’t air? Did Pavok mention we’ve lost nearly half the aeromancers
in Aeromantic Command!

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: Thank you for that unsolicited addendum, Secretary Skysoarer.
Can we now continue this operation or do you have further addendums to add?

SECRETARY LILALI SKYSOARER: My apologies, Chairman. Many of my friends were
in Aeromantic Command.

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: This is a stressful time for us all, Secretary Skysoarer.
Please accept my condolences for your loss. Professor Eepex, how soon before we can
expect gates into the Vortex?

PROFESSOR TAV’K EEPEX: They are opening now, Chairman, and we are sending
scouts forward.

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: Most excellent news. Force Commander, how long can you
keep the Gaudiguch army occupied.

FORCE COMMANDER SKORI PAVOK: I am afraid not long, Chairman.

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: I see. Professor Eepex, we do not have the luxury of time
for a reconnaissance mission. Please send the full teams forward.



PROFESSOR TAV’K EEPEX: As you say, Chairman. I am entering the Vortex with Team
Six. Ministers Shevat and Sunfar are in Teams Three and Seven, respectively.

MINISTER SWEELOH SUNFAR: We’ve been detected by the Illuminati!

MINISTER IECK’CO SHEVAT: Initiating defenses.

SECRETARY LILALI SKYSOARER: Swee, is the Vortex under the Taint?

MINISTER SWEELOH SUNFAR: I . . . I don’t know, Lila. It could be, I guess. It’s very
. . . abnormal. But the Illuminati are so strange, this could be business as usual for them.

FORCE COMMANDER SKORI PAVOK: Apologies for interrupting, but I must report
that the situation has almost become untenable on the fire plane.

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: Professor Eepex, please begin Operation Crucible.

PROFESSOR TAV’K EEPEX: At once, Chairman.

MINISTER SWEELOH SUNFAR: But we haven’t confirmed if the Vortex has been Tainted!

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: I’m afraid we do not have time, Minister Sunfar. The
dracnari are extraordinarily unpredictable and have in the past proven that they do not
listen to reason. The safest course of action is simply to drain their nexus of power until
after the Taint crisis. How is the operation proceeding, Professor Eepex?

PROFESSOR TAV’K EEPEX: The points of confluence are in place, Chairman. We are
beginning to set the Crucible pattern. You should be able to read a power surge in the
Matrix.

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: Yes, the Matrix reservoir is filling rapidly. All appears
going as planned.

MINISTER SWEELOH SUNFAR: They’re up to something at the Eternal Flame. Woah!
It suddenly just increased in size! I thought we were draining it? And there’s some kind
of smoke coming out of the Eternal Flame. It looks a bit strange.

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: Most curious. The power level of the Matrix is suddenly
fluctuating. Opinions, Professor Eepex?

PROFESSOR TAV’K EEPEX: Uncertain, Chairman. The Illuminati have drawn back and
are coordinating some type of countermeasure.

SECRETARY LILALI SKYSOARER: I thought you said Operation Crucible was failsafe?

PROFESSOR TAV’K EEPEX: It should be impossible to counter. I will note for the
record that the Crucible pattern is holding and appears unaffected by this phenomena. In
an abundance of caution, however, I recommend we procure a strong auric field to stabilize
any unforeseen temporal reactions.



SECRETARY LILALI SKYSOARER: What in Dynara’s name are unforeseen temporal
reactions?

MINISTER SWEELOH SUNFAR: Lila, please don’t provoke him to lecture. Eepex, just
tell us exactly what we need!

PROFESSOR TAV’K EEPEX: The strong auric field to which I refer is the Hand of
Tzaraziko.

SECRETARY LILALI SKYSOARER: [whistles] By my wings, you don’t think small, do
you, Professor?

PROFESSOR TAV’K EEPEX: I’ve been researching the histories, mythologies and legends
regarding the Hand of Tzaraziko, and I believe I am confident that there is a very high
degree of probability that it has been secreted in the Skarch. In fact, shortly after the
Great Battle of Illith . . .

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: Thank you, Professor Eepex. I must report that the Matrix
is behaving quite oddly. Please return immediately to the Hallifax, Professor Eepex, and
assemble a research team. You are instructed to depart to the Skarch to recover the Hand
of Tzaraziko. Minister Skysoarer, you will accompany him.

SECRETARY LILALI SKYSOARER: Me? But . . .

MINISTER SWEELOH SUNFAR: Just go, Lila. And hurry. This smoke over the Eternal
Flame is expanding. It’s flickering with different colors, like a cloud of rainbows.

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: Force Commander, what is the situation on the plane of
fire?

FORCE COMMANDER SKORI PAVOK: Tremors have started throughout the plane,
Chairman. The dracnari appear to be confused and are retreating to the Eternal Flame.

CHAIRMAN CR’RIK ADOM: Very good, Force Commander. Please return to Hallifax
immediately then. Minister Skysoarer, Professor Eepex and a research team have just left
Hallifax on their mission to the Skarch. The behavior of the Matrix is not stabilizing. I
repeat, it is not stabilizing.

MINISTER SWEELOH SUNFAR: That colored smoke is getting closer to us . . . Holy
Dynara, that’s not smoke we’re seeing. I can’t believe . . . I don’t understand . . .

MINISTER IECK’CO SHEVAT: I believe what Minister Sunfar is trying to say is that the
Illuminati appear to have released a cloud of . . . butterflies . . .

Transmission Abruptly Ends



Chapter 29

Part Six: Fall of the Holy
Celestine Empire

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: Homeward Bound

I don’t think the Undead Emperor even knew his own strength when he threw me into the
Taint, for I flew quite a long ways before coming down hard onto ground and rolled down
an embankment. I stood up on wobbling legs, which thankfully weren’t broken. After
shaking my head, I realized that the Emperor no longer controlled my movements. He
was standing some yards away, staring at me, waiting to see if I would suddenly mutate.
I knew this was my only chance–I ran as hard as my little feet could carry me in the only
direction that was away from the Emperor–deeper into the Taint.

The thick air clung to my fur in oily globules, and just traveling through the Tainted land
made me cough, my stomach churning. I found myself delving deeper into the Gloriana
Forest, which I was somewhat familiar with from my travels, though now it was barely
recognizable. Even the simple forest creatures were twisted, and the plants and trees
themselves were scabbed and diseased, turning into something fleshy and alive.

But however horrific the Taint was, I was still myself, neither mutated into abomination
nor made undead. I kept expecting any moment simply to drop dead from the foulness,
but without the presence of Kethuru in the Taint, it was survivable. At the time, I had
no idea what had happened, what that terrifying time when the world turned inside out
truly meant. Now, like everyone else, I know that it was the downfall of Gaudiguch and
Hallifax which caused the upheaval that reverberated throughout the known universe, from
the prime material plane up through the elemental and cosmic planes, and even into the
astral, where it must have shaken loose Kethuru’s hold.



They were two of the greatest cities within the Holy Empire, and what was unleashed when
their respective powers collided may never be known. I hear many mages now say that
the planes of fire and air, the cosmic planes of the Vortex and the Continuum, as well as
the great cities of Gaudiguch and Hallifax, were cleaved from space and time, and are now
lost to us forever. I hope they are wrong, though. The world is much diminished without
them.

None of that was known to me then, of course, as I plunged deeper and deeper into the
forest. Only one thought gripped me and that was to get as far away from the Undead
Emperor as I could. When I heard voices ahead of me, I almost cried out in relief. But,
thank the Light, something held me back. I crept up and peeked through the bushes
and what I saw disgusted me more than anything I had thus far encountered, if that can
be believed. In a clearing was High Priestess Rowena Nightshade, High Druid Brennan
Stormcrow and a circle of druids and wiccans of the Gloriana.

As you can imagine, they were all Tainted. It was obvious with High Druid Brennan, who
was cadaverously undead like the Emperor, as were most of the others. But some were
like Shellma and Lars and Chum, grotesquely transformed into caricatures of what they
once were. Rowena Nightshade, however, was still stunningly beautiful and I wondered if
she had a glamour around her like the Emperor. But her eyes were black orbs and cruelty
emanated from her.

This grotesquerie surrounded what at first I thought was a giant snake, but as I focused
on it I almost vomited. It was the High Druid of Ackleberry, Gib Gladheart, a furrikin I
knew since I was a cub. The only thing recognizable was his face, still the face of lovable
Gib, but his body had expanded and bloated into a giant, black, segmented tube. Rowena
was laughing as the others force-fed High Druid Gib some sort of black Tainted substance.
With each mouthful they shoved down his throat, his body shuddered and he would lose a
little more of himself, turning into that hideous wyrm.

Then, something overhead thundering out, a loud raucous cawing, so loud that it made
the branches of twisted trees tremble. I looked up and beheld the Great Spirit of Gloriana,
what was once known to us as Brother Raven, now an enormous bird of corruption with
eyes that glowed crimson and feathers as oily and dark as the Taint itself. An atavistic
fear gripped me and I ran for my life.

I headed north towards the Ackleberry Forest. Though a city furrikin most of my life, the
Ackleberry still called to me as I suppose it calls to all furrikin whenever we feel threatened.
I don’t know how long it took me, and, yes, I even passed close enough to Magnagora to
see that the once beautiful city now looked as if it was made of wax and left out to melt
in the hot sun. Eventually I made it through the Taint, breathing in the clean air like a
dehydrated merian gasping in water. As I stumbled north, I didn’t quite understand what
the army in front of me was. My first thought was that somehow I got turned around and



was back in the Undead Emperor’s hands, but then my eyes cleared of soot and I fell to
my knees, sobbing like a newborn cub.

Ackleberry! Sweet, Ackleberry! Before me were the best of them. Furrikins armed with
slings and staves. The great hulking tae’dae, in armour that could barely contain their
huge, lovable bear bodies, wielding enormous swords and battleaxes. A few aslaran were
sprinkled here and there, looking like the royal felines they are. I even spotted one lone
loboshigaru! But most amazing of all were the igasho. Those rarely seen, solitary wanderers
from the high mountains had come down in Ackleberry’s defense. Unusual enough even to
see one–now there were hundreds! Larger then the largest krokani, as strong as a tae’dae,
and as furry as a furrikin, seeing these gentle giants here set me into another bout of
sobbing.

Having seen me run out from the Taint, I guess they didn’t know what to expect. I must
have looked a wreck, but my sobbing eventually convinced them I wasn’t Tainted. Finally,
a tae’dae lumbered towards me, placing a heavy paw on my forehead.

“Come now, little brother,” he said softly. “Come now.”

Then he picked me up and rocked me like a babe. Though normally a tae’dae who did this
to an adult furrikin would be slapped in no uncertain terms, right then I could do nothing
but snuggle into his pelt. Singing some cub-like lullaby, he carried me to his brothers and
sisters. Surrounded by the warmth of the tae’dae, I calmed down enough to speak.

“The Undead Emperor!” I blurted. “He must be stopped! Going to Celest with an army.
Horn of Urlach! Don’t let him have it! You must save Gib! Can go into Taint now–Kethuru
gone!”

I knew I was babbling but couldn’t stop myself. The tae’dae holding me looked towards
his female companion who shrugged and suggested, “Perhaps send him to Estelbar with
the other tae’dae cubs?”

“I’m not a cub,” I said wearily, quickly tiring of how the tae’dae are wont to treat furrikin
like their cubs. Then, a thought occurred to me. “Estelbar? Why wouldn’t you send your
cubs to Ackleberry?”

“We arrived too late,” sighed the female tae’dae.

“Too late?” I cried.

What were they saying? Did the Taint corrupt Ackleberry as it had Gloriana? I looked
over the tae’dae’s shoulder to the north where Ackleberry Forest lay, but the air was clear
and clean and without Taint. I sighed in relief. But the two tae’dae were exchanging
nervous glances with each other as though afraid to upset me more. Of course, that only
made me more upset.



“Perhaps we should take him to the High Priestess of the Moon?” the tae’dae holding me
asked his companion.

“Yes, yes, take me to the High Priestess!” I said.

At last, I thought, the High Priestess of the Moon, leader of the Moondance Coven in the
Serenwilde, would know what to do. I knew I had vital information about the Undead
Emperor and the Taint, and she must be told what was happening to Gib Gladheart. I
sighed with relief thinking that this nightmare would finally be put behind us.

How wrong I was.

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: The High Priestess of the Moon

High Priestess of the Moon, Farella Lunseer, was a tall elfen lady with snow white hair
pulled severely back in a bun. Dressed in a white robe that shimmered like moonlight and
a silver torc around her neck, she was a familiar figure of power to an aether correspondent,
well placed with the Queen of the Fae and an eloquent speaker. Now, however, her face was
hard and lined with worry. She healed my arm which I had broken when the Emperor threw
me, and listened to my story of what had happened in the astral plane and subsequently.
Afterwards, she sighed and shook her head.

“What foolish, arrogant people the Empire has wrought,” she said. “They hold the Great
Spirits of Nature in contempt and hear not their wisdom. Never again will we trust so-called
civilization.”

“But you can do something, yes?” I asked. “The Emperor must not get the Horn of
Urlach!”

High Priestess Farella pressed her lips tightly together as she thought it over. Then, she
nodded at me and beckoned to the fae companions that waited politely to the side while
she healed me. A small pixie fluttered to her shoulder and bobbed nervously.

“Go to the ethereal realm and find Queen Maeve in Faethorn Court,” instructed the High
Priestess of the Moon. “Tell her what Lolly has said about the Horn of Urlach, and ask
her to send the kelpies to the Inner Sea and intercept the imperial ships.”

“It shall be as you say, milady,” said the pixie.

“One more thing,” she added. “Tell Queen Maeve that I suggest the kelpies sink the
imperial ships. Tell her it may be best if there are no survivors.”

The pixie hovered in mid air, blinking at her in surprise, waiting to see if she might correct
her words. But High Priestess Farella merely raised an eyebrow and stared the pixie down.



Finally, the pixie bowed and created a small ethereal gate into which he disappeared. I
stared at the High Priestess in shock.

“No survivors?” I asked. “Surely you don’t mean that! Only one ship will be carrying the
horn, and the others are innocent.”

“Innocent!” said the High Priestess of Moon, her voice trembling in rage. “None of them
are innocent! You of all people, Lolly Pringle, know what evil the Empire has done!”

“What about Gib Gladheart?” I asked. “You know we can enter the Taint now while
Kethuru’s mind has left it. With the army here, we can save him.”

“I fear he is beyond our help,” she said, the anger drained from her voice. “And if the
Seals of the Nine have weakened, it will only be a matter of time before he reclaims what
he’s touched.”

“But we have time now! A window of opportunity! If you will not help, let us tell the High
Priestess of the Lake! Surely her and the rest of the wiccan coven in Ackleberry will act.
And the druid circle of Ackleberry! Will they not want to try to save their High Druid?”

“Poor Lolly,” the High Priestess of the Moon murmured. “Has no one told you? Ackleberry
Forest is no more.”

“What?” I screamed. “The Taint has not spread that far! How can Ackleberry be no
more?”

“You tell me the Grey Moors raised a defense against the Taint?” the High Priestess of
the Moon asked me. I nodded and she continued, “Well, good for them. But that also
explains why the Taint suddenly surged north. Shallach fell quickly. The orclach there .
. . the orclach do not respond to the Taint like the other races. Those that do not turn
into the undead become diminished–hateful and foul like others mutated by the Taint–but
also smaller and weaker. Thankfully so, I guess. But there were many of them and they
poured northwards and invaded the Ackleberry. This army you see now chased them south
but not before they kidnapped High Druid Gib Gladheart and many others. We could not
follow them into the Taint, of course. Not then. And the Taint continued to press on.”

Tears welled up in her eyes, as she paused and stared off to the north in the direction of
where Ackleberry Forest once stood. A lump was lodged in my throat and I could not
speak, so I had to pull on her robe to get her to continue.

“What could Ackleberry’s coven and circle do?” she asked to no one. “They had to protect
the Great Spirits of Nature that were tied to their forest. Having more Great Spirits become
corrupted like Night and Raven–that could not be allowed to happen. The Gloriana Forest
of the ethereal realm was Tainted along with the Gloriana here, and even now threatens
Faethorn Court. Many fae have already lost their lives in the most terrible manners. The
Great Spirits told us of a way to hide our forests deep into the fabric of creation, to cast a



veil between what is and what is not. It is a dangerous thing to do, to risk non-existence
itself. But there was no choice, not with the Taint moving forward. So Ackleberry Forest
sundered itself from reality. We cannot know if they survived or not, but the forest, both
here and in the ethereal realm, is no more.”

“There’s no one left?” I whispered, slumping to the ground.

“Just what you see here,” she said, gesturing around us. “Not all went with Ackleberry to
. . . wherever they went. The furrikin village of Estelbar remained behind, perhaps you
may wish to make your way there. Or you can come with me to Serenwilde where we shall
wait.”

“Wait for what?”

“Wait to see whether we should follow Ackleberry. The Nine Seals may break at any time
and release Kethuru. Or perhaps he may take control of the Taint again. We must prepare
ourselves to leave as Ackleberry has.”

“Celest still stands,” I said. “Princess Marilynth is there, and she does not know that the
Undead Emperor is leading his army there. Perhaps if you ally with Celest, together you
can . . .”

“No!” snapped the High Priestess of the Moon. “Serenwilde will not ally with Celest. We
will never trust Celest again. I have told you what we will do. You are welcome to come
to the safety of the Serenwilde but do not expect us to help any city ever again.”

“Have you lost all reason!” I yelled, my own anger meeting hers. “If you won’t warn Celest
and Marilynth, then I will!”

High Priestess Farella and I stared at each other for what seemed like a long time. Finally,
she sighed and removed the silver torc from around her neck and handed it to me.

“You are a brave furrikin, Lolly Pringle,” she said. “Take this torc and call on me if you
are in need. If you truly wish to go to Celest, there are still boats on the northern shore
of the Crystal Sea that may take you there. Good luck.”

I just nodded and left, turning my back to her and walking quickly . . . so she would not
see my tears.

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: Princess Marilynth

When I arrived at the dockyards on the northern coast of the Crystal Sea, there was only
one ship in port and it appeared abandoned. But after yelling to see if anyone was there,
a merian’s head suddenly poked up out of the water. Shrugging into a robe as he left



the seawater, he slipped a monocle over his left eye and squinted at me. Fairly robust for
a portly middle-aged merian, he introduced himself as Captain Vlath Symfale, a Celest
merchant. I always thought it odd that a race who could breathe underwater and swim
with ease would find it necessary for ships, but I guess even merians needed ships to carry
supplies to and from the capital. Anyway, Captain Symfale was a good-natured merian
who recognized my voice from aether broadcasts and agreed to take me to the Isle of Celest.

The voyage across the northern end of the Crystal Sea was free of the Taint, though
Captain Symfale said there were ‘butt-ugly Taint squid’ that entered the clean waters from
the southerly Tainted part of the Crystal Sea. I asked him how the northern end of the
Crystal Sea remained uncontaminated as one would think the currents would easily spread
the Taint through water.

“Aye, well, there be a story for your next broadcast, master furrikin,” he said with wink,
and took a sip from a little flask (he did like to drink). “Thems that think the Great Spirits
you folks take stock in only lives in the forests, but, aye, there’s some spirits that live in
the sea too, protecting her waters. May not be as grand as them forest spirits, maybe they
be just wee little spirits compared to your big ’uns, but us that live in the sea knows she’s
there, yes we do!”

It felt good to laugh with the old mariner, taking my mind off of the terrible events I had
just gone through, and the two-hour voyage passed rapidly. We docked in a little used port
on the northeastern end of the isle. I asked Captain Symfale if he wanted to come to the
Star Palace with me, but he just laughed and waved me on.

“Nay, master furrikin, thems palace folk ain’t for me,” he said. “I’ll just finish off me wee
bit o’ brandy then I be heading home to me wife. She’ll snap at me like a barracuda if’n I
linger too long.”

He saluted me with his flask, and I hid a smile thinking that his wife would probably more
likely snap at him for sitting at dock and drinking brandy than coming home late. Hurrying
through the city streets, it struck me that the merians were, if nothing else, remarkably
resilient. Children still played in the streets, elder merians were hanging their laundry on
lines, shops were open, and life continued despite the imminent threat of the Taint. Dusk
was approaching as I finally wound my way to the Star Palace.

The paladins at the gate led me to the palace steward. After explaining who I was, a
member of the Cosmic Hope expedition, he immediately had me escorted to the Princess
Marilynth’s council room. There, I was introduced to the newly anointed Holy Mother
Glaruda Farain who was surrounded by several priests and priestesses of the Light, Arch-
mage Gillian Shervalian of the Aquamancy College, and Lord General Dolph Inalai of the
Paladins. I bowed low before Princess Marilynth who smiled weakly at me. Then, I told
my tale as I had told it to the High Priestess of the Moon, which left the assembled leaders
of the Holy Empire gasping and muttering among themselves.



“This Horn of Urlach concerns me greatly,” said Holy Mother Glaruda. “If it truly makes
the undead invincible . . . how could we stop . . .?”

“My father,” finished Princess Marilynth.

“He is no longer your father, child,” murmured the Holy Mother.

“The High Priestess of the Moon said she would stop the horn from getting to Celest,”
I interrupted, then remembered exactly how she arranged it. “But perhaps if you could
recall any imperial vessel in the Inner Sea?”

“Yes. Yes, let us do that,” said the Princess, writing the order.

“If it’s safe to pass into the Taint,” said Lord General Inalai, “we could meet up with the
forces of the forest communes and make our first offensive foray into Gloriana.”

“The High Priestess of the Moon may not think that wise, Lord General,” I said, not able
to bring myself to tell him what she thought of the Holy Empire. Instead, I said, “She
believes Almighty Kethuru’s presence will return to the Taint at any time.”

A youthful squire ran into the room and whispered to Lord General Inalai, who paled and
issued orders to some higher ranking paladins. He turned to Princess Marilynth, his gills
fluttering rapidly.

“Celest has been invaded, Your Highness,” he said. “The ur’Guard and the Tainted are
at the southern gates, moving forward. There are thousands of them. We cannot hope to
hold them back for long.”

“How could they get here so quickly without us knowing?” asked the Princess, her voice
trembling.

“The Shallach Portals,” I said, “that must be it. The Emperor didn’t think he could use
them before because it was in the Taint. But if he can now freely pass into the Taint, he
could have made his way to Shallach, avoiding the forest forces to the north completely.”

“Which means he encountered the Tainted,” said Archmage Shervalian. “And if the
ur’Guard and Tainted are together, we must assume he has allied with Rowena Night-
shade.”

“Sweet Light,” said the Princess. “What are we going to do?”

“We cannot let the Pool of Stars fall into the hands of the Taint,” said Holy Mother
Glaruda. “If the Taint spreads to the elemental planes of water and then into Celestia,
that would be the end of the Light as we know it. We cannot allow the Holy Supernals to
become corrupted as they have said happened to their counterparts on Shallamar.”

“But what can we do?” repeated the Princess, looking around herself helplessly.



“Your Highness,” I said, going to my knee before her. “Do what you father suggested.”

“What?” she asked in incomprehension.

“Use the Pool of Stars to raise yourself up as a Vernal God! Call Avechna the Avenger to
strengthen the Nine Seals.”

“Yes!” said Lord General Inalai. “With a Vernal God on our side, with Avechna returned,
there may be a chance!”

“It is risky,” said Archmage Shervalian. “The Pool of Stars would be left severely depleted
and the histories say that the Vernal Gods were very weak when they were first raised.
Certainly, they were not omnipotent, as they died in such numbers during the Vernal Wars.
And how much strength would you have to use to call Avechna?”

“The Light must be protected at all costs,” said Holy Mother Glaruda.

The Holy Mother then leaned over to Princess Marilynth and whispered in her ear. The
Princess jerked back with a horrified expression on her face which the Holy Mother simply
returned with a look of determination. The Princess covered her face with her hands and
began to weep.

“Don’t ask me to do this!” she sobbed.

The same squire returned, looking as if he had recently been in battle, and whispered
hurriedly Lord General Inalai. Everyone watched quietly as the Lord General stood and
placed a hand on the Princess’ shoulder pulling her up to his side.

“We no longer have a choice,” he said gently. “They’ve broken through the gates. Many
of our people have dove into the Crystal Sea to evacuate, and those who aren’t merian
or decided to see this through are gathering in the palace. There is no other plan, Your
Highness. Let us do this thing before it is too late.”

Thus, I witnessed the Holy Celestine Empire raising their first, last and only Vernal God.

Memoirs of Lolly Pringle: The End of the Empire

A crowd of people were gathered in the open cathedral around the Pool of Stars, the
nexus of power of the Holy Empire. As Princess Marilynth and her retinue headed towards
the pool, I made my way to an observation platform high above that was used by aether
correspondents during large events. It overlooked the Crystal Sea and gave a bird’s eye
view of the Pool of Stars.

Holy Mother Glaruda led a group of priests and priestesses of the Light to circle the Pool
of Stars, while Archmage Shervalian did the same with a group of Aquamancers in their



turquoise robes. The waters of the Pool of Stars suddenly erupted, bubbling with light,
and the crowd fell silent, some prostrating themselves on the floor. Out of the fountain
stepped angelic beings who raised their voice in song. Princess Marilynth waded into the
sparkling waters, which lapped up and frothed around her blue skin. Tears glistened in her
eyes.

“The Taint was released by the Holy Empire,” she said, “and it is up to us to make right
that wrong. It has been suggested that the Taint is Almighty Kethuru breaking free of the
Nine Seals that bind him, and the only way to strengthen the seals is to raise up a new
Vernal God who can awaken Avechna the Avenger. The Star Council has chosen me to be
that vessel. People of the Empire, is this your wish?”

The crowd erupted in cheers, screaming her name and praising the Light. I found myself
screaming Marilynth’s name along with the others.

An angelic choir filled the air as Marilynth was lifted up above the Pool of Stars until she
was almost even with me. Golden light enveloped her, and caught in the amber glow, she
began to spin slowly around. Her skin glowed so brightly that it melted from her body,
replaced by a liquid effervescence. She opened her eyes and they shown with white light
and she raised her arms and the entire chamber was filled with the beauty of her being.
She was indeed a goddess now.

Floating even higher and turning towards Avechna Peak, she called out to Avechna to
awaken from his slumber, her voice pure and sweet, like a clear bell piercing the sky. Three
times did she call out before he answered.

Even from miles away, we saw the top of Avechna Peak erupt in bright light. A figure
appeared above it, massive, titanic. One moment he was hovering above the enormous
mountain, then the next he was standing over Marilynth, dwarfing her and filling the sky
with his form.

A great booming, thunderous voice filled the air, “WHY HAVE I BEEN AWOKEN?”

“We have need of you, Avechna,” the clear voice of the Goddess Marilynth rang out. “The
Nine Seals are coming undone, and as was the pact of the Sacrifice of the Nine, you must
make them whole again.”

“THE PACT WILL HOLD TRUE,” he thundered.

Just then, chaos broke out around the pool of stars. The ur’Guard and Tainted broke
through the palace gates and began to charge towards the Pool of Stars. Half the crowd
were screaming in terror while the other half were still held in thrall by the appearance of
Avechna. From the south came great crows, as large as the rocs of Oleanvir Valley, and
riding upon each one was a figure. As they came closer, I saw that upon the lead giant
crow was Rowena Nightshade and the Undead Emperor.



Marilynth immediately saw what was happened and she screamed in horror. She spread out
her arms and balls of white light sprung from her outstretched hands, each one enveloping
a citizen of the Empire, including me. The Tainted creatures were unable to harm us while
we were surrounded by a globe of light. But Marilynth, newly awakened to godhood and
having just summoned Avechna, appeared to be rapidly weakening.

“Avechna!” she cried. “Help me!”

“I WILL HONOR THE PACT AND STRENGTHEN THE NINE SEALS,” he said. “YOUR
FIGHT HERE DOES NOT CONCERN ME.”

“Look at them!” she screamed. “They have been Tainted by Kethuru! You cannot allow
them to exist, to overrun the Basin of Life!”

“IT IS TRUE, THEY HAVE THE TOUCH OF KETHURU ON THEM,” he said.

Rowena Nightshade set the Undead Emperor down on the same platform I was on. I
backed away from him as far as I could, but he didn’t seem to even register me as being
there. As he walked to the edge of the platform, I saw the marble beneath his feet bubble
and blacken, smoking with ill fumes. That was new.

“But that was not the pact!” the Emperor yelled out. “Avechna, listen to me! The Nine
sacrificed themselves to create the seals. You know this to be true! The Nine became the
Seals, and you are the sum of them all! The Nine Seals, Avechna! That is where your duty
lies!”

“THAT IS MY DUTY,” said Avechna.

“Do not listen to that undead abomination!” shouted Marilynth.

“Abomination?” laughed the Emperor. “Avechna, part of you was formed by Urlach, the
Master of Death, perhaps the greatest of the Nine! Does that part of you consider the
undead an abomination?”

“ENOUGH!” thundered Avechna the Avenger. “THIS IS NOT MY CONCERN. I GO TO
REFORM THE SEALS.”

With that Avechna faded from sight. We could feel Marilynth’s despair through the spheres
that she struggled keep around us. Emperor Ladantine watched on, his eyes glowing
greedily. The Tainted around us were closing in, though not yet able to pierce the globes of
protection. Rowena still rode on her giant crow, circling around us like a vulture waiting
for its carrion to stop moving.

“How long can you keep that up, Marilynth?” the Emperor called out. “Even a Vernal
Goddess must replenish her power at some point.”

“Father, please, what do you want here?”



“I want to join you, daughter! Think of it, the both of us raised up to godhood, parent and
child, ushering in a new age! We can rebuild the Empire! We can rule it forever, together!”

“I will never allow you to do that, father, you know I will not. You would Taint all of Holy
Celestia and the elemental plane of water. You’d destroy all the works of the Light.”

“But how can you stop me, Marilynth,” he chided. “Soon, I will have the Horn of Urlach,
which will make me and all the undead here invincible. Eventually, I will win, daughter. I
always do.”

Was the light around her dimming? Or were the shadows from the Tainted Great Spirit of
Mother Night surrounding her? She was obviously struggling.

“Marilynth, you know what you must do!” screamed Holy Mother Glaruda from below.

“I am sorry, my people,” cried the Goddess Marilynth. “I must do this final thing to
protect the future of the Light. Forgive me.”

“Marylinth, no!” screamed the Undead Emperor as she plunged herself into the Pool of
Stars.

Immediately, the globes of protection around us winked out and the Tainted had no time
to begin their slaughter, for the Pool of Stars began to burn with a Holy Flame that drove
them back. The bright light made Rowena curse and I thought I glimpsed her face rapidly
aging. She swung around on her giant crow and started heading back south.

“Rowena, come back here!” shouted the Emperor.

“You are a fool, Ladantine!” she laughed. “Enjoy your tomb with your daughter!”

“But my ship will arrive with the Horn of Urlach! Rowena, we will both be invincible.”

Of course, the Undead Emperor never knew the kelpies by now must have sank his ship,
so he was waiting for something that would never arrive. The red light in his eyes burned
furiously as he watched Rowena fly away, and he looked back at the Pool of Stars hungrily
as the Holy Flame grew brighter. He raised his arms as if about to dive into it. Was this
his final attempt to become a Vernal God? Could he possibly stop whatever it was the
Goddess Marilynth was doing?

We’ll never know, of course, for I did perhaps the bravest or most foolish thing I ever did.
After all that time being his puppet, after all the terror and grief he put me through, I
screamed in rage and charged into his legs, knocking him backwards. He scrambled up and
finally turned his eyes on me.

“Lolly Pringle?” he said, gaping at me in astonishment.

With another bellow of rage, I charged at him again, this time leaping at him so that I hit
him full in the belly. He tumbled backwards, cursing and clawing at me, but still I pushed



him back. We were both rolling on the platform then, which was slippery by whatever
foulness that he had coated the marble floor with. Somehow I found the inner strength
to keep fighting and pushing, until I was able to shove him over the edge on the far side
of the platform that overlooked the Crystal Sea. He grabbed my ankle and took me over
with him.

The Undead Emperor was still cursing at me when he hit the jagged rocks below and was
swept away by the crashing waves. Just as I closed my eyes to join him in death, the High
Priestess of the Moon’s silver torc around my neck began to glow. I placed my hand on it
and immediately was yanked into a planar gate.

I found myself in the ethereal realm of the Serenwilde Forest before High Priestess Farella.
I looked around and saw I was in a circle formed by the Coven of Moondancers, who were
staring into a scrying pool. The High Priestess had saved me but she would not look me
in the eye.

“What’s happening?” I asked, gasping and trembling.

“Avechna travels to the astral plane to reform the Nine Seals. The Great Spirits say the
threat is passing. And, now, Princess Marilynth is doing something that has never been
done. She is destroying a planar nexus. Not a bad solution really. It will save the higher
planes and destroy Celest.”

“Destroy Celest? So that’s why Rowena left? That’s why the Emperor was so upset?” I
asked, looking around when no one answered “Quickly, we must save who we can! I’m not a
great gateweaver, I know, but I can help! I can coordinate gates on an aether channel across
from the ethereal realm down to Celest. Where are your gateweavers? High Priestess?”

“You are the only one we rescued,” she said, still not looking at me.

“You mean I was the first one, don’t you?”

“With Celest gone, the last of the Empire will be too. The time for the ‘civilized’ age is
at an end and we can go back to the purer time when the forest communes oversaw the
healing of the Basin of Life.”

“You could have saved them at any time,” I whispered, realization suddenly dawning as
an image of poor Captain Symfale came to my mind. “All those innocent people . . .”

“None are innocent,” she said flatly. “Besides, look! It is too late now.”

I stared into the scrying pool and saw the destruction of Holy Celestine Empire. It was
monstrously beautiful, a flash of white light followed by a cloud of fire and smoke that that
engulfed the entire Isle of Celest, sending plumes of debris hundreds of feet into the sky.
The High Priestess of the Moon and the Coven of the Moondancers kept staring into the
pool, even when all there was left to see was ash.



* * *

So here I am, 20 years later, retired aether correspondent, writing these memoirs from my
little farm in Estelbar, a very small furrikin of no importance, grey furred and literally
long of tooth. Thus, I watched as Serenwilde Forest withdrew into itself, and the Tainted
City of Magnagora rise to prominence to subjugate those of us in the south. Though I
never saw it, I know the survivors of the Empire gathered on the far side of the Inner Sea
and formed a nexus of power, another Pool of Stars. They tell me that New Celest will be
even greater and grander than that of old and the Light will return to lead us into a new
age. Perhaps it will be so, but I think I will not live to see it. Estelbar has its own small
problems, raided by those orclach that were mutated by the Taint, those nasty creatures
we’ve come to call ’orcs’.

Though I’ve retired to this little farm and my days of adventure are over, I sometimes
wonder if history will simply note that Avechna the Avenger was awoken and reformed
the Nine Seals, driving Kethuru back into his prison for another age. True, the Basin of
Life was saved that day, but who will remember the cost? The great powers of Gaudiguch,
Hallifax, and Ackleberry Forest are already fading into legend. Gloriana is now known as
the Glomdoring Forest and none who enter ever return. The Tainted in Magnagora are
apparently breeding amongst themselves, calling their offspring the viscanti race. Yes, the
cost was great indeed.

And in my darker hours I wonder if the cost has even yet been fully paid.



Part V

Coming of Estarra



As the mortal races began their slow struggle to rebuild what was lost during the Taint,
far away in the vastness of space and time, an Elder God who had escaped the Elder Wars
during the exodus found the tear in reality from which the three children of Yudhe had
vanished. The Elder God was named Roark, great of intellect and wisdom. Not knowing
the Soulless Gods were sealed away, Roark sought to escape them through this tear in
reality. For ages, he built great magical devices around the tear, trying in vain to open it.
One day, however, much to his surprise, the tear unlocked from the other side. Though not
wide enough to enter, he did communicate with a being of strange and wondrous power.

In time, Roark came to understand that this being was the blending of Magnora, Dynara
and the nameless son of Yudhe. Although the being’s power was immense, it was but a
shadow of what it would become should it enter to the realm of Yudhe, for this being
possessed the destructive power of Magnora and the creative power of Dynara, as well as
the spirit of Yudhe himself.

Both Roark and this being contrived to open the tear in reality wide enough that this
powerful being could enter Yudhe’s realm. When finally the rift opened, the being stepped
through and was transformed into the Great Goddess Estarra, called Estarra the Eternal.
The potentiality of Yudhe became manifest in Estarra, and she bestowed upon Roark the
title of Libertas for his long suffered planning and designs to liberate her. Through the
tear in reality, she brought with her the human race, a strange people whom she wished to
give a home.

To Lusternia went Estarra the Eternal with Roark Libertas, but when they arrived they
found the mortal races decimated by the Taint. Taking pity, Estarra watched over the
rebuilding of the mortal races and their civilizations. The human race whom she settled
within the Basin of Life, where they thrived and flourished, intermingling with the other
races sometimes for the better and sometimes for the worse.

As Estarra studied the world of Lusternia and what it had became, she realized that one
day the living seals would expire and release the Soulless Gods. She could not move directly
against the Soulless Gods for their beings had become a part of Lusternia and destroying
them would destroy the world completely. Nor could she strengthen the seals directly, for
the seals were made from the essence of the mortal races and could only be revitalized by
mortals themselves. She gathered the seals for safekeeping with the promise that when the
seals began to fail, she would release them onto Lusternia for the ultimate ritual whereby
the greatest mortal living would wield the seals, and the seals would create from that
mortal an Ascended God, the process recharging the seals to protect against the Soulless
Gods for another generation.

And so the Age of Ascension begins, and so does Lusternia prosper.
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